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Summary 

Underlying many formal approaches to linguistics is the 

fundamental, philosophical assumption that categories are 

discrete entities. This assumption also 

contemporary formal approaches to morphology 

account for the stress and distributional 

A study 

underlies 

which seek 

properties 

of these 

two 

to 

of 

two derivational affixes in complex words. 

approaches, the level-ordering and the category distinction 

approaches, reveals that both are faced with the same set of 

counterexamples in English. Specifically, they are faced with 

certain derivational affixes which display uncharacteristic 

distributional properties. In order to deal with such affixes 

the approaches resort to a variety of ad hoc mechanisms whose 

sole purpose is to save them from refutation. The argument 

offered in this thesis is that the problem with both approaches 

lies with the background assumption about categories which 

underlies their work. There is, however, an alternative 

conception of the nature of categories that has been widely 

supported by experimental research in the field of cognitive 

psychology, viz. that categories are non-discrete or continuous 

entities which are distributed along a continuum. In the thesis 

it is argued that, by adopting this conception of categories, a 

more adequate account can be given of the gradient differences 

between category members both inter- and intra-categorially. 

This argument will be illustrated with specific reference to 

affix categories in Afrikaans. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Morphology as a sub-part of the larger field of linguistics 

deals essentially with the characteristics of complex words. 

one of the assumptions underlying this field of study is that 

complex words are analysable into identifiable constituents 

whose syntagmatic ordering is based on certain organisational 

principles. With the renewed interest in morphology sparked by 

the publication of Chomsky's "Remarks of Nominalization" (1970) 

two formal approaches to describing, amongst others, such 

ordering emerged. 1 These approaches, the level-ordering and the 

category distinction approaches, represent attempts to account 

for the stress and distributional properties of derivational 

affixes. While sharing a common 

rather different mechanisms in 

goal, these approaches use 

order to achieve this goal. 

Proponents of the former type of approach, such as Siegel 

(1974), Allen (1978), Strauss (1982a), Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 

1982c) and Mohanan (1982) account for the stress properties of 

derivational affixes· and their distribution by extrinsically 

ordering word formation rules (affixation and compounding rules) 

in the lexicon into a series of levels. In contrast, the 

category distinction approach, whose main proponents are 

linguists like Selkirk (1982), Guerssel (1983) and Sproat 

(1985a), use the type of category, either stem or Word, to which 

the affixes may attach, to account for these properties of 

derivational affixes. 

The workings of the two formal approaches have been illustrated 

mainly with reference to English. Furthermore, they have been 

justified, for the most part, to the extent to which they can 

account for the stress and distributional properties of 

derivational affixes in English. Thus, they attempt to explain, 

through the use of (extrinsic) ordering or category 
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distinctions, why words such as those in (1) are wellformed, 

whereas words such as those in (2) are illformed.2 

( 1) ( a) conversational 

con - verse - ation - al 
(b) unkindness 

un - kind - ness 

(c) ennoblement 

en - noble - ment 

(d) ex-football coach 

ex-football - coach 

(e) singers 

sing - er - s 

(2) (a) *scarce - ness - ity 

(b) *in - help - less 

(c) *in - re - print - able 

(d) *mal - up - grade 

(e) *scrub - ed - woman 

The approaches referred to above, while being governed, or 

constrained, by certain principles specific to morphology, are 

also, in the first instance, governed by non-morphological 

principles. That is, approaches to morphology are proposed 

within the more encompassing framework of approaches to the 

study of languag~ which are underpinned by certain fundamental 

assumptions. These assumptions not only determine what language 

must look like, but also determine what morphology must look 

like. 

One of these traditional, philosophical assumptions which 

linguists have implicitly accepted, without question, is the 

classical, Aristotelian (Taylor (1989:22)) or criteria! 

attribute. (Langacker (1987:14)) conception of categories as 

discrete entities. This "unquestionable, definitional truth" 

(Lakoff (1987:6)) about categories also underlies the two formal 
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approaches referred to above. 

view of categories3 
Lakoff (1987:6) notes that this 

" has come out of two thousand years of 
philosophizing about the nature of reason. It is 
still widely believed despite overwhelming empirical 
evidence against it. There are two reasons. The 
first is simply that it is traditional. The 
accumulated weight of two thousand years of 
philosophy does not go away overnight. We have all 
been educated in those terms. The second reason is 
that there has been, until recently, nothing 
approaching a well-worked-out alternative that 
preserves what was correct in the traditional view 
while modifying it to account for newly discovered 
data." 

Lakoff (1987:xii) claims that there is an alternative approach 

to the nature of categories, viz. the cognitive approach. The 

cognitive conception of categories which is less exclusionary 

and more flexible than the classical or criterial-attribute 

conception has been termed the prototype (Langacker (1987:14) 

and Taylor (1989)) or central tendencies model (Rosch (1973; 

1978)). This conception of categories constitutes one of the 

basic assumptions of what is referred to in the literature as 

cognitive grammar (Langacker (1987:1)) and has been supported by 

extensive experimental work in the 

(e.g. Rosch (1973; 1975a; 1978; 

(1975)). Within this approach 

continuous (Corrigan (1989:4)) or 

field of cognitive psychology 

1981) and Rosch and Mervis 

categories are treated as, 

non-discrete entities which 

are distributed on a continuum. Although this conception of 

categories is not new, it has not been widely accepted despite 

overwhelming evidence in its favour. Furthermore, its 

application in the field of morphology has, until recently, been 

limited. Exceptions are works such as those of Bybee (1985), 

and Bybee and Moder (1983), for example. The conception of the 

nature of categories proposed by cognitive linguists such as 

Bybee (1985) enables one to provide an account of the diverse 

characteristics which derivational affixes in a particular 

category or class exhibit. It also enables one to account for 

the diverse range of properties which members of the category of 

inflectional affixes exhibit. 
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Bearing the above in mind the aim of this thesis is threefold: 

(i) The first aim of this thesis is to present a survey of the 

two formal approaches mentioned above, the level-ordering 

and the .category distinction approaches. This survey 

reveals that, ignoring minor differences, both approaches 

are faced with the same set of counterexamples. 

Specifically, they are faced with data in which 

derivational affixes display uncharacteristic 

distributional properties with respect to other affixes and 

compounds. These counterexamples 

the descriptive mechanism used 

obtain irrespective 

to account for 

of 

the 

properties of derivational affixes. In an attempt to 

explain the counterexamples, proponents of the two types of 

approaches, as well as other linguists like Pesetsky 

(1985), Williams· (1981) and Spencer (1988), have suggested 

the use of various devices such as the reclassification of 

affixes, a loop between levels of word formation and 

reanalyses of the data in terms of revised bracketing. 

These devices are, however, ad hoc as they are merely used 

to explain the anomalies or counterexamples and therefore 

to protect the variants of the two formal approaches from 

refutation. An examination of the 

solutions offered reveals the 

counterexamples may be the result 

counterexamples and the 

possibility that the 

of the criteria used to 

classify derivational affixes, viz. their stress properties 

and their (in-)ability to attach to Stems and/or Words. 

Superficially it therefore appears that the counterexamples 

may be eliminated if the criteria used to classify 

derivational affixes are changed. 

(ii) The second aim of this thesis is to show that using the 

origin of an affix as classification criterion for 

derivational affixes does not lead to an elimination of 

counterexamples. This will be illustrated with reference 

to Afrikaans, the language chosen for empirical study in 

this thesis. 
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(iii)The third aim of the thesis is to show that the problems 

which the formal approaches encounter in both English and 

Afrikaans can be traced back to the conception of the 

categories with which they work. By adopting the 

conception of categories as discrete entities one is able 

to give a more adequate account of the characteristic 

properties of, in particular, members of affix categories 
in Afrikaans.4 

Before proceeding to outline the content of the thesis I would 

like to briefly explain, 

(i) firstly, why the origin of an affix was chosen as the 

primary criterion for the classification of derivational 

affixes, and 

(ii) secondly, why Afrikaans was chosen for empirical study in 

this thesis. 

Work done on derivational affixes in Dutch, e.g. Langeweg (1985; 

1986; 1987), reveals that the division of such affixes on the 

basis of their origin enables one to account for their stress 

properties in complex words. Derivational affixes in Dutch, as 

in other Germanic languages, are either foreign or non-native in 

origin, that is, inherited from Romance languages and Greek, or 

they are typically Germanic/native in origin. As there seems to 

be a correlation between the origin of an affix, and its stress 

and distributional properties, it was decided to use this 

criterion to classify derivational affixes in Afrikaans. 

Afrikaans was chosen for empirical study in this thesis for the 

following four reasons. 

(i) Firstly, given that the formal morphologists have used 

English, Dutch and, to a lesser extent German data, to 

illustrate and justify their proposals, an examination of 

data from Afrikaans, which is also a Germanic language, 

could reveal significant characteristics of members of 
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affix categories which have been missed in the study of 

these other Germanic langugages. This might throw some 

light on the counterexamples with which the approaches are 

faced. 

(ii) Secondly, the Afrikaans data could reveal whether similar 

problems to those found in the other Germanic languages, 

specifically similar problematic data, are not perhaps due 

to the unique character of Germanic languages. This may 

indicate that the problems with which the formal approaches 

are faced, must be attributed to the characteristics of 

Germanic languages, rather than to deficiencies inherent in 

the approaches themselves. Perhaps, then the approaches 

can be retained, at least for non-Germanic languages. 

(iii)Thirdly, Afrikaans is the youngest of the Germanic 

(iv) 

languages. While it clearly shares many characteristics 

with the other Germanic languages there are also many 

differences even with respect to its most closely related 

language Dutch. If the origin of derivational affixes 

plays a crucial role in an account of the distribution of 

these affixes, then the relative "youth" of Afrikaans and 

its closeness to Dutch could be revealing. 

Fourthly, the morphology of Afrikaans, in particular the 

syntagmatic ordering of derivational and inflectional 

affixes, has not been systematically described within any 

contemporary theoretical framework. The analysis of a 

restricted corpus of Afrikaans data which is used in this 

thesis to illustrate the claims being made about (non-) 

discreteness, 

systematisation 

Afrikaans. 

will therefore 

of the morphology 

contribute to 

of derivations 

a 

in 

In the light of what has been said above about the aims of this 

thesis, the content is organised in the following way. In 

Chapter 2 I will outline the level-ordering and the category 

distinction approaches to word formation with specific reference 
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to the basic assumptions which they make about the formal 

properties of complex words and the way in which they propose to 

account for such properties. Special attention will be given to 

the problematic data with which they are faced and the ad hoc 

mechanisms proposed to deal with such data. 

This is followed, in Chapter J, by a discussion of the various 

morphological categories, viz. affixes and bases for affixation, 

which can be distinguished for Afrikaans and the characteristics 

which members of each . category have using the numerous studies 

on English and Dutch morphology as a guide. The views of 

several Afrikaans linguists will also be considered. 

This chapter forms the basis for Chapter 4 in which I will 

discuss and illustrate the patterns of distribution of 

morphological categories in Afrikaans with particular reference 

to the distribution of derivational affixes relative to 

inflectional affixes and the distribution of both these types of 

affixes relative to compounds in complex words in 

Although the Afrikaans data reveal, for the most 

patterns of distribution expected, there are a 

Afrikaans. 

part, the 

number of 

counterexamples, that is, data in which affixes do not attach in 

the expected order. These counterexamples are similar in type 

to the English counterexamples facing the level-ordering and 

category distinction approaches. Furthermore, the data suggests 

that 

(i) the characteristics of derivational affixes in a class is 

not uniform in the sense that some affixes have a much more 

restricted distribution than others and they do not always 

share the same stress properties; 

(ii) inflectional affixes show a much wider range of 

distribution properties than previously recognised. 

These latter two properties of affixes seem to be overlooked by 

the level-ordering and category distinction approaches and, in 

fact, cannot be accounted for by these two approaches. 5 
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In the light of these findings Chapter 5 begins with a review of 

the English and Afrikaans counterexamples facing the 

level-ordering and category distinction approaches and the 

various ad hoc strategies which they resorted to. These 

include, for example, the reanalysis of data (Selkirk (1982)), 

reclassification of affixes (Selkirk (1982) and Strauss (1982a)) 

and the postulation of two levels of representation for complex 

words (Pesetsky (1985) and Sproat (1985a)). If one should try 

to account for the Afrikaans counterexamples noted in Chapter 4, 

within a category distinction approach, one would have to 

probably resort to the same sorts of ad hoc strategies as those 

mentioned above. It is argued that there is a simple reason for 

very similar types of counterexamples existing in both English 

and Afrikaans, despite the fact that different criteria are used 

to classify the derivational affixes in each language. The 

reason can be traced back to the classical conception of 

categories which underlies the level-ordering and the category 

distinction approaches. This is also the conception of 

categories with which I implicitly worked in my analysis of 

complex words in Afrikaans. The nature of the data suggests 

that it is this background assumption that must be questioned 

and replaced if any satisfactory account is to be given of both 

the English and Afrikaans data. In the remainder of the chapter 

I will therefore discuss the cogntive conception of categories 

with specific reference to the work of Bybee (1985) and will 

consider the reinterpretation of the affix categories in 

Afrikaans in term of this conception of categories. 

In the final chapter I will show how an account can be given of 

the characteristic distributional, stress and other properties 

of members of affix categories in Afrikaans using the cognitive 

conception of categories as being distributed along a continuum. 

It is argued that this conception of categories enables one to 

account for a number of other morphological facts which the 

level-ordering and category distinction approaches are unable to 

account for. The chapter ends with a brief look at data from 

Dutch, English and German which have been identified as 

problematic by certain linguists. The reason why such data 
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appear to be problematic, I would argue, is that underlying the 

work of all these linguists is the assumption that categories 

are discrete entities. The fact that the data can easily be 

accounted for within an approach in which morphological 

categories are treated as non-discrete provides further 

justification for the conception of the nature of categories, in 

particular affix categories, which will be argued for in this 

thesis. 
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Notes 

1 Cf. Muysken (1986) for an outline of various approaches to 

affix ordering which have emerged in the last 20 years. 

2 Morphologically complex data in this thesis are presented 

in the following way. on the first line of each example an 

orthographic representation of the word is given. on the 

second line a labelled bracketing is usually provided. 

Where there is some uncertainty about the bracketing to be 

assigned to a word, that is, where various possible 

bracketings are being discussed or where the bracketing is 

not pertinent to the discussion as in (1) and (2), the 

morphemes in the word are 

where the structure is not 

the labelled bracketing 

separated by hyphens. In cases 

pertinent to the discussion both 

. and the morpheme-by-morpheme 

representation may be absent. Primary stress of a word is 

indicated in the orthographic representation of a word, in 

the labelled bracketing of such a word and in references to 

the word in the text. For Afrikaans, Dutch and German data 

a morpheme-for-morpheme gloss is also provided, followed by 

an idiomatic gloss in double inverted commas. In the case 

of illformed data no stress is indicated and no 

orthographic representations or idiomatic glosses are 

provided. Finally, in the case of morphologically simple 

words or stems no orthographic representation is provided. 

3 Cf. Hendrikse (1989:334) where two reasons are given for 

background assumptions persisting despite serious criticism 

levelled against them. He also refers to the work of Kuhn 

(1979) who discusses 

socio-psychological 

a number of 

factors which 

methodological and 

shield background 

assumptions in any domain of knowledge from critical 

re-examination and, if necessary, revision. 

4 Although the focus in this thesis will be morphological 

categories, I will not be considering the categorial status 

of the base in determining the valence for certain 
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affixations. 

5 As will be shown some of the distributional properties of 

inflectional affixes can be accounted for by the category 

distinction approach. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONTEMPORARY FORMAL APPROACHES TO WORD FORMATION 

2.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 there are two contemporary theoretical 

approaches which linguists have adopted to describe the formal 

properties of morphologically complex words. Firstly, there is 

the approach involving the mechanism of extrinsic ordering, viz. 

the level-ordering approach, and, secondly, the approach 

subsuming category distinctions, viz. the category distinction 

approach. The aim of the proponents of the two approaches is, 

in essence, to describe one or more of the following formal 

properties of morphologically complex words: 

(i) the distributional properties of the various morphological 

categories which make up morphologically complex words, 

(ii) the relationship between the distributional properties of 

affixes and their phonological properties, and 

(iii) the meaning assigned to morphologically complex words. 

In most works, however, the emphasis is more on (i) than on (ii) 

and to an even lesser extent on (iii). This emphasis is also 

reflected in my discussion where distributional properties are 

discussed to a much greater extent than phonological and 

semantic properties. 

The aim of this chapter is to present an outline of the two 

types of approaches referred to above with reference to 

(i) firstly, the basic assumptions which they make about the 

formal properties of morphologically complex words, and 



(ii) secondly, the way 

properties using 

distinctions. 
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in which 

extrinsic 

they account 

ordering or 

In the discussion of each approach I will 

for these 

category 

(i) discuss and illustrate the similarities and differences 

between variants of each approach with respect to relevant 

data, and 

(ii) show that the two approaches are faced with similar sets of 

counterexamples which they deal with in much the same way, 

that is, with recourse to ad hoc devices. However, despite 

the counterexamples the category distinction approach, 

seems to be a better approach. It provides some insights 

into word formation which could be useful in describing the 

morphology of derivations in Afrikaans and is also more 

restrictive than the level-ordering approach using only two 

levels of word formation. 

Although the data base used by most linguists to illustrate 

their proposed word formation principles is English, data from 

other languages like Dutch (Paulissen (1985) and Scalise 

(1984)), Italian (Scalise (1984)), German (Jensen and Strong

Jensen (1984:487), Malayalam, Dakota (Mohanan (1982)) and 

Japanese (Kageyama (1982)) are also used, particularly by 

level-ordering proponents. The main language of illustration in 

this chapter will, however, be English. 

2.2 Basic assumptions underlying contemporary approaches to 

word formation 

2.2.1 Morphological categories 

Underlying the two approaches are the following two correlative 

assumptions about morphological categorisation: 
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(i) complex words have morphological structure, that is, they 

are made up of distinguishable parts, and 

(ii) these parts belong to discrete morphological categories 

which may be distinguished from one another in terms of 

distribution, and the phonological processes and semantic 

principles governing each category in a complex string. 

The categories to which these parts belong, as will be shown 

below, include affixes (derivational and inflectional), stems 

and words. 

As regards affixes, linguists seem to make use of the 
traditional distinction between inflectional and derivational 

affixes. 1 Inflectional affixes are traditionally viewed as 

having the following characteristics (Crystal (1985:159)): 

(i) The relation between the meaning of a word and the meaning 

of the word plus an inflectional affix is quite regular. 

Therefore the meaning difference between table and tables 

(singular vs. plural) is paralleled quite regularly in 

other similar pairs of singular nouns and noun plus plural 

suffix combinations. 

(ii) Inflectional affixes never change the word class of the 

word to which they attach - both table and tables are 

nouns. 

(iii)Finally, inflectional affixes usually prevent further 

derivational or inflectional affixes from being attached 

and are therefore further away from the base than are 

derivational affixes. 

Derivational affixes, on the other hand, are traditionally taken 

to exhibit the following characteristics (Crystal (1985:89)): 

(i) The relation between the meaning of a word and the 

of the word plus derivational affix is not 

meaning 

always 
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predictable. For example, the pair derive and derivable 

show a meaning relation "X" and "able to be Xed". However, 

this meaning relation does not hold for all such pairs. 

Consider in this regard the pairs~ and payable, and read 

and readable. Payable does not mean "able to be paid", but 
• 

rather "must be paid", while readable means that something 

is well written, and is a good example of some type of 

literature, not something that it is "able to be read". 

(ii) Derivational affixes may change the class of the word to 

which they attach, although this is usually the case with 

suffixes rather than with prefixes. 

(iii)Derivational affixes do 

addition of further affixes 

not necessarily 

which means that 

prevent the 

derivational 

affixes are closer to the base than inflectional affixes. 

In (1) below some examples of inflectional affixes of English 

are presented. In (1) (a) the regular inflectional suffix.=.§. has 

attached to the noun table to form the plural tables, while in 

(1) (b) the irregular inflectional suffix -ren has been added to 

the noun child to form the plural children. Finally, in (1) (c) 

the regular past tense suffix -ed has been added to the verb 

jump.2 The subscript INF in these and other examples indicates 

an inflectional affix. 

(1) (a) tables 

[[table] sINFl 
(b) children 

[ [child] renINFl 

(c) jumped 

[[jump] edINFl 

The inflectional affixes in (1) are the only ones mentioned for 

English in the work of level-ordering and category distinction 

linguists. Although affixes like the suffix -s which indicates 

possession, the -s which indicates third person singular present 

tense and affixes which indicate case and gender are taken to be 
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inflectional affixes by some linguists, these are not included 
in discussions of of level-ordering. 

With reference to derivational affixes linguists claim 

there are two classes in English, viz. Class I and Class 

affixes. The basis for this classification is threefold. 

Szpyra (1986:29-31)). 

that 

II 

(cf. 

(i) As regards morphological properties Class I affixes are 

taken to attach to stems or words, while Class II affixes 
attach to words only.3 

(ii) With regard to phonological properties, Class I affixes 

form a unit with the stem/word to which they attach and 

therefore allow 

rules such as 

the application of 

trisyllabic laxing 

certain phonological 

and word stress. 
Furthermore, these affixes are stress-determining. Class 

II affixes, on the other hand, do not form such a unit with 

the word to which they attach and therefore block the 

application of word 

trisyllabic laxing. 

stress rules and the rule of 

These affixes are also stress neutral. 

(iii)Finally, with reference to meaning, most linguists 

implicitly make the assumption that the meaning of a 

morphologically complex word formed by the attachment of a 

Class I affix tends to be non-compositional, while the 

meaning of a word formed by the attachment of a Class II 

affix tends to be compositional. 

Let us now examine the above-mentioned distributional property 

of affixes in morphologically complex words. Linguists make the 

claim that a stem can form the base to which an affix can 

attach. Class I affixes like de-, re-, -able and -ify have 

attached to stems to form the words in (2) below. In each case 

the stem to which the affix attaches cannot occur independently 

as a meaningful morphological unit in English. It can only 

exist as a meaningful unit in conjunction with the affix 

attached to it. The subscript I in these and other examples 
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indicates a Class I affix. 

(2) (a) deduce 

[deI [duce]] 

(b) refract 

[reI [fract]] 

(c) v6cal 

[ [v6c] alI] 

(d) crucify 

[[cruc] ifyIJ 

On the other hand, words can also form a base to which an affix 

can attach. The complex words in (3) below are formed by 

attaching the Class I affixes de- and in-, and the Class II 

affixes -ness and -ful, to words, that is, to lexical items 

which can occur independently as meaningful units. The 

subscript II in these and other examples indicates a Class II 

affix. 

(3) (a) delimit 

[deI [limit]] 

(b) inequity 

[inI [equity]] 

(c) unkindness 

[[kind] nessIIl 

(d) peaceful 

[ (peace] fulII] 

In turn, words, whether simple or complex, can be joined to form 

compounds.4 For example, in (4)(a) and (b) below the compounds 

are formed by joining two morphologically simple words. Those 

in (4) (c) and (d) are formed by combining one complex and one 

simple word, and two complex words respectively. 

(4) (a) bookshelf 

[[book] [shelf]] 

(b) bathroom 

[ [bath] [room] J 

• 
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(c) t6wnship committee 

[((t6wn] shiPrrJ (committee]] 

(d) entrance examination 

[((enter] ancer] ((examine] ationr]J] 

The compounds in (4) above are what have been termed endocentric 

compounds. That is, they are compounds in which the properties 

of the compound as a whole are determined by the properties of 

the head of the compound. For example, a bookshelf is a type of 

shelf which constitutes a subset of the larger set of shelves. 

The word shelf and the word b66kshelf are both nouns and 

therefore -es is added in both cases to form the plural. In 

both words the last sound of the word changes from a voiceless 

labiodental fricative to the corresponding voiced fricative when 

the suffix -es is added. 

The above-mentioned endocentric compounds can be contrasted with 

compounds which have been called exocentric. Such compounds are 

illustrated in (5) below. 

(5) (a) saber tooth saber tooths 

([saber] [tooth]] - [((saber] [tooth]] sINF] 

(b) grandstand grandstanded 

[(grand] [stand]] - [[(grand] [stand]] edINF] 

Although such compounds are formed in the same way as 

endocentric compounds, that is, by joining two words, the 

properties of such compounds (semantic, morphological. and 

phonological) are not determined by the properties of the head 

of the compound. For example, a sabertooth is not a type of 

tooth, but rather a type of tiger. The plural form of the word 

t66th is teeth, but the plural of sabertooth is sabertooths, not 

*saberteeth. similarly, the past tense of the verb stand is 

st66d, but the past tense of the verb grandstand is 

grandstanded, not *grandstood. 
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2.2.2 Distributional patterns of categories 

As pointed out in the previous section linguists assume that the 

constituent elements which may make up a morphologically complex 

word belong to different categories. From this it follows that 

the constituents will exhibit different distributional 

properties. We may refer to this assumption as the categorial 

assumption. 

Let us now examine the distributional properties of the various 

categories which can be found in morphologically complex words. 

Firstly, given the claim that Class I affixes attach to stems 

and words, while Class II affixes attach to words only, 

linguists claim that the following pattern in the distribution 

of Class I affixes with respect to Class II affixes exists. 

(i) Class II affixes may appear outside Class I affixes, but 

(ii) Class I affixes may not appear outside Class II affixes. 

Thus the following possible and impossible distributional 

patterns of Class I and II affixes relative to each other are 

expected.5 X indicates the base (word or stem), while Y 

indicates suffixes and Z, prefixes. In (6) possible and 

impossible distributional patterns of Class I prefixes and 

suffixes relative to each other are given, while in (7) those of 

Class II prefixes and suffixes relative to each other are given. 

Finally, in (8) possible and impossible patterns of Class I 

affixes relative to Class II affixes are given. In each case an 

example is provided to illustrate the pattern given. 

( 6) (a) illegible 

[Zr [[X] Y]r] [inr [[leg] iblerJ] 

(b) subsitution 

[[Zr [X]] Yr] [[subr [stitute]] ionr) 

(c) indecent 

[Zr [Zr [X]]] [inr [de1 [cent]]] 

(d) distillation 

[[[X] Yr] Yr] [[[distill] ate1 J ionr] 



(e) insensitivity 

[[Zr [[X] Yr]] Yr] 

(7) (a) ex-singer 

[Z11 [ [X] Yr1n 
(b) pre-planning 

([Zrr [X]] YrrJ 
(c) ex-paramedic 

[Z1r [Zrr [XJJJ 
(d) friendliness 

[[[XJ YrrJ YrrJ 
(e) unfriendliness 

[[Zrr [[X] YrrJJ YrrJ 

(8) (a) educated 

([[XJ YrJ YrrJ 

(b) *[[[XJ YrrJ Yr] 

(c) re-inflate 

[Zrr [Zr [X] J J 

(d) *[Zr [Zrr [X]]J 
(e) conceivable 

[ [Zr [X]] YrrJ 
(f) neo-fascist 

[Zrr [[XJ YrJJ 

(g) *[Zr [[XJ YJrrJ 

(h) *[ cz11 [XJ J YrJ 
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[(inr [[sensit] iver]] ityr] 

(exr1 [[sing] er1 r]] 

([pre11 [plan]] ing11 ] 

[ex11 [para11 (medic]]] 

[[[friend] lYrr] ness11 J 

([[educ] ate]r edrr] 

*[[(fear] less11 J ity1 J 

(re1 r [in1 [flateJ]] 

*(de1 (re11 [limit]]] 

((con1 (ceive]] able11 ] 

[neo1 r [[fasc] ist1 ]] 

*[in1 [[man] ly11 J] 

*[[anti11 [[Africa]anrJJize1 J 

The lists in (6)-(8) above are not meant to be exhaustive, but 

are only to give an idea of which types of orderings of Class I 

and II affixes relative to each other are possible and which are 

impossible. 

Implicit in (6) (e) and (f) is the assumption that there is 

class-internal ordering of affixes relative to the base X, that 

is, that a Class I suffix may attach before a Class r prefix in 

the derivation of one word, but after a Class I prefix in the 

derivation of another. The same is true of Class II suffixes 

and prefixes as shown in (7) (d) and (e). Class-internal 
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ordering is also determined by the implicit assumption which 

linguists make that the stem/word and affix at each stage in the 

derivation must be a lexical item to which a semantic 

interpretation can be assigned. 6 This, together with the fact 

that affixes subcategorise for certain classes of words, means 

that there will be class-internal ordering of Class I prefixes 

relative to Class I suffixes and of Class II prefixes relative 

to Class II suffixes. Therefore, in the data above, only the 

distribution of affixes indicated by the bracketing is possible 

given these "constraints" on class-internal attachment. 

In addition to the specific pattern of distribution which 

derivational affixes show with respect to each other, they also 

exhibit a discernible pattern of distribution with respect to 

compounds. Most linguists agree on the possible and impossible 

positioning of affixes with respect to compounds, viz. 

(i) that Class I affixes can only occur inside compounds, 

(ii) while Class II affixes can occur both inside and outside 

compounds. 7 

Thus the distribution of categories shown in (9) (a) and (b), and 

(10) (a) and (b) is allowed, while the distribution shown in 

(9) (c) is not. 

( 9 ) ( a) [ [ [ X] YI ] [ X]] and [ [ X] [ [ X] YI ]] 

(b) [ [Zr [X]] [X]] and [ [X] [Zr [X]]] 

(c) *[[[X] [X]] Yr] and *[ZI [[X] [X]]] 

(10) (a) 

(b) 

[[[XJ YrrJ [XJJ and [CX] [[XJ YrrJJ 

CCCX] [XJJ YrrJ and [Yrr CCX] [XJ]J 

The data in (11) below illustrate some of these distributional 

patterns. 

(11) (a) fertility test 

[[[fertile] ityr] [test]] 
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(b) *[inr [[fuel] [injected]]] 

(c) township committee 

[[[town] shiPrrJ (committee]] 

(d) ex-sch661 principal 

(exrr ((sch661] (principal]]] 

Some linguists have also noticed a pattern of distribution of 

inflectional affixes with respect to certain derivational 

affixes and compounds. It would seem that the distinction 

between regular and irregular inflectional affixes is 

here. All regular inflectional suffixes indicating 

important 

plurality 

can only appear outside Class I affixes and Class II affixes, 

but can occur both inside and outside compounds. The regular 

past tense inflectional suffix can, however, only appear outside 

compounds. Thus the patternings of inflectional suffixes shown 

in (12) are permitted. 

(12) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

[[[X] Yr;rrJ INF] 

[[YI/II [X]] INF] 
[ [ [X] [X]] INF] 

[[[[X] INF] [X]]] 

The data in (13) and (14) below illustrate the patternings given 

in (12). 

(13) (a) abilities8 

[([ab(i)le] ityr] SINF] 

(b) teachers 

[[[teach] errrJ srNFJ 

(c) permitted 

([perr [mit]] edrNF] 

(d) hardened 

[[(hard] en11 J edrNF] 

(14) (a) bathrooms 

[[[bath] [room]] srNFl 

(b) parks official 

[[[park] srNFl [official]] 9 
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(c) jumpstarted 

[[(jump] (start]] edrNF] 

(d) *[[[scrub] edINF] [woman]] 

Irregular inflectional markings, on the other hand, cannot 

appear inside or outside Class I and Class II affixes (cf. 

(15) (a)). In compounds when the left-hand constituent of the 

compound bears irregular inflection, this marking obviously 

occurs before compounding (cf. (15) (c)). However, when the head 

of the compound bears irregular inflection in the form of a 

vowel change, it is not easy to determine whether inflection 

takes place prior to, or after, compounding (cf. (15) (d)). This 

has implications for the ordering of compounding rules with 

respect to irregular inflectional rules which will be explicated 

later. 

(15) (a) *[[[child] renINFJ likerrJ 
(b) lice infested 

[[lice] [infested]] 

(c) over threw 

[ [over] [threw] J 

Some linguists like Allen (1978:172-185) and Kiparsky 

(1982a:135, 137-143; 1982b:6-7, 11-14, 15-20) have also noticed 

patterns of distribution of zero-suffixes with respect to 

derivational affixes and compounds. No mention is made of zero 

prefixes in English so it is not obvious whether level-ordering 

linguists recognise the existence of such prefixes or not. 

Zero-suffixes seem to be able to occur neither inside nor 

outside Class I affixes, but can appear inside Class II affixes 

and both inside and outside compounds. Thus the following 

patterns of distribution are found. The symbol~ represents a 

zero suffix. 

(16) (a) *[ [ [XJ ~J Yr] 
(b) *[Zr [[X] ~]] 

(c) [[[XJ ~J YrrJ 

(d) [Zrr [[XJ ~JJ 
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(e) [[[X] [X]] ~] [X] 

For example, in the forms in (17) below the zero-suffix is taken 

to attach inside the affixes and the compound in (17) (a), (b) 

and (d), but outside the compound in (17) (c). The categories to 

which words belong are indicated in the examples in (17) as this 

is pertinent to the discussion at this point. 

(17) (a) *[[[comfort]N ~]v alI] 
(b) respectful 

[[[respect]v ~]N fulirJ 
(c) deepfreeze 

[[[deepJA [freeze]v Jv ~]N 

(d) deepfreeze sale 

[[[[deepJA [freezeJv ]v ~JN [sale]] 

The assumption made by the level-ordering linguists in each case 

is the conventional one, viz. that words like pattern and 

respect are listed in the lexicon as belonging to the category 

Noun or Verb and that the related Noun and Verb respectively, 

are derived by zero-suffixation.lo 

2.2~3 Phonological properties of categories 

As mentioned in Section 2.1 one of the aims of the 

level-ordering and category distinction approaches is to account 

for the relationship between the distributional properties of 

derivational affixes and their phonological properties. One of 

the main phonological differences between Class I and Class II 

affixes that has been noted and extensively discussed is that of 

their stress properties. Class I affixes are taken to be stress 

determining, that is, their presence is taken into account by 

the principles which determine the stress properties of words 

(Allen (1978:6)). This usually means that they cause stress to 

shift rightwards as shown in the examples below. For this 

reason such suffixes are also referred to as stress-shifting by 

some linguists. 
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(18) (a) [employ] 

(b) employee 

[[employ] eeIJ 

(19) (a) [accident] 

(b) accidental 

[[accident] alI] 

Class II affixes, on the other hand, are stress neutral in that 

their presence has no effect on the operation of stress rules 

(Allen (1978:6)). This means that they do not cause a rightward 

movement of stress in the words to which they attach. The 

stress neutrality of Class II suffixes is illustrated in (20) 

and (21) below. 

(20) (a) [vulture] 

(b) vulturish 

[[vulture] ishIIl 

(21) (a) 

(b) 

[danger] 

dangersome 

[[danger] someIIl 

Siegel (1974:148) makes a further distinction between Class II 

suffixes and Class II prefixes saying that the latter are stress 

neutral in that they do not cause stress to retract off the 

words to which they attach and they receive primary stress 

unlike Class II suffixes. This means that stress is sometimes 

borne by a Class II prefix and sometimes by the base to which it 

attaches as shown in (22) and (23) respectively. 

(22) (a) [wire] 

(b) rewire 

(23) (a) 

(b) 

[reII [wire]] 

[synthetic] 

non-synthetic 

[n6nII [synthetic]] 
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There are a number of other phonological differences between 

Class I and Class II affixes. As level-ordering and category 

distinction linguists concern themselves primarily with the 

stress differences these are the only phonological differences 

which will be considered here. Szpyra (1986:29-30) provides a 

comprehensive list of other relevant phonological differences. 

2.3 Extrinsic ordering as a means of accounting for the 

distribution of morphological categories 

2.3.1 General characteristics 

Linguists like Siegel (1974), Allen (1978), Strauss (1982a), 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982) have claimed 

that it is possible to account for the distributional and stress 

properties of derivational affixes by extrinsically ordering the 

various types of word formation rules (hencefoth: WFRs), viz. 

affixation and compounding rules, in the lexicon into a 

of levels.11 The number of levels varies from two to 

series 

five. 12 

Rules are ordered in blocks or groups with respect to each 

other, each block or group constituting a level. For example, a 

given group of affixation rules may be ordered with respect to 

all compounding rules, the former being ordered as a block on a 

level prior to the latter. The rules of each block are, 

however, not ordered with respect to each other,13 that is, they 

are intrinsically ordered. For example, all Class I affixation 

rules are ordered as a block on the first level in the lexicon, 

while Class II affixation rules are ordered as a block on the 

following level. Thus, Class I affixation rules constitute a 

level, as do Class II affixation rules. The Class I affixation 

rules on the first level are, however, not mutually ordered and 

may therefore apply in any order with respect to each other. 

The same applies to the Class II affixation rules on the second 

level. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 such ordering will be 

constrained by factors such as the word class(es) which affixes 

subcategorise for and whether the affixed word constitutes a 

lexical item to which meaning can be assigned. 
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Derivational affixation and compounding 

rules ordered in the lexicon. As will 

rules are not the 

be illustrated in 

only 

the 
following section several level-ordering linguists have also 

noticed certain patterns of distribution of inflectional affixes 

relative to derivational affixes and compounds. These linguists 

therefore also order irregular and regular inflectional 

affixation rules with respect to derivational affixation rules 

and compounding rules. 

In the work of Siegel (1974:152), Kiparsky (1982a:133; 1982b:3; 

1982c:2), Allen (1978) and Mohanan (1982:5-6) phonological rules 

such as cyclic stress assignment rules and the rule of 

trisyllabic laxing, for example, are also ordered in the lexicon 

with respect to WFRs and with respect to each other.14 Like the 

WFRs the lexical phonological rules are ordered into a series of 

levels and apply cyclically with the application of each WFR 

creating a new cycle. The output of the application of a WFR on 

a particular level forms the input to the phonological rules on 

that level. The output of the phonological rules can then 

become the input to a WFR on the same or on a following level. 

By ordering the phonological rules with respect to WFRs in the 

lexicon the phonological properties, in particular the stress 

properties, of morphologically complex words can be accounted 

for. 

Although some linguists who propose level-ordering models also 

associate certain levels with semantic opacity or semantic 

transparency, these models are not 

account for such semantic phenomena. 

though that Class I affixes are 

derivatives formed with such 

specifically designed to 

It is generally assumed 

semantically 

affixes tend 

opaque 

to 

and 

have 

non-compositional semantics. 

hand, are semantically more 

Class II affixes, 

transparent and 

on the other 

derivatives 

containing such affixes tend to have compositional semantics. 

Kiparsky (1982a:136; 1982b:8-9; 1982c:6-10), Allen (1978) and 

Thomas-Flinders (1983:144) briefly refer to the ability of a 

level-ordering model to account for the semantic properties of 
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words. However, Mohanan (1982:41, 71) is the only linguist who, 

in the schematic representations of level-ordering models of 

word formation, indicates that semantic rules apply after the 

WFRs and phonological rules on each level. However, he does not 

refer to any particular semantic rules which apply before or 

after a given WFR. 

With the exception 

permitted from a 

of Mohanan•s (1982) model, no recursion is 

higher to a lower level. Mohanan (1982) 

introduces the device of the loop to allow recursion in rule 

application from a higher to a lower level to account for 

certain types of morphologically complex words in English and 

Malayalam. In a note Kiparsky (1982a:138; 1982b:12) claims that 

"some limited recursion from phrase-level syntax back into 

morphology" must be assumed to account for the occurrence of 

phrases embedded in compounds as shown in the following examples 

which are taken from his work. 

(24) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

a heads-up play 

(daddy) 16ng-legs 

excess profits tax 

The extent of recursion in level-ordered morphology is not, 

however, discussed. 

Schematically the proposals of the level-ordering linguists can 

be represented as follows. The model in (25) is a synthesis of 

the models given by Mohanan (1982:10, 11, 41) and Kiparsky 

(1982a:132; 1982b:2; 1982c:2) whose expositions are the most 

detailed. 
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(25) 

underived lexical items 

' , 
' ' level 1 WFRs phonological rules semantic rules I, I, ,. 

I 

' ' level 2 WFRs phonological rules semantic rules , 

' 
level n WFRs 

I, 
phonological rules I, semantic rules 

Syntax ~ Post-lexical phonology 

2.3.2 Specific characteristics 

In the previous section the characteristics which most of the 

level-ordering theories have in common were set out. In this 

section I will be examining, in more detail, how the various 

level-ordering linguists account for the distributional patterns 

of the morphological categories described in Section 2.2.2. 

That is, I will be examining the relative linear distribution of 

Class I affixes, Class II affixes, zero affixes, inflectional 

affixes and compounds. By ordering the various WFRs with 

respect to each other, these linguists attempt to account for 

the relevant distributional patterns. However, as will be shown 

in this section, although there is consensus as regards many 

patterns, there is also some disagreement. This has 

implications for the relative ordering of WFRs and also for the 

number of levels which are distinguished. 
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Let us examine firstly the pattern of distribution of Class I 

and Class II affixes with respect to each other. Most 

level-ordering linguists like Siegel (1974), Allen (1978), 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982) agree that 

Class I affixes can only occur within Class II affixes. By 

ordering Class I affixation rules on level 1 and all Class II 

affixation rules on level 2 as shown in (26), the data in (27) 

below, can be accounted for.15 

(26) Level 1 

Level 2 

(27) (a) conceivable 

((conI (ceive]] ableII] 

(b) nee-fascist 

(neoII [(fasc] istI]] 

(c) uneducated 

*(inI (((educ] ateI] edII]] 

Class I affixation rules 

Class II affixation rules 

(vs. (unII [([educ] ateIJ edII]]) 
(d) unmanly 

*[inI [(man] lYII]] (vs. (unII [(man] lYIIJ]) 

Given that Class I affixation rules are ordered before Class II 

affixation rules, the Class I affix con- will be added to ceive 

and the Class I affix -ist will be added to fasc in the first 

stage of the derivation of the words in (27) (a) and (b). Then 

the Class II affixation rules can apply and attach the Class II 

affixes -able and neo- to conceive and fascist respectively. 

The words *ineducated and *inmanly are illformed as, in each 

case, a Class I affix in- has attached outside a Class II affix, 

-ed and -ly, respectively. Such attachment is impossible given 

the ordering of Class I affixation rules before Class II 

affixation rules. 

Given the ordering of rules in (26) above it is also possible to 

account for all the data in (28) and (29) below where either 

only Class I affixes or Class II affixes are involved. 



(28) (a) indivisible 

[inr [[divide] ibler] 

(b) substitution 

[subr [stitute]] ionr] 

(c) indecent 

[inr [der [cent]]] 

(d) distillation 
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[[[distill] ater] ionr] 

(29) (a) ex-singer 

[exrr [[sing] errrJJ 
(b) pre-planning 

[[prerr [plan]] ingrr] 

(c) ex-paramedic 

[exrr [paraII [medic]]] 

(d) friendliness 

[[[friend] ly]II nessII] 

The only restrictions on the order in which the particular 

affixes are attached, are that an affix attaches to a word 

belonging to the word class for which it subcategorises and that 

a meaning can be assigned to the affixed word. For example, in 

the derivation of indivisible the Class I suffix -ible must be 

added to the stem divide to form the word divisible before the 

Class I prefix in- can be added. The affixes cannot be added in 

the reverse order as the prefix in- subactegorises for an 

adjective, like divisible, not for a verb like divide. In 

addition, no meaning can be assigned to *individe. 

Similarly, in (29) (a) the Class II prefix ex- cannot attach to 

sing as it does not subcategorise for verbs. Also, no meaning 

can be assigned to *exsing. The suffix -er therefore attaches 

to sing to form the noun singer whereafter the prefix ex-, which 

subcategorises for nouns, attaches to singer to form ex-singer. 

However, there are a number of words in which Class II prefixes 

have to attach before a Class I suffix in order for the correct 

semantic interpretation to be assigned to the word (cf. (30) (b-
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(d)). There are also some words like that in (30) (a) where the 

Class II prefix un- must attach to the adjective grammatical, 

rather than to the derived noun grammaticality, for its 

subcategorisation frame to be satisfied. These words are 

referred to in the literature as bracketing paradoxes. One 

bracketing, viz. a Class II prefix outside a Class I suffix is 

required by level-ordering, while another, viz. that shown in 

(30), is required for the correct semantic interpretation. Such 

words are obviously problematic for a strict ordering of all 

Class I and Class II affixation rules as in (26). 

(30) (a) ungrammaticality16 

[ [unII [grammatical]] ityIJ 

(b) underestimation 

[ [under11 [estimate]] ion1 ] 

(c) vice-presidential 

[ [vice11 [president]] al1 J 

(d) macro-economist 

[ [macro1I [economy] J istIJ 

Strauss (1982a:42) resolved this problem by means of a 

refinement in the ordering of affixes. He claims that there is 

an asymmetry between the ordering of Class I and Class II 

prefixes and suffixes. That is, Class I prefixes may attach 

outside Class II suffixes and Class I suffixes may attach 

outside Class II prefixes as shown in the data below which is 

taken from Strauss (1982a:38, 60).17 

(31) (a) re-analyzable 

[[re11 [analyze]] abler] 

(b) embolden 

[emI [[bold] enIIJJ 

Strauss (1982a) therefore orders Class I prefixation and 

suffixation rules separately with respect to Class II 

prefixation and suffixation rules. By ordering the rules in 

this way the Class II prefix re- can attach before the Class I 

suffix -able,18 and the Class II suffix -en can attach before 
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the Class I prefix en-. Although there are a number of words in 

which a Class II prefix attaches before a Class I suffix, (cf. 

(30) above), Strauss provides only one example of a word in 

which a Class I prefix attaches outside a Class II suffix, that 

in (31) (b). 

In addition to differences with respect to the distribution of 

Class I and Class II affixes, there are also differences between 

proponents of the level-ordering approaches with respect to the 

distribution of affixes relative to compounds. Consequently 

there are differences in the orderings of compounding rules with 

respect to derivational affixation rules. Siegel (1974), for 

example, does not discuss the formation of compounds and 

therefore does not include compounding in her ordering of rules. 

Allen (1978:125), on the other hand, does include compounding 

and claims that Class I affixes as well as Class II affixes can 

appear only inside compounds. To account for this she proposes 

that Class I and Class II affixation rules are ordered before 

compounding rules as shown in (32). 

(32) Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Class I affixation rules 

Class II affixation rules 

Compounding rules 

Given this ordering, data such as those in (33) below can be 

accounted for. 

(33) (a) solubility test 

[[[solub(i)le] ityI] [test]] 

(b) *[((car) (accident]] alil 

(c) child malnutrition 

([child] (malII (nutrition]]] 

(d) *[malII [[child] [nutrition]]] 

As Class I affixation rules are ordered before all compounding 

rules, Class I affixes can only attach to words before compounds 

are formed. Hence the word in (33) (a), where the Class I affix 

-ity is inside the compound, is wellformed, while that in 
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(33) (b), where the Class I affix -al has attached to the 

compound, is illformed. Similarly, as Class II affixation rules 

are ordered before all compounding rules, Class II affixes can 

only attach before compounds are formed. Hence the word in 

(33) (c) in which the Class II affix mal- has attached to the 
word nutrition 

is wellformed. 

which the affix 

before the compound child malnutrition is formed, 

In contrast, *malchildnutrition in (33) (d), in 

mal- has attached after the formation of the 
compound childnutrition, is illformed. 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982), in contrast 

to Allen (1978), claim that Class I affixes can only appear 

inside compounds, but that Class II affixes can appear both 

inside and outside compounds. Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) 

and Mohanan (1982) account for this by ordering Class I 

affixation rules on a level prior to the level(s) on which Class 

II affixation rules and compounding rules are ordered. With 

this ordering, which is in essence like that presented in (32) 

above, the wellformedness of (33) (a) and the illformedness of 

(33) (b) can be accounted for in their approach. 

Both Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982) agree 

that Class II affixes can appear both inside and outside 

compounds, but differ in the ordering which they respectively 

propose to account for this. Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) 

orders Class II affixation rules on the same level as 

compounding rules as shown in (34) below. 

(34) Level 1 

Level 2 

Class I affixation rules 

Class II affixation rules and 

compounding rules 

In contrast, Mohanan (1982), as shown 

Class II affixation rules after Class I 

in (35) below, orders 

affixation rules and 

before the level of compounding rules. He then provides a loop 

between the Class II affixation level and the compounding level 

so that Class II affixes can attach to words which form the 

basis for compounds. The compounds can then form the input to 
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Class II affixation rules. The use of a loop instead 
ordering Class II affixation rules and compounding rules on 

of 

the 
same level allows Class II affixation and compounding processes 

to serve as inputs to each other, yet be associated with 

different domains (Mohanan (1982:68, note 14)). 

(35) Level 1 

~Level 2 

\Level 3 

Class I affixation rules 

Class II affixation rules 

Compounding rules 

Given their respective orderings of rules, both Kiparsky (1982a; 

1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982) can account for the pattern of 

distribution of Class II affixes with respect to compounds shown 

in (36) below. 

(36) (a) township committee 

[[[town] shipII] [committee]] 

(b) ex-school principal 

[exII [[school] [principal]]] 

In Kiparsky's model all Class II affixation rules are found on 

the same level as compounding rules. As the rules are unordered 

with respect to each other they can apply in any order, hence 

both words in (36) can be generated. In Mohanan's model the 

word township will be formed by adding the Class II affix -ship 

to the word town. The resultant word will then be joined to the 

word committee on the next level. The compound school principal 

will be formed on the level at which compounding takes place and 

will then return to the level at which Class II affixation rules 

apply, by virtue of the loop. The Class II affix ex- will then 

be added. Note that the word given in (33) (d) above, 

*malchildnutrition, would be problematic for both Kiparsky and 

Mohanan because, according to their models, this word ought to 

be wellformed. Conversely, the word in (36) (b), ex-school 

principal, would be problematic for Allen (1978) given her 

ordering of compounding rules after Class II affixation rules 

(cf. (32)). The Class II affix ex- would not be able to attach 

to the compound school principal. 
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Finally, Strauss' (1982a) views on the relative ordering of 

affixes with respect to compounds differ quite radically from 

those of the level-ordering linguists just considered. As 

mentioned above, Strauss (1982a:42, 52) claims that there is an 

asymmetry between the ordering of Class I prefixation rules and 

Class I suffixation rules. Furthermore, he claims that a Class 

I suffix, but not a Class I prefix, can appear outside a 

compound. Strauss (1982a:42-52) also refines his model somewhat 

by proposing that Class II prefixes should be classified, not as 

affixes, but as compounding elements because they exhibit 

similar properties to words which are, in Strauss' terms, 

compounding elements. Given this proposal a word like 

reanalyzable would be analysed, not as was shown in (31) (a) 

above, but rather as a compound to which a Class I suffix -able 

has attached. 

(37) re-analyzable 

[[(re] [analyze]] abler] 

This analysis of reanalyzable is problematic for other 

level-ordering linguists who order all Class I affixation rules 

before all compounding rules. In addition the following data 

would not be problematic for Strauss (1982a), but would be for 

all other level-ordering linguists who order Class I affixation 

rules before all compounding rules. 

(38) (a) transformational grammarianl9 

[[[transformational] [grammar]] ianr] 

(b) atomic scientist 

[[[atomic] [science]] istI] 

(c) cross sectional 

[[[cross] [section]] alr] 

between the various To sum up: the major differences 

level-ordering proponents with respect to Class I and Class II 

affixes and compounds lie in the distributional patterns they 

recognise for 
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(i) Class I prefixes relative to Class II suffixes 

(ii) Class I suffixes relative to Class II prefixes, and 

(iii)Class I and Class II affixes relative to compounds. 

The different assumptions they make are reflected in the 

specific orderings of rules which they propose. 

Level-ordering linguists do not agree on where inflectional 

rules are located in the grammar. Both Siegel (1974:105) and 

Allen (1978:2-3) assume that inflection falls within the domain 

of the syntactic component of the grammar. Implicitly the 

assumption in their work is that, distributionally, inflectional 

affixes will be found outside all derivatives and compounds 

which are formed in the lexicon. However, neither Siegel (1974) 

nor Allen (1978) consider the position of inflectional affixes 

with respect to derivational affixes and compounds in their 

work. Strauss (1982a:76), on the other hand, suggests that 

inflectional rules should be ordered with respect to 

derivational and compounding rules without exemplifying or 

applying this ordering. He merely suggests that this may be an 

area for future research, noting in passing that there seem to 

be some English N-N compounds like admissions office and jobs 

committee which suggest that inflectional affixation should 

apply before compounding. In contrast to these 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and Mohanan (1982) have 

linguists, 

proposed 

that inflectional rules are located in the lexicon and are 

ordered there relative to derivational affixation and 

compounding rules. In the work of Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 

1982c) rules which are responsible for irregular inflection are 

ordered together with the Class I affixation rules. The rules 

which add regular inflectional affixes, are ordered after all 

the affixation and compounding rules. Given this ordering, 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) attempts to account for the 

ordering of regular and irregular inflectional affixes with 

respect to compounds (both endocentric and exocentric), and with 

respect to derivational affixes. Mohanan (1982), on the other 
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hand, orders all inflectional rules after all derivational 

affixation rules and all compounding rules. 

Given the various views on the place of inflection in the 

grammar outlined above it seems that inflectional rules, whether 

located in the syntax or the lexicon, will apply after all other 

word formation (derivation and compounding) has taken place. 

This means that inflectional affixes should always attach 

outside all derivational affixes and all compounds. This does 

seem to be the case at least for regular inflectional affixes as 

shown in the examples below. 

(39) (a) abilities 

[((ab(i)le] ity1] SINFl 

(b) teachers 

[[[teach) er11 J sINFJ 

(c) bemoaned 

[(be1 [moan]] edINFl 

(d) hardened 

[[[hard] en11 J edINFJ 

(40) (a) bathrooms 

[[[bath] [room]] sINFl 

(b) sabertooths 

[((saber] (tooth]] sINFl 

(c) jumpstarted 

[[[jump] [start]] edINFl 

(d) grandstanded 

[([grand] [stand]] edINFl 

(e) *[[[scrub] edINFl [woman]] 

In (38) (a) and (b) the plural suffix -s has attached outside the 

Class I suffix -ity and the Class II suffix -er, respectively, 

while in (38) (c) and (d) the past tense suffix -ed has attached 

outside the Class I prefix per- and outside the Class II suffix 

-ed respectively. In (39) (a) and (b) the plural suffix.=§. has 

attached outside the endocentric and exocentric compounds 

bathroom and sabertooth respectively. In (39) (c) and (d) the 
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past tense suffix -ed has attached outside the endocentric and 

exocentric compounds 

is to be expected a 

suffix is attached 

jumpstart and grandstand, respectively. As 

word will be illformed when a past tense 

to a word which forms the left-hand 

constituent of a compound (cf. (39) (e)). 

However, there is 

inflectional affixes 

plural suffix is very 

a problem with the claim that regular 

always 

often 

attach outside a compound as 

found on the left-hand member of 

compound as shown in (40) below. 

(41) (a) parks commissioner 

[((park] sINFl [commissioner]] 

(b) admissions office 

((admission] sINFl [office]] 

Mohanan (1982:45) claims that inflected stems cannot 

a 

a 

be 

compounded in English and that compounds such as those in (40) 

are marginal. He says that "some alternative explanation will 

have to be offered for them". 

Given Kiparsky's ordering of irregular inflectional rules on the 

same level as Class I affixation rules and before all Class II 

affixation rules and compounding rules, one would expect to find 

irregularly inflected forms inside derived forms and compounds. 

The latter is attested, as shown in (41) (a} below, but the 

former is not, as shown in (41) (b). 

(42) (a) feet first 

[[feet] [first]] (cf. *[[foot] [first]]) 

(b) f66tless 

* [ [ feet] lessII] (cf. [ [ f66t] lessII J) 

Finally, there is the question of zero-derivation and the way in 

which the distribution of zero-affixes with respect to 

derivational affixes and compounds is accounted for. This is 

discussed in the works of Allen (1978) and Kiparsky (1982a; 

1982b; 1982c). In essence, given Kiparsky's (1982c) 20 ordering 
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of denominal and deverbal zero-derivation on the same level as 

Class II affixation rules and compounding rules the following 

predictions are made:21 

(i) zero-affixes forming nouns from verbs can appear outside 

and inside Class II affixes and compounds, but only outside 

Class I affixes, and 

(ii) zero-affixes forming verbs from nouns can appear outside 

and inside Class II affixes and compounds, but only outside 

Class I affixes. 

Prediction (i) is partially borne out by the data in (42) (a)

(c). There do not, however, seem to be cases where a noun can 

be formed by zero-affixation from a verb which is formed by 

Class I or Class II affixation. Once again the categories to 

which the words belong are indicated as this is pertinent to the 

discussion at this point. 

(43) (a) respectful 

[[[respect]v ¢JN ful1IJ 

(b) deep freeze 

[[[deepJA [freezeJv Jv ¢]N 

(c) deepfreeze sale 

[[[[deep]A [freeze]v Jv ¢]N [sale]] 

(d) *[[[comfort]N ¢]v alI] 

Prediction (ii) is partially borne out by the data in (43). 

Once again there do not seem to be cases where a zero-affix 

appears outside a word formed by Class I or Class II affixation. 

(44) (a) comforter 

[[[c6mfort]N ¢Jv erIIl 

(b) wallpaper 

[[[wall] [paperJJN ¢Jv 

(c) wallpaper design 

[[[[wall] [paper]JN ¢]v [design]] 
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2.3.3 Problematic data 

2.3.3.1 General remarks 

As shown in Section 2.3.2 variants of the level-ordering 

approach differ from each other in terms of the orderings of 

affixes which they recognise and therefore the ordering of rules 

which they propose. Ignoring these differences, most are faced 

with certain data in which affixes exhibit uncharacteristic 

properties of the class to which they belong. In this section I 

will be considering how some of the linguists deal with such 

affixes and the data in which they occur. 

Before proceeding I would like to briefly mention one set of 

counterexamples which face all proponents of the level-ordering 

approach except Strauss (1982a), but which are not dealt with by 

any proponents of this approach. These data were presented in 

(38) above and are repeated here as (45) for ease of reference. 

(45) (a) transformational grammarian 

([[transformational] [grammar]] ianI] 

(b) atomic scientist 

(([atomic] (science]] istI] 

(c) cross sectional 

(([cross] (section]] alI] 

In each case the problem lies in the attachment of a Class I 

suffix to a compound. Ways of accounting for these data have 

been proposed by Williams (1981) and Spencer (1988), for 

example. These solutions will be considered briefly in Section 

5.2 where the data in (45) are presented for discussion. 

2.3.3.2 Reanalysis of data 

Given that all variants of the level-ordering approach, with the 

exception of Strauss (1982a), order all Class I affixation rules 

before Class II affixation rules, complex words in which a Class 

II affix attaches before a Class I affix should be 
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ungrammatical. This is so in most cases as shown in the 

illformed data below which is taken from Kiparsky (1982c:19). 

(46) (a) *[[unII [equal]] izeI] 

(b) *[[[nonII [fiction]] alI] izeI] 

(c) *[[antiII [[America] anI]] izeI] 

However, there are also a number of wellformed complex words in 

which Class II prefixes must be taken to attach before a Class I 

suffix if the correct meaning is to be assigned to such a word 

or the subcategorisation frame of the prefix is to be satisfied. 

Some words exemplifying this ordering of affixes were given in 

(30) above and are repeated in (47) below for ease of reference. 

(47) (a) ungrammaticality 

[ [unII [grammatical]] ityIJ 

(b) underestimation 

[ [underII [estimate]] ionI] 

(c) vice-presidential 

[ [viceII [president]] alI] 

(d) macro-economist 

[ [macroII [economy]] istI] 

If one studies all such counterexamples which are cited in the 

literature there seem to a limited number of Class I suffixes 

which can attach outside Class II prefixes, viz. -al, -ant, 

-ate, -ic, -ion, -ist, -ity, -th and =::I.• The number of Class II 

prefixes which can occur inside such suffixes is much larger and 

includes prefixes such as un-, under-, vice-, non-, extra-, re

and micro-, for example. 

As pointed out earlier given the ordering of Class I affixation 

rules on a level prior to Class II affixation rules the 

derivation of words like ungrammaticality should proceed as 

follows. The Class I suffix -ity will attach to grammatical 

whereafter the Class II prefix un- attaches to grammaticality to 

form ungrammaticality. The problem is that with this order of 

derivation the subcategorisation frame of un- is not satisfied. 
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The prefix un- subcategorises for an adjective like grammatical 

rather than a noun like grammaticality. To retain the ordering 

of the ordering of Class II affixation rules after Class I 

affixation rules Kiparsky (1982c:21) suggests that words like 

ungrammaticality are "indirectly generated by a process of 

reanalysis in the morphology" and that they are "blends" of 

grammaticality and ungrammatical. The noun grammaticalA+ityN is 

formed by the Class I affixation rules. Thereafter un- is 

prefixed to form [un [grammaticalA + ityN]NJN· This string is 

then reanalysed as [[un + grammaticalAJA + ityNJN· such 

reanalysis is permissible as the requirement that -ity attach to 

an adjective is still satisfied. 

In addition to the counterexamples in (47) Kiparsky (1982c:18) 

points out that there are "a small number of examples where 

secondary suffixes [Class II suffixes ... M.S.] seem to be 

misplaced before primary suffixes [Class I suffixes .•. M.S.]". 

such words, like those in (47) above, violate an ordering where 

all Class I affixation rules are ordered before all Class II 

affixation rules. 

below. 

( 48) ( a) idealistic 

Examples of these words are given in (48) 

[[[ideal] istIIl ic1 J 
(b) standardization 

[[[standard] izeIIl ationril 

(c) developmental 

[[[develop] mentIIl alI] 

(d) analyzability 

[[[analyze] ab(i)le1 ] ityI] 

Kiparsky (1982c:17-18) deals with the counterexamples in (48) by 

reanalysing them in various ways, each of which is ad hoc in 

nature. Firstly, he deals with idealistic (48) (a) by 

reanalysing -istic as a unitary Class I suffix - a fusion of 

-ist and -ic. Given this reanalysis idealistic no longer 

constitutes a counterexample to the extrinsic ordering or WFRs 

which he proposes. While reanalysis might be justified in 
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certain cases where the fusion of affixes has taken place, one 

cannot merely reanalyse every apparent counterexample in this 

way. Preferably one should establish where and under what 

circumstances fusion could have taken place and then determine 

in which cases fusion took place and therefore which words must 

be regarded as counterexamples and which not. 

As regards the counterexamples in (48) (b) and (c), Kiparsky 

(1982c:17-18) merely claims that -ize and -ment in these two 

words are Class I rather than Class II suffixes. More 

problematic is the suffix -able in (48) (d) which Aronoff 

(1976:121-129) claims has the phonological, morphological and 

semantic properties of both Class I and Class II suffixes. 

Kiparsky (1982c:18) suggests that -able is a Class I suffix. 

This would account for its distributional properties, while its 

stress properties are accounted for by marking it as 

extrametrical. The notion "extrametricality" is not, however, 

elaborated on. Kiparsky (1982c:18) claims that the suffix 

sequence -ability is the only one in (48) for which "some ad hoc 

treatment" is required. He adds that even if it should turn out 

that the counterexamples in (48) cannot be eliminated by 

"independently motivated analyses", violations in which a Class 

I suffix appears outside a Class II suffix are truly exceptions 

as they are restricted to specific pairs of suffixes. He claims 

that one does not find systematic exceptions, that is, suffixes 

which function as primary for phonology and secondary for 

morphology or vice versa. 

The data in (47) and (48) reveal that some affixes classified as 

Class I and Class II do not exhibit the same distributional 

properties as other members of the class to which they 

This fact brings into question the criteria used 

classification of derivational affixes. 

2.3.3.3 Looping 

belong. 

for the 

As shown in Section 2.3.2, Mohanan•s (1982) strict ordering of 

Class II affixation rules on a level prior to the level on which 
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compounding rules enables him to account for the fact that Class 

II affixes can occur inside compounds. However, it does not 

enable him to account for the fact that Class II affixes can 

also occur outside compounds. He therefore adds a loop between 

the level of Class II affixation and compounding. In doing 

this, he is able to account for data in which Class II affixes 

attach inside and/or outside compounds. However, in proposing 

the loop he is implicitly saying that compounding and Class II 

affixation cannot be extrinsically ordered and is thus weakening 

the concept of extrinsic ordering. Furthermore, he is in fact 

bringing into question the assumption he implicitly makes that 

Class II affixes have the property that they attach only inside 

compounds. 

Although Kiparsky (1982c:20-22) accounts for counterexamples 

such as ungrammaticality by reanalysis, he also suggests the use 

of a loop between the level on which Class I affixation rules 

are ordered and the level on which Class II affixation rules are 

ordered. This loop "would allow forms from level 2 to feed back 

into level 1" (Kiparsky (1982c:20)). 

possiblity on the grounds that 

However, he rejects this 

it severely compromises 

level-ordering and he resorts instead to reanalysis as discussed 

in Section 2.3.3.2. This also compromises level-ordering and is 

just as ad hoc as reanalysis. 

2.3.3.4 Ad hoc constraints 

Recall that Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c) orders irregular 

inflectional rules on the same level as Class I affixation 

rules. on the next level Class II affixation rules and 

compounding rules are found. This is followed by rules which 

form regular plurals and past tenses on the next level. Given 

this ordering the following predictions can be made: 

(i) irregular inflections can occur inside Class I and Class II 

affixes as well as inside compounds, and 

(ii) regular inflections cannot occur inside compounds. 
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However, while irregular inflections may occur within compounds, 

they cannot occur inside Class II affixes as shown in (49) 

below. 

(49) *[[[child] renINFl likerrl 

To exclude such words, Kiparsky (1982a: 174, note 3) suggests 

using an ad hoc constraint to prevent irregularly inflected 

forms from forming the basis for further word formation. Words 

such as that in (49) will then be excluded. However, he has to 

put a proviso on the constraint to the effect that inherent 

plurals like people and suds, for example, are not subject to 

this constraint. 

Furthermore, regular inflections can occur within compounds as 

was shown in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2. Some of the relevant 

data is repeated here for ease of reference. 

(50) (a) parks commissioner 

[[[park] sINFl [commissioner]] 

(b) admissions office 

[[[admission] sINFl [office]] 

The only way to handle these data without changing the 

of rules would be to assume that the plural forms 

ordering 

in such 

compounds are pseudo-inflected forms. Once again the data, in 

particular those in (50), which show that inflectional affixes 

can sometimes occur within compounds, bring into question the 

distributional properties of inflectional affixes. 

Mohanan•s (1982) model suffers from a similar shortcoming. He 

orders inflectional affixation rules after all derivational 

affixation 

implication 

outside all 

and compounding rules in 

is that all inflectional 

derivational affixes as 

the lexicon. 

affixes should 

well as outside 

The 

occur 

all 

compounds, but forms such as those in (50) do occur. Mohanan 

(1982:45) merely brushes such examples aside, as was pointed out 

in Section 2.3.2, saying that "some alternative explanation will 
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have to be offered for them". In proposing ad hoc constraints, 

making ad hoc assumptions about pseudo-inflected forms and 

recognising that "some alternative" means will have to be found 

both linguists, in fact, recognise that inflectional affixes do 

not have the distributional properties attributed to them, viz. 

that they only occur outside compounds. 

2.3.3.5 Reclassification of affixes 

Strauss (1982a:42) claims that there is a distinctive difference 

between Class I and Class II suffixes with respect to their 

properties, but that such a difference between prefixes is non

existent. He therefore recognises Class I and II suffixes, but 

only Class II prefixes. On the basis of a number of differences 

between Class II suffixes and Class II prefixes he classifies 

Class II prefixes first as lower level compounding elements, 

that is, as units belonging to a similar category as words or 

"ordinary compounding elements". Strauss (1982a:45) 

subsequently classifies them as compounding elements since such 

prefixes, like words, can occur independently, unlike Class I 

prefixes like in- which cannot occur independently with meaning. 

(51) (a) Are you pr6 or anti? 

(b) *I'm polite and you're im-. 

Similarities between derived words containing Class II prefixes 

and compounds have also been noted by Siegel (1974:147) and 

Szpyra (1986:173-175) who shows that Class II prefixes have more 

features in common with elements of compounds than with Class II 

suffixes. Allen (1978:51-74, 186) seems to have implicitly had 

a similar idea about the treatment of one affix which other 

level-ordering linguists regard as a Class II prefix, viz. the 

prefix non-. She orders the rule of non- prefixation on the 

same level as the compounding rules, that is, on a level after 

all the Class II affixation rules. 

However, while there are prefixes like pro- and anti- which seem 

to substantiate Strauss' (1982a:45) reclassification, there are 
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numerous others, like un-, which 

properties. Reclassifying all Class 

elements does not therefore seem 

do not have 

II prefixes as 

to be fully 

word-like 

compounding 

justified. 
Furthermore, it does not serve any purpose in describing certain 

distributional properties of derivational affixes and compounds 

relative to each other as both Class II prefixes/compounding 

elements and Class II suffixes seem to occur both inside as well 

as outside compounds. The reclassification, while serving to 

account for certain propert~es of Class II prefixes, actually 

predicts incorrect properties for certain others. The 

reclassification therefore does not seem to be justified. 

Rather, it merely serves to account for certain word-like 

properties of a number of prefixes which other proponents of 

level-ordering classify as Class II prefixes. 

In addition to affixes which are reclassified there are a number 

of affixes such as -able, re-__ , :mQil.Q and sub- which 
level-ordering linguists like Siegel (1974:149-150), for 
example, assign to both Class I and Class II. That is, she 

assigns them dual class status. The reason for such a dual 
classification can be traced back to the fact that these affixes 

exhibit the morphological and/or phonological properties of both 

classes. Szpyra (1986:36-61) has pointed out that assigning 

such suffixes dual class status is questionable as many 

so-called dual class suffixes do not display all the 

phonological and morphological properties of both classes. 

2.3.4 Summary 

In the level-ordering theories of Mohanan (1982), Kiparsky 

(1982a; 1982b; 1982c) and other level-ordering linguists the ad 

hoc constraints, reanalyses, loops etc. employed seem to serve 

only one purpose, viz. to protect their theories. This leads 

one to ask whether level-ordering can in fact offer the linguist 

a suitable theoretical framework within which to describe the 

morphology of derivations in a particular language. It would 

seem that all these ad hoc devices are required because 

in a particular class exhibit properties which 

affixes 

are not 
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characteristic of the class to which they belong. The use of ad 

hoc devices therefore suggests that there may be some problem 

with the classification of affixes adopted by the level-ordering 

approach. In fact, there is evidence from, amongst others, 

certain proponents of level-ordering themselves that the 

morphological and phonological bases for the classification of 

derivational affixes can be called into question. It is 

claimed, for example, that Class I affixes attach to stems and 

Words while Class II affixes attach to Words only. It would, 

however, appear that this is questionable. While there are 

indeed no Class II prefixes which attach to Stems, there do 

appear to be certain Class II suffixes which attach to stems as 

shown in the examples below. 

(52) (a) hapless 

t [hap] lessII] 

(b) feckless 

[ [ feck] lessII] 
(53) (a) gruesome 

[ [grue] someII] 

(b) fulsome 

cc fulJ someII] 

There are two possible ways of dealing with these 

counterexamples. One could raise the question about whether the 

words in which these Class II suffixes have supposedly attached 

to stems are in fact morpholgically complex words. The affixes 

-less and -some appear in many other complex words, but the 

stems grue and hap do not. It could be argued, however, that 

hap appears in words like haphazard and happen. Also, while the 

words hapless and gruesome might have been complex in an earlier 

version of English, they do not seem to be recognised as such by 

native speakers of Modern English. Alternatively, one could 

claim that the words in (44) are in fact morphologically complex 

words and that they therefore constitute exceptions to the claim 

that Class II affixes attach to words only. Strauss (1982a:25-

28), in his criticism of Siegel's ordering proposals, seems to 

be making this claim. In this work and in Strauss (1979:398) he 
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concludes that there is no perfect correlation between the level 

of affixation and the stem or word status of the base. 

Further evidence that affixes in a particular class do not all 

share the same properties is found in Fabb's (1988) recent work 

on suffix combinations in English. He criticises level-ordering 

for not being restrictive enough to account for the mere 50 

attested pairs of suffixes of the 614 which are predicted to be 

possible by level-ordering. Fabb (1988:532) claims that if one 

examines the suffix sequences which occur in English one finds 

that 

(i) many suffixes never attach to a word which already contains 

a suffix, 

(ii) some attach only outside a particular suffix, 

(iii)some suffixes attach to all the suffixes expected given the 

selection restrictions mentioned in (i) and (ii), and 

(iv)· some suffixes attach outside some, but not all, the 

suffixes which one would expect. 

Fabb (1988:532-538) thus suggests that the occurring and 

non-occurring suffix sequences in English should be accounted 

for by assuming selection restrictions for suffixes. These 

restrictions will ensure that a particular suffix attaches to a 

word belonging to a certain category and that the base to which 

the suffix attaches is either derived or underived. If the 

suffix attaches to a 

suffix, this will have 

discuss sequences of 

suffixes in his work. 

this thesis is not 

derived word containing a particular 

to be specified. Fabb (1988) does not 

prefixes, or sequences of prefixes and 

What is important for the purposes of 

the solution he offers but rather the 

recognition that suffixes in a particular category do not all 

exhibit the same range of properties. 
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As shown the level-ordering approach is problematic in that it 

cannot account for certain distributional and other properties 

of affixes without recourse to ad hoc mechanisms. Such 

mechanisms merely serve, on the one hand to protect the 

level-ordering approaches from refutation. On the other hand, 

they avoid the essence of the problem which appears to relate in 

some way to the classification of derivational affixes. 

2.4 Category distinctions as a means of accounting for the 

distribution of morphological categories 

2.4.1 General characteristics 

As was pointed out in Section 2.3.4 above, level-ordering in its 

present forms is not adequate to account for the distribution 

and stress properties of derivational affixes in all 

morphologically complex words which occur in languages like 

English. This has led linguists like Selkirk (1982),22 Guerssel 

(1983)23 and Sproat (1985a)24 to propose an alternative type of 

approach to describe the morphology of derivations. These three 

linguists differ quite radically from each other in terms of the 

theoretical frameworks they subsume 

description of derivations. Despite 

for their analysis and 

these differences25 they 

share the claim that the distribution of affixes relative to one 

another and relative to compounds can be accounted for in a 

similar way, viz. by assuming that 

(i) there are two types26 of recursive levels or lexical 

categories,27 viz. Stems28 and Words, and 

(ii) affixes subcategorise for the type of category to which 

they attach. 29 

The distributional properties of derivational affixes, which 

were noted in Section 2.2.2, follow from their specification in 

the lexicon. They are subcategorised for the type of lexical 

morphological category to which they may attach, for example, 
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adjectival Stem or adjectival Word. According to Sproat 

(1985a:466) the fact that there are only two levels or types of 

categories to which affixes can attach means, in effect, that 

there are only two levels of word formation, rather than the 

arbitrary number (any number from two to five) in the variants 

of the level-ordering approach. In this sense then, the type of 

approach under discussion is more restrictive than the level

ordering approach. 

While much attention is given to derivational affixation in the 

category distinction approaches, very little is said about 

inflectional affixation in the works of Selkirk (1982), Guerssel 

(1983) and Sproat (1985a). However, the former do assume that 

inflectional affixes attach only to Words, not to stems. 

In level-ordering theories of word formation an attempt is made 

to account not only for the structural properties of 

morphologically complex words, but also to account for their 

semantic and phonological properties. Attention is paid to the 

latter two properties to varying degrees by the level-ordering 

linguists. Guerssel (1983) discusses the application of some 

phonological rules with respect to certain affixation and 

compounding rules, while Sproat (1985a) argues for a category 

distinction approach primarily to account for the phonological 

properties of morphologically complex words. Sproat (1985a:469-

470) also mentions the relationship between the phonological 

opacity and apparent semantic opacity of stem affixes, on the 

one hand, and the phonological transparency and apparent 

semantic transparency of word affixes, on the other. He does 

not, however, encode this in his theory because he is not 

totally convinced that these facts are correct. He says that 

while semantically opaque morphology is often encoded in 

stem-level phonological affixation, many highly semantically 

transparent operations such as inflectional morphology are also 

often encoded in stem-level affixation as in Latin (Sproat 

(1985a:469-470)). Selkirk (1982), on the other hand, fails to 

discuss the issue of the application of phonological rules. She 

briefly mentions the semantic interpretation of words, but not 
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any semantic rules which apply. 

In Section 2.4.2 which follows, the way in which the alternative 

type of approach tries to account for the distribution of 

affixes relative to each other and relative to compounds using 

category distinctions, will be discussed. 

2.4.2 Specific characteristics 

Within the framework of these theories lexical items are listed 

in the form of Stems in the lexicon. 30 Examples of such stems 

are given in (54) below. The subscripted Sin (54) indicates a 

Stem. In other examples the subscripted s next to an affix 

within brackets is used to indicate Stem affixes while a 

subscripted S outside the brackets as in (54) is used to 

indicate Stems. 

(54) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

[heartJs 

[sing]s 

[kindJs 

The Stems in (54) are, in fact, also Words. The Stems in (54) 

get Word status by virtue of a rule in the lexicon/grammar31 

which "converts" Stems into Words32 as shown in (55) below. The 

subscripted w outside the bracket indicates a Word in (55). In 

other examples the subscripted W may be used in this way or to 

indicate a Word affix when used inside a bracket. 

(55) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

[ [heartJsJw 

[ [singJsJw 

[ [kindJsJw 

In Selkirk (1982) Stems do not only have the form shown in (54), 

but also the form shown in (56). 

(56) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

[flate]s 

[ceive]s 

[leg]s 
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These Stems, unlike the ones in (54), can only occur 

independently as meaningful units once an affix has attached. 

Affixes which are subcategorised to attach to Stems like de-, 

con- and -ible will attach to the Stems in (56)(a)-(c) 

respectively to form the Stems given below. 

(57) (a) deflate 

[de [flateJsJs 
(b) conceive 

[con [ceive]s]s 
(c) legible 

[[legJs ibleJs 

Guerssel (1983) excludes Stems of the type shown in (56) from 

his lexicon. As will be shown below he assumes that the forms 

in (57) are listed as in the lexicon as morphologically simple 

forms. From the work of Sproat (1985a) it is not clear whether 

he would adopt Selkirk's or Guerssel's analysis of the forms in 

( 57) • 

Affixes which level-ordering linguists take to be Class I 

affixes are those which, in the category distinction approaches, 

are subcategorised in the lexicon as attaching to Stems. such 

affixes (henceforth: Stem affixes) attach to Stems and with 

them form stems. 33 For example, the Stem affixes -ity, -ance 

and -al can attach to the Stems given in (46) below to form new 

Stems. 

(58) (a) ability 

[[ab(i)le]s itys] 

(b) resistance 

[[resist]s ances] 

(c) accidental 

[[accident]s als] 

An important innovation in the treatment of affixes of this type 

and of stems such as those in (56) is found in the work of 

Guerssel (1983). There are certain words like possible, porous 
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and operate which level-ordering proponents, and Selkirk (1982), 

take to be Class I derived words formed by the attachment of the 

Class I suffixes -able, -ous and -ate to the Stems poss, por and 

oper respectively. Guerssel (1983:209-217) claims that words 

like possible, porous and operate are in fact complex Stems and 

should be listed as such in the lexicon. 34 One reason for this 

is that, synchronically at least, it is impossible to establish 

the meaning of such words by simply adding the meanings of the 

two constituent parts. Also, he questions how one would ensure 

that affixes like -ate, -able and -ous attach to the stems oper, 

poss and por respectively, rather than to poss, por and oper to 

yield forms like *possate, *porable and *operous. 

Those affixes which the level-ordering approach takes to be 

Class II affixes are those which, within the category 

distinction approach, subcategorise for Words and with them form 

Words.35 I will use the term "Word affixes" to refer to these 

affixes. Word affixes like -less, -er and -ness attach to the 

words heart, sing and kind (cf. (54) (a)-(c)) to form the Words 

in (59) (a)-(c) respectively. 

(59) (a) heartless 

[[(heart]slw lessw] 

(b) singer 

(([sing]slw erw] 

(c) kindness 

( ( ( kind] s ] w nessw] 

The distribution of 

the following way. 

affixes relative to each other is handled in 

Affixes which attach to Stems will attach 

before affixes which attach to Words, as Words are formed from 

stems. Consider in this 

unadventurous and fearlessness 

regard the Words dialectical, 

whose derivations are indicated 

by the labelled bracketing in (60) below. 

(60) (a) dialectical 

[[[[dialectJs ic8 ] alsJJw 
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(b) unadventurous 

[unw [[[adventure)s oussJlwlw 
(c) fearlessness 

[[[[fear)slw lessw] nesswJ 

Let us consider first the derivation of the Word dialectical. 

The Stem dialect is listed in the lexicon as are the suffixes 

-ic and -al which are subcategorised to attach to Stems only. 

The suffix -ic will attach to the Stem dialect to form the stem 

dialectic. The suffix -al, which also attaches to Stems, can 

then attach to the Stem dialectic to form the stem dialectical. 

Once all Stem affixation is completed, the stem will "become" a 

Word. The resultant Word can then either form the basis for 

further derivational and/or inflectional affixation, or can be 

conjoined with another Word to form a compound. 

The stem adventure is listed in the lexicon, as is the stem 

suffix -ous and the Word prefix un-. The stem suffix -ous will 

be added to the Stem adventure to form the Stem adventurous. 

The prefix YD..= cannot attach to adventurous as it is still a 

Stem and un- is a prefix which only attaches to a Word category. 

A rule will therefore "convert" the Stem adventurous into a 

Word. In fact, the application of this rule is obligatory if a 

Word affix is to be attached. The prefix un- can attach to the 

Word adventurous to form the Word unadventurous which is 

available for further affixation or compounding. 

Finally, let us consider the Word fearlessness. Fear is listed 

as a Stem in the lexicon together with the Word suffixes -less 

and -ness. As these suffixes only attach to Words, fear must be 

converted into a Word before affixation can take place. Once 

this "conversion" has taken place, the suffix -less can attach 

to the Word fear to form the Word fearless. Thereafter, the 

suffix -ness, which subcategorises to attach to Words, will 

attach to the Word fearless to form the Word fearlessness. As 

is the case with the Words discussed 

paragraphs, fearlessness may undergo 

compounding. 

in the previous two 

further affixation or 
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According to Guerssel (1983:221) and Sproat (1985a:461) some 

affixes may also serve as bases for affixation. That is, there 

are some affixes which subcategorise for a specific affix in a 

morphologically complex word. Examples of such affixes are -ity 

and -ation. The suffix -ity can attach to derived adjectival 

Stems such as those in (61) (a)-(c) below and also underived 

adjectival Stems such as those in (62)(a)-(d). 

(61) (a) derivable 

[ [derive]s ables] 

(b) readable 

[[read]s ables] 

(c) monstrous 

[ [monster] s OUSg] 

(62) (a) [curious]s 

(b) [possible]s 

(c) [elastic]s 

(d) [neutral]s 

To account for the fact that speakers know that -ity can be 

added to possible in the same way that it can be added to 

morphologically complex words like readable, for example, 

Guerssel (1983:215) proposes that the word possible is marked in 

the lexicon as including the suffix -able. Furthermore, 

Guerssel (1983:222) claims that the suffix -ity is marked to 

attach to adjectives which include the suffix -able, be the 

adjectives simple or complex. It is also marked to attach to 

adjectives which include the suffixes -ous, -ic and -al, be they 

simple or complex. 36 The suffix -ity, therefore, does not 

subcategorise for just any adjectival Stem or Word. Rather, it 

subcategorises for an adjectival Stem or Word which contains one 

of the afore-mentioned suffixes. In similar vein,37 Sproat 

(198Sa:462) suggests that -ity is not only subcategorised for a 

Stem, but is also marked as requiring a latinate base so that it 

can attach to a lexical item like grammatical.38 
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The other suffix which Guerssel (1983:225-226) discusses is the 

suffix -(at}ion that subcategorises for Words which include the 

suffix -ate or the suffix -ize. Examples of such words are 

given in (63) (a) and (b) respectively. 

(63) (a) ((educate]s]w 

(b) ((standardize]s]w 

Guerssel (1983) does not present any examples of prefixes which 

subcategorise for affixes. Whether this means that prefixes 

cannot subcategorise for affixes is not clear. 

In each of the variants of the category distinction approach, 

compounds are formed by the concatenation of two Words as shown 

in (64) (a)-(c) below. 

(64) (a) self-sufficient 

(([self]s]w [[sufficientJs]wJw 

(b) earthquake 

[[(earth]sJw [(quakeJsJwJw 
(c) sch661 principal 

[[(sch661JsJw [(principalJsJwJw 

Recall that the Word is a recursive category type. Therefore, a 

compound formed by the concatenation of two Words can be joined 

to a Word to form yet another compound, and so on, as shown in 

(65) (a) and (b). The conversion of Stems to Words, which must 

occur before compounding can take place, is not indicated in 

these and a number of other examples for the sake of simplicity. 

(65) (a) bathroom mirror 

[[[bath]w [roomJwJw [mirrorJwJw 

(b) bathroom mirror sale 

[[[[bath]w [roomJwJw [mirror]w]w [sale]wJw 

Given the stem/Word distinction and the way in which affixes are 

subcategorised for Stems or Words, affixes which attach to Stems 

should only be able to appear within a compound. Those which 
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attach to Words should be able to occur both inside as well as 

outside compounds which are, per definition, Words. 

borne out by the data below. 

(66) (a) f66d scarcity 

[[f66d]w [[scarce]s ity]w]w 

(b) *[[[car]w [accident]w]w al]w 

(c) ex-sch661 principal 

[exw [[sch661Jw [principal]w]w]w 
(d) ex-jockey fund 

[[exw [j6ckey]w]w [fund]w]w 

This is 

Selkirk (1982:99), who terms compounds such as those in (65) and 

(66) above, "native" compounds, distinguishes another class of 

compounds, viz. the "non-native" compounds. The latter are 

formed by joining two Stems to form a Stem which is then 

"converted" to a Word as shown in (67) (a) and (b) below. 

(67) (a) monosyllable 

[[[mono]s [syllableJsJsJw 
(b) erythrocyte 

[[[erythro]s [cyte]s]s]w 

Selkirk (1982:99) tentatively proposes that Stem (Root) is a 

recursive compounding category in English. This means that a 

non-native compound should be able to be joined to a Stem (Root) 

to form another non-native compound. She does not, however, 

give any examples. 

Given that Stem affixes subcategorise for Stems, they should be 

able to attach both inside and outside such Stem (non-native) 

compounds. This does seem to be the case. The order of 

attachment of the affixes and Stems in the Words in (68) (a) and 

(b) is speculative as it is not obvious from the work of Selkirk 

(1982) in what order she envisions attachment taking place. 

(68) (a) ethnocentric 

[[[ethnoJs [[centre]s icsJJsJw 
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(b) metatheoretic 

(([[metaJs [theoryJsJs (et)icsJJw 

Neither Guerssel (1983) nor Sproat (1985a) distinguish compounds 

of this type. Guerssel assumes that apparent morphologically 

complex words like possible are entered into the lexicon as 

morphologically underived forms. One could therefore speculate 

that he might view at least some of the non-native compounds 

like erythrocyte and polygon, for example, as morphologically 

simple forms which are listed as such in the lexicon. This 

seems to be a more reasonable way to analyse at least some of 

the forms like erythrocyte which many speakers of English would 

not consider to be morphologically complex and which they seem 

to learn as simple forms together with their meanings. 

The position of inflectional affixes relative to derivational 

affixes and compounds in morphologically complex words is not 

treated in much detail in the works of Selkirk (1982), Guerssel 

(1983) and Sproat (1985a). Regular inflectional affixes like 

the past tense suffix -ed and the plural suffix.=§. are taken to 

attach to Words. They will therefore attach outside all Stem 

affixes, after the Stem has been "converted" into a Word, and 

also outside Word affixes and compounds. This is borne out by 

the data in (69) below. 

(69) (a) codified 

[[[[code]s ifYsl lw edw] 

(b) undermined 

[[[under]w [mine]wlw edw] 

(c) swimmers 

([((swim]s lw erw] sw] 

(d) earthquakes 

[[[earth]w [quake]wlw sw] 

However, there is a problem in that the prediction is also made 

that inflectional affixes should always be able to appear inside 

Word affixes and inside compounds. The former is not attested 

but the latter is, as shown below in (70) and (71) respectively. 
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(70) (a) *[[[[fear]w sw] lessw] nessw] 

(b) *[[[arrive]w edw] alw] 

(71) (a) parks commissioner 

[[[park]w sw] [commissioner]w]w 

(b) systems analyst 

[[[system]w sw] [analyst]w]w 

The appearance of inflectional affixes in compounds is dealt 

with fairly extensively by Sproat (1985a:412-427). He presents 

an analysis which, athough only tentative by his own admission, 

goes far in explaining the appearance of inflectional affixes on 

the left-hand member of a compound in some cases, but not in 

others, and their interpretation. Recall from Section 2.3.2 

that the appearance of inflectional affixes on the left-hand 

member of a compound is something that created problems for 

certain level-ordering linguists. Sproat (1985a:420, 426) 

proposes the following constraint and claims that it "must be on 

the right track" although more research needs to be done to 

determine its exact nature. 

(72) The left member of a compound must be unmarked for number, 

unless the plural is interpreted collectively or 

i~iosyncratically. 

This constraint enables one to explain why, in most cases, the 

left-hand member of a compound will be unmarked for plural, 

irrespective of whether it would be regularly or irregularly 

inflected as an independent word. All left-hand members, 

although unmarked for number, will have a plural interpretation. 

Hence a fingerbowl is a bowl for washing all your fingers in, a 

coat rack is a rack for one or more coats, toothpaste is for 

cleaning all one's teeth, and foot gear is gear for both one's 

feet. 

(73) (a) finger bowl 

[[finger]w [bowl]w]w (cf. plural fingers) 
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(b) coat rack 

((coatJw (rackJwJw (cf. plural coats) 
(c) toothpaste 

[[toothJw (pasteJwJw (cf. plural teeth) 
(d) footgear 

[[footJw [gearJwJw (cf. plural feet) 

The constraint does, however, allow the left-hand member of a 

compound to be marked for plurality when the plural forms can be 

interpreted collectively or idiosyncratically as shown in the 

examples below. 

(74) (a) systems analyst 

[[[system]w sINF] [analystJwJw 

(b) Parks department 

[[[Park]w sINFJ [departmentJwJw 

(c) drinks cabinet 

[[[drink]w sINFJ [cabinetJwJw (cf. [[drink][cabinet]]) 

The plural forms in (74) (a) and (b) have a collective 

interpretation according to Sproat (1985a:415). He says it can 

be argued that a systems analyst is not a person who analyses 

merely any old system, but rather one who analyses systems of a 

specific sort, such as computer systems, for example. 

Similarly, a Parks department is not a department of just any 

parks, but rather a department of some specific set of parks. 

In both these cases the plural has a collective interpretation. 

The contrast between the meanings of the compounds drinks 

cabinet and drink cabinet can also be explained in terms of 

constraint (72). The compound drink cabinet refers to any 

cabinet in which potable items can be stored, while drinks 

cabinet refers to a cabinet where alcoholic drinks are most 

likely to be stored. 

Irregular plurals39 insofar as they are necessarily 

idiosyncratic, will, according to Sproat (1985a:413), be allowed 

to occur as left-hand members in compounds. This is borne out 

by the data in (75) below. 



(75) (a) feet first 

[[feetJw [firstJwJw 
(b) teethmarks 

[[teeth]w [marksJwJw 
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Sproat (1985a:421) does, however, point out that in the vast 

majority of cases irregularly and regularly inflected forms are 

not found in compounds. Although much attention is paid to 

plural forms in compounds, Sproat (1985a) does not mention the 

presence or absence of affixes indicating past tense on the 

left-hand member of a compound. 

Zero-affixation is only briefly mentioned by Guerssel (1983:227-

228) when he notes that there are zero-derivational affixes and 

zero-inflectional affixes. Sproat (1985a:371-372) is the only 

one of the three linguists under discussion who devotes space to 

zero-derived forms and proposes an analysis of such forms. He 

claims that there are two abstract zero affixes 01 and 02. 

Being abstract these affixes have no phonological content. The 

former converts verbs into nouns, while the latter converts 

nouns into verbs. Sproat (1985a:372) claims that, given his 

analysis, one can explain why exocentric compounds inflect 

regularly irrespective of the fact that the right-hand member of 

the compound would inflect irregularly when used as an 

independent word or when used in an endocentric compound. He 

does not consider the ordering of zero-affixes with respect to 

stem and Word affixes. Also, like the level-ordering linguists, 

he does not consider the possibility that Stems could be listed 

in the lexicon with no category specification. 

Consider now the following verbal compounds which 

(1985a:371, 375) presents. 

(76) (a) grandstand 

[[grand]w [stand]w]w 

(b) withstand 

[[with]w [standJwJw 

Sproat 
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The past tense form of stand as an independent word, is st66d. 

The past tense form of the endocentric compound withstand is 

withst66d, while the past tense of the exocentric compound 

grandstand is grandstanded, not *grandstood. Sproat (1985a:371-

378) explains this in the following way. The past tense of the 

verbal compound withstand, viz. withst66d, has the following 

structure. This and the structures in (78) and (80)-(82) which 

are taken from Sproat (1985a:371-378) have been somewhat 

simplified for the purposes of the discussion here. 

(77) [[withstand]w PAST] 

The past tense marker PAST is adjacent to stand therefore stand 

and PAST will be spelt out as st66d. The past tense form of the 

verb grandstand has the structure in (77) below. 

(78) [[[[grand]A [[stand]v Ol]N ]N 02]v PAST] 

As can be seen the verb stand becomes a noun by zero-derivation 

whereafter it is joined to 

nominal compound grandstand. 

verbal compound grandstand by 

the adjective grand to form 

This is then converted into 

zero-derivation. Finally, 

the 

the 

the 

past tense marker PAST is added. The verbal compound grandstand 

cannot receive irregular inflection because the Past tense 

marker is not morphologically adjacent to the verb stand. It is 

separated by two zero affixes. 

Consider now the following two nominal compounds. 

(79) (a) sabertooth - sabertooths 

[[saber]w [tooth]wlw - [[[saber]w [tooth]wlw sINFl 

(b) milktooth - milkteeth 

[[milk]w [tooth]wlw - [[milk]w [teeth]wlw 

As an independent word t66th inflects irregularly as teeth. The 

endocentric compound milktooth inflects irregularly as 

milkteeth. However, the exocentric compound sabertooth inflects 

regularly as sabertooths, not irregularly as *saberteeth. 
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Sproat (1985a:378-382) explains this as follows. The plural 
form of the noun milkteeth has the following structure. 

( 80) [ [milktooth] PL] 40 

Here the plural marker is morphologically adjacent to the noun 

t66th which can then have irregular inflection. 

Sproat (1985a:380) claims that the noun sabertooth has a head 

which is a "full-fledged noun" as sabertooth is in a sense a 

shortened version of sabertooth tiger. He calls the head o. 
The compound sabertooth, therefore, has the following structure. 

(81) (((saberJw [toothJwJw OJ 

Adding the plural marker to this will yield the following 

structure. 

( 8 2 ) ( [ [ [saber] w [tooth] w] w O] PL] 

Once again the plural marker is not phonologically adjacent to 

the noun t66th because of the head o so the plural form of 

sabertooth will not be *saberteeth, but sabertooths. 

2.4.3 Problematic data 

2.4.3.1 General remarks 

The category distinction approach, like the level-ordering 

approach, is faced with counterexamples in which derivational 

affixes display properties uncharacteristic of the class to 

which they belong. Apart from certain counterexamples which are 

the result of assumptions which are made, the approach is also 

faced with the same types of counterexamples as the 

level-ordering approach. In order to deal with such data a 

number of ad hoc mechanisms are resorted to as will be shown in 

the following sections. 
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2.4.3.2 Reclassification of affixes 

The category distinction linguists seem to implicitly or 

explicitly assume the classification of affixes proposed by 

level-ordering linguists and, like them, are faced with data 

such as those in (83) below in which a Stem affix appears to 

have attached outside a Word affix. Selkirk (1982:101) claims 

that no other bracketing of the words in (83) is possible if the 

correct semantic interpretation is to be assigned to each word/ 

the subcategorisation frame of Yn= is to be satisfied. Note 

that the data in (83) are of the same type as those given in 

(47), while those in (84) are similar to those in (46). In the 

case of (84) we find a Stem prefixes which have attached outside 

a compound, while in (45) we have data in which a Class I suffix 

has attached outside a compound. 

(83) (a) unreality 

((unw (real]] itys] 

(b) unpopularity 

((unw (popular] itys] 

(84) (a) mis-backdate 

(miss ((back] [date]]] 

(b) de-upgrade 

[des [ (up] (grade]]] 

(c) re-overthrow 

(res [[over] [throw]]] 

Selkirk (1982) accounts for these data by assuming that certain 

affixes like un- have dual class status, that is, they have 

characteristics of both Stem and Word affixes and are, 

therefore, subcategorised in the lexicon for both Stems and 

Words. Given this analysis the prefix un- in (83) would have 

the characteristics of a Stem affix, not a Word affix. With the 

stems real and popular this prefix would form the stems unreal 

and unpopular respectively. The Stem suffix -ity could then 

attach to these stems to form the Stems unreality and 

unpopularity. 
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Similarly, the prefixes in (84) have dual class status hence 

their ability to not only attach inside Class I affixes, but 

also their ability to attach to compounds. 

Sproat (1985a:22) has criticised Selkirk (1982), pointing out 

that 

"[c]haracterizing un- as both Class I and Class II, 
is a weaker theory of morphology than we might like 
to have, unless we have strong evidence that such a 
weakening is necessary." 

The fact that Selkirk assigns certain prefixes dual class status 

only to render certain counterexamples consistent with her 

theory does not seem to constitute "very strong evidence" for a 

weakening of her theory. It merely serves to save her proposals 

on word formation in English from refutation. 

2.4.3.3 Two levels of representation 

In addition to criticising Selkirk Sproat (1985a:15-65, 88-198) 

has criticised the attempts of Strauss (1982a), Guerssel (1983), 

Kiparsky (1982c), amongst others, to deal with bracketing 

paradoxes such as those in (47), (83) and (84). Sproat 

(1988:341) claims that such data are only paradoxical if the 

assumption is made that words must have the same single 

structure. They cease to be paradoxical when we allow words, 

like sentences, to have two different representations in 

different components of the grammar. He therefore suggests that 

word structure should be viewed as distributed over at least two 

components, the morphosyntactic and the morphophonological. 

Words are therefore represented as a pair consisting of a 

syntactic bracketing as shown in (85) (a) and a phonological 

bracketing shown in (85) (b). The Mapping Principle, which he 

proposes, ensures that the syntactic representation, which holds 

at s-structure, is "translated" into the phonological 

representation given in (85) (b) which holds at the level of PF. 

(85) (a) 

(b) 

[[UN GRAMMATICAL] ITY] 

(un (grammaticality)) 
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Sproat (1985b:188) concludes that 

"[b]racketing paradoxes, then, are a trivial 
consequence of the fact that the Mapping Principle 
which constrains the mapping between syntactic and 
phonological structure does not require isomorphism. 
This is a natural enough expectation given that 
syntax deals in hierarchical structure whereas 
phonology deals more in terms of adjacency." 

Given his proposals Sproat (1985a) thus argues that he can 

provide a better account of recalcitrant data such as those in 

( 4 7 ) and ( 8 3 ) . 

2.4.3.4 Reanalysis of data 

In addition to the counterexamples in (83) in which a Word 

prefix attaches before a Stem suffix the category distinction 

approach is also faced with data in which a Word suffix attaches 

before a Stem suffix as shown in the data in (86) below. 

data are of the same type as those given in (48) above. 

These 

(86) (a) governmental 

[[[govern]w mentw] al5 ] 

(b) developmental 

[[[develop]w mentw] alsJ 

The suffix -ment is a Word suffix, while the suffix -al is a 

Stem suffix, therefore -al should not be able to attach after 

-ment. However, -al does, as shown in (86) (a) and (b). Selkirk 

(1982:104-105) argues that 

exceptions in that they are 

English to which the suffix 

both these 

the only Verb 

-al attaches. 

words are merely 

+ -ment forms in 

She proposes that 

Stems like ornament 

and excrement which appear to include an identical suffix -ment. 

After reanalysis as Stems the verb + -ment forms have the 

structure shown in (87). 

these words be reanalysed by analogy with 

(87) (a) governmental 

[((governmentJs alg]]w 
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(b) developmental 

[[[development]s alsJJw 

Being Stems, government and develonment may receive the stem 

suffix -al which subcategorises for a Stem. Government and 

development therefore behave like the Stems ornament and 

excrement after reanalysis. Governmental and developmental are 

not true counterexamples, but are rather instances of the 

sporadic reanalysis by analogy with Stems like ornament and 

excrement. Selkirk (1982:105) claims that such a reanalysis 

" is made possible by the independent existence 
of homophonous nonneutral [Stem ... M.S.] affixes in 
the language". 

The prediction is thus implicitly made that no such reanalysis 

will be possible if no such analogy is available. Selkirk 

(1982:105) also discusses the implications of such reanalyses 

for the stress pattern of words like developmental. She 

proposes that development and government are listed in the 

lexicon with their stress patterns. After reanalysis as Stems 

they retain these original stress patterns and continue to 

display them when combined with affixes such as -al. What 

exactly Selkirk (1982) means by this is not obvious as the 

suffix -al causes stress to shift. Obviously such a reanalysis 

of counterexamples to Selkirk's ordering claims is questionable 

in that it only serves to protect her theory from refutation. 

2.4.4 Summary 

In addition to the above-mentioned problematic data with which 

the category distinction approach is faced there are a number of 

others which are not noted and therefore not accounted for, even 

in terms of ad hoc devices. One of these problems has to do 

with the incorrect predictions which are made about the 

attachment of an inflectional affix to a Word level category. 

Recall that Word affixes also attach to Words. This means that 

Word affixes should be able to appear both inside as well as 

outside inflectional affixes. However, this is not the case as 

borne out by the data below. 
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(88) (a) *[([arrive) edINFl alrl 

(b) *[[[dismiss) edINFl alr] 

(c) *[[[archbishop] sINFl lessrrl 

(d) *[[[activity] sINFl lessIIl 

In (88) (a) and (b) the past tense inflectional suffix -ed has 

attached to the verbs arrive and dismiss before the Word suffix 

-al, while in (88) (c) and (d) the plural suffix -s has attached 

to the nouns archbishop and activity before the Word suffix 

-less. All these words ought to be possible words given the 

fact that inflectional affixes attach to Words. Presumably 

these words will be excluded as possible words on the grounds 

that they are semantically uninterpretable. Ideally, however, 

such words should not be genera_ted. One could account for them 

using an idea put forward by Guerssel (1983:236), viz. that 

inflectional affixes subcategorise for some specific form of a 

verb or a noun which would allow inflectional affixation.41 How 

this would be achieved is not obvious as Guerssel (1983) does 

not elaborate on his statement or present examples. Possibly 

this could also be achieved by having a general constraint, for 

English at least, that all inflectional affixes attach after all 

derivational affixes. 

Finally, the criticisms of level-ordering by Fabb (1988) which 

were set out in Section 2.3.3.3 should be borne in mind here. 

The category distinction approach is more restrictive than the 

level-ordering approach 

proposed when all WFRs 

in terms of the number of levels 

are considered. However, with no 

restrictions on affix combinations other then the category to 

which the affix may attach, this approach, like the 

level-ordering approach, probably allow more affix combinations 

than are in fact attested in English. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter two alternative, contemporary approaches to word 

formation have been considered.42 Although these two approaches 

seem to be very different they are in fact notational variants 

of each other. The difference between them lies solely in the 

descriptive mechanisms which they use to account for the data 

discussed in this chapter. Ignoring minor differences, they are 

faced with exactly the same set of counterexamples. 
Specifically, they are faced with data in which derivational 

affixes show uncharacteristic distributional properties. These 

data seem to suggest that problematic nature of the data is a 

function of the incorrect classification of derivational 

affixes. It would therefore appear that the criteria for 

classifying such affixes need to be replaced if the 

counterexamples are to be eliminated. We therefore turn, in the 

following chapter, turn to an investigation of this possibility 

with specific reference to Afrikaans. 
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Notes 

1 Although linguists seem to all implicitly assume this 

distinction they do not necessarily all handle inflectional 

and derivational affixes in the same way. For example, 

Siegel (1974:12-24) and Allen (1978:1-3) assume that 

derivation is handled in the lexicon and inflection in the 

syntax, while other linguists like Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 

1982c) and Mohanan (1982) handle both derivation and 

inflection in the lexicon. Cf. also the discussion in 

Sections 2.3.2 and 3.3.1. 

2 The irregularly inflected past tense of a verb like ran, 

viz. run, is problematic for the conception of 

morphological complexity given here. The assumption here 

is that morphologically complex words are words which 

consist of at least two discernible meaning parts, a base 

word and an affix which adds some element of meaning. Ran 

is problematic in that no affix is added to the word to 

form the past tense, rather a sound change indicates this. 

This could be considered to be a case of substitution where 

the form ran substitutes for the word run where a past 

tense form of the verb run is required. 

These comments about irregular inflection should be borne 

in mind when compounds with irregular inflection are 

discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

3 Siegel (1974:149, 151) claims that no Class II affixes can 

attach to stems, but does in fact present certain examples 

where Class II suffixes have attached to stems such as the 

following: 

(i) gruesome 

[[grue] someIIJ 
(ii) fulsome 

[[ful] someII] 

(iii)feckless 



[[feckJ lessrrJ 
(iv) hapless 

[ [hap] lessrrJ 
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She does not, however, give any examples of words 

Class II prefixes have attached to stems. In fact, 

(1974:149) claims that such words are unattested. 

Section 2.3.2 for further discussion of these forms. 

where 

Siegel 

Cf. 

4 Proponents of level-ordering implicitly assume that stems, 

which cannot occur independently as words, cannot be joined 

to form compounds. Selkirk (1982:99), however, claims that 

two Stems can be joined to form a compound. Cf. Section 

2.4.2 for a discussion of such compounds. 

5 As will be shown in Section 2.3.2 there are some linguists 

who would not entirely agree with some of these impossible 

orderings of affixes. 

6 Cf. note 2, Chapter 3 where other views of the output of 

each stage in the derivation of a complex word are given. 

7 As will be shown in Section 2.3.2 below, there are certain 

linguists who do not entirely agree with these claims. 

Allen (1978), for example, claims that no affixes can occur 

outside/attach to compounds, while Strauss (1982a) claims 

that certain Class I suffixes, but no Class I prefixes, can 

occur outside compounds. 

8 In this word and in complex words which contain the suffix 

-able a bracketed, stressed i has been included in the 

labelled bracketing of the word so that the placement of 

stress can be indicated. In all these cases the stress 

falls on a sound which is not represented in the 

orthographic representation of the word • .. 

9 Some linguists have argued that forms like parks are 

pseudo-inflected forms. That is, they are forms which 
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include the plural inflectional affix.=.§. but this -s does 

not carry plural meaning. Similarly, the null-hypothesis 

would be that the suffix.=.§. in this word is not the plural 

suffix -s, but rather some other inflection. 

Cf. also Section 2.4.2 where forms like parks which occur 

as the left-hand members of compounds are discussed. 

10 There are other ways of dealing with related Nouns and 

Verbs. For example, cf. Lieber (1981:119-147) where 

zero-derivation is expressed as a redundancy relation in 

the lexicon and Section 6.3 where the proposals of Hopper 

and Thompson (1984) are considered. 

11 Not all linguists use the term "level". Mohanan (1982:3), 

for example, speaks of "an ordered set of domains that I 

[Mohanan .•• M.S.J shall call strata". Mohanan (1982:14, 

note 4) replaces the term "level" with the term "stratum" 

to avoid confusion with the more common use of the term 

"level" to refer to a level of linguistic representation. 

As all so-called level-ordering linguists, with the 

exception of Siegel (1974), use the term "level" rather 

than "stratum", I too have chosen to use the term "level" • . 

12 Szpyra (1986:28) presents the following list of linguists 

who have proposed that rules be ordered in the lexicon 

together with a reference to the number of levels which 

each propose: Siegel (1974) - 2 levels, Allen (1978) - 3 

levels, Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b) 3 levels, Kiparsky 

(1982c) - 2 levels, Mohanan (1982) - 4 levels, and Halle 

and Mohanan (1985) - 5 levels. Beard (1987:24) indicates 

that Halle and Mohanan's fifth level is a phrasal level, 

the domain of postlexical, postcyclic rules. It would thus 

appear that this fifth level does not constitute a level of 

word formation in the lexicon as implied by Szypra. 

13 Paulissen (1985:54-55) claims that, in English, the rules 

of ablaut and verbal compounding must be ordered with 
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respect to each other on level 1, while in Dutch the order 

must be verbal compounding followed by ablaut in the 

unmarked case. In the marked case in Dutch, ablaut must be 

ordered before verbal compounding. This is the only model, 

to the best of my knowledge, where rules are extrinsically 

ordered with respect to each other within a derivational 

level. 

14 An approach like Kiparsky's (1982a:138; 1982b:12) in which 

phonological rules are ordered with respect to WFRs in the 

lexicon has been termed Lexical Phonology. Szpyra 

(1986:20) uses the term "integration approach" to refer to 

such approaches. 

15 For the sake of uniformity in this chapter I wi11 not use 

the term "level", as do linguists like Allen (1978) and 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b; 1982c), when referring to the 

various classes of affixes and affixation rules. I will, 

however, use the term "level" here to refer to the 

different levels proposed within the various level-ordering 

theories. 

16 Here and in other places in the text where these data are 

referred to I will ignore the possibility that grammatical 

may be a complex word as this is not pertinent to the 

discussion. 

17 

18 

Cf. the discussion below for a different analysis of 

reanalyzable which is proposed by Strauss (1982a). 

Cf. Strauss (1982a:38) where he claims that 

-able in words like reanalyzable is the Class 

-able and not the Class II suffix -able. 

the 

I 

suffix 

suffix 

19 Here, and in other places in the text where these data are 

discussed, I will ignore the internal structure of the 

words transformational and atomic as this is not pertinent 

to the discussion. 
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20 I am drawing here on the work of Kiparsky (1982c) where his 

claims differ in certain respects from those made in 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b). 

21 Kiparsky (1982c:5-8) also claims that there exist certain 

noun-verb pairs like rebelv/rebelN which are derived from a 

root rebel at level 1. Therefore both the noun rebel and 

the verb rebel will be able to take Class I affixes. 

is indeed the case as shown in the examples below. 

(i) rebellion 

[[rebel]v ionI] 

(ii) rebellious 

[[rebel]N iousI] 

This 

We will not be concerned with the derivation of such words 

here. 

22 In addition to the approach to be discussed here, Selkirk 

(1982:112-119) also presents what she calls a diacritic 

analysis of affixes in English whereby the distinction 

between Class I and Class II affixes is explained on the 

basis of a system of features which are assigned to· the 

various affixes and other categories. This analysis is, 

however, rejected by Selkirk (1982:119) on empirical as 

well as theoretical grounds for English, although she 

concedes that such an analysis may be appropriate for other 

languages. 

23 Other works in which theoretical frameworks similar to the 

one in Guerssel (1983) are proposed are those of Guerssel 

(1985) and Aronoff and Sridhar (1983) according to Sproat 

(1985a:459). Neither of these works is freely available. 

24 Sproat (1985a) gives a synthesis of the work of several 

other linguists like Selkirk (1982), Guerssel (1983; 1985), 

and Aronoff and Sridhar (1983) and expounds the advantages 

of an approach which makes use of the Stem/Word distinction 
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to account for the phonological properties of 
morphologically complex words. He then goes on to show how 

this type of approach to morphophonology is compatible with 

his approach to morphosyntax. 

25 For example, the rules which Selkirk (1982:95) proposes to 

describe the . possible structures which words may have, 

resemble the phrase structure rules of transformational 

generative grammar in form. 

(i) Word-> Word Affix 

Guerssel (1983) makes use of rules which are called 

Lexicomps. These rules are affix-specific in that they 

describe the attachment of a specific affix to certain 

bases. For example, the Lexicomp which adds the prefix un

has the following form. 

(ii)Neg-Composition: 

If (a;Fneg, ... ) and (b;Fable(Fv[¢])) ~ Lexicon, form 

a lexical unit L = (ab;Aadj[neg] = Fneg 

(Fable(Fv[¢]))). 

Later, in the same work, Guerssel (1983) proposes a very 

general rule to cover all affixation and compounding rules, 

viz. Bind. 

26 Sproat (1985a:460) suggests that, for certain languages 

like Arabic, it might be useful to distinguish roots as 

well, insofar as trilateral and quadrilateral roots seem to 

play an important part in the morphology of the language. 

He does, however, note that this is a marked option. 

Selkirk (1978; 1980; 1982 - unpublished version) argues 

that three category levels, viz. Word, Root and Stem, are 

required for the description of English morphology. 

Selkirk (1982:9~) proposed the Root/Stem distinction to 

capture the distribution of Class I and Class II affixes 
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with respect to each other and the Stem/Word distinction 

for the description of inflectional morphology and 

compounding. Cf. Selkirk (1982:50-53) where reasons are 

given for the rejection of Stem as a category level. 

27 In Selkirk (1982) affixes are also considered to be lexical 

items and are assigned to a category. Selkirk (1982:7) 

claims that this nonrecursive category Aaf (for Affix) is 

required "though its position in the system is somewhat 

special, in that it is not ordered within this hierarchy 

[the Word-Root hierarchy ••• M.S.] and is to all appearances 

preterminal." The distributional properties of affixes and 

other entities follow from their category membership and 

subcategorisation requirements. It might however be the 

case that certain Class II prefixes are, in fact, recursive 

as shown in the examples below. 

(i) re-redesign 

[reII [reII [design]]] 
(ii) anti-anti-abortion rally 

[[antiII [antiII [abortion]]] [rally]] 

28 Selkirk (1982) uses the term "Root", while Guersse.J,. (1983) 

uses the term "Unit", and Sproat (1985a), the term "Stem". 

These three terms in the three alternative approaches do 

not refer to exactly the same morphological entities. 

Selkirk (1982) uses the term "Root" to refer to underived 

lexical items which are listed in the lexicon and which 

cannot occur independently, such as ceive which is found in 

the words receive and conceive. 

Guerssel (1983) uses the term "Unit" as a cover term for 

two types of morphological entities, viz. basic Units and 

complex Units. The former consist of two types, (i) units 

which are members of a universal category like noun, verb, 

etc, and (ii) affixes, both derivational and inflectional. 

Complex Units, on the other hand, include words like 

possible which certain linguists, like Selkirk (1982), take 
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to be a morphologically complex word formed by the 

attachment of the (Class I) suffix -able to poss. Guerssel 

(1983:209-217) claims that this word and several others 

like it, are, in fact, not formed in this way but are 

independent forms and are listed as such in the lexicon. 

Units within the framework of Guerssel's theory are 

therefore affixes as well as lexical items which can occur 

independently, but do not include types of morphological 

entities like ceive which Selkirk (1982) refers to as Roots 

(Stems). 

Sproat (1985a:460) is somewhat vague on what constitutes a 

Stem. He merely claims that this is the basic form which 

lexical items have in the lexicon. 

I will be using the term "Stem" to refer to those items, 

other than affixes, which are listed in the lexicon. I 

will assume that Stems can include both items which occur 

independently as Words and those like ceive. 

It must be 

level-ordering 

between Stems 

borne in mind that proponents of a 

approach like Siegel (1974) also distinguish 

and Words and claim that Class I affixes 

attach to stems and Words, while Class II affixes attach to 

Words only. However, they attempt to account for this fact 

by ordering the various WFRs into a series of levels. 

Within the category distinction approach a distinction is 

made between morphophonological entities like Stem and 

Word, and affixes subcategorise for one or other of these. 

The fact that affixes subcategorise for either Stems or 

Words is used to explain the morphological and phonological 

properties of morphologically complex words. 

30 The various linguists have different conceptions of the 

lexicon. Selkirk (1982:10) views the lexicon as that 

component of the grammar which includes all the lexical 

items in a language as well as the affixes and rules which 

generate the various types of morphologically complex words 
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in a language. Sproat (1985a:Abstract 1, 74) views the 

lexicon as a data structure which includes idiosyncratic 

forms such as morphemes and idiosyncratic phrases and words 

with their properties. Finally, Guerssel (1983:191) who 

works within a completely different type of theoretical 

framework, views the lexicon as the locus of morphological, 

phonological and syntactic operations. 

What is important for the purposes of this discussion is 

the fact that all three linguists list lexical items and 

affixes in the lexicon. 

31 Selkirk (1982:10) and Guerssel (1983) assume that such a 

rule applies in the lexicon. Sproat (1985a:461) does not 

indicate where such a rule would be found. However, given 

his conception of the lexicon as merely a data structure 

and not a word formation component, I assume that such a 

rule is found in the grammar rather than in the lexicon. 

32 This rule takes on different forms in the various 

approaches but, in whatever form, the rule has the same 

effect. In the case of Selkirk (1982:95) all Words are 

also Roots and there is a rule which states this: 

(i) Word-> Root 

In Guerssel (1983:195) a rule called a Vacuous Lexicomp 

applies to Units to convert them to uninflected Words which 

are then available for compounding and for affixation by 

the affixes which subcategorise for Words. Sproat 

(1985a:461) claims, somewhat vaguely, that "[w]ord-level 

rules apply to stems at some point to convert them into 

words." He does not elaborate on the form of the rules or 

the possible point 

(1985a:463-465) for 

at which they apply. 

a detailed discussion 

characteristics of this rule. 

Cf. 

of 

Sproat 

some 

In the case of both Selkirk (1982) and Guerssel (1983) the 
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rule which converts Stems into Words is obligatory if Class 

II affixation or compounding is to take place. A stem must 

be converted into a Word before it can be joined to another 

Word to form a compound or have a Class II affix attach. 

One assumes that the same would be true of the word-level 

rules which Sproat (1985a:461) alludes to. 

33 In this respect Guerssel (1983) differs slightly from 

Selkirk (1982) and Sproat (1985a). Within the framework of 

his theory when an affix (a Unit) attaches to a stem 

(Unit), like a noun, a Word is formed. The only 

repercussion which this has for his theory as a whole, is 

that it excludes the stacking of Class I affixes. For 

example, once the affix -ity has attached to the Unit able 

to form the Word ability the prefix in- which is 

subcategorised to attach to a Unit cannot attach to the 

Word ability to form the Word inability. One way around 

this problem is to allow affixes to subcategorise for an 

affix in a morphologically complex word rather than to 

subcategorise for a Stem of a particular type. This is, in 

fact, what Guerrsel (1983) does. 

34 Unlike the words 126ssible and 6Qerate the word Q6rous can 

be divided into two meaningful parts 126re and the suffix 

-ous. Why Guerssel (1983) includes the latter in his 

discussion of words which should be treated as 

morphologically simple and listed as such in the lexicon is 

not obvious. 

35 Guerssel (1983:192) seems to imply that all Words are 

listed in the lexicon together with Units. 

(1982:10-12) also seems to take this view. 

Selkirk 

Sproat (1985a:486-487; 1985b:195), who views the lexicon 

soley as a data structure of idiosyncratic information, 

does not subscribe to this view. 

36 Guerssel (1983:221, note 21) claims that ity in words like 
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oddity, jollity and nicety should be treated as an integral 

part of such words and that these words should be listed in 

the lexicon even though the bases odd, jolly and nice are 

independent units. The reason he gives for listing such 

words in the lexicon as complex words is that it is 

impossible to determine to which adjectives -ity can attach 

and to which it cannot. He cites the words absurd, solemn 

and insane to which -ity can attach - absurdity, solemnity 

and insanity - and bizzare, vast and ample to which =-i.tY 
cannot attach - *bizzarity, •vastity and •amplity. 

37 Recall from Section 2.3.4 that these suggestions of 

Guerssel (1983) and Sproat (1985a) are similar to that made 

by Fabb (1988) who claims that certain suffixes in English 

only attach outside a particular suffix. The former 

suffixes must therefore be subcategorised to attach to a 

derived word containing a certain suffix. 

38 Sproat (1985a:461, note 37) points out that one could argue 

that grammatical is a morphologically complex form. The 

complexity of the form does not affect the argument here. 

39 Sproat (1985a:372, 420) claims that where verbs and nouns 

have irregular past tense and plural forms, respectively, 

these will be listed separately from the uninflected forms. 

40 Sproat (1985a:367-368) claims that there is no reason to 

suppose a difference in the syntactic representation 

plural nouns feet and dogs, merely because there 

difference in the phonological representation. 

syntactic representation of these nouns would 

follows: 

( i) [ [FOOT] PL] 

( ii) [ [DOG] PL] 

of the 

is a 

The 

be as 

The affix PL is listed in the lexicon with a specification 

that with certain stems it has "an irregular spell-out". A 
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partial entry for PL would have a form along the following 
lines. 

(iii) PL'= <PL 

<N,O>' 

[-s 

Umlaut with foot, man •••• ]> 

Sproat (198Sa:368) specifies that "Umlaut is some set of 

appropriately defined phonological rules". 

41 Guerssel (1983:236) claims that inflectional rules will 

only add the past tense affix -ed to a verb and the plural 

marker -s to a noun if they have the form FV and Anom 

respectively, where F signifies function and A, argument. 

This contrasts with an earlier claim of Guerssel's 

(1983:227) that the plural and past tense markers attach to 

Stems (Units). 

42 There is also another, similar formal approach, viz. that 

proposed in the work of Fabb (1984:202-254). However, his 

approach suffers from problems similar to those faced by 

the level-ordering and category distinction approaches. 

One of the problems is the classification of certain 

affixes like -able, -ing and -ness as both synatactic and 

lexical affixes in order to account for the properties 

which these affixes have in derived words. This seems to 

the same type of solution that Selkirk (1982) resorts to 

when she assigns certain prefixes like un- dual class 

status. As Fabb's approach does not seem to be a 

significant improvement over 

category distinction approach it 

his approach here. 

the level-ordering and 

was decided not to discuss 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF MORPHOLOGICAL CATEGORIES IN AFRIKAANS 

3.1 Introduction 

As shown in the previous chapter the level-ordering and the 

category distinction approaches are faced with a number of 

counterexamples, mainly complex words in which derivational 

affixes display uncharacteristic distributional properties. The 

counterexamples with which the approaches are faced seem to be 

in no small way dependent on the the classification of affixes 

which they make. 

Given the background provided in the previous chapter, the aim 

of this chapter is twofold: 

(i) to determine what morphological categories - affixes and 

bases for affixation - exist in Afrikaans, and 

(ii) to determine what characteristics the members of each 

category have, using studies on English and Dutch 

morphology, and to a lesser extent those of Afrikaans, as a 

guide. 

In my discussion I will present 

(i) the basic assumptions with which I worked in my analysis of 

complex Afrikaans words, 

(ii) the various affix categories of Afrikaans with specific 

reference to the criteria used to distinguish such 

categories and the characteristics of such categories, and 

(iii)the bases for affixation which I assume. 
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This chapter forms the basis for Chapter 4 where I will present 

the patterns of distribution of the morphological categories 

distinguished in this chapter with specific reference to the 

distribution of derivational affixes relative to each other, 

inflectional affixes and compounds. 

3.2 Basic general assumptions 

3.2.1 General remarks 

In this and the following two sections I will be presenting an 

outline of certain general working hypotheses which guided my 

analysis of morphologically complex words in Afrikaans and which 

played a role in the identification of bases and affixes. 

Like the linguists whose work was discussed in the previous 

chapter I make the following two basic, correlative assumptions 

about morphological categorisation: 

(i) complex words have morphological structure, that is, they 

are made up of distinguishable parts, and 

(ii) these parts belong to different, discrete morphological 

categories which may be distinguished from one another in 

terms of, amongst others, distribution. 

Before trying to characterise the distribution of morphological 

categories, it is obvious that one must establish when a certain 

sequence of sounds constitutes a morphological category, in 

particular, what affixes exist in Afrikaans and what constitute 

bases for affixation. 

3.2.2 Meaning and morphological categorisation 

In making the above-mentioned distinctions between morphological 

categories I was guided, in the first instance, by the following 
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general linguistic condition on morphological representations as 

formulated by Botha (1984:110). He calls the condition in (1) 

the Compositionality Condition and notes that a vast number of 
I 

linguists (cf. Aronoff (1976), Allen (1978), Botha (1980), 

McCarthy (1981) and Kiparsky (1982b)) either implicitly or 

explicitly accept some or other version of it in their work.1 

(1) The morphological representation assigned to a complex word 

must provide the labelled bracketing necessary for the 

specification of its semantic interpretation. 

This condition presupposes that the meaning of a morphologically 

complex word is a function of the meaning of the constituents 

which make up the word, and the morphological structure of such 

a word. That is, the structure assigned to a morphologically 

complex word will indicate the order in which words are joined 

in the case of a compound (cf. (2) (a)), and/or the order in 

which the affixes attach as shown in the complex word in (2) (b). 

(2) (a) bathroom towel 

([(bath] [room]] [towel]] 

(b) transformational 

[[[trans1 [form]] ation1 ] al1 ] 

The structure assigned to a complex word will thus indicate how 

the meaning of such a word is derived. An assumption implicit 

in (1) is that each part of a morphologically complex word must 

be able to be assigned a meaning by speakers of a language and 

this meaning must contribute to the meaning of the complex word 

as a whole. In addition, the morphological form at each stage 

in the derivation of a complex word must be a lexical item to 

which a meaning can be assigned.2 Given these assumptions it 

will be shown that certain words which seem to be complex on 

purely formal grounds, must be rejected as such on semantic 

grounds. 

consider ·firstly in this regard the words in (3) and (4) below. 

The bracketing in (3) indicates morphological structure. 



(3) (a) bem6eilik 

[be [m6eilik] J 

make-difficult 

"make difficult" 

(b) onteer 

[ont (eer]J 

removal of-honour 

"dishonour" 

(c) herboor 

[her [boor]] 

again-drill 

"re-drill" 

(4) (a) bedel 

*[be [del]J 
"beg" 

(b) ontgin 

* [ont [gin]] 

"develop/exploit" 

(c) herder 

* [her [ der]] 

"shepherd" 
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The words in (3) are morphologically complex as one can 

distinguish bases m6eilik, eer and b66r to which meaning can be 

assigned and prefixes be-, ont- and her- which add some element 

of meaning to the base. However, the same cannot be said of the 

words in (4). These words cannot be divided into prefixes be-, 

ont- and her- and bases *del, *gin and *der as no meaning can be 

assigned to be, ont and her or to *del, *gin and *der. Thus, 

although on purely formal appearances the forms may seem to be 

complex in that they contain sound sequences that resemble 

Afrikaans prefixes, these forms do not satisfy the 

Compositionality Condition. The words in (4) are therefore 
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simple words which merely begin with the sound sequences be, ont 

and her. These sound sequences do not, however, have any 

morphological significance. In cases such as (3) and (4) the 

Compositionality Condition therefore yields unequivocal results. 
Consider now the examples in (5). 

(5) (a) bepaal 

(b) 

(c) 

[be (paalJJ 

make-pole 

"determine" 

ontwrig 

(ont [wrig]] 

removal of-? 

"disrupt" 

herinner 

(her (inner]] 

again-?inside 

"recall" 

In each case it would seem that there is a distinguishable affix 

which has attached to a base. However, this is not the case 

synchronically, although it might be the case from a diachronic 

perspective. In modern Afrikaans the sound sequences be, ont 

and her are indistinguishable as part of the meaning units 

bepaal, ontwrig and herinner respectively and should not be 

recognised as affixes which add some element of meaning to a 

base paal, wrig or inner. While a meaning can be assigned to 

the base paal, viz. "pole", when it functions as an independent 

word, this meaning plays no role in the meaning of bepaal which 

means "determine". No meaning can be assigned to wrig or to 

inner in Afrikaans. Wrig, according to Kempen (1969:556, 483), 

is a remnant of the Dutch word gewrig, while herinner was 

inherited from Dutch which took over the High German form 

erinnern. The er of erinnern was replaced by her at some stage. 

Given these facts, if one assigned the words in (5) a 

morphological representation in which they consisted of two 
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parts, a base word and a prefix, this would not correctly 

represent their meaning. 

There are a number of other words in Afrikaans which linguists 

like Combrink (1990:37-50) would regard as complex, but which I 

·will treat as simple for the same reasons adduced in the case of 

the words in (5), viz. that the "base" to which the affix 

attaches does not have an independent meaning, at least not 

synchronically. These words, examples of which are given in 

(6), are all of French, Greek or Latin origin as is the affix in 

each case. In each case I have given a labelled bracketing 

which shows which part of the word would be regarded as the base 

and which parts would be regarded as affixes by linguists who 

claim that such words are complex.3 

(6) (a) diachr6nies 

( [dia (chr6n] J ies] 

"diachronic" 

(b) eksponeer 

[ (eks [pon]] eer] 

"expose" 

(c) katabolisme 

[ [kata (bol]] isme] 

"catabolism" 

(d) sabotasie 

( (sabot] asieJ 

"sabotage" 

(e) nominaal 

( (nomin] aalJ 

"nominal" 
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3.2.3 Analogical formation 

Although speakers of a language may not be able to assign 

meanings to the parts of certain words, such as those in (5), 

WFRs seem to be sensitive to these forms and speakers of 

Afrikaans recognise this. Although the words are not 

morphologically complex in terms of the Compositionality 

Condition, speakers of Afrikaans do recognise the sound 

sequences be, her and ont in these words as prefixes for the 

purposes of certain WFRs, in particular, for the (non-)addition 

of the past participle prefix ge-. All Afrikaans verbs 

beginning with be, her or ont, irrespective of whether or not 

these sound sequences constitute prefixes from a synchronic 

perspective, are recognised as such by speakers and behave in 

the same way with respect to the attachment of ge-. 4 That is, 

all words which begin with be-, her- and ant- cannot be prefixed 

by ge- in Standard Afrikaans as shown in (7). Kempen (1969:591) 

claims that such prefix sequences are substandard. 

(7) (a) * (ge [bepaal]] 

past part.-determine 

(b) *[ge [be [moeilik]]] 

past part.-make-difficult 

(c) *[ge [herinner]] 

past part.-repeat 

(d) *[ge [her [boor]]] 

past part.-again-drill 

(e} *[ge [ontwrig]] 

past part.-disrupt 

(f) *[ge [ont [eer]]] 

past part.-removal of-honour 
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It would seem that we have here something along the lines 

suggested by Guerssel (1983:209, 217) for English. He claims 

that level-ordering linguists have regarded certain words like 

possible and operate, for example, as morphologically complex 

words consisting of a Stem plus an affix (cf. Section 2.4.2) and 

from a historical point of view this might be the case. Many 

present day speakers of English, however, regard such words as 

being morphologically simple. In each case no meaning can be 

attached to the "Stem" which constitutes the base. However, as 

Guerssel (1983:215, 221-222) points out, speakers recognise the 

"suffixes" -able (-ible) and -ate in such words as bases for 

further affixation. For example, they are aware that words 

ending in -able (-ible) are adjectives and that suffixes like 

-ity attach to words ending in -able (-ible) irrespective of 

whether the words are morphologically simple adjectives like 

possible or are morphologically complex adjectives like 

readable. This would also seem to be the case with the words in 

(5) above, where the occurrence of a particular sound sequence 

reminiscent of a prefix prohibits the application of the WFR 

which attaches the prefix ge-. 

Further evidence in support of Guerssel's view (1983) that 

speakers have knowledge of this kind comes from the words in 

(8). Although the words may be morphologically simple on 

semantic grounds, speakers do recognise certain sound sequences 

relevant for WFRs. Firstly, they recognise the relevant sound 

sequence relationships between the words in (6) (a)-(e), repeated 

here as (8) (a)-(e), and the words in (9) (a)-(e) respectively. 

The bracketing here reflects the fact that I regard all these 

words to be morphologically simple. 

(8) (a) diachronies 

[diachronies] 

"diachronic" 

(b) eksponeer 

[eksponeer] 

"expose" 



(c) katabolisme 

[katabolisme] 

"catabolism" 

(d) sabotasie 

[sabotasie] 

"sabotage" 

(e) nominaal 

[nominaal] 

"nominal" 

(9) (a) sinchr6nies 

[sinchr6nies] 

"synchronic" 

(b) imponeer 

[imponeer] 

"impress (forcibly)" 

(c) metabolisme 

[metabolisme] 

"metabolism" 

(d) saboteer 

[saboteer] 

"sabotage" 

(e) nomineer 

[nomineer] 

"nominate" 
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Secondly, they recognise the categorial status of the word, that 

is, whether it is a noun, adjective or verb, for example, from 

the sound sequence on which it ends. Thirdly, they will know 

what affixes, if any, can be added to the word on the grounds of 

the relevant sound sequences. For example, most morphologically 

complex verbs in Afrikaans which end in -eer can be nominalised 
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by adding the suffix -(d)ery and such is the case with eksponeer 

from which eksponeerdery ("(the continual act of) exposing") can 

be formed. Also, the suffixes -ies and -aal in diachr6nies and 

nominaal respectively, indicate to the speaker of Afrikaans that 

these words are adjectives. Therefore, s/he will know that the 

suffix -e can be added to mark the adjective as one that can be 

used attributively as in diachr6niese verklaring ("diachronic 

explanation") and nominale bedrag ("nominal amount"). Many 

mother tongue speakers of Afrikaans may thus learn words like 

eksponeer, diachr6nies and nominaal as morphologically simple 

words, but recognise that they have the same word formation 

potential as morphologically complex words ending in -eer, -ies 

and -aal. 

A further point with regard to the knowledge of speakers is that 

no two speakers have identical knowledge. This point is also 

made by De Villiers (1976:169). Thus, while somebody who is 

working in the sciences will be able to assign a meaning to bio 

("life") in biochemie ("bio-chemistry") and may use bio to form 

and interpret new words, a speaker without this specilaised 

knowledge may not be able to do so. These differences in the 

knowledge of speakers will be ignored in this chapter and the 

following chapter, but will be addressed in Chapter 5. 

3.3 The classification of affixes 

3.3.1 Inflectional affixes 

There has been much discussion in the literature on the issue of 

whether a principled distinction can be made between 

inflectional and derivational affixes in morphology. Linguists 

like Siegel (1974:12-24), Aronoff (1976:2), Allen (1978:1-3), 

Anderson (1982:585-591), for example, all appear to assume the 

traditional distinction between inflectional and derivational 

affixes (cf. Section 2.2.1). They also claim, either implicitly 

or explicitly, that inflectional affixes are relevant to the 

syntax and therefore that inflectional affixation is handled in 
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the syntax, while derivational affixation is handled in the 

lexicon. In contrast, other linguists like Williams (1981:264), 

Lieber (1981:7-30), Selkirk (1982:1), Strauss (1982a:13-24), 

Kiparsky (1982a:132-133; 1982b:2-4), Mohanan (1982:10-11, 45-

46), Jensen and Strong-Jensen (1984) and Thomas-Flinders 

(1983:87ff.) also seem to implicitly recognise the traditional 

distinction between the two, but assume that inflection and 

derivation are both handled in the same way in the lexicon. 

However, with the exception of Thomas-Flinders (1983), the 

linguists seem to implicitly, rather than explicitly, accept 

certain criteria for distinguishing between inflectional and 

derivational affixes. What criteria they do accept obviously 

has implications for what they regard as inflectional affixes. 

For example, most assume that the regular past tense ending -ed 

(e.g. jumped) and the regular plural suffix=.§. (e.g. beds) are 

inflectional affixes of English. However, there is not such 

widespread agreement on the status of the comparative and 

superlative suffixes -er (e.g. bigger) and -est (e.g. biggest) 

respectively and diminutive suffixes like -let (e.g. droplet) 

and -ling (e.g. duckling), and the possessive -'s (e.g. Jack's 

book). 5 

Before considering the criteria which are to be used to 

distinguish inflectional affixes from derivational affixes in 

Afrikaans, let us consider briefly the views of certain 

Afrikaans linguists on what constitute inflectional affixes in 

Afrikaans, and the criteria that they use. De Villiers 

(1976:162) claims that only the suffixes which indicate 

plurality and those that indicate the comparative and 

superlative forms of adjectives and certain adverbs constitute 

inflectional affixes in Afrikaans. He bases this decision on 

the following properties which he claims derivational and 

inflectional affixes have. 6 

(i) Inflectional affixes 

while the meaning of 

have definite meanings and values, 

a derivational affix is dependent on 

the meaning of the word to which it attaches. 
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(ii) Inflectional affixes do not change the category of the word 

to which they attach, while derivational affixes can. 

(iii)Inflectional affixes prevent further affixes from attaching 

and are therefore further from the base than derivational 

affixes. Derivational affixes allow further derivational 

affixes and/or an inflectional affix to attach and are 

therefore closer to the base than are inflectional affixes. 

De Villiers (1976:162) does not include the prefix ge-, which 

forms the past participle form of verbs, as an inflectional 

affix because it cannot attach to verbs which begin with the 

derivational prefixes be-, er-, her-, ont- and ver-. He 

provides the following examples of verbs which do not permit the 

attachment of the prefix ge-. In each case the past participle 

form of the verb will have the same phonetic form as the present 

tense form of the verb. 

the presence of the 

indicate that the verb 

In any sentence containing such a verb 

auxiliary verb het ("have/has") will 

should be interpreted as being in the 

past participle form rather than in the present tense form. 7 

(10) (a) *[geINF [be [dink]]] 

past part.-do intensively-think 

(b) * [geINF [erken] J 

past part.-?know 

(c) *[geINF [her [lees]]] 

past part.-again-read 

(d) *[geINF [ont [neem]JJ 

past part.-away from-take 

{e) *[geINF [ver [kies]] 

past part.-do choose 

He claims that ge- behaves like a derivational affix in the case 

of these verbs. Presumably he bases this claim on the fact that 
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ge- does not attach to all words belonging to a particular 

verbs. Similarly, a particular category, in this case, 

derivational affix which attaches to verbs, for example, does 

to all verbs, but possibly only to not necessarily 

transitive verbs. 

attach 

Combrink (1990:31) notes that, according to Afrikaans linguists 

who distinguish between inflectional and derivational affixes, 

the affixes which are unquestionably inflectional are those 

which indicate plurality and those that indicate the comparative 

and superlative forms of adjectives and certain adverbs. In 

addition there are some linguists who take the following affixes 

to be inflectional: 

(i) the prefix ge- which indicates the past participle, 

(ii) the prefix ge- which indicates the passive form of verbs, 

and 

(iii)the diminutive suffixes.a 

Combrink (1990:31) himself claims that the distinction between 

inflectional and derivational affixes in Afrikaans is unfounded. 

Furthermore, he claims that the inflectional affixes which some 

linguists agree on as being inflectional, such as the suffixes 

which indicate plurality and those which indicate the 

comparative and superlative, do not display properties which 

inflectional affixes are claimed to have (cf. those accepted by 

De Villiers (1976) which are given on pp. 94-95). Inflectional 

affixes, for example, do not always have predictable meaning and 

form, and do not always prevent further affixation according to 

Combrink (1990:31). On the basis of his claims, none of which 

are illustrated, he concludes that there are no inflectional 

affixes in Afrikaans. 9 

It is evident from the discussion above that the distinction 

between inflectional and derivational affixes is a contentious 

one, not only for linguists working with English, but also for 
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those working with Afrikaans. However, I do believe that a 

distinction can be made between inflectional and derivational 

affixes, not on the basis of the properties which the 

above-mentioned linguists have used, but on the basis of the 

property of obligatoriness. According to Bybee (1985:81) this 

is the most successful criterion which has been used to 

distinguish between derivation and inflection and can be 

attributed to Greenberg (1954). What I will be considering in 

the remainder of this section is whether a particular 

morphological form is obligatorily required in a particular 

syntactic construction or phrase in Afrikaans.lo Consider by 

way of illustration the following sentences. 

(11) (a) Dit is die gr66tste vis wat ek al ooit gesien het. 

this-is-the-biggest - fish-that-I ever-seen - have 

"This is the biggest fish that I have ever seen." 

(b) *Dit is die groot vis wat ek al ooit gesien het. 

this-is-the-big - fish-that-I ever-seen - have 

(c) *Dit is die groter vis wat ek al ooit gesien het. 

this-is-the-bigger - fish-that-I ever-seen - have 

Although any of the three forms of the adjective could be used 

in the prenominal position, where adjectives may occur, this 

particular syntactic construction requires that the superlative 

form of the adjective be used. In other syntactic constructions 

the comparative form, for example, may obligatorily have to be 

used. 

(12) (a) Hierdie vis is gr6ter as daardie een. 

this - fish-is-bigger-than-that - one 

"This fish is bigger than that one." 

(b) *Hierdie vis is groot as daardie een. 

this - fish-is-big - than-that - one 
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(c) *Hierdie vis is grootste as daardie een. 

this - fish-is-biggest - than-that - one 

The three forms of the adjective gr66t therefore form a paradigm 

and the choice of the morphological form of the adjective is 

determined by the type of syntactic construction in which it 

occurs. The same is true of the choice between the singular and 

the plural form of a noun (cf. (13)), the present tense and past 

participlell form of a verb (cf. (14)), and the form of certain 

adjectives in attributive position (cf. (15)). 

(13) (a) Daar le drie appels op die tafel. 

there-lie-three-apples-on-the-table 

"There are three apples lying on the table." 

(b) *Daar le drie appel op die tafel. 

there-lie-three-apple-on-the-table 

(14) (a) Sy het die koek gebak. 

she-has-the-cake - baked 

"She has baked the cake. " 

(b) *Sy het die koek bak. 

she-has-the-cake - bake 

(15) (a) Sy dra altyd ongew6ne klere. 

she-wears-always-unusual - clothes 

"She always wears unusual clothes." 

(b) *Sy dra altyd ongewoon klere. 

she-wears-always-unusual - clothes 

on the basis of the data in (11)-(15) I therefore distinguish 

the following inflectional affixes in Afrikaans: 12 

(i) the comparative and superlative suffixes -er and -ste, 

(ii) the past participle prefix ge-, 13 
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(iii)the attributive adjectival marker -e,14and 

(iv) the suffixes-sand~ which denote plurality.15 

Examples of words including the inflectional affixes which I 

have distinguished for Afrikaans are presented in (16)-(19) 

below. 

(16) (a) sterker 

[ [sterkJ erINFJ 
strong - more 

"stronger" 

(b) pragtigste 

[ [pragtigJ steINF] 

pretty - most 

"prettiest" 

(17) gesien 

[geINF [ sienJ J 

past part.-see 

"saw" 

(18) harde 

[ [hard] erNFJ 
hard - attributive marker 

"hard (attributive)" 

(19) (a) susters 

[[suster] srNFJ 
sister - more than one 

"sisters" 

(b) st6ele 

[ [ st6el J eINF] 

chair - more than one 

"chairs" 
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The inflected forms exemplified above are all formed by the 

addition of regular inflectional affixes. There are, however, a 

number of nouns in Afrikaans which form the plural in an 

irregular way, that is, with a suffix other than .=,g or.=§., as 

shown in the examples in (20) below. 

(20) (a) baddens 

[[bad] ensINF] 
bath-more than one 

"baths" 

(b) ribbes 

[ [rib] esINFJ 
rib - more than one 

"ribs" 

(c) liedere 

( [lied] ereINFJ 
song - more than one 

"songs" 

There is also a group of words of foreign origin which form 

their plurals irregularly, that is, not by adding the suffixes 

-e and -s, but rather by adding suffixes used to form the plural 

in their language of origin.16 

(21) (a) formantia 

[[formans] iaINFJ 

formative-more than one 

"formatives" 

(b) katalogi 

[[katalogusJ iINFJ 

catalogue - more than one 

"catalogues" 
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(c) kritici 

[[kritikus] ci]INF 

critic - more than one 

"critics" 

(d) musea 

[[museum] aINF] 

museum - more than one 

"museums" 

Some of these "foreign" plural forms are, however, being 

gradually replaced by the regular plural forms. The words 

kritikus and museum, for example, each have two plural forms, 

the one given above and a regularly formed one. The regularly 

inflected kritikusse is formed by adding the regular plural 

suffix -e to the singular form and museums is formed by the 

addition of the regular plural suffix -s. 

There are two other affixes which are treated as inflectional 

affixes by some Afrikaans linguists, but which I classify as 

derivational affixes viz. the diminutive suffix, -ie17 and the 

present participle suffix -end. As regards the diminutive there 

are no syntactic constructions which obligatorily require the 

diminutive form of a noun rather than the non-diminutive as 

shown in (22).18 

(22) (a) Ek het gister 'n vis gevang. 

I - have-yesterday-a-fish-caught 

"I caught a fish yesterday." 

(b) Ek het gister 'n vissie gevang. 

I - have-yesterday-a-small fish-caught 

"I caught a small fish yesterday." 

The present participial form of the verb in Afrikaans is unlike 

its English counterpart. In English the present participle form 

of the verb is used together with an auxiliary verb in order to 

indicate the progressive form of a verb as shown in (23) (a) and 
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(b) or it can be used adjectivally as shown in (24) (a) and (b). 

(23) (a) 

(b) 

(24) (a) 

(b) 

is running 

has been running 

running water 

threatening words 

In Afrikaans, present participles, 

in -end, cannot function as part 

that is, complex words ending 

of the verbal string in a 

an adjectival function. finite clause. They ·only have 

Therefore they do not form part of a verb paradigm in Afrikaans 

together with the present tense and the past participle form of 

the verb. There is 

present participle 

required rather any 

below. 

(25) (a) Hy dreig 

thus no syntactic 

form of the verb 

other verb form 

die meisie. 

he-threatens-the-girl 

construction where the 

would be obligatorily 

as illustrated in (25) 

"He threatens/is threatening the girl." 

{b) *Hy dreigend die meisie. 

he-threatening-the-girl 

The present participle form of the verb is, however, found in 

those positions in which adjectives usually occur, viz. the 

attributive and predicate positions, as shown in the sentence 

pairs below. 

(26) {a) Die wedstryd is gekanseleer as gevolg van 

the-match - has been-cancelled - as-result-of-

die mire weer. 

the-unpleasant-weather 

"The match has been cancelled as a result of the 

bad weather." 
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(b) Die wedstryd is gekanseleer as gevolg van 

the-match - has been-cancelled - as - result-of-

die dreigende onweer. 

the-threatening-weather 

"The match has been cancelled as a result of the 

threatening bad weather." 

(27) (a) Die meisie is m66i. 

the-girl - is-pretty 

"The girl is pretty." 

(b) Die meisie is hardwerkend. 

the-girl - is-hard-working 

"The girl is hard-working." 

Given the characteristics of -end explained above, I will treat 

it as a derivational suffix of Afrikaans. 

3.3.2 Derivational affixes 

3.3.2.1 Background assumptions 

There are at least three major works to date in which the 

affixes of Afrikaans are discussed in varying degrees of detail, 

those of Kempen (1969), De Villiers (1976) and Combrink (1990). 

Kempen's discussion of affixes is the most comprehensive with 

respect to details ,about the properties of various affixes, 

although not with respect to the number of affixes which he 

distinguishes. For each affix which he distinguishes he 

describes the types of words to which it attaches, the meaning 

which it has in such words, its origin and productivity as well 

as other information such as the style of language in which the 

derived word is used. He also presents examples of words in 

which the affix occurs. Important for this study is what Kempen 

has to say about the origin of each affix. He identifies some 

affixes in Afrikaans as being inherited directly from Dutch, 

while others were inherited from Greek, Latin and French via 
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Dutch. However, he does not divide the affixes into two groups, 

a non-native/foreign group and a native/Germanic group. He 

merely discusses the affixes in alphabetical order mentioning 

each one's origin as he goes along. His discussion, while 

providing insights into the origin of affixes, misses an 

important generalisation about affixes of Afrikaans. That is, 

Afrikaans affixes, like the affixes of Dutch and English, can be 

divided into two distinct groups/classes, those which are 

non-native - of Romance or Greek origin - and those which are 

native - of Germanic origin. Furthermore, the affixes in each 

class have certain properties in common with respect to 

distribution and stress. 

De Villiers (1976) provides a much more concise, yet more 

general, overview of the morphology and morphemes of Afrikaans 

rather than concentrating in detail on specific affixes. Unlike 

Kempen (1969) and Combrink (1990), De Villiers (1976:141-148) 

discusses the stress properties of various affixes as well as 

the stress properties of simple and complex words. He does not, 

however, draw any connections between the stress properties of 

affixes and their origin and thus misses important 

generalisations which will be pointed out in Section 3.3.2.3 

below. Claasens (1980) and Coetzer's (1984) works on stress 

assignment to suffix derived adjectives and nouns, respectively, 

reflect some of the observations of De Villiers (1976). 

Finally, Combrink's book contains a taxonomy of the prefixes and 

suffixes he recognises for Afrikaans. This list includes many 

affixes not distinguished or discussed by either Kempen (1969) 

or De Villiers (1976). However, Combrink does not discuss the 

linguistic basis for distinguishing the affixes although he 

applies uses truncation (cf. Aronoff (1976:88-98)) to justify 

certain bases for affixation. Although some affixes like -agtig 

("displaying apparent characteristics of") are singled out for 

some discussion in later parts of the book, these are the 

exception. Furthermore, the discussion in the book provides no 

insight into criteria which could be used to classify affixes 

further than the basic prefix-suffix distinction. 
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While Combrink's work on affixes does not provide any help in 

classifying the affixes of Afrikaans, those of Kempen (1969) and 

De Villiers (1976) do provide certain insights into the origin 

and stress characteristics of affixes respectively. Kempen's 

work, however, merely implicitly suggests that there are two 

types of affixes in Afrikaans, those which are native and those 

which are non-native. De Villiers (1976:141-148), on the other 

hand, identifies stress properties of certain prefixes and 

suffixes of Afrikaans which are significant especially when 

considered in the light of a native/non-native distinction. 

Before considering the criteria used in the classification of 

Afrikaans derivational affixes I would like to reiterate and 

elaborate on the criteria used by English and Dutch linguists. 

For many linguists the phonological properties of affixes, in 

particular their stress properties, constitute the primary 

criterion for their classification. Take, for example, the 

level-ordering approach of Siegel (1974). She proposes that, in 

English, all Class I affixes are stress-determining, while all 

Class II affixes are stress neutral. Another characteristic 

which Class I affixes are claimed to have is that they only 

attach to Stems while Class II affixes attach to Stems and 

Words, although subsequent works like that of Strauss (1982a:28) 

have shown this to be incorrect. Most other level-ordering 

linguists, as well as the category distinction linguists, appear 

to implicitly accept the Stem/Word and the stress criteria for 

distinguishing the various classes of affixes. However, this 

results in Class I and Class II being a mixture of foreign and 

Germanic affixes as certain foreign affixes like mono-, for 

example, have to be classed as members of both classes because 

of their stress properties and their apparent ability to attach 

to both Stems and Words. 

In his study of Dutch, Booij (1977:72-108) also distinguishes 

two classes of affixes, Class I and Class II. 

divided into two classes on the basis of 

Suffixes are 

their stress 

properties, Class I suffixes being stress-shifting and bearing 

primary stress in the word to which they attach, while Class II 
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suffixes are stress neutral. The difference between the stress 

properties of the two classes is accounted for by assuming the 

Class I suffixes are preceded by a morpheme or formative 

boundary"+", while Class II suffixes are preceded by a word 

boundary"#". These boundaries enable one to explain, firstly, 

the differences between Class I and Class II suffixes with 

respect to syllabification. Booij (1977:75-80) claims that the 

last sound of a base word to which a Class I suffix attaches 

syllabifies with the suffix. For example, the word fundament 

("foundation") consists of three syllables funSdaSment where the 

word final t forms part of the last syllable of the word. 

However, when the suffix -eel is added the word syllabifies in a 

slightly different way with the word final~ forming part of the 

syllable containing the suffix -eel as shown in funSdaSmenSteel. 

The fact that the suffix -eel is introduced by a morpheme 

boundary explains why such syllabification is possible. In the 

case of a word derived by the attachment of a Class II suffix 

such syllabification cannot occur as Class II suffixes are 

introduced by a word boundary. This enables us to explain why 

the word final g of hoed remains part of the first syllable of 

the word when the Class II suffix -loos is added as shown in 

hoedSloos ("without a hat"). 

The boundaries associated with Class I and Class II suffixes can 

also be used to explain why schwa deletion occurs in the case of 

Class I suffixes like -ein. This suffix -ein causes the final 

vowel of a base like Rome ("Rome") to be deleted when Romein 

("Roman") is formed. Such deletion can occur when a suffix is 

introduced with a morpheme boundary, but not when introduced by 

a word boundary. 

Unlike Dutch suffixes, all Dutch prefixes are followed by a word 

boundary, but some have underlying stress while others do not. 

Langeweg (1987:234-237) points out that there are problems with 

Booij's approach not least of which is the use of evidence from 

syllabification to support his classification of suffixes. She 

also claims that other attempts at accounting for the stress 
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behaviour of affixes such as those of Schultink (1980), Van Nes 

(1982), and Neyt and Zonneveld (1981) are problematic. What 

Langeweg (1987) implicitly assumes, is that one should 

distinguish two types of bases to which affixes attach, viz. 

Roots (Stems) and Words, (along the lines suggested by Selkirk 

(1982)) and two types of affixes, native and non-native affixes, 

in order to account for the stress properties of Dutch words. 

Van Beurden (1987:26), in his discussion of Dutch suffixes, 

claims that stress behaviour is the principle test for 

distinguishing Germanic from Romance suffixes. This would seem 

to be the case for Dutch and possibly even for Afrikaans (cf. 

Sections 3.3.2.3.2 and 3.3.2.3.3 below). However, the same does 

not appear to be possible for prefixes in either Dutch or 

Afrikaans.19 Schultink (1980:235-238) also shows that the 

correct predictions about the stacking of Dutch suffixes can be 

made with recourse to the native/non-native distinction and to 

the different stress properties of the various native suffixes. 

He does not, however, mention prefixes. 

Bearing all this in mind it would seem that the origin of 

affixes plays an important role in the classification of affixes 

and, for at least suffixes, also stress behaviour. I will start 

by examining the native/non-native criterion which I have used 

as the primary criterion for classifying affixes and will then 

present examples of Afrikaans affixes in each class. This will 

be followed by a discussion of the stress and other salient 

properties of Afrikaans affixes. 

3.3.2.2 The native/non-native criterion 

As mentioned above, many linguists make the distinction between 

Romance/non-native/foreign and Germanic/native affixes for 
Dutch.20 I have used this as the primary parameter for 

classifying Afrikaans affixes and therefore distinguish between 

two groups of affixes in Afrikaans, those that were inherited 

from Romance languages like Latin and French, and also from 
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and affixes which were inherited from Dutch 
' 

Greek, via Dutch, 

and are similar to other Germanic affixes. Each class can be 

the 

not 

the 

and 

further divided into two subclasses, the prefixes and 

suffixes. The classification of affixes being proposed is 

an arbitrary one, but is rather based on the fact that 

affixes in each class seem to share certain stress 

distributional properties with other members of the class to 

which they belong. The stress properties of derivational 

affixes in each class will be given in Section 3.3.2.3, while 

the distributional properties of these affixes with respect to 

each other, inflectional affixes and compounds will be discussed 

and illustrated in Chapter 4. 

Below is a list of some non-native and native 

Afrikaans, in each case presented in a complex word. 

below is only meant to provide a sample of some 

affixes of 

The list 

native and 

non-native prefixes and suffixes. For a more comprehensive and 

representative list of affixes which can be distinguished for 

Afrikaans the reader is referred to the addendum at the end of 

this chapter.21 Complex words both here and in the addendum are 

taken from my corpus of data, the HAT, the Tweetalige Woordeboek 

and Kempen (1969). The glosses provided are based on the 

meanings which Kempen (1969) proposes for various affixes, on 

meanings given in the afore-mentioned dictionaries and on the 

meanings of corresponding English affixes which are given in the 

Oxford English Dictionary. In some cases the meaning of a 

particular affix differs depending on the category of the base 

(N, A or V) to which it attaches .For example, when the suffix 

-agtig attaches to a noun or adjective it may add the meaning 

"displaying apparent characteristics of" as in doringagtig 

("showing apparent characteristics of a thorn/ thorny"), but 

when attached to a verb may add the meaning "showing a tendency 

to" as in babbelagtig ("showing a tendency to chatter/ 

talkative"). Also, the meaning of an affix may depend on the 

word to which it attaches as is the case with, in particular, 

the prefixes be- and~- For these reasons the meaning given 

for a particular affix may not be identical in all the complex 

words in which it is found. Finally, in some of the data in 
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(28)-(31) and the addendum the internal structure of the base to 

which the affix attaches is not indicated for the sake of 

simplicity. 

(28) Non-native prefixes22 

(a) a-polities 

[a (polities]] 

indifferent to-political 

"apolitical" 

(b) disorganiseer 
[dis23 [organiseer]J 

reverse of action - organise 

"disorganise" 

(c) eks-vrou 

[ eks24 [vrou]] 

former - wife 

"ex-wife" 

(d) inkonsekwent 

[in [konsekwent]J 

not-consistent 

"inconsistent" 

(e) pre-Columbiaans 

[pre [Columbiaans]J 

before-Columbian 

"pre-Columbian" 

(f) semi-afhanklik 

(semi [afhanklik]] 

partially - dependent 

"semi-dependent" 
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(g) ultra-modern 

[ultra [modern]] 

excessively-modern 

"ultra-modern" 

(29) Native prefixes 

(a) aarts-vyand 

[a.arts [vyand]] 

to the greatest degree-enemy 

"arch-enemy" 

(b) bedraad 

[be [draadJ J 

provide with-wire 

"wire" 

(c) mishandel 

[mis [handel]] 

badly-treat 

"ill-treat" 

(d) onaangenaam 

[ on [ aangenaam] ] 

not-pleasant 

"unpleasant" 

( e) vergr66t 

[ver [gr66t]] 

make - large 

"enlarge" 

{30) Non-native suffixes 

(a) instrumentaal 

[[instrument] aal] 

instrument - pertaining to 

"instrumental" 



(b) Kubaan 

[ [Kuba] aanJ 

Cuba - person from 

"Cuban" 

(c) adresseer 

[ [adres] eer] 

address-make 

"address" 

(d) dreigement 

[ [dreig] ment] 

threaten-result of 

"threat" 

(e) eksklusiwiteit 

[[eksklusief] teit] 
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exclusive - condition of being 

"exclusivity" 

(31) Native suffixes 

(a) bewonderaar 

[[bew6nder] aar] 

admire - person who 

"admirer" 

(b) aanpasbaar 

[[aanpas] baar] 

adapt - able to be 

"adaptable" 

(c) aanhouer 

[ [ aanhou] er] 

persevere-person who 

"perseverer/stayer" 



(d) insinking 

[[insink] ing] 

cave in-result of 

"subsidence" 

(e) begeerlik 

[ [begeer] lik] 
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desire - showing the quality of being 

"desirable" 

(f) duursaam 

[ (duur] saam] 

last - inclined to 

"lasting" 

(g) kalmte 

( (kalm] te] 

calm - state of being 

"calmness/composure" 

3.3.2.3 Stress properties 

3.3.2.3.1 General remarks 

As mentioned above, De Villiers' (1976:139-157) work includes a 

discussion of the stress patterns of simple and derived words in 

Afrikaans. He claims that the position of stress in complex 

words is determined chiefly by two tendencies or rules. In 

general stress falls on the first syllable of a word. 

such stress does not fall on the first syllable 

However, 

(i) where the word begins with a prefix or a corresponding 

sound sequence which does not bear stress, 

(ii) where the word contains an affix which has a variable 

influence on stress, and 
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(iii)where the word includes an affix which draws the stress 
closer. 

Note that there is some overlap between the cases mentioned in 

(ii) and (iii). Of importance for this study is the 

generalisation which De Villiers misses, viz. that the prefixes 

mentioned in (i) are native prefixes, those mentioned in (ii) 

are a mixture of native and non-native prefixes and those in 

(iii) are, for the most part, non-native suffixes. His division 

therefore coincides in certain respects with the boundaries of 

the native/non-native distinction, although he does not 

recognise this distinction. 

As mentioned above, the works of Langeweg (1986; 1987) and Van 

Beurden (1987) include some fascinating insights into the stress 

properties of Dutch affixes. Both claim that derived words 

containing non-native affixes behave like monomorphemic words in 

Dutch with respect to stress. In contrast, for words which are 

derived by the addition of a native suffix their stress pattern 

is determined by, amongst others, the categorial status of the 

derived word, adjective or noun. Similar claims hold for 

certain derived words in Afrikaans as will be shown in the 

following sections. 

Using the above-mentioned works as a guide in the analysis of 

the stress properties of affixes, let us examine in turn the 

various classes of affixes beginning with the non-native 

suffixes. The stress properties show quite clearly that each of 

the four classes of affixes in Afrikaans must be viewed as 

separate classes. This supports the claim of Strauss (1982a) 

that Class I prefixes and suffixes should be considered 

separately as should Class II prefixes and suffixes. This claim 

contrasts with the implicit claim made by other proponents of 

the level-ordering approach that all affixes on a particular 

level share the same stress and distributional properties. 
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3.3.2.3.2 Non-native suffixes 

As shown in Section 3.3.2.2 above, suffixes can be divided into 

two groups, native and non-native. The following 

generalisations can be made about derived words formed by the 

attachment of non-native suffixes: 

(i) In most cases stress falls on the suffix. 

(ii) If the suffix is bi-syllabic, primary stress falls on the 

first syllable of the suffix. 

Non-native suffixes could thus be called stress-shifting in the 

sense that they cause stress to shift from the base onto the 

suffix. These observations are also made by De Villiers 

(1976:146) although he does not classify the suffixes in 

question as non-native suffixes. It would also appear from his 

discussion that words ending in sound sequences which resemble 

non-native suffixes and words derived by the addition of 

non-native suffixes show the same stress patterns. This would 

tie in with the observations of Langeweg (1986; 1987:237-238) 

and Van Beurden (1987:26-27) that non-native derived words in 

Dutch have the same stress patterns as monomorphemic words which 

end on the same sound sequence. Examples of words derived with 

non-native monosyllabic and bi-syllabic suffixes are given in 

(32)-(35) below. 

(32) (a) [instrument] 

"instrument" 

(b) instrumentaal 

[[instrument] aal] 

instrument - pertaining to 

"instrumental" 

(33) (a) (tuin] 

"garden" 
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(b) tuinier 

[ [tuin] ier] 

garden-person who works in 

"gardener" 

(34) (a) (eksklusief] 

"exclusive" 

(b) eksklusiwiteit 

([eksklusief] teit]25 

exclusive - condition of being 

"exclusivity" 

(35) (a) [alkohol] 

"alcohol" 

(b) alkoholisme 

[[alkohol] isme] 

alcohol - condition caused by too much 

"alcoholism" 

The data in (36) below show that, as in Dutch, Afrikaans 

monomorphemic words ending in sound sequences which resemble the 

non-native suffixes in (32)-(35) above, are also stressed on the 

ultimate or penultimate syllable. 

(36) (a) (brutaalJ 

"brutal" 

(b) [barbier] 

"barber" 

(c) [kwaliteit] 

"quality" 

(d) [antagonisme] 

"antagonism" 
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Consider now the non-native suffix -ie which appears to be 

exceptional in that it does not cause stress to shift onto the 
suffix. 

(37) (a) (abstrakJ 

"abstract" 

(b) abstraksie 

((abstrak] ieJ 

abstract-result of making 

"abstraction" 

De Villiers (1976:145) claims that in all Afrikaans words which 

end in -sie, irrespective of whether they are derived or not, 

the stress does not fall on -sie, but rather on the preceding 

syllable as shown in (38). 

(38) [deduksie] 

"deduction" 

The general 

similarity of 

which happen 

point which De Villiers is making about the 

stress patterns in derived and underived words 

to end with the same sound sequences again 

corroborates the point made by Langeweg (1985; 1987:237-238) and 

Van Beurden (1987:27-28). Furthermore, this claim ties in with 

a claim made in Section 3.2.3 about words which include endings 

which are regarded as suffixes only from a diachronic, rather 

than a synchronic, perspective. It was claimed that mother 

tongue speakers recognise these endings for the purposes of 

certain rules, in this case stress rules. 

3.3.2.3.3 Native suffixes 

Within the class of native suffixes three classes of suffixes 

can be distinguished on the basis of stress behaviour. In most 

cases native suffixes are stress neutral in the sense that the 

stress of the base remains unaffected after the suffix has 

attached. Examples of words which illustrate the stress neutral 
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nature of these suffixes are given in (39)-(42). 

(39) (a) [bedel] 

"beg" 

(b) bedelaar 

[ [bedel] 

beg -

"beggar" 

(40) (a) [luiJ 

"lazy" 

(b) luiheid 

aar] 

person who 

[[lui] heidJ 

lazy-state of being 

"laziness" 

(41) (a) [begrip] 

"understanding" 

(b) begriploos 

[ [begrip] loos] 

understanding-without 

"without understanding" 

(42) (a) [gr66tmens] 

"grown-up" 

(b) gr66tmensagtig 

[[gr66tmens] agtig]26 

grown-up - displaying apparent characteristics of 

"like a grown-up" 

Secondly, there are those suffixes like -es and -in which bear 

stress in the derived words of which they form a part.27 
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(43) (a) [minnaar]28 

"lover" 

(b) minares 

((minnaar] es] 

lover - female 

"female lover" 

(44) (a) [vriend] 

"friend" 

(b) [ [vriend] in] 

friend - female 

"female friend" 

Thirdly, as in Dutch, there is a group of suffixes in Afrikaans 

which have been called stress attracting/retracting. These 

suffixes, which include the adjective-forming suffixes -ig, 

-ies 29 -end -lik and -saam --1 --1 -- I 

syllable before the suffix. 

require that stress falls on 

If the stress of the base falls 

the 

on 

the final syllable, the attachment of the suffix will not cause 

a change in stress pattern as shown in (45)-(47) below. 

(45) (a) fakrobaatJ 

"acrobat" 

(b) akrobaties 

[[akrobaat] ies] 

acrobat - like 

"acrobatic" 

(46) (a) (alfabetJ 

"alphabet" 

(b) alfabeties 

([alfabet] ies) 

alphabet-like 

"alphabetical" 



( 4 7 ) (a) [ [ onder J ( neem] ] 

under - take 

"undertake" 

(b) ondernemend 
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[((onder] (neem]] end]30 

under - take - present part. 

"enterprising" 

However, if stress falls on a non-final 

then the attachment of the suffix will 

shift. 

( 48) ( a) [ 6pmerk] 

"notice" 

(b) opmerksaam 

((opmerk] saam] 

notice - inclined to 

"observant" 

3.3.2.3.4 Non-native prefixes 

syllable of the base, 

cause the stress to 

Within the class of prefixes there are, as mentioned in Section 

3.3.2.2 above, two classes, the non-native and the native 

prefixes. The question which arises is whether they show the 

same properties with regard to stress as the non-native and 

native suffixes. It will become evident that this is not the 

case. Within the class of non-native prefixes most prefixes 

never bear stress. Rather, stress remains on the base as 

illustrated in (49)-(51) below. 

(49) (a) (normaal] 

"normal" 



(b) abnormaal 

[ab [normaal]] 

away from-normal 

"abnormal" 

(50) (a) [mobiel] 

"mobile" 

(b) immobiel 

[in [mobiel]] 

not-mobile 

"immobile" 

(51) (a) [polariseer] 

"polarise" 

(b) depolariseer 

[de [polariseer]] 

reduce-polarise 

"de-polarise" 
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However, there are a number of non-native prefixes which show 

variable stress patterns to the extent that even two different 

dictionaries like the HAT and the Verklarende Woordeboek may 

give different stress patterns for one and the same word. In 

some cases the placement of stress can be predicted in that the 

prefix bears the stress in nouns, but not in adjectives as shown 

in the examples below. In the latter case the stress remains 

where it was on the base. The category to which the bases and 

derived words belong are indicated in (52)-(57) as this is 

pertinent to the discussion. 

(52) (a) (sosiaal]A 

"social" 



(b) anti-sosiaal 

[anti (sosiaal]A]A 

against-social 

"anti-social" 

( 5 3 ) (a) [ kl imaks] N 

"climax" 

(b) anti-klimaks 

(anti [klimaks]NlN 

against-climax 

"anti-climax" 

(54) (a) [tr6pies]A 

"tropical" 

(b) subtr6pies 

(sub 
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immediately adjacent-tropical 

"sub-tropical" 

(55) (a) [paragraaf]N 

"paragraph" 

(b) subparagraaf 

(sub (paragraaf]N]N 

secondary-paragraph 

"sub-paragraph" 

Note that the derived nouns in (53) (b) and (55) (b) above exhibit 

the stress pattern found in nominal and adjectival compounds of 

Afrikaans. Examples illustrating this stress pattern of nominal 

and adjectival compounds are given in (56) and (57) below 

respectively. 



(56) (a) seeatlas 

[(see) [atlasJNlN 

sea - atlas 

"sea atlas" 

(b) babataal 

[[baba] [taal]NJN 

baby - language 

"baby language" 

(57) (a) dubbelbreed 

[[dubbel] [breed]A]A 

double - wide 
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"double the normal width" 

(b) grasgroen 

[[gras] [goen]A]A 

grass - green 

"grass green" 

3.3.2.3.5 Native prefixes 

Words derived by native prefixes, like those derived by 

non-native prefixes, do not show a uniform range of stress 

behaviour. The prefixes be-, qe-, on-. ont- and ver- are all 

stress neutral in that the stress remains on the base to which 

the affix attaches as shown in (58)-(62). 

(58) (a) [krans] 

"garland" 

(b) bekrans 

[be (krans]] 

provide with-garland 

"garlanded" 

(59) (a) [bril] 

"spectacles" 



(b) gebril 

[ge [bril]] 

with-spectacles 

"bespectacled" 

(60) (a) [aangenaam] 31 

"pleasant" 

(b) onaangenaam 

[on [aangenaam]] 

not-pleasant 

"unpleasant" 

( 61) ( a) [b6s] 

"forest" 

(b) ontb6s 

[ont [b6s]] 

removal of-forest 

"deforest" 

(62) (a) [gr66t] 

"large" 

(b) vergr66t 

[ver [gr66t]] 

make - large 

"enlarge" 
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Another group of prefixes, viz. oer-, wan- and aarts-, although 

in the minority, bear stress themselves. That is, they cause 

stress to shift off the base onto the prefix. 

( 6 3 ) (a) [ 6u ( d) ] 

"old" 



(b) 6eroud 

(64) (a) 

[6er [oud) J 
very-old 

"very old" 

[mens) 

"person" 

(b) 6ermens 

(65) (a) 

[6er [mens) J 

primitive-person 

"primitive man" 

[beheerJ 

"management" 

(b) wanbeheer 

[wan [beheer)J 

bad - management 

"mismanagement" 
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The other prefixes which make up the class of native prefixes, 

viz. aarts-, her- and mis-, have variable stress, that is, 

stress falls on the prefix in some cases and remains on the base 

in others. This is similar to Dutch where adjectives derived by 

these prefixes carry stress on the base whereas nouns carry 

stress on the prefix. The examples in (66)-(71) illustrate the 

variable stress patterns of derived words formed by the 

attachment of aarts-, mis- and her-. Once again the category to 

which the base and derived word belong are indicated as this is 

pertinent to the discussion. 

(66) (a) [d6m)A 

"stupid" 
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(b) aartsdom 

(a.arts [dom]A]A 
to the greatest degree-stupid 

"very stupid" 

(67) (a) [biskop]N 

"bishop" 

(b) aartsbiskop32 

(aarts [biskop]N]N 

to the greatest degree-bishop 

"archbishop" 

(68) (a) (6es]N 

"harvest" 

(b) misoes 

(mis [oes]N]N 

bad - harvest 

"bad harvest, failure of crops" 

(69) (a) (reken]v 

"calculate" 

(b) misreken 

[mis [reken]v]v 

badly-calculate 

"miscalculate" 

(70) (a) (eksamen]N 

"exam" 

(b) hereksamen 

[her (eksamen]N]N 

again-exam 

"supplementary exam" 



(71) (a) (adresseer)v 

"address" 

(b) heradresseer 

[her [adresseer)vlv 

again-address 

"re-address" 

(c) herbind 

[her [bindJvlv 
again-bind 

"rebind" 

3.3.2.4 Affix (in-)dependence 
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There is another characteristic of Afrikaans affixes which 

requires further discussion at this stage. · Most linguists 

implicitly assume that affixes cannot function independently 

with meaning, but must attach to a base. This is, in fact, the 

case with most prefixes and suffixes in Afrikaans, except for a 

small number of non-native prefixes and an even smaller number 

of native suffixes. 

Consider firstly in this regard the following 

prefixes. 

non-native 

(72) ante-, anti-, intra-, post-, pre-, pro-, super-, ultra-

These prefixes, as well 

properties. Although 

as a number of others, exhibit hybrid 

they have much in common with other 

prefixes, both native and non-native, they also appear to have 

some properties in common with words. For example, the prefixes 

can sometimes be used independently as words (cf. (73)) and they 

can also be factored out from the word to which they attach in 

the same way as the left-hand member of a compound can be (cf. 

(74)). In (74), as in other examples in this section, the 

element which can be factored is given in brackets. 
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(73) (a) Hy is sterk anti. 33 

he-is - strongly-anti 

"He is strongly anti." 

(b) Die saak van A kontra X word vandag beslis. 

the-case-of - A-against-X-is - today - decided 

"The case of A against Xis being decided today." 

(74) (a) Issy pro- (aborsie) of anti- aborsie? 

is-she-for - abortion-or-against-abortion 

"Is she pro-(abortion) or anti-abortion?" 

(b) Sy stel belang in pre- (Impressionisme) en 

she-shows-interest-in-before-Impressionism - and 

post- Impressionisme. 

after-Impressionism 

"She is interested in pre-(Impressionism) and 

post-Impressionism." 

The prefixes also seem to 

to which they attach (cf. 

permit a factoring out from the word 

(75)). Some speakers may argue the 

second sentence is ambiguous. 

(75) (a) Hy is =a=n=t=i~-~---'a=b~o=r==s=i=e en (anti) -kindermolestering. 

he-is-against-abortion-and-anti - child molestation 

"He is anti-abortion and (anti)-child molestation." 

(b) Daardie man is ultra- konserwatief en 

that - man-is-excessively-conservative-and 

(ultra) -streng. 

excessively-strict 

"That man is ultra-conservative and (ultra)-strict." 

Not all of the prefixes listed in (72) exhibit all these hybrid 

properties. For example, the prefix post- can be factored out 

from the word to which it attaches (cf. (76) (a)), but does not 
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permit the word to which it attaches to be factored out as shown 

in (76) (b). Also, post- cannot function independently as a word 
as shown in (76) (c). 

(76) (a) Sy stel belang in post-Impressionisme en 

she-shows-interest-in-post-Impressionism - and 

(post) -Cubisme. 

post - Cubism 

"She is interested in post-Impressionism and 

(post)-Cubism." 

(b) *Sy stel belang in pre-Impressionisme en 

she-shows-interest-in-pre-Impressionism - and 

post-(Impressionisme). 

after-Impressionism 

(c) *In watter Impressionisme stel sy belang? Die post? 

in-which - Impressionism - shows-she-interest-the-post 

The prefixes in (72) therefore do not seem to form a uniform 

group. Rather the group includes prefixes with more affix-like 

properties as well as those with more word-like properties. 

As was noted in 

similar English 

(1982a:43-45) to 

prefixes, but as 

Section 2.3.2 the word-like properties of 

prefixes have led linguists like Strauss 

classify these prefixes, not as Class II 

compounding elements together with words. 

However, I have two reservations about re-classifying all such 

prefixes as compounding elements/words for the following 

reasons: 

(i) Only a small number can function independently as'words in 

a sentence, although more can function as words with 
I 

respect to being factored out from the word to which they 

attach or with respect to the word to which they attach 

being factored out. 
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(ii) Unlike words to which one can attach inflectional and 

derivational affixes, one cannot attach affixes to most of 

the prefixes. The form anti is one of the exceptions as 

shown in (77). 

(77) Daar was baie anti - s op die vergadering. 

there-were-many-anti - more than one-at-the-meeting 

"There were many people at the meeting who are anti." 

Although Strauss (1982a) claims that suffixes in English do not 

share the above-mentioned word-like properties of prefixes, 

Hohle (1985:335-336) has claimed that certain German affixes, 

notably certain native suffixes, also have this property. The 

same has been claimed for Dutch by Van Beurden (1987:24-25).34 

From the following examples it would appear that this may also 

be true of certain native suffixes in Afrikaans. However, some 

of the examples may be regarded as marginal by some speakers of 

Afrikaans. 

(78) (a) Is die nuwe blom angelier-(agtig) 

is-the-new - flower-carnation-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

of r66s-agtig? 35 

or-rose-displaying apparent characteristics of 

"Is the new flower carnation-(like) or rose-(like)? 

(b) Is jou rok bl6u- (erig} 

is-your-dress-blue - ascribed presence to a small 

degree 

of gr6en-erig? 

or-green-ascribed presence to a small degree 

"Is your dress blue-(ish) or greenish?" 
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(c) Moet ek s6et-(erige) of s6ut-

must-I - sweet-ascribed presence - or-salt 

to a small degree 

erige versnaperings maak?35 

ascribed presence - snacks make 

to a small degree 

"Must I make sweet or salty snacks?" 

(d) ?Is hy vandag vreugde-vol of <vreugdel-loos? 

is-he-today - joy full-or - joy without 

?"Is he joyful or (joy)-less today?" 

The native suffixes, in contrast to the non-native prefixes, 

exhibit less word-like properties and there is thus more reason 

to classify them as affixes rather than as words. None of them 

can occur independently with meaning, except for vol ("full"). 

For the purposes of this chapter I will consider the affixes 

discussed in this section to be derivational affixes. I 

however, show in Chapter 6 that there is a simple 

accounting for the Afrikaans affixes presented in this 

will, 

way of 

section 

as well as similar affixes in English, Dutch and German which 

exhibit some affix-like and some word-like properties. The 

solution does not involve re-classifying the affixes as in 

Strauss (1982a). 

3.4 Bases for affixation 

Having discussed the characteristics of individual inflectional 

and derivational affixes all that is left to discuss before 

considering the patterns of distribution of these affixes 

relative to each other and compounds, is to determine the types 

of bases to which affixes may attach. Following both the 

level-ordering and the category distinction linguists, I am 

assuming that there are two types of bases to which affixes can 

attach, viz. Stems and Words. However, I will follow the 
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category distinction linguists in assuming that 

use Sproat•s (1985a:460, 461) terminology, the 
stems are, to 

form in which 
basic lexical items are listed in the lexicon. Below are some 

examples of underived Stems. 

(79) (a) [humor] 

"humour" 

(b) [boekJ 

"book" 

(c) [slaapJ 

"sleep" 

(d) [lelikJ 

"ugly" 

Recall that in terms of the category distinction approach the 

stems in (79) can either form bases for Stem affixation or may 

be converted into a Word by a conversion rule whereafter a Word 

affix may attach. 

The Stems in (79) are unlike some of those distinguished for 

English (cf. Section 2.2.1) and also unlike some of the 

following Stems which certain linguists have distinguished for 

Afrikaans. De Villiers (1976), for example, regards the 

non-affixal part of each word to be what he calls a dependent 

stem. The non-affixal parts of the corresponding English forms 

would also be regarded as Stems by most level-ordering and 

category distinction linguists. In (a) of each example I have 

given Afrikaans words and in (b) of each example the 

corresponding English word. 

(80) (a) (i) administreer 

([administr] eer] 

"administer" 



(ii) administrasie 

[[administr] asie] 

"administration" 

(b) (i) administer 

[ [ administ] er] 

(ii) administration 

[[administr] ation] 

(81) (a) (i) nomineer 

[ [nomin] eer] 

"nominate" 

(ii) nominaal 

[ [nomin] aal] 

"nominal" 

(iii)nominasie 

[ [nomin] asie] 

"nomination" 

(b) (i) nominate 

[ [nomin] ate] 

(ii) nominal 

[ [nomin] al] 

(iii)nomination 

[ [nomin] ation] 
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I do not believe that the non-affixal parts of the words in (80) 

and (81) should be regarded as Stems as no independent meaning 

can be assigned to them. They only have meaning together with 

the affix. Kempen (1969), in his discussion of Afrikaans 

derivational affixes, entertains a similar point of view. He 

argues that a given sound sequence only consitutes an affix if 

the sound sequence to which it is "attached" occurs 
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independently as a word. Thus he would not regard the 

non-affixal parts of the words in (80) (a) and (81) (a) to be 

bases to which an affix could attach. The relationship between 

the words in each of (a) and (b) can be accounted for by means 

of a redundancy rule, for example, rather than by assuming that 

the words are all derived forms.36 

Recall from the previous chapter that some morphologically 

complex words are formed by the attachment of a Stem affix to a 

stem and that the string so formed also constitutes a stem to 

which further Stem affixes can attach. After the affixation of 

stem affixes the stem becomes a Word to which a Word affix may 

attach. I will be assuming that the non-native affixes which 

were distinguished above are Stem affixes, while the native 

affixes are Word affixes. 

My conception of Words is essentially the same as that of the 

category distinction linguists whose work was discussed in the 

previous chapter. 

(i) All Words are redundantly Stems. 

(ii) Words are formed from Stems and form bases for the 

attachment of Word affixes. 

(iii)Words include morphologically simple bases which can occur 

independently with meaning (cf. (82)) and morphologically 

complex Words formed by the attachment of one or more stem 

affix (cf. (83) (a) and (b)) or formed by the attachment of 

one or more Word affix (cf. (84) (c) and (d)). 

(82) (a) [mobiel] 

"mobile" 

(b) [definieer] 

"define" 



(c) [aap] 

"ape" 

(d) [hanteer] 

"handle" 

( 83) ( a) immobiel 

[in (mobiel]] 

not - mobile 

"immobile" 

(b) herdefinieer 

(her (definieer]] 

again - define 

"re-define" 

(84) (a) aperig 

((aap] erig] 
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ape - ascribed presence to a small degree 

"apish" 

(b) hanteerbaar 

( [hanteer] baar] 

manage - able to be 

"manageable" 

In addition to the Word bases mentioned above there are 

compounds which are Words. I am assuming that, as in English, 

(i) compounds are formed by joining two Words, and 

(ii) that Afrikaans has endocentric and exocentric compounds 

both of which can form bases for the attachment of Word 

affixes. 37 

Examples of these compounds are presented in (85) and (86) 

respectively. 
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(85) (a) lewensmoee 

([[lewens] [moeg]] eINFl 

life tired - attributive marker 

"tired of life (attributive)" 

(b) swemplekkie 

[[[swem] [plek]] ie] 

swim - place - small 

"small swimming place" 

(c) skaapboere 

[[[skaap] [boer] eINFl 

sheep - farmer-more than one 

"sheep farmers" 

(86) (a) wysneusig 

[[[wys] [neus]J ig] 

wise - nose - full of 

"with an attitude of someone who thinks that he knows 

better than others" 

(b) bl6u-ogie 

[[bl6u] [cog]] ie] 

blue - eye - small 

"small boy/girl with blue eyes" 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the various morphological categories which exist 

in Afrikaans - derivational affixes, inflectional affixes and 

bases for affixation - were presented. Also presented were 

criteria used to distinguish these categories and 

characteristics of such categories. Given the content of 

the 

the 

this 

chapter I will make the following assumptions along the lines of 

those made by the category distinction approach: 
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(i) that there are two types of bases to which affixes can 

attach, Stems and Words, 

(ii) that Stems are listed in the lexicon, 

(iii)that Stems are converted into Words, and 

(iv) that non-native affixes are Stem affixes and native affixes 

are Word affixes as are inflectional affixes in the sense 

that they attach to Words rather than Stems. 

We turn now to Chapter 4 where the distributional patterns of 

the morphological categories distinguished in this chapter are 

presented. 
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Notes 

1 But, cf. Booij (1979) in which he argues that in some cases 

the interpretation of a complex word, e.g. compounds, 

denominal verbs and denominal adjectives, is not completely 

determined by its morphological structure. Rather, the 

interpretation of such words is the result of an 

interaction between linguistic structure and non-linguistic 

information. 

2 There is a difference of opinion as to whether the word at 

each stage in a derivation must be an existing or merely a 

possible, but non-existing, lexical item. As pointed out 

in Section 2.2.1 many linguists implicitly assume that the 

word must be an existing lexical item to which a meaning 

can be assigned. For example, Kiparsky (1982a:132; 

1982b:2) claims that " ••• the result of every layer of 

derivation is itself a lexical item", the implication in 

his work being that it must be a possible, existing word. 

Kastovsky (1986:592) claims that the outputs of word 

formation processes are words, that is, lexical items, 

which are stored in the lexicon from where they are 

retrieved by the speaker whens/he needs them. Implicit in 

his work seems to be the assumption that the lexical items 

must be words which have at least occurred once in spoken 

or written language. In contrast to these two linguists 

Van Santen (1986:654), in her discussion of Dutch synthetic 

compounds, explicitly assumes that there are word formation 

rules which have as their output non-existent, yet 

possible, words which form part of certain synthetic 

compounds. 

3 Note that the English counterparts of the words in (6) 

would be regarded as complex by most linguists whose work 

was discussed in the previous chapter with the exception of 

Guerssel (1983). The affixes which are found in the 

corresponding English words are all Class I affixes and 

therefore the words are taken to have non-compositional 
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semantics. 

Cf. De Villiers (1976:175) where this point is 

mentioned in his discussion of whether ge-
briefly 

is an 
inflectional or a derivational prefix. 

3.3.1. 

Cf. also Section 

5 Cf., for example, Bauer (1990:15) where he briefly 

considers what affixes in English count as inflection 

affixes, Beard (1981) where plural affixes are taken to be 

derivational affixes and Anderson (1982) where the status 

of affixes in various languages are compared. 

6 Recall that in Section 2.2.1 it was noted that most 

linguists implicitly or explicitly accept a traditional 

distinction between inflectional and derivational affixes 

which is based on similar properties. 

7 There are, however, certain exceptions to this. Cf. 

Section 4.3.1 for further discussion of prefix sequences 

like those in (10) (a)-(e). 

8 The morpheme -ie, the diminutive suffix, has seven 

different allomorphs according to Kempen (1969:487-488). 

The suffix takes on a different phonological form depending 

on the last sound of the word to which it attaches and the 

nature of the vowel/diphthong in the last syllable (cf. 

Wissing (1971:86)). The allomorphs of -ie are given below. 

(i) saaltjie 

[[saal] tjie] 

hall - small 

"small hall" 

(ii) s6mmetjie 

[[s6m] etjie] 

sum - small 

"small sum" 



(iii)b66mpie 

[ [b66m] pie] 

tree - small 

"small tree" 

(iv) heininkie 

[[heining] kie] 

fence - small 

"small fence" 

(v) maatjie 

[ [maat] j ie] 

mate - small 

"small mate/friend" 
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The seventh diminutive suffix which Kempen (1969:488) 

distinguishes is one which he says forms diminutive adverbs 

as shown in the following word. 

(vi) saggies 

((sag] ies] 

soft-in such a way 

"softly" 

9 Cf. also Combrink (1974) for a discussion of inflection in 

Afrikaans and Webb (1975; 1976; 1978) for a more general 

discussion on aspects of inflection in an ealier version of 

TGG where inflectional endings are taken to be realizations 

of underlying grammatical categories, rather than affixes 

listed in a lexicon. 

10 This assumption is in no way unproblematic as several 

typically derivational affixes may also be classified as 

inflectional. However, in the light of the claims to be 

made about the inflectional-derivational distinction later 

in the thesis such problems are not of crucial importance 

here. 
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11 Crystal (1985:221-222) points out that there is a strong 

tendency to avoid using the traditional labels "present" 

and "past" participles, with their Latinate associations of 

time, for forms like jumping and jumped in English. 

Linguists rather refer to these words as -ING forms and 

-ED/ -EN forms because the participle in the passive 

sentence I shall be kicked, for example, cannot really be 

regarded as being a past form. I agree with Crystal's 

comments but to facilitate reference toge- and -end in the 

text, I will refer toge- as the past participle suffix and 

-end as the present participle suffix. 

12 One finds the sound sequence seat the end of some words in 

Afrikaans like Onderveldse ("of the Onderveld"). This 

sound sequence is the Afrikaans equivalent of the 

apostrophe -s which indicates genitive case/possession in 

English, for example, the -'sin John's books. It would 

appear that se is a clitic-like element which sometimes 

occurs attached to a noun as in Onderveldse and sometimes 

occurs as an independent word as in die meisie se boeke 

("the girl's books"). I will not be considering this 

element further. 

13 As mentioned above, some linguists distinguish between two 

ge- prefixes, one which indicates the passive, and one 

which indicates the past participle form of a verb. As the 

passive and the past participle forms of the verb are 

isomorphic in Afrikaans I will assume that there is only 

one inflectional prefix ge- in Afrikaans. This prefix 

attaches to a verb to form the past participle which may 

then be used together with het ("has/have") in Afrikaans to 

signal the past tense of the verb as in het gebak 

("has/have baked"). It can also be used with an auxiliary 

to indicate a passive form of the verb as in word/is gebak 

("is/has been baked"). Making the assumption that there is 

only on prefix ge- in Afrikaans does not affect the 

generalisations to be made in the following chapter about 

the distribution of this prefix. Further research will no 
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doubt reveal whether a distinction can be drawn between a 

passive and a past participle ge- in Afrikaans. 

14 In Afrikaans, as in English, adjectives can be used 

attributively as well as predicatively as shown in (i) and 

(ii) below respectively. In many cases, though not all, 

when an adjective is used attributively a suffix -e must be 

added to the adjective. 

(i) Sy is lelik. 

she-is-ugly 

"She is ugly." 

(ii) Die lelikg man sing. 

the-ugly - man-sings 

"The ugly man sings." 

Consider now the examples in (iii) and (iv) below. 

(iii)die arm man 

the-poor-man 

"the poor man" 

(iv) die armg man 

the-wretched-man 

"the poor/wretched man" 

As is evident from the examples the addition of -e here, 

when the adjective is used attributively, changes the 

meaning of the adjective. I do not believe that the -e in 

(iv) is the same suffix as the -e in (ii) where the 

adjective has exactly the same meaning when used 

attributively as it has when used predicatively. I will be 

ignoring the suffix found in (iv) because it only appears 

with a limited number of adjectives in Afrikaans and does 

not seem to appear in any sequences of affixes. 

15 I will show below that there are in fact several other 
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suffixes which can also indicate plurality in Afrikaans. 

However, the regular plural suffixes are -e and.::§.. 

16 Cf. Wissing (1971:91ff.) and Combrink (1990:130-131) for a 

more detailed discussion of plural forms in Afrikaans. 

17 This suffix usually indicates smallness in Afrikaans. 

However, it can also indicate the feeling of the speaker 

towards someone, either positive or negative (cf. (i) and 

(ii)), or it can indicate a small amount of something (cf. 

(iii) and (iv)). 

(i) h6mpie 

[ [h6m) pie) 

him - small 

"small him" 

(ii) j6ngie 

[[jong) ieJ 

young-small 

"small young person" 

(iii)bedraggie 

[ [bedrag) ie) 

amount - small 

"small amount" 

(iv) rukkie 

[ [ruk] ie) 

while-small 

"short while" 

The reader is referred to Jenkinson (1986a:39-62; 1986b:36-

43) where the meaning values which the diminutive suffix in. 

Afrikaans can have, are discussed. I will be assuming, 

unless otherwise indicated, that the diminutive in 

Afrikaans indicates smallness. 
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Jenkinson (1986b) claims that the diminutive suffix 
displays the characteristics of inflectional, syntactic, 

derivational and reduction morphemes. These morphological 

characteristics could, he claims, imply that the various 

diminutive suffixes are not different manifestations of the 

same diminutive morpheme, but possibly represent separate 

morphemes, what he terms "morphematic homonyms". Jenkinson 

believes that this viewpoint would provide a solution for 

the apparently hybrid charactersitics of diminutive 

morphemes. 

19 In several works on Dutch morphology such as those of Booij 

(1977), Van Beurden (1987) and Backhuys (1988) it is 

claimed that so-called Romance and Germanic suffixes, which 

are found in Dutch, can be distinguished on the basis of 

their phonological form. That is, Romance suffixes are 

vowel-initial, they begin with a vowel which is not a schwa 

and Germanic suffixes are consonant-initial, they begin 

with a consonant or a schwa. Although this seems to 

generally be true of the suffixes in Afrikaans, there are 

several which are Germanic and vowel-initial like -aard. 

20 A similar distinction has even been made for Japanese by 

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988). They claim that affixes in 

Japanese are either of native, that is, Japanese origin, or 

are of foreign origin, that is, of Sino-Japanese or Western 

origin. 

21 There are also a number of suffixes which Kempen (1969:363-

368) and especially Combrink (1990:39-44, 110-111) 

distinguish which appear attached to the Christian names of 

women, and to a lesser extent to those of men. Also found 

are suffixes which change a surname into a Christian name. 

These suffixes include .=J!, -(a)na, -chen, -da, -ell(e), 

-et, -etta, -ia, .i...(ju, and -ika as in Christa, Christelle 

and Laurika, for example. I have not included such 

suffixes in my discussion because of their restricted 

distribution and because they never occur in affix 
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sequences which are the focus of attention in this thesis. 

Also excluded are certain affixes which Combrink (1990:37-

50) distinguishes, but whose status is questionable. 

22 Langeweg (1986:156) notes that real non-native prefixes 

like in-, con- and re-, for example, have been grouped with 

quasi-prefixal forms like neo-, circum- and electro- in the 

literature. The claim made by Langeweg is that the words 

in which quasi-prefixes are found are not derived forms but 

rather non-native (Root) compounds along the lines proposed 

in Selkirk (1982:98-100). 

I will treat both so-called "real" and "quasi-prefixal" 

forms as non-native prefixes here. Cf. Section 6.4.2.2.1 

where Langeweg's views are discussed in more detail. 

23 The prefix des- is sometimes represented orthographically 

as dis-. I will be using des- and dis- interchangeably in 

the text. 

24 Combrink (1990:37) distinguishes two prefixes eks-. The 

prefix eks-2 occurs in words such as the one in the text 

and is the Afrikaans equivalent of the English prefix ex-. 

The other prefix eks-1 occurs in words such as the 

following: 

(i) [eksporteer] 

eksporteer 

"export" 

(ii) [ekspressie] 

ekspressie 

"expression" 

In both cases the eks can be traced back to the Latin 

prefix ex-. I do not recognise either of the words as 

morphologically complex and therefore distinguish only one 
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prefix eks- for Afrikaans. 

25 If the basic form of this suffix is taken to be -teit then 

the stress pattern in (34) (b) is correct. However, if the 

basic form is taken to be -iteit, and this is, in fact, the 

form of the suffix in a large number of words with this 

suffix, then the stress should fall on the first syllable 

of the suffix. 

Booij (1977:73) treats the corresponding Dutch suffix as a 

Class I suffix and therefore assumes it is vowel-initial 

like other Class I suffixes and has the form -iteit. As he 

does not specify on which syllable of a bi-syllabic suffix 

stress will fall, the problems I have mentioned in 

connection with -(i)teit in Afrikaans do not arise. 

26 De Villiers (1976:146) claims that in newer words formed 

with the suffix -agtig stress remains on the base as shown 

in (42) (b), whereas in older formations such as those in 

(i) and (ii) the stress falls on the suffix. 

(i) beesagtig 

[[bees] agtig] 

beast-displaying apparent characteristics of 

"beastly" 

(ii) fabelagtig 

[[fabel] agtigJ 

fable - displaying apparent characteristics of 

"fabulous" 

27 Schultink (1980:235) calls such Dutch suffixes primary 

stressed suffixes-suffixes which themselves bear stress. 

28 The fact that minnaar is a derived word does not affect the 

argument here as -aar is stress neutral so stress remains 

on the base after the attachment of -aar. 
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29 The origin of this suffix is not entirely clear. Kempen 

(1969:504-506), in his discussion of this suffix, does not 

explicitly mention its origin. He merely claims that it 

occurs mainly in words which are not derivatives from a 

synchronic viewpoint, but are rather international words 

borrowed form French, Latin or Greek whose sound forms have 

been changed to that more typical of Afrikaans, for 

example, aromaties from the Greek/Latin aromaticus. He 

also claims that the suffix is productive with certain 

words of French, Greek and Latin origin. In contrast, 

Langeweg (1987:245) in her discussion of Dutch suffixes 

claims that the corresponding suffix in Dutch, viz. -isch, 

is a native suffix. 

I have chosen to classify the Afrikaans suffix -ies as a 

native suffix, based on what Langeweg has to say about the 

corresponding suffix in Dutch. However, is is possible 

that a study of the etymology of -ies may reveal that it is 

a non-native suffix. 

30 De Villiers (1976:146) claims that the stress pattern of a 

derived word with -end depends on the semantic transparency 

of the word to which the suffix attaches. When -end 

attaches to separable verbs which themselves are stressed 

on the first syllable, then the stress remains there as 

shown below. 

(i) inkom 

[[in] [kom]] 

in - come 

"come in" 

(ii) inkomende 

[ [ [ [ in] [kom]] end] 

in - come - present part.-attributive marker 

"incoming (attributive)" 

However, when -end attaches to an inseparable verb such as 
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onderneem stress is drawn to the penultimate syllable. 

31 There are a couple of derived words which are exceptions 

such as 6nbedruk ("not printed") and 6nbegrip 

("incomprehensibility"), and several with two possible 

stress patterns such as 6nbedek/onbedek ("not covered") and 

6nbekend/onbekend ("unknown"). Some speakers even 

recognise two stress possibilities for the example in 

(60) (b), viz. onaangenaam/6naangenaam ("unpleasant"). 

32 This noun, and others like it, which are formed by the 
attachment of the prefix aarts- have variable stress 

according to De Villiers (1976:143). Stress may fall 
either on the prefix or on the base. 

33 This example, as well as those in (73) (b) and (77), are 

taken from the HAT dictionary. 

34 Cf. Sections 6.4.2.2 and 6.4.2.3 where affixes in Dutch and 

German respectively which exhibit both word-like and 

affix-like properties are discussed in more detail. 

35 When-the two derivatives are not used contrastively stress 

would fall on the suffix rather than on the base, viz. 

angelieragtig and roosagtig. 

36 The suffix -e in bl6uerige and gr6enerige is the 

attributive marker. 

37 Cf. Kooij (1980) where this suggestion is made for similar 

words in Dutch. 

38 But, cf. Section 4.2.5.2 where the suggestion is made that 

perhaps exocentric compounds are recognised as compounds 

for the purposes of stress assignment, but should be 

regarded as morphologically simple words. The fact that 

many such compounds have idiosyncratic meanings seems to 

support such a view. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISTRIBUTIONAL PATTERNS OF MORPHOLOGICAL CATEGORIES IN COMPLEX 

AFRIKAANS WORDS 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter I presented the affixes and types of 

bases which I believe can be distinguished for Afrikaans. 

Assuming that there are two groups of derivational affixes in 

Afrikaans similar to the groups identified for English and 

Dutch, it seems reasonable to expect that the Afrikaans affixes 

would show similar patterns of distribution to their English and 

Dutch counterparts. That is, within a category distinction 

approach one would expect the following: 

(i) Stem affixes should attach only before Word affixes and not 

after them, 

(ii) Stem affixes should appear only inside, but not outside 

compounds, 

(iii)Word affixes, on the other hand, should be able to appear 

both inside and outside compounds, and 

(iv) Inflectional affixes, having Word status, should appear 

outside Stem affixes, outside Word affixes, and inside or 

outside compounds.l 

The aim of this chapter is to present data to illustrate that 

~he above-mentioned distributional patterns of derivational and 

inflectional affixes do, in fact, occur in Afrikaans. The data 

are presented in the following order: 

(i) prefix combinations, 
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(ii) suffix combinations, 

(iii)suffix and prefix combinations, 

(iv) combinations of 

compounds, and 

affixes, both Stem and Word, with 

(v) combinations of inflectional affixes with derivational 

affixes and compounds. 

It will become evident in the course of the chapter that 

counterexamples, similar to those facing the level-ordering and 

the category distinction linguists in English, are encountered 

in Afrikaans. These data exist despite the fact that the 

primary criterion for the classification of derivational affixes 

is their origin, rather than their stress properties or the type 

of base to which they attach. Furthermore, the chapter will 

. reveal that derivational affixes in a particular class do not 

share the same distributional properties. 

inflectional affixes. 

The same is true of 

This chapter forms the basis for Chapter 5 where I will discuss 

the way in which the patterns of distribution of various members 

of the categories of inflectional and derivational affixes and 

the stress properties of the latter can be accounted for in a 

simple, yet insightful, way. 

4.2 Distribution of derivational affixes 

4.2.1 General remarks 

Although Kempen (1969:335-593) provides much information on 

Afrikaans derivational affixes with respect to the types of 

words to which they attach, their meaning, diachrony and 

productivity, he mentions very little about the stacking of 

these affixes with respect to each other and with respect to 

compounds, and provides few examples. In his brief discussion 
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of the ordering of prefixes and suffixes in complex words, 

Kempen (1969:591) makes the following general points which, as 

will be shown below, are borne out by the data in my corpus. 

(i) .There are certain affixes which very seldom appear in 

sequences. 

(ii) Prefixes are rarely found in sequences and when they are, 

the sequences usually consist of only two prefixes. 

Sequences of three prefixes are rare and are usually 

regarded as substandard as are some sequences of two 

prefixes.2 

(iii)Most of the sequences found are sequences of suffixes. He 

also notes that of all the sequences which he investigated, 

most sequences consist of two suffixes, less of three, very 

few of four and a very small number of more than four. 

What Kempen (1969) does not describe are sequences of 

and suffixes which seem to be interdependent 

morphologically complex word. 3 In such sequences four 

prefixes 

in a 

affixes 

are quite common as will be shown below, although suffixes 

usually at least equal, if not exceed, the number of prefixes. 

Kempen (1969:403, 490) does, at several points in his work, give 

examples of certain affixes which can attach to compounds or 

which occur as part of the left-hand member of a compound. 

However, he does not explicitly discuss such words as 

of morphologically complex words with derivational 

appearing inside and/or outside compounds. 

examples 

affixes 

A more thorough work on the ordering of derivational and 

inflectional4 affixes relative to compounds is that of Botha 

(1982). However, she concentrates exclusively on 

morphologically complex words consisting of a compound to which 

either a prefix or a suffix has attached. No complex words with 

more than one suffix (e.g. [[[Compound] Suf] Suf]), more than 

one prefix (e.g. [Pre [Pre [Compound]]]) or with more than one 

suffix or prefix (e.g. [[Pre [Compound]] Suf] and [[[Pre 
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[Compound]] Suf] Suf]) are considered. In each case she shows 

that the specific affix must be analysed as having attached to 

the compound as a whole, rather than to the left- or right-hand 

member of the compound before compounding. She also discusses a 

number of words to which, she claims, two morphological 

representations can be assigned. She argues that both 

representations result in the same semantic interpretation being 

assigned to the word. Such words will be considered in Section 

4.2.5.2. 

4.2.2 Prefix combinations 

An analysis of morphologically complex words in Afrikaans 

reveals patterns of distribution of prefixes essentially the 

same as those noted by Kempen (1969:591) (cf. Section 4.2.1). 

There do not seem to be an abundance of morphologically complex 

words containing sequences of two or more prefixes. Two or more 

prefixes, however, seem to be more common in words which contain 

suffixes as well (cf. Section 4.2.4) than in morphologically 

complex words which contain only prefixes. Furthermore, the 

prefixes that do appear in sequence tend to be Word prefixes, 

rather than Stem prefixes. A few sequences of either two stem 

prefixes, or a Word prefix and a Stem prefix, are, however, 

possible as shown in (1) and (2) below respectively. An 

expected pattern of distribution of prefixes could therefore be 

represented as [Zw [Zw [Zs [X]]]] where the Stem prefix attaches 

before the Word prefixes. The subscripted s and W indicate 

whether the prefix is a Stem or a Word prefix respectively. 

In none of the examples have I indicated that a Stem becomes a 

Word before Word affixes can be added as I am merely concerned 

here with the ordering of affixes relative to each other. In 

some cases where the internal structure of the base to which an 

affix attaches is not pertinent to the affix combination being 

illustrated such structure will not be indicated. Furthermore, 

where there is uncertainty as to the correct bracketing of a 

morphologically complex word the bracketing will be omitted and 

the reasons for the omission will be discussed. 
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(1) (a) anti-desentralisasie 

[antis [des (sentralisasie]]] 

against-removal of-centralisation 

"anti-decentralisation" 

(b) pre-desegregasie 

[pres [des [segregasie]]] 

before - removal of - segregation 

"pre-desegregation" 

(2) (a) herdemobiliseer 

[herw (des (mobiliseer]J] 

again - removing effect of-mobilise 

"demobilise again" 

(b) herdisintegreer 

[herw [diss [integreer]J] 

again - reversing effect of-integrate 

"disintegrate again" 

(c) aarts-inkonsekwent 

(aartsw [ins [konsekwent]]] 

to the greatest degree-not - consistent 

"very inconsistent" 

Those sequences of Word prefixes which seem most common in 

morphologically complex words include the following: 

(3) (a) herbewapen 

[herw [bew [wapen]]] 

again - provide with-weapon 

"re-arm" 

(b) heronttrek 

[herw [ontw [trek]]] 

again-away from-pull 

"withdraw again" 



(c) herverdeel 

(herw (verw (deel]]] 

again-make - part 

"divide again" 

(d) 6nbedek 

(6nw (bew 
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(dek]]] 

not - with many of the properties-cover 

which are related to 

"uncovered/unconcealed/undisguised" 

Other Word prefix sequences such as the following also occur. 

(4) (a) aarts-onverstandig 

(aartsw (onw [ (verstand] 

to the greatest degree-not - intelligence-endowed with 

"very unintelligent" 

(b) onvers6et 

(onw (verw (s6etJJJ5 

not - make - sweet 

"unsweetened" 

Kempen (1969:591) also mentions that there is a negative rule 

which prevents the stacking of two identical prefixes such as 

*bebe-, or *ontont-,6 although her- is an exception to this 

according to him (cf.(5) (a)). Other Word prefixes like oer- and 

aarts-, which are not mentioned by Kempen (1969), are also 

exceptional in this respect (cf. (5) (b) and (c)), as are certain 

Stem prefixes as shown in (6) (a)-(c) below.7 

(5) (a) herheradresseer 

(herw [herw [adresseer]J] 

again-again-address 

"readdress again" 



(b) 6eroeroud 

[6erw [oerw [oudJJJ 
very - very - old 

"very, very old" 

(c) aarts-aartslui 
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[aartsw [aartsw [lui]]] 

to the greatest degree-to the greatest degree-lazy 

"very, very lazy" 

(6) (a) super-superintelligent 

[supers [supers [intelligent]]] 

to a great degree-to a great degree-intelligent 

"very, very intelligent" 

(b) pre-preprimer 

[pres [pres [primer]]] 

before - before-primary (school) 

"school which children attend before the pre-primary" 

(c) ultra-ultra-konserwatief 

[ultras [ultras [konserwatief]J] 

excessively - excessively - conservative 

"ultra, ultra conservative" 

It would appear that, with the exception of her-, the prefixes 

which can be doubled usually attach to adjectives and, 

semantically, the quality denoted by the adjective can be placed 

on a continuum. For example, one can establish a point of 

intelligence on a continuum, a point beyond that of super

intelligence, and a point beyond that of super-super

intelligence. Similarly, one can establish a point on a 

continuum for a primary school and a point before that of a 

pre-primary school which one attends before the primary school, 

and then a point before that of the pre-pre-primary school. 

Another possible way of explaining which prefixes can and which 

cannot duplicate is that prefixes which are stressed in complex 
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words can be duplicated. The prediction is then that the 

prefixes be-, ont- and ver- should not be able to duplicate as 

they are always unstressed in complex words. This prediction is 

in fact correct as shown in the words in (7) below. 

( 7 ) (a) * [ bew [bew [draad]JJ 
provide with-provide with-wire 

(b) *[ontw [ontw [groeiJJ] 

away from-away from-grow 

(c) *[verw [verw [soet]JJ 

make - make - sweet 

In addition to the data in which more than one Word prefix is 

found and in which such prefixes appear outside Stem prefixes, 

there are also data in which Stem prefixes, contrary to what is 

expected, appear outside Word prefixes as shown in (8). 

(8) (a) semi-onafhanklik 

[semis [onw [[afhangJ likwJJJ 

partially-not - depend - showing the quality of 

"semi-independent" 

(b) ultra-onbedagsaam 

[ultras [onw [[bedag] saamwJJJ 

excessively-not - mindful-inclined to be 

"very unthoughtful" 

4.2.3 Suffix combinations 

There exist numerous words in Afrikaans in which stackings of 

suffixes are found. If we assume the distinction between Stem 

and Word suffixes the following predictions can be made about 

their relative ordering in morphologically complex words: 

(i) Stem suffixes will occur in any order with respect to one 

another, but will appear only inside Word affixes, and 
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(ii) Word affixes will occur in any order with respect to each 

other, but only outside Stem affixes. 

In addition, as in the case of prefix combinations, we expect to 

find verb-forming affixes appear inside adjective- and 

noun-forming suffixes. Thus an expected pattern of distribution 

would be as follows [[[[X] Ys]J Ys] Yw] Yw] where Stem suffix 

attach before Word suffixes. 

Let us first examine Stem affixes. There appear to be very few 

morphologically complex words which include more than one stem 

suffix. This can possibly be attributed to the fact that most 

of these suffixes as well as the Stems to which they attach are 

foreign by nature and that there is a "closer" relationship 

between the Stem suffix and the base than is the case with Word 

suffixes and the base to which they attach. It is therefore 

difficult to determine whether or not prediction (i) above is 

borne out by the data. Below are two examples of 

morphologically complex words with more than one Stem suffix. 

Examples with other suffix sequences are difficult to find. 

(9) (a) sportiwiteit 

[[[sport] iefs] teitsJ 

sport - having a bearing on-condition of being 

"sport-mindedeness" 

(b) nasionalisme 

[[[nasie] aals] ismes] 

nation-pertaining to-condition of 

"nationalism" 

One does, however, find a variety of words which contain both a 

Stem and a Word suffix with the Stem suffix(es) always inside 

the Word suffix(es) as shown in (10) below. 
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(10) (a) debuteerders 

([[(debut] eers] erw] 

debut - make - person who-more than one 

"people making their debut in society" 

(b) kategoriserings 

(([(kategorie] eer5 ] ingw] 

category - make - result of - more than one 

"categorisations" 

(c) republikeins 

([(republiek] eins] 

republic - inhabitant of - characteristic of 

"characteristic of a republican" 

(d) eksklusiwiteitshalwe 

(((eksklusief] iteits] halwew] 

exclusive - condition of being - for the sake of 

"for the sake of exclusivity" 

(e) tuinieragtig 

([(tuin] ier5 ) 

garden - person who - displaying apparent 

works with characteristics of 

"like a gardener" 

(f) Durbanieterig 

[[(Durban] iet5 ] erigwJ 

Durban - person from-ascribed presence to a small 

degree 

"like a Durbanite" 

(g) koloniseerbaarheid 

(([[kolonie] eers] baarwJ heidw] 

colony - make - able to be-state of being 

"colonialisability" 
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Word suffixes seem to occur more readily in strings than stem 

suffixes. One of the most common stackings appears to be that 

of two Word suffixes, the second of which is the suffix -heid. 

Sometimes, as shown in (11) (g), the suffix -heid can even be the 

third in a sequence of affixes. The following suffix sequences 

with -heid are found. 

(11) (a) reusagtigheid 

[[[reus] agtigw] heidw] 

giant - displaying apparent - state of being 

characteristics of 

"hugeness" 

(b) dankbaarheid 

[ [ [dank] baarw] heidwJ 

thank - with a feeling of-state of being 

"thankfulness" 

(c) bangerigheid 

[[[bang] erigw] heidw] 

scared-ascribed presence to a small degree-state of 

being 

"fearfulness/timidity" 

(d) plesierigheid 

[[[plesier] igw] heidw] 

pleasure-full of-state of being 

"pleasantness/pleasure" 

(e) slaaploosheid 

[[[slaap] loosw] heidw] 

sleep - without-state of being 

"sleeplessness" 

(f) buigsaamheid 

[ [ [buig] saamw] heidw] 

bend - inclined to-state of being 

"pliability" 



(g) vriendskaplikheid 

([[[vriend] skaPw] 
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likwJ heidwJ 

friend - relationship as-showing the-state of being 

quality of 

"friendliness" 

The data in (11) above supports the claim that adjective-forming 

suffixes always appear before noun-forming suffixes. However, 

there are data such as those in (12) (a) and (b) in which -agtig 

follows -heid and those in (12) (c) and (d) which show that the 

ordering of adjective-forming affixes before noun-forming 

affixes is only a tendency in Afrikaans. Another suffix which 

readily follows -heid is -halwe as shown in (12) (c) and (d). 

(12) (a) wysheidagtig 

(((wys] heidwJ 

wise-state of being-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

"wisdom-like" 

(b) alleenheidagtig 

[((alleen] heidw] 

alone - state of being-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

"loneliness-like" 

(c) veiligheidshalwe 

([(veiligJ heidwJ halwewJ 

safe state of being-for the sake of 

"for safety's sake" 

(d) vriendskaplikheidshalwe 

[[[((vriend] skaPw] likwJ 

friend - relationship as-showing the quality of 

heidwJ halwewJ 

state of being-for the sake of 

"for the sake of friendliness" 
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Other possible stackings of two or more Word suffixes which are 

found include those given in (13) below. As in the case of 

other examples, this list is not meant to be exhaustive, but 

merely illustrative of the types of Word suffix sequences which 

are possible in Afrikaans. 

(13) (a) martelaarskap 

[[[martel] aarwJ skaPw] 
torture-person who is-condition of being 

"martyrdom" 

(b) uitdrukkingloos 

[ [ [uitdruk] ingw] loosw] 
express - result of-without 

"expressionless" 

(c) vreemdelingskap 

[[[vreemd] lingwJ skaPw] 

strange-person who is-condition of being 

"alienage" 

(d) digterlike 

[ [ [ [dig] erwJ likwJ 

write poetry-person who-showing the-attributive 

quality of marker 

"poetic(al) (attributive)" 

Most nouns which are formed by the addition of one or more 

suffixes can be followed by the diminutive suffix -ie, or one of 

its variant forms, as shown in (14) below. Whether the 

diminutive suffix can be added or not, depends on the meaning of 

the noun to which it attaches. The diminutive can, in most 

cases, be followed by the regular plural suffix -s. It is never 

followed by the regular plural suffix -e, even if the noun to 

which the diminutive attaches usually takes this plural suffix, 

rather than~-
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(14) (a) stryerytjie 

[[(stry] eryw] tjiew] 

fight-continual act of-small 

"small dispute" 

(b) skepseltjie 

[[((skep] selwl 

create-that which has been-small - more than one 

"little creatures" 

(c) versigtigheidjies 

[[[[versigtig] heidw] 

safe state of being-small-more than one 
"little carefulnesses" 

(d) weelderigheidjies 

[[[[[weelde] erigw] heidw] 
luxury - ascribed presence to-state of being

a small degree 

jiew] SINFl 
small-more than one 

"small luxuries" 

While the stacking of two identical prefixes is possible in 

certain cases as shown in Section 4.2.2, there is no evidence 

that the same is generally true of suffixes. There are, 

however, two exceptions. Firstly, Jenkinson (1986b:39, 42) 

notes that a double diminutive is possible in Afrikaans in words 

such as the following: 

(15) (a) huisietjie 

[[[huis] iew] tjiew] 

house-small-small 

"small house" 



(b) vissietjie 

[[[vis] iew] tjiew] 

fish-small- small 

"small fish" 
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The so-called emotive double diminutive is used to show disdain 

or emotion. Jenkinson (1986b:42) indicates that such forms are 

only found in certain dialects of Afrikaans. Secondly, it seems 

that some suffixes may occur twice in a morphologically complex 

word if another suffix intervenes as shown in (16) below. Such 

forms are not common, however, and many speakers find them 

marginal. 8 

(16) (a) kleurloosheidsloos 

?[[[[kleur] loosw] heidw] loosw] 

colour-without-state of being-without 

"without colourlessness/drabnessless" 

(b) m6edeloosheidsloos 

? [ [ [ [m6ed] loosw] heidw] loosw] 

courage-without-state of being-without 

"without despondency" 

While there are words in Afrikaans in which a Stem prefix 

appears outside a Word prefix, there do not seem to be any words 

in which a Stem suffix appears outside a Word suffix. 

4.2.4 Suffix and prefix combinations 

Although there seems to be a wide variety of possible prefix

suffix combinations in Afrikaans, certain affixes do seem to 

always appear either outside or inside other affixes. As in the 

case of prefixes, on the one hand, and suffixes, on the other 

hand, there are a small number of words with stackings of only 

Stem prefixes and suffixes. There are also relatively few words 

with a stem suffix plus a Word prefix and/ or suffix. The vast 

majority of derived words in my corpus of data include Word 

prefixes and suffixes. In most of the morphologically complex 
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words there are usually no more than two prefixes although more 

than two suffixes are possible. One thus expects to find 

patterns of distribution such as [[Zw [Zs [[X] Ys]J] Yw] where 

the Stem affixes attach before the Word affixes. 

Below are a few examples of words with Stem and Word affixes. 

In each case the Stem affix must attach before the Word affix if 

one assumes that the morphological form at each stage in the 

derivation must be a word to which a meaning can be assigned.9 

Furthermore, as in the case of the words discussed in the 

previous section, if the complex word ends 

suffix the diminutive suffix, or one of its 

generally be added. 

(17) (a) onkonvensionele 

([onw [(konvensie] eelsJ J 

in a noun-forming 

allomorphs, can 

not - convention - pertaining to-attributive marker 

"unconventional (attributive)" 

(b) onproduktiewe 

[(onw ((produk] iefs]] 

not - product-has a bearing on-attributive marker 

ability to make 

"unproductive (attributive)" 

(c) verkonkretisering 

[(verw [(konkreet] eers]J ingw) 

make - concrete - make - result of 

"concretisation" 

(d) ontmagnetisering 

((ontw [(magneet] eers]J ingw] 

away from - magnet - make - result of 

"demagnetisation" 
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(e) hereksamineerbaar 

[ [herw [ [eksamen] eersJ J baarwJ 
again - exam make - able to be 

"re-examinable" 

(f) heraktiveer 

[herw [ [aktief] eersJJJ 
again - active - make 

"re-activate" 

Stackings of Word prefixes and suffixes occur more frequently 

than the stackings given in (17). It would appear that, in most 

but not all cases, on- (an adjective-forming prefix) appears 

outside the Word prefixes be-, her- and ver- (verb-forming 

prefixes) if both occur together in a morphologically complex 

word. 

(18) (a) bew66nbaarheid 

[ [ [bew [w66n]J baarw] heidwJ 

do totally-live - able to be-state of being 

"habitability" 

(b) beskuldigende 

[ [ [bew [ [skuldJ igwJ J endwJ 
make like-guilt - full of-present-attributive 

part. marker 

"accusing (attributive)" 

(19) (a) herbelewende 

[ [ [herw [bew [leef]JJ endwJ 

again - do - live - present part.- attributive 

intensively 

"re-living (attributive)" 

marker 
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{b) herbesinnings 

c. [ [herw [bew (sin]]] 

again - do - ponder - result of-more than one 

intensively 

"things that have been re-thought out" 

(20) (a) onverbeterlikheid 

[(onw ((verw [beter]J likwJ heidwJ 
not - make - better - showing the quality of-state of 

being 

"unimprovability" 

(b) onaanvaarbaarheid 

[[onw [[aanvaar] baarwJ heidwJ 

not - accept - able to be-state of being 

"unacceptability" 

(21) (a) verbindbaarheid 

[ [ [verw [bind] baarw] heidw] 

make firm-bind - able to be-state of being 

"unitability" 

(b) vereensaamde 

[ [verw [ [ een] saamw]] 

make (like)-one - inclined to be-one that is 

"someone who has become lonely" 

(c) verletterliking 

[ [verw [ [ letter] likw]] 

become like-letter -showing the quality of-process of 

"process of making something literal" 

(22) wan6rdelikheid 

[[[[wanw [6rde]] likw] heidw] 

bad - order - showing the quality of-state of being 

"disorderliness" 
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Recall that in English there are a number of counterexamples of 

the type where a Stem (Class I) affix must attach after a Word 

(Class II) affix for the correct semantic representation to be 
assigned to the word. 

Afrikaans (cf. (23)) • 
Similar counterexamples are also found in 

In addition, given the classification of 

affixes proposed in Section 3.3.2.2, which 

respects from those given for English 

counterexamples in (24) also exist. 

(23) (a) ongrammatikaliteit 

((onw (grammatikaal]] teits] 

differs in certain 

and Dutch, the 

not - grammatical - condition of being 

"ungrammaticality" 

(b) onproduktiwiteit 

[ [ onw [ (produk] iefs J J 

not - product - has a bearing on - condition of being 

ability to make 

"unproductivity" 

(24) (a) non-betaling 

(non5 ([betaal] ingwJJ 

not - pay 

"non-payment" 

- process of 

(b) anti-herstrukturering 

(antis [(herw [[struktuur] eers] ingw]J 

against - again - structure - make - process of 

"anti-restructuring" 

4.2.5 Derivational affix and compound combinations 

4.2.5.1 Derivational affixes internal to compounds 

In my analysis of morphologically complex words affixes internal 

to compounds are taken to be those affixes which attach to the 

left-hand or the right-hand member of a compound before 

compounding takes place. Recall that in determining the 
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stacking of prefixes relative to suffixes meaning played a 

crucial role. The same is true when determining whether an 

affix attaches prior to, or after, compounding. 

this regard the following word. 

(25) taalnasionalisme 

[[taal] [[nasionaal] ismes]] 

language-national - condition of 

"language nationalism" 

Consider in 

To derive the correct meaning of taalnasionalisme the suffix 

-isme must be taken to attach to the adjective nasionaal 

whereafter nasionalisme and taal are joined to form 
taalnasionalisme. If taal and nasionaal were first joined and 

then the suffix -isme added, the meaning of taalnasionalisme 

would be something along the lines of "the doctrine of language 

national" which is not the correct meaning of taalnasionalisme. 

As illustrated in the data below both Stem and Word affixes can 

attach to words before compounding takes place. Such derived 

words can then form either the left-hand or right-hand member of 

a compound. Like the data in the previous sections the data 

below do not represent al·l the possible combinations of affixes 

with compounds, but merely exemplify certain possible 

combinations. 

(26) (a) afleidingsproduktiwiteit 

[[[[af] [lei]] ingw] -
from - infer - result of 

[ [ [produk] iefs] teits]] 
product-has a bearing on-condition of being 

ability to make 

"derivational productivity" 



(b) vriendskapsband 

[[[vriend] skaPw] 
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[band]] 

friend - relationship as-bond 

"bond of friendship" 

(c) kommunikasiehinderlikheid 

[[kommunikasie] [[[hinder] likw] heidwJ J 
communication - hamper -showing the-state of being 

quality of 

"communication hindrance" 

(d) beweegruimte 

[[beweegJ [[ruimJ tewJ J 
move spacious-state of being 

"room for manoeuvre" 

(e) negativeringsbeginsel 

[[[[negatief] eer8 ] ingwJ [beginsel]] 

negative - make - result of - principle 

"negation principle" 

(f) eenheidsbindende 

[[[(eenJ heidwJ [[bind] endw]l eINFl 

one - state of being-bind - present-attributive 

part. marker 

"binding/uniting as one (attributive)" 

(g) verarmingsvraagstukke 

[[[[verw [arm]] ingw] [ [vraag] [stuk]]] eINFJ 

make - poor - process of-question-piece - more than 

one 

"impoverishment questions/problems" 
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(h) Veiligheidsraadverbindingsmoontlikhede 

[[[[[Veilig] heidw] raad] [[[verw [bind]] ingw] -

safe - state of-council make - bind - result of 

being firm 

[[moontlik] heidw] 

possible - state of being-more than one 

"linking up possibilities of the Security Council" 

4.2.5.2 Derivational affixes external to compounds 

Given the Stem/Word distinction, the prediction is made that 

only Word affixes, but not Stem affixes, should be able to 

attach to compounds which are Words. Below are examples of a 

number of morphologically complex words in ~hich the Word prefix 

or suffix must be taken to have attached to the compound. In 

each case this is the only analysis possible for the correct 

semantic interpretation to be assigned to the word, although, as 

will be shown further on there do exist certain words to which 

two representations and therefore two meanings can be assigned. 

Most of the examples in (27) and (28) are taken from Botha 

(1982), although some of the glosses have been altered. Other 

examples are from my corpus. In (27) I exemplify words in which 

a Word prefix has attached to a compound, while in (28) I give 

examples o·f words in which a Word suffix has attached to a 

compound. It would seem that compounds with one affix occur 

more readily in Afrikaans than compounds with more than one 

affix. Where more than one Word affix is found, the Word suffix 

and prefix sequences show the same patterns of sequencing as 

they do when found in derivatives. 

(27) (a) aarts-domkop 

(aartsw [[dom] [kop]]] 

to the greatest degree-stupid-head 

"extremely blockheaded person" 
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(b) bewerktuig 

[bew [[werk] [tuigJJJ 

provide with-work - device 

"provide with a tool" 

(c) gesonbril 

[gew [[son] [bril]]] 

with - sun - glasses 

"wearing sunglasses" 

(d) gefeesvier 

[gew [[fees] [vier]] 

action of - feast - celebrate 

"feasting/celebrating" 

(e) herproeflees 

[herw [[proef] [lees]] 

again - proof - read 

"proof-reading again" 

(28) (a) selfmoordenaar 

[[[self] [moord]] aarwJ 

self - murder - person who 

"person who commits suicide" 

(b) armblankedom 

[[[arm] [blanke]J domwJ 

poor - white - collection of 

"poor whites/poor whiteism" 

(c) proeflesery 

[[[proef] [lees]] erywJ 

proof - read - continual act of 

"proof-reading" 
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(d) halfmaansgewyse 

([[half] (maan]J gewysewJ 

half - moon - in the form of 

"like a half-moon" 

(e) geneeskragtig 

[[[genees] [krag]] igwJ 

cure power - full of 

"curative, medicinal" 

(f) afstammeling 

[ [ [ af J [ stamJ J lingwJ 

from-clan - person who 

"descendant" 

(g} kn66psgatloos 

[ [ [kn66p] [gat]] loosw] 

button hole without 

"without (a} button-hole(s)" 

(h) Rynlands 

[ [ [Ryn] [land]] swJ 

Rhine-land - characteristic of 

"charactersitic of the Rhineland" 

(i} aanbrandsel 

[[[aan] [brand]] selw] 

on - burn - that which has 

"crust(ation)" 

(j) huishoudster 

[[[huisJ [hou] sterwJ 

house - keep-lady who 

"housekeeper" 

As mentioned above there also exists a group of words which 

Botha (1982:185-188, 200-203, 211-214} contends can be assigned 

two possible morphological representations. Both 
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representations, she claims, result in the same meaning being 

assigned to the words. The two possible morphological 

representations are given in (29) and in (30) are some examples 

of the words Botha uses in her discussion. For each word I have 

only given one of the possible meanings in the gloss. 

argue in the following discussion that, contrary 

(1982), each representation in (29) leads to a 

different meaning being assigned to the words in (30). 

(29) (a) 

(b) 

(30) (a) seesiekheid 

see - siek heid 

sea - sick - state of being 

"sea-sickness" 

(b) breinspoeling 

brein - spoel - ing 

brain - wash - process of 

"brain-washing" 

(c) lugsiekte 

lug - siek - te 

air - sick - state of being 

"air-sickness" 

I will 

to Botha 

slightly 

It would seem that each of the words in (30) can either be 

analysed as a compound to which a suffix has attached (cf. 

(29) (a)) or as a compound which contains a derived word (cf. 

(29) (b)). For example, if the word seesiekheid is analysed as a 

compound seesiek to which the suffix -heid has attached, the 

meaning assigned to the word will be "state of being seasick". 

If the word is analysed as a compound consisting of a 

morphologically simple word see and a morphologically complex 
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word siekheid, the meaning that will 

caused by· the sea". In neither 

be assigned is "sickness 

of these cases is the 

subcategorisation frame of the suffix -heid violated since -heid 

can attach either to the right-hand member of the compound or to 

the compound as a whole as both are adjectives. 

Similarly, in the case of breinspoeling with the representation 

in (29) (a) the meaning assigned would be "brainwashing" as in 

what the enemy does with spies. In contrast, the representation 

in (29) (b) would yield the meaning "washing of brains" which 

would be carried out in a laboratory where experiments on brains 

are done, for example. Finally, in the case of lugsiekte the 

two representations (29) (a) and (b) would yield the meanings 

"condition of being air-sick" and "sickness which one suffers 

from when in the air" respectively. In both breinspoeling and 

lugsiekte the suffix can attach either to the right-hand member 

of the compound or to the compound as a whole as both belong to 

the same syntactic category. The bracketing and hence the 

meaning which is assigned to the words in (30) will be 

determined by the context in which the word occurs. 

The words in (30) contrast with those in (31) below which Botha 

(1982:182-184, 189-192, 197-199, 208-210) also discusses. 

(31) (a) dikbekheid 

dik bek heid 

thick - mouth - state of being 

"sulkiness" 

(b) snuffelgragie 

snuffel - graag ie 

ferret - readily - small 

"small ferreter" 

(c) onderbreking 

ender - breek - ing 

under - break - result of 

"interruption" 
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(79) (a) uitgerekte 

[ [ [uit] [geINF [rek]]] eINF] 
out - past part.-stretch-attributive marker 

"outstretched (attributive)" 

(b) uitgebreide 

[ [uit - geINF brei] 

out - past part.-prepare-attributive marker 

"broad/extensive" 

(80) (a) afgerondheid 

[[[af] [geINF [rand]]] heidw] 

off - past part.-round - state of being 

"roundedoffness" 

(b) uitgebreidheid 

[ [uit - geINF brei] heid]w 

out - past part.-prepare-state of being 

"broadness/extensiveness" 

(81) (a) v66rgevallene 

[ [v66r val] enew] 

in front-past part.-fall-that which 

"an occurrence/what has happened" 

(b) aangekomene 

[[aan - geINF kom] enew] 

on - past part.-come-that which 

"an arrival" 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the patterns of distribution of affixes relative 

to each other and relative to compounds were presented. The 

expected patterns of distribution with respect to Stem affixes 

appearing inside Word affixes occur. 

revealed three other important facts. 

However, the data, also 
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(i) Firstly, the data in this chapter clearly reveal that the 

distribution of affixes is not as free as one would expect. 

That is, it is not the case that any Stem affix can appear 

before any Word affix. The possible syntagmatic orderings 

of affixes are much more restricted than this. 

At this point it may be useful to reconsider the claim that 

Fabb (1988) has made about the ordering of suffixes in 

English, viz. that English allows only a small number of 

the possible suffix combinations which level-ordering 

allows. Recall from Section 2.4.3.3 that the same is in 

fact true of the category distinction type of approach. 

category The data in Afrikaans, considered within a 

distinction type of approach, reveals that similar 

can be made about the ordering of all derivational 

claims 

affixes 
in Afrikaans. 

(ii) Secondly, the data reveal that certain inflectional affixes 

seem to have a much less restricted distribution than those 

in English in that they can occur both inside and outside 

Word affixes. 

(iii)Thirdly, the data reveal that a number of 

exist, similar in 

encountered by 

type, for the most 

the level-ordering and 

counterexamples 

part, to those 

the category 

distinction linguists. In each counterexample are 

derivational affixes which exhibit a distributional pattern 

not typically associated with the class to which they 

belong. These counterexamples exist despite the fact that 

the origin of an affix was used as classification 

criterion. Given the counterexamples, any theoretical 

attempt to account for Afrikaans data in terms of the 

level-ordering or the category distinction approach will 

probably involve making the same types of ad hoc reanalyses 

of data and reclassifications of affixes that were made by 

proponents of these approaches for English (cf. Section 

2.3.3 and 2.4.3). This suggests that there is once again 

something wrong with the classification of affixes which 
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was made. As the criterion used for classifying Afrikaans 

affixes is not the same as those criteria used in English 

and Dutch this suggests that the problem with 

classification may lie at a more fundamental level. 

I will argue in the following chapter that the problem lies not 

with the criteria used to classify affixes, but rather with a 

fundamental assumption which all the level-ordering linguists 

and category distinction linguists made, one which I also made, 

viz. that morphological categories are discrete entities, 

entities which have clear, rather than fuzzy boundaries. It is 

to this (non-)discreteness of categories that we turn in the 

following chapter. 
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Notes 

1 In terms of the category distinction approach inflectional 

affixes should be able to appear both inside and outside 

Word affixes. However, as shown for English data in 

Section 2.4.4, this is clearly incorrect. Inflectional 

affixes in English seem to be able to appear only outside 

word affixes. I am assuming at this stage that this is 

also the case in Afrikaans. Cf. Section 4.3.1 where the 

distribution of inflectionnal affixes relative to 

derivational affixes is considered. 

2 Cf. Section 4.3.1 where the views of other Afrikaans 

linguists on the substandardness of two prefix sequences is 

discussed. 

3 Exceptions are words like gebergte ("mountain range") and 

gesmeekte ("a lot of pleading") which Kempen (1969:470, 

574) claims include a prefix ge- and a suffix -te. such 

words will be discussed in Section 4.4.1. 

4 Botha {1982:216-217) 

inflectional affixes for 

distinguishes 

Afrikaans and 

attach to compounds in Afrikaans: 

the 

shows 

following 

that they 

(i) the suffixes-sand -e which mark regular plural 

forms of nouns, 

(ii) the suffixes -er and -ste which mark the comparative 

and superlative forms of adjectives respectively, 

(iii)the prefix ge- which is used to form the past 

participle form of verbs, and 

(iv) the suffix -end which is used to form the present 

participle of verbs. 

She does not, however, provide any justification for 
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regarding these affixes as inflectional, rather than as 

derivational. 

5 For the prefix on- to attach to vers6et ("sweeten") this 

word must first become an adjective (vers6et "sweetened") 

as on- does not attach to verbs. How this category change 

comes about is of no concern here or in other examples and 

will therefore be ignored. 

6 Such stacking is also impossible in Dutch as shown in the 

examples *be-be-discussieer, *ver-ver-draai and *ont-ont

loop. Booij (1977:154) claims that these identical 

prefixes are unstressed and that Dutch has a principle 

which prevents a word formation rule from adding an 

identical affix unless the affix is stressed. Cf. also the 

following note. 

7 Booij (1977:154) claims that the same holds for Dutch. He 

restricts the class of prefixes with which such recursive 

attachment is possible to those with primary stress in 

their underlying form. The following words represent some 

of the examples he presents: 

(i) paraparanormaal 

"para-paranormal" 

(ii) anti-anti-raket-raket-raket 

"anti-anti-missile-missile-missile" 

(iii)her-heroverweeg 

"reconsider again" 

8 Schultink (1980:238) claims that standard Dutch does not 

allow the repetition of an identical suffix and that this 

is a "not unusual, but nevertheless language-specific 

constraint". Booij (1977:153-154), however, claims that a 

suffix may occur more than once in a morphologically 

complex word if the two occurrences of the suffix are 
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separated by another, different suffix. Cf. also Odendal 

(1963) in which the possiblity of double diminutives in 

Afrikaans was first mentioned, and Schultink (1974) where 

this insight also features prominently. 

9 Cf. note 2 of Chapter 3. 

10 Cf. Section 4.4.2 where separable and inseparable compound 

verbs are discussed in some detail. 

11 Cf. Sections 2.2.1 and 3.4 where exocentric compounds in 

English and Afrikaans respectively are described. 

12 In addition to these apparent plural suffixes a wide 

variety of other sound sequences are found before certain 

Word suffixes and even before the 

the words shown in (i)-(iv). 

underlined in each case. 

(i) huishouding 

[ [huishoug] 

housekeep - process of 

"housekeeping" 

(ii) kinderagtig 

[[kinder] agtigJw 

inflectional suffixes 

The sound sequence 

child - displaying apparent characteristics of 

"childish" 

(iii)lammertjie 

[[lammer] tjiewJ 

lam small 

"small lamb" 

(iv) n66iens 

[ (n66ien] SINF] 

girl - more than one 

"girls" 

in 

is 
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Cf. also the discussion of such linking sound sequences in 

Section 4.3.2. 

13 At this stage I am not making any claims about how one 

would derive the noun armste from the corresponding 

adjective or what morphological mechanisms would be needed. 

14 Cf. Combrink (1990:219-220) for a more detailed discussion 

of the reasons why some speakers leave out the ge- where it 

should be used. 

15 

16 

Some speakers of Afrikaans would find the compound 
adjectives to which -er and -ste are added to be marginal 
(cf. (64) and ( 65) ) . Such speakers would rather use the 

words meer ("more") and (die} mees ("(the) most") with 

these adjectives. 

Some mother tongue speakers would not agree that 

perjorative meaning is added. 
a 

17 Given the assumption that the -te in gebeente is the same 

-teas found in h66gte, it should have the meaning "state 

of being". However, it would seem more plausible that it 

has the meaning "collection of", hence the?. 

18 Le Roux (1988:17) indicates that other terms such as 

"phrasal verbs", "separable prefix verbs", "particle 

verbs", "two word verbs", "separable verbal compounds", 

"separable verbs" and "discontinuous verbs" are also used 

to refer to these verbs. 

19 There is also another class of "complex" verbs in 

Afrikaans, the so-called "onskeibaar saamgestelde 

werkwoorde" (inseparable compound verbs) which were 

discussed briefly in Section 4.3.2 with respect to the 

distribution of the inflection prefix ge-. Cf. (66) for 

examples of such verbs. 
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20 Botha (1980:136-137) presents a number of words similar to 

those in (81) in his discussion of synthetic compounds in 

Afrikaans. Botha (1980:137-138) says such words have 

conventionally been assigned the status of 

compounds. However, in terms of his analysis of 

compounds such forms exhibit some, but not all, 

properties of synthetic compounds. He does not, 

suggest ways in which to analyse such forms. 

synthetic 

synthetic 

of the 

however, 

21 This is essentially the way in which Kempen (1969:141-413) 

analyses verb-particle combinations like those in (81). 

22 Cf. Le Roux (1988:23-31) where she 

(non-)compositionality of meaning of various 

combinations in Afrikaans. 

discusses the 

verb-particle 
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CHAPTER 5 

A COGNITIVE APPROACH TO MORPHOLOGICAL CATEGORISATION 

5.1 Introduction 

At the end of the previous chapter it was pointed out that an 

attempt to account for the ordering of affixes in Afrikaans 

relative to each other and relative to compounds within the 

framework of a category distinction approach is faced with 

certain counterexamples. These counterexamples are similar to 

those which the category distinction and level-ordering 

approaches are faced with when considering English data. The 

Afrikaans counterexamples exist despite the fact that a 

different classification criterion for derivational affixes was 

used. Given the similarity of the counterexamples in English 

and Afrikaans, it was suggested, at the end of the previous 

chapter, that the problem with the above-mentioned approaches 

lies not in the criteria used for the classification of affixes. 

Rather, it was claimed that the problem lies with one of the 

more fundamental assumptions which underly these approaches, 

viz. the assumption that affixes belong to morphological 

categories as discrete entities. 

In the light of this claim, the aim of this chapter is twofold: 

(i) to show that the level-ordering and category distinction 

linguists have to resort to ad hoc mechanisms, reanalyses 

and reclassifications of affixes in order to deal with the 

counterexamples with which they are faced because of the 

traditional or classical view of categories which they 

hold, viz. the view that categories are discrete, and 
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(ii) to show that the Afrikaans data in the previous chapter, 

including the counterexamples, can be accounted for in a 

simple way if one adopts an alternative view of categories, 

viz. the view that categories are non-discrete. 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned aims I will discuss in 

the following order: 

(i) the counterexamples which face level-ordering and category 

distinction linguists, the ad hoc mechanisms, reanalyses 

and reclassifications of affixes they had to resort to, 

showing that these are the result of the classical view of 

the nature of categories with which the afore-mentioned 

linguists work, 

(ii) the prototype model of the nature of categories, with 

special reference to 

morphological categories, 

the work of Bybee (1985) on 

(iii)the compatibility of this alternative view of the nature of 

categories with the level-ordering and category distinction 

approaches, and 

(iv) the reinterpretation of the categories derivation and 

inflection in Afrikaans within a cognitive approach. 

The discussion in this, the penultimate, chapter therefore deals 

with the essence of this thesis as captured in the title, viz. 

the discreteness versus non-discreteness of morphological 

categories. 
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5.2 Handling of counterexamples in the level-ordering and 

category distinction approaches 

As will be recalled from Chapter 2 the aim of the level-ordering 

and the category distinction approaches is to provide an account 

of the distribution of affixes relative to each other and to 

compounds. Using extrinsic ordering and category distinctions 

proponents of these approaches are able to account for most of 

the distributional patterns shown by affixes. However, both 

approaches are faced with exactly the same problematic data 

which fall into the three groups given in (1)-(3) below.l In 

these and other examples in the chapter the subscript s 

indicates a Class I/Stem affix and the subscript W a Class 

II/Word affix. 

(1) (a) ungrammaticality 

[[unw [grammatical]] itys]2 

(b) underestimation 

[[underw [estimate]] ions] 

(c) vice-presidential 

[[vicew [president]] ials] 

(d) macro-economist 

[[macroII [economy]] ists] 

(2) (a) transformational grammarian 

[[[transformational] [grammar]] ians] 

(b) atomic scientist 

[[[atomic] [science]] ists] 

(c) cross-sectional 

[[[cross] [section]] als] 

(3) (a) nationalistic 

[[((nation] als] istw] ics] 

(b) analyzability 

[[[analyze] ab(i)lew] itys] 

(c) standardization 

(([standard] izew] ations] 
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(d) developmental 

([[develop] mentw] als] 

Recall that the data in (1) are problematic in that a Class 

II/Word prefix had attached before a Class I/Stem suffix, while 

those in (2) are problematic in that a Class I suffix has 

attached to a compound. While it could be argued that another 

bracketing is possible in the case of the data in (1) and (2) 

linguists would argue that the bracketing given is the only one 

which yields the correct interpretation. The bracketing in each 

example indicates not 

but also the sequence 

composed. Thus 

only the order 

in which the 

underestimation 

in which affixes attach, 

meaning of the word is 

means "result of 
underestimating", rather than "estimation which is under" and 

transformational grammarian means "a person who does/works 

within transformational grammar", rather than "a grammarian who 

does/is transformational". In contrast the problem with 

ungrammaticality is that one bracketing is required by the 

Stem/Word distinction or the Class I/Class II ordering, while 

another is required to satisfy the subcategorisation frame of 

Yll=• It cannot attach to the noun grammaticality, only to the 

adjective grammatical. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2 the data 

in (1) and (2) are therefore usually referred to in the 

literature as bracketing paradoxes. One bracketing is required 

by the Compositionality Condition/ subcategorisation frame and 

another is required by the Stem/Word distinction or the Class 

I/Class II ordering whereby Stem/Class I affixation must precede 

Word/Class II affixation. Finally, the data in (3) are 

problematic in that a Class I/Stem suffix has attached outside a 

Class II/Word suffix, also in violation of the ordering 

required. 

These recalcitrant data, especially the words in (1) and (2), 

have been the topic of discussion and debate in the work of not 

only level-ordering and category distinction linguists, but also 

in the work of other linguists such as Williams (1981) and 

Pesetsky (1985), for example. In their attempts to deal with 

these data, linguists have resorted to a wide range of ad hoc 
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mechanisms, re-analyses of data and reclassifications 

as was shown in Sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.4.3. Many 

have criticised these attempts and have suggested 

believe to be better alternatives. Invariably the 

of affixes 

linguists 

what they 

alternative 
analyses can, and, in many cases have been, shown to be 

problematic in certain respects. As many of the attempts to 

deal with the data in (1)-(3) were discussed in Chapter 2 I will 

merely be presenting a brief outline of some of the more 

well-known attempts not already discussed.3 

Recall from Section 2.4.3.3 that Sproat (1985a) attempts to 

account for bracketing paradoxes such as those in (1) by 

postulating two distinct structures for each of these words, a 

phonological and a syntactic structure. Pesetsky (1985) has 

proposed a similar type of analysis. Essentially his argument 

is as follows. Words such as those in (1) have two distinct 

structures which hold at different levels of representation. At 

the level of S-structure word structure is determined by 

morphological information. This means that level-ordering 

constraints and phonological conditions on affixation apply at 

this level. Words such as ungrammaticality must therefore be 

bracketed at the level of s-structure such that the Class I/Stem 

suffix -ity attaches before the Class II/Word prefix Yll=• 

c-selection requirements of affixes, that is, the requirement 

that an affix attaches to a specific word category, for example, 

noun, do not have to be met on the level of s-structure. Rather 

they have to be met at the level of Logical Form. At this level 

a word like ungrammaticality must be bracketed in such a 

that the correct meaning can be assigned, that is, it must 

bracketed as in (1) (a) above. At the level of Logical 

way 

be 

Form 

level-ordering and phonological constraints do not have to be 

met. 

Williams (1981) has discussed data such as those in (1) and (2) 

above, with specific reference to the compositional and 

non-compositional nature of lexical relatedness. Briefly he 

claims that if two words are lexically related they share 

elements of form and meaning. Therefore the words work and 
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worker are lexically related as they both share the element 

work. Furthermore, if one accepts the strict compositionality 

of morphologically complex words, the meaning of a complex word 

is a function of the meaning of the parts which make up the 

word. The meaning of worker is therefore a function of the 

composition of the meanings of the verb work and the suffix -er. 

Given this interpretation of the notion 'lexically related', the 

problem with the words in (1) and (2) is that the bracketing 

required by level-ordering leads to the incorrect meaning being 

assigned to certain words like.transformational grammarian. The 

bracketing would indicate that transformational and grammarian 

are related. This would yield the incorrect meaning "grammarian 

who does/is transformational" respectively. A non-compositional 

notion of lexical relatedness enables one to bracket 

transformational grammarian 

requirements, but relate 

transformational grammar and 

according 

parts of 

-ian in 

to 

the 

such 

the level-ordering 

word such as 

as way that the 

correct meaning is assigned to the word. This non-compositional 

re-interpretation of lexical relatedness which Williams (1981) 

has proposed has been widely criticised by Hoeksema (1985:119), 

Strauss (1982b), Botha (1984:112-129) and Spencer (1988:672-

673) . 

Another, somewhat different solution to the data in (2) has been 

proposed by Spencer (1988:675). He suggests that bracketing 

paradoxes of the type in (2) (a) and (b), what he terms personal 

nouns, can be accounted for by appealing to "a novel type of 

word formation process, a type of productive back-formation" 

(Spencer (1988:680)). The essence of his argument can be 

illustrated with reference to the following diagram taken from 

his work (Spencer (1988:675)). 

(4) grammar <-----------------> grammarian 

transformational <-----------------> ? 

grammar 
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He assumes that the permanent lexicon includes two lexical items 

such as grammar and the corresponding derived personal noun 

grammarian. In addition, the assumption is made that the 

lexicon includes an expression like transformational grammarian 

in which the personal noun grammarian is modified by a derived 

adjective like transformational. Finally, Spencer (1988:675) 

assumes a general principle of English word formation which 

operates on words in the permanent lexicon. This principle 

licenses the formation of transformational grammarian given the 

existence of the grammar, grammarian and transformational 

grammarian in the lexicon. The newly formed word is also listed 

in the lexicon. With the formation of transformational 

grammarian the square in (4) is completed. Spencer (1988:675) 

claims that what is important here is that the set of entries in 

the lexicon must be relatable in such a way that a closed path 

is formed between each 

is, the square shown 

of the four words 

in (4) above must 

in the square. 

be completed. He 

That 

also 

mentions two other "genuine restrictions" on the formation of 

these personal noun paradoxes. Firstly, the source expression, 

in this case transformational grammar, should be lexicalised or 

perceived as such, and, secondly, the head noun which bears the 

suffix, in this case grammarian, must be a word and must already 

be lexicalized with a meaning which contains that of the 

paradox. 

At this point it would be useful to reconsider the problematic 

nature of the data in (1)-(3). The Class I suffixes and Class 

II prefixes which occur in the data have in common that they 

exhibit certain characteristics typical of the category to which 

they belong, but also exhibit certain characteristics typical of 

Class II suffixes and Class I prefixes respectively. That is, 

they exhibit certain distributional properties uncharacteristic 

of the class to which they belong. For example, the Class II 

prefixes in (1)-(3) display a distributional characteristic not 

typical of Class II prefixes, viz. the ability to attach before 

a Class I suffix. Usually Class II prefixes only attach after 

Class I suffixes. such uncharacteristic behaviour of the Class 

II prefixes has lead to the types of solutions proposed such as 
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that of Selkirk (1982). To deal with Class II prefixes such as 

YD.::, re- and vice- she resorts to the creation of a new class of 

affixes, the dual class. Included in this class are all Class 

II prefixes such as un-, re- and vice- which exhibit, in 

addition to the distributional and stress properties typical of 

Class II prefixes, distributional properties more typical of 

Class I prefixes. The Class I suffixes found in the complex 

words in (1)-(3) are not, however, assigned to a dual class. 

As shown above other linguists have resorted to equally ad hoc 

solutions in order to deal with prefixes and suffixes which 

exhibit what are considered to be "uncharacteristic" 

distributional properties. However, the problem with all these 

solutions can be traced back to a fundamental assumption which 

the linguists make, viz. the assumption that morphological 

categories are discrete entities. This assumption encompasses a 

set of assumptions which are collectively referred to as the 

classical (Aristotelian) view (Taylor (1989:22ff.)) or the 

criterial-attribute model (Langacker (1987:14, 16)) of 

categories. This view or model incorporates the following 

assumptions which are taken from Taylor (1989:23-24). 

(i) categories are defined in terms of a conjunction of 

necessary and sufficient features. 

(ii) Features are binary. 

From assumption (ii) it follows that 

(iii)categories have clear boundaries, and 

(iv) all members of a category have equal status. 

In terms of this view, the category of Class II prefixes, for 

example, will be defined in terms of certain features such as 

the feature that all such prefixes attach only after Class I 

suffixes, that they attach outside all Class I prefixes and can 

attach either inside or outside compounds. If these features 

are considered to be the features which are necessary and 
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sufficient for the definition of the category of Class II 

prefixes, then a given prefix must exhibit all the properties to 

be a member of the category. Furthermore these necessary and 

sufficient features are binary, therefore a prefix either 

possesses each of these features or it does not. Prefixes which 

attach only after Class I suffixes, outside Class I prefixes and 

inside or outside compounds will be members of the category of 

Class II prefixes, while those like un- which do not display all 

these features will not belong to this class. A clear boundary 

can therefore be drawn between those prefixes which are members 

of the category of Class II prefixes and those which are not. 

Furthermore, the category of Class II prefixes has a non-varying 

structure in that all prefixes which fall within this class have 

equal status. They all share the same distributional 

characteristics, amongst others, they attach only after Class I 

suffixes, behave as coherent set in this respect and are treated 

equivalently. Non-members of the category such as Class I 

prefixes also behave coherently as a set in that Class I 

prefixes, for example, can all attach after, or before, Class I 

suffixes and only appear inside compounds. 

Given this inflexible conception of a morphological category the 

level-ordering and category distinction linguists had to either 

resort to creating a new (sub-)category for those prefixes which 

behave like Class I prefixes in some respects and like Class II 

prefixes in other respects or to accounting for the data with 

the use of ad hoc mechanisms. If, however, linguists were to 

conceive of categories in a different, more flexible way, that 

is, as non-discrete entities, the creation of new 

(sub-)categories, the reclassification of affixes (cf. Selkirk 

(1982)) as well as the postulation of other ad hoc solutions 

could be avoided. That is, none of the data in (1)-(3) would 

have to be regarded as problematic. 

In the light of the above let us consider now the Afrikaans data 

which were labelled as problematic in the previous chapter. All 

the data contain affixes which exhibit a distributional property 

uncharacteristic of the affix category to which they belong. 
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Recall that the distributional patterns were considered within 

the framework of a category distinction type of approach. The 

counterexamples encountered in (5) and (6) below are similar to 

those in (1) and (2), which are repeated here as (8) and (9). 

There are two differences between the problematic data in 

Afrikaans and those found in English. Firstly, there are the 

data in (7). Corresponding words in English would not be 

counterexamples to the level-ordering and the category 

distinction approaches discussed in Chapter 2 as many of the 

English prefixes which correspond to those that I have 

classified as Stem (non-native) are regarded as Class II/Word 

prefixes or as having dual class status by level-ordering and/or 

category distinction linguists. Secondly, counterexampl~s of 

the type in (3), repeated here as (10), are not found in 

Afrikaans, probably also because of the different classification 

criterion used for Afrikaans affixes. 

(5) (a) ongrammatikaliteit 

[[onw [grammatikaal]] teits] 

not - grammatical 

"ungrammaticality" 

condition of being 

(b) onproduktiwiteit 

[[onw [[produk] iefs]] teitsJ 
not - product - has a bearing on-condition of being 

"unproductivity" 

(6) (a) non-alkoh6lies 

[nons [[alk6hol] iesw]] 
not - alcohol - pertaining to 

"non-alcoholic" 

(b) anti-herstrukturering 

[antis [[herw [[struktuur] eers]] ingw]] 

against - again - structure - make - result of 

"anti-restructuring" 
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(7) (a) Suid-Amerikaans 

[[Suid] [Amerika]] aans5 J 
south - America - pertaining to 

"South American" 

(b) Oos-Pretoriaan 

[[Oas] [Pretoria]] aans] 

east - Pretoria - person from 

"East Pretorian" 

(c) Maleis-Portugesisme 

[[Maleis] [Portugees]] ismes] 

Malay - Portugese - doctrine of 

"Malayo-Portugeisism" 

(d) anti-langbroek 

[ antis [ [ lang] [broek]]] 

against - long - pants 

"against the wearing of long pants" 

(8) (a) ungrammaticality 

[[unw [grammatical]] itys] 

(b) underestimation 

[[underw [estimate]] ions] 

(c) vice-presidential 

[[vicew [president]] ials] 

(9) (a) transformational grammarian 

[[[transformational] [grammar]] ians] 

(b) atomic scientist 

[[[atomic] [science]] ists] 

(c) cross-sectional 

[[[cross] (section]] alsJ 

(10) (a) nationalistic 

[[[[nation] alsJ istw] icsJ 

(b) analyzability 

[[[analyze] ab(i)lew] itys] 
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(c) standardization 

[[[standard] izew] ation5 ] 

(d) developmental 

[[[develop] mentw] als] 

The category distinction approach is thus faced with the same 

set of counterexamples in Afrikaans as in English. The reason 

for this can be traced back to a fundamental assumption 

underlies this approach as well as the level-ordering approach, 

viz. that morphological categories are discrete. If this 

assumption is made, and an attempt is made to account for the 

Afrikaans data in (8)-(10) within a category distinction 

approach, one would have to probably resort to the same types of 

ad hoc mechanisms, reanalyses and/or reclassifications of data 

discussed above. 

In the next section an alternative conception of the nature of 

categories will be considered with specific reference to the 

work of Bybee (1985) on morphological categories. 

5.3 The cognitive approach to morphological categories 

5.3.1 The cognitive conception of the nature of categories 

According to Corrigan (1989:3), while there is general agreement 

that categorisation is a fundamental human ability, there is not 

any agreement on the nature of this ability to categorise. As 

pointed out in the previous section, certain linguists work from 

a classical view o~ categories whereby categories are treated as 

discrete entities. Langacker (1987:14), however, points out 

that 

"[m]uch in language is a matter of degree. 
Linguistic relationships are not invariably all-or
nothing affairs, nor are the linguistic categories 
always sharply defined and never fuzzy around the 
edges. This is perhaps unfortunate from the 
analytical standpoint - discrete entities are easier 
to manipulate, require simpler descriptive tools, 
lend themselves to stronger claims, and yield 
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esthetically more pleasing analyses - but it is true 
nonetheless. Eventually the predilections of the 
analyst must give way to the actual complexity of 
the empirical data. Nondiscrete aspects of language 
structure must be accommodated organically in the 
basic design of an adequate linguistic theory." 

In the light of these comments let us consider the conception of 

the nature of categories which emerged from work in the field of 

cognitive psychology, in particular from the work done by, for 

example, Rosch (1973; 1975a; 1978; 1981) and her colleagues. 

This conception of categories constitutes one of the basic 

tenets of cognitive grammar. Within the cognitive approach to 

categorisation there are no features which are essential that 

is, necessary and sufficient, for membership in a category. 

There are only features which are typically associated with a 

category and which instantiate certain perceived similarities 

between the members of such a category. Of the features 

typically associated with a category not all will necessarily be 

common to all members of the category. In fact, there may be no 

features which are common to all members. Therefore, some 

features may be shared by certain members of a category, while 

other features may be shared by different members of the 

category and some members may have virtually nothing in common 

with others. Furthermore, it is not the case that a particular 

member of a category either does or does not have a particular 

feature, but rather that it may have that feature to a greater 

or lesser degree.5 This contrasts with the traditional view of 

categories in which features used to define a category are 

treated as binary constructs. 

Other experimental work which has been done suggests that there 

are certain features, the predominant features, which are more 

central to the characterisation of a category than others. 

These features tend to hold for most of the members of a 

particular category, especially for its most typical members, 

but do not hold for members of neighbouring categories. Clark 

(1979:790) suggests that these predominant features can be 

derived from notions of "cue validity". For any particular cue 

or feature the more it serves to distinguish the members of one 
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category from members of other categories the more valid it is 

said to be for that category. categories should include 

features which maximise the similarity between the members of 

the same category and the dissimilarity between members of 

different categories. 

The more features, resemblances and/or similarities which a 

category member shares with other members in a category the more 

typical of that category it is judged to be. Those members 

which are the best examples of, or the most typical members of, 

a category are known as the prototypical members of that 

category. According to Langacker (1987:17) categories are often 

organised around such prototypical members which are those 

instances that people accept as "common, run-of-the-mill, 

garden-variety members of the category". In addition they are 

generally the instances which occur the most frequently in our 

experience, 5 tend to be learnt earliest and which can be 

identified experimentally. Those members of a category which 

are the worst exemplars of a category are obviously the least 

typical members of the category. Such members are assimilated 

to the category to the extent that they are seen as matching or 

approximating the prototype (Langacker (1987:17)). 

Given these assumptions about prototypical and non-prototypical 

members of a category, it follows that there are certain 

assymetries within a category. That is, it follows that there 

are various degrees of category membership. Categories, 

according to Corrigan (1989:4), are therefore not structured in 

an all-or-none fashion as they are from a traditional viewpoint, 

but rather in a-probabilistic way. The prototypical members are 

regarded as the central members of a category and serve as 

reference points for the categorisation of less typical members 

of the category. The less typical members are then graded from 

more to less typical with reference to the prototypical members 

depending to what extent and in what ways they deviate from the 

prototype (Langacker (1987:17)). 

In the light of what has been said above about categories, it is 
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obvious that there is no basis for uniquely distinguishing one 

category from another. That is, one cannot draw a clear 

boundary between any two categories. 

conceived of as being continuous 
Categories are therefore 

(Corrigan (1989:4)) or 
non-discrete. Given 

members nor non-members 

set. 

this conception 

of a category 
of categories, 

form a uniquely 
neither 

defined 

In summary: the prototype (Langacker (1987:5)) or central 

tendencies (Rosch (1975a)) model of categories entails the 

following assumptions: 

(i) there are no features which are necessary and sufficient 

for the definition of a category, 

(ii) features are not binary constructs, 

(iii)categories are continuous, or non-discrete, and 

(iv) categories have internal structure with prototypical, less 

typical and least typical members. 

Against the background of the above discussion of the prototype 

model of categories I turn, -in the next section, to a discussion 

of morphological categories with specific reference to the work 

of Bybee (1985) on continua of morphological categories or 

expression types. The discussion will include an explication of 

certain key notions in relation to the continua. 

5.3.2 Continua of morphological categories 

In her discussion of morphological categories Bybee (1985:11-12) 

distinguishes the following three major expression types or 

morphological categories which are found in language: 

(i) Lexical expression is found when two or more semantic 

elements are expressed in a single lexical item. For 

example, the lexical item drop combines the semantic 
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elements 'fall' and ·cause' at some level of analysis.6 

Bybee (1985) does not, however, indicate whether there are 

single lexical items in which only one semantic element is 
expressed. 

(ii) Inflectional expression is found when each semantic element 

is expressed in an individual unit, the units being bound 

into a single form. Examples of inflectional expression 

include affixes which are added to a stem as in the 

regularly inflected past tense form jumped or a change in 

the phonological form of the stem itself as found in the 

irregularly inflected verb sung. Bybee (1985:11) further 

claims that a morphological category is inflectional if 

some member of the category obligatorily accompanies the 

radical element when it occurs in a finite clause. 

(iii)In syntactic expression, in contrast to lexical and 

inflectional expression, the different semantic relations 

are expressed by totally separable and independent units, 

that is, by separate forms. For example, the separate 

words cause to know constitute the syntactic expression of 

the semantic elements ·causative' and 'know'. 

In addition to these three major expression 

(1985:12) distinguishes the following two 

expression types: 

types Bybee 

intermediate 

(iv) Derivational expression resembles lexical expression, on 

the one hand, and inflectional expression, on the other, 

these being the two categories between which it falls. 

Firstly, like 

are often 

lexical expression, derivational morphemes 

restricted in applicability and have 

idiosyncratic formation and/or meaning. However, like 

inflectional expression, derivational expression involves 

the combination of two distinct morphemes into a word. 
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Finally, there are free grammatical morphemes like 

cliticised object pronouns of Spanish and French and 
the 

the 
modal auxiliaries of English (Bybee (1985:12)). These 
items are like inflectional expression in that they belong 

to a closed class and obligatorily occur in certain 

syntactic constructions. However, they are more like 

syntactic expression in that they are not bound to any 

lexical item. 

At a later stage in her book, Bybee (1985:105-109) also mentions 

two other, intermediate, morphological expression types which 

are related to derivation, viz. compounding and incorporation. 

Words formed by these processes differ from those formed by 

inflectional or derivational processes. Compounds and 
incorporated forms contain two lexical elements, that is, more 

than one· stem or root. Inflected and derived words, on the 

other hand, contain a lexical and a grammatical element, that 

is, a stem or root and an affix. 

(vi) Compounding, according to Bybee (1985:106), has 

characteristics of both syntactic and lexical expression. 

On the one hand, it resembles syntactic expression in that 

the units which are combined exist independently as words. 

On the other hand, compounds resemble lexical expression in 

that the result of compounding is a word and the meaning of 

the word is not predictable from a composition of the 

meaning of its parts. The reason for this, she claims, is 

that compounds become lexicalised and tend to gradually 

lose their semantic and phonological transparency. 7 

(vii)Incorporation is a term used to cover a variety of 

verb-formation processes ranging from those that are 

derivation-like to those which are compound-like. In some 

languages the forms which are incorporated have no cognate 

free morphemes and therefore seem to be like derivational 

affixes. The complex words in which they appear are more 

derivation-like than compound-like. In certain other 

languages, the incorporated forms exist as independent 
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words in other constructions. As these incorporated forms 

are similar to words which are joined to form compounds, 

the incorporation structures resemble compounds. Other 

than examples of languages which exemplify one or both of 

these options, Bybee (1985:106-107) does not illustrate her 

claims. She only gives the following examples from Tiwi 

which illustrate the morpho-phonological differences which 

are sometimes found between a free and incorporated form 
when they are cognate. 

the free forms. 
She does not provide glosses for 

alJkali
mdrd 

jinkala 

murupuaka 
"upper leg" 

"ankle" 

In her rather detailed discussion of the distinction between 

derivational and inflectional categories Bybee (1985:5, 13-19, 

82-87) shows that the formal differences between these two 

expression types are closely related 

parameters along which their meanings 

relevance and generality. These two 

Bybee (1985) to determine differences 

derivation and inflection as well 

to their meanings. The 

are taken to differ are 

parameters are used by 

between the categories 

as between various 

inflectional affixes, on the one hand, and derivational affixes, 

on the other hand. As background to my discussion of the 

categories inflection and derivation in Afrikaans in Section 

5.5, I would like to consider Bybee•s use of these two 

parameters. 

Relevance, according to Bybee (1985:5, 82-84), is the extent to 

which the meaning of an affix directly affects the lexical 

content of the base to which it attaches. Although all 

morphological categories must be high in relevance, the 

different degrees of relevance are responsible for the 

derivational/ inflectional distinction and the hierachical 

relationships within each 

derivational affixes which 

word to which they attach 

type 

do not 

usually 

of category. For example, 

change the category of the 

cause a substantial 

change in the base. For example, the prefix un- which 

meaning 

attaches 
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to verbs like tie, zip and h66k to form untie, unzip and unh66k 

respectively, causes a significant meaning change in that it 

affects the description of the situation. In contrast, the 

suffix -ly which forms adverbs like intelligently from 

adjectives like intelligent only adds the sense that the word 

describes the manner in which an event took place. It does not 

change the significance of the attribute which the adjective 

describes and therefore is more inflectional than un- as regards 

the relevance parameter. 

The second parameter which Bybee (1985:84-87) distinguishes is 

that of generality. In derivational morphology, for example, 

one may find that a certain affix like -ment attaches only to a 

small number of verbs, rather than to all verbs, to form nouns 

like development. Other affixes like the gerundival -ing may 

attach to practically all verbs in English. This suffix is, in 

terms of generality, more inflection-like than -ment. The lack 

of full generality of some derivational morphemes can be 

attributed to their meanings according to Bybee (1985:87). 

Inflectional affixes, in contrast 

generally attach 

Bybee (1985:84) 

to all members of 

says that if an 

to derivational affixes, 

a particular word class. 

inflectional category is 

obligatory in a particular syntactic construction, there must be 

"an exponent of that category for any lexical item that fits 

that slot in the syntactic structure". This does not mean that 

all expressions of an inflectional category have to be regular 

or productive for the particular category to display generality. 

There must merely be some way to form the inflection. For 

example, the fact that there are many verbs in English that form 

the past tense and past participle forms irregularly, that is, 

by vowel change (e.g. ran), not by the addition of a suffix 

(e.g. jumped), does not mean that the inflectional category Past 

tense does not have full generality. 
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Other inflectional affixes like the plural suffixes are, 

however, more derivational-like with respect to generality as 

there are a number of defective paradigms according to Bybee 

(1985:85). She cites the work of Beard (1981) who identifies 

the defective paradigms as pluralia tantum, that is, plurals 

which do not have corresponding singular forms such as oats and 

pliers and singularis tantum, that is, singulars which have no 

corresponding plural form such as peace and contemplation. 

Beard (1981) argues, on the basis of such data, that 

Inda-European nominal number is a derivational, rather than an 

inflectional category. Bybee (1985:85) claims that within her 

framework such data can be interpreted in a different way. The 

data can be taken to indicate that noun number "lies closer to 

the lexical end of [the] continuum" as a change in number causes 

a change in the entity or entities being referred to. Such a 

semantic change to the base word is more typical of derivational 

than inflectional categories. 

Bybee (1985:107-108) also claims that there is a gradient 

difference between compounding, incorporation and derivation 

with respect to generality of meaning and relevance. However, 

she only illustrates this with reference to the gradient 

difference between compounding and incorporation and even this 

reference is very brief. From what she says about compounding, 

and what she says in discussions about derivation the following 

differences between compounding and derivation can be inferred. 

With reference to generality Bybee (1985:107-108) says that the 

elements which are joined to form a compound do not differ in 

generality of meaning from the same elements when they occur 

independently as words. Thus baby used independently and in the 

compound babysit refer to the same entity, although the former 

has a referential and the latter a generic function. Obviously 

derivational affixes are restricted in generality in comparison 

to compounds as derivational affixes, because of their meanings, 

only attach to particular members of a class of adjectives or 

nouns, for example. With respect to relevance Bybee (1985:108) 

claims that compounding is free of lexical restrictions, 

presumably in the following sense. The right hand member of a 
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compound such as tablecloth does not change the entity to which 

the word cloth refers, it only specifies the type of cloth. In 

contrast, derivational affixes affect the meaning of the word to 

which they attach to a greater or lesser degree (cf. the 

discussion above). 

It is evident from the discussion above that there are gradient 

differences between various morphological categories as well as 

between members of each category, with respect to the two 

parameters, relevance and generality. In order to account for 

these and other gradient differences between expression types or 

morphological categories, Bybee (1985:12) claims that the 

above-mentioned expression types do not "constitute discrete 

categories, but rather mark off areas on a continuum". This 

continuum ranges from the most highly fused means of expression, 

viz. lexical expression, to the most loosely joined means of 

expression, viz. syntactic expression, as shown in the continuum 

below which has been adapted from Bybee (1985:12). 

(11) lexical--derivational--inflectional--free ---- syntactic 
grammatical 

<----------------------------------------------------------
greater degree of fusion 

greater degree of relevance 

lesser degree of generality 

Compounding is not 

(1985:108) suggests 

included in the continuum in (11). Bybee 

the following continuum to represent the 

gradient differences which exist between compounding, 

incorporation and derivation. 

(12) compounding---incorporation---derivation---inflection 

<---------------------------------------------------------
greater degree of fusion 

greater degree of relevance 

lesser degree of generality 

She identifies compounding, at the one end of the continuum, as 

the "freest" expression type, involving the largest class of 
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items with the richest and most specific meanings. At the other 

end of the continuum is inflection which is the most 

constrained, involving the smallest class of items with the most 

abstract and general meanings. 

Obviously the ideal would be to amalgamate the two continua as 

there is a great deal of overlap 

(1985) does not mention or show 

Section 5.5.2 the amalgamation of 

considered in detail. 

between the two, but Bybee 

how this could be done. In 

the two continua will be 

As noted above, categories are structured in a gradient way, not 

only with respect to other categories, but also internally with 

respect to category members. The first type of gradience is 

handled by organising the categories along a continuum as shown 

in (11) and (12) above. The second type of gradience is 

accounted for by ass:uming that the categories which lie along 

these continua are structured in the following way. 

(13) 

east-

3 

derivation 

less-eroto -less 
2 1 2 

inflection 

less-eroto -less 
2 1 2 

least 

3 
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The prototypical members of each category lie in the central 

part of the area marked off by each category, that is, in the 

area marked 1. The least typical members of each category lie 

close to the edge of the area marked by each category, that is, 

where the two adjacent categories merge. This area is marked 3 

on the continuum. The less typical members of each category lie 

in the areas marked 2. The area on the continuum where the 

prototypical members of a category lie is referred to as the 

focal area of the category and the prototypical members are 

therefore often referred to as the focal exemplars of the 

category. The area near the boundary between two adjacent 

categories on the continuum is the fuzzy area. This is the area 

in which the least typical members of a category are found and 

where a certain amount of overlap with an adjacent category may 

be found. For example, certain members of the category 

derivation may be similar to certain members of the category 

inflection with respect to relevance and/or generality. Such 

members are found in the area of overlap between the two 
categories, that is, in the area marked 3 in the middle of the 
continuum. 

5.3.3 Shifts and directions of change 

In her discussion of the various morphological categories, Bybee 

(1985:17) claims that words and derivational affixes may undergo 

changes, with words becoming more affix-like and affixes 

becoming more word-like. For example, words may, over the 

years, be reduced with respect to their phonological shape and 

their semantic content, become clitics and then finally 

inflectional affixes. In terms of Bybee•s continuum this means 

that a shift can occur from a form which can exist independently 

as a word with meaning, that is, as a free morpheme, to a form 

which can only function when attached to another morpheme, that 

is, as a bound morpheme. A shift can therefore occur from the 

syntactic area on the continuum to the inflectional area on the 

continuum. For a form to occur commonly enough to be reduced 

and become a bound morpheme Bybee (1985:17) says that it must 

have a meaning which is general enough to be appropriately 
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combinable with any stem of a particular syntactic category. It 

must also have a meaning that is communicatively useful enough 

to ensure a high frequency of occurrence. 

Another shift which is also possible, according to Bybee 

(1985:106), is that from the compound area on the continuum to 

the derivational area. such a shift occurs, she says, when one 

of the elements of a compound becomes a derivational affix 

because of its occurrence in a large number of compounds. This 

means that a shift can occur from a free morpheme in the 

direction of a bound morpheme. For example, she claims that 

derived adjectives/adverbs formed by the attachment of the 

suffix .=l.Y developed from an earlier compound form which 

included -like, similar to the compound child-like which still 

occurs in English. With the change in form the meaning of the 

"suffix" generalised from "having the appearance of" (the entity 

described by the noun stem) to "having the qualities appropriate 

to" (the entity described by the noun stem) according to the 

Oxford English Dictionary.a 

Although Bybee's discussion of shifts is brief, it is obvious 

that members of a particular category can change and undergo a 

shift on the continuum, becoming more like members of an 

adjacent category. They can thus shift in the direction of an 

adjacent category on either side of them on the continuum and 

with such a shift take 

adjacent category members 

generality and relevance. 

on certain characteristics 

with respect to features 

of the 

like 

5.4 Non-discreteness of categories and the formal approaches 

5.4.1 General remarks 

It was stated above that the conception of the nature of 

categories set out in the previous section constitutes a part of 

what is known as cognitive grammar (Langacker (1987:14-19)). It 
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is possible that this conception could be compatible with the 

level-ordering and/or category distinction approaches. In the 

next section I will show that the prototype model of categories 

is not fully compatible with either of these approaches. 

5.4.2 Non-discreteness and the level-ordering approach 

Let us consider first a level-ordering approach in which the 

following two basic assumptions are made: 

(i) morphological categories are not discrete entities, and 

(ii) the distribution of categories is accounted for in terms of 

the mechanism of extrinsic ordering along the lines of 

Kiparsky (1982a; 1982b) and Mohanan (1982), for example. 

I will be using Kiparsky 1 s (1982a:132; 1982b:2) model of 

level-ordering to illustrate my arguments as this model is the 

most comprehensive in terms of the WFRs it includes. 

To account for data in which affixes which belong to Class I, 

for example, attach after Class II affixes, one could make a 

number of different assumptions. One possibility is to assume 

that level-ordering holds only for the prototypical members of 

each category. For the poor, or least typical, exemplars of a 

particular category, this would mean that one would have to 

assume a loop between each level along the lines shown in (14) 

to enable words which include affixes with non-prototypical 

properties to be formed. 

(14) Class I affixation/Irregular inflectional affixation 

(:lass II affixation and compounding 

\Regular inflectional affixation 

Having loops between each level 

the whole concept of ordering. 

would be a severe weakening 

An alternative would be 

of 

to 
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merely exclude less and the least typical affixes from such a 

model and assume that only prototypical affixes are subject to 

level-ordering constraints. This is problematic in that the 

affixes which would be excluded may occur in affix sequences 

with prototypical affixes. It would also not be capable of 

handling shifts as it would be difficult to decide to which 

category the affix belonged before the shift took place. 

A third option is to assume that there is some sort of 

non-discreteness between the levels so that one has a fuzziness 

between the levels of Class I affixation and Class II 

affixation/compounding, for example, and between Class II 

affixation/compounding and the level of regular inflectional 

affixation. One would then have to show that the particular 

extrinsic ordering of rules being proposed does in fact account 

for all the possible orderings of affixes, both inflectional and 

derivational, relative to each other. The zig-zag pattern 

between the levels in (15) represents the fuzziness between 

these levels. 

(15) Class I affixation/Irregular inflectional affixation 

Class II affixation and compounding 

~ 
Regular inflectional affixation 

Even if we accept one of the three options offered above, there 

are a number of other problems which remain unresolved. For 

example, there is question of whether two classes of affixes 

like the Class I prefixes and suffixes, and Class II prefixes 

and suffixes which display such different sets of properties 

should be placed together on a common level. It would seem that 

the properties of the prefixes and suffixes of each class are 

different enough to warrant each class being treated separately 

as suggested by Strauss (1982a:42). Then there is the recent 

claim by Fabb (1988:538) that, in fact, level ordering is not 

restrictive enough to account for the mere 50 occurring suffix 

combinations of the 614 which are predicted to be possible by 
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level-ordering (cf. Section 2.3.3.3). 

that extrinsic ordering as a means 

distributional and stress properties of 

a number of difficulties. Trying to 

It would therefore seem 

of accounting for 

affixes is fraught 

retain 

the 

with 

while assuming categories as non-discrete does 

offer a reasonable solution to the problems. 

level-ordering, 

not appear to 

5.4.3 Non-discreteness and the category distinction approach 

Let us now consider a category distinction model in which the 

following assumptions are made: 

(i) morphological categories are non-discrete, and 

(ii) the distribution of affixes can be accounted for in terms 

of subcategorisation, that is, affixes subcategorise for 

either Stems or Words along the lines suggested by Selkirk 

(1982), Guerssel (1983) and Sproat (1985a). 

Selkirk (1982), Guerssel (1983) and Sproat {1985a) all 

implicitly or explicitly accept the division of affixes into two 

classes made by level-ordering linguists like Siegel (1974). 

That is, they accept a division made on the basis of the stress 

properties of affixes. Recall that in the previous chapter I 

took non-native affixes to be stem affixes and native affixes to 

be Word affixes. The options to be examined in this section 

with respect to non-discreteness and category distinction 

approaches hold irrespective of the basis on which the division 

of affixes is made. Given the assumptions (i) and (ii) above, 

the following two options present themselves. Firstly, all Stem 

affixes subcategorise for Stems and all Word affixes 

subcategorise for Words. Prototypical stem affixes would be 

those which display only the expected subcategorisation 

properties. Less and the 

which subcategorise for 

however, be argued to be 

class status. 

least typical affixes would be 

both Stems and Words. This 

similar to assigning the affixes 

those 

could, 

dual 
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An alternative option is to have affixes subcategorise for 

adjectives without any further subdivision of adjectives into 

Words or Stems. Typical Stem affixes would be those which 

attach to adjectival Stems only, while less typical stem affixes 

would be those which attach to adjectival Stems and Words, for 

example. Similarly, typical Word affixes would attach to 

adjectival Words only, while less typical Word affixes would 

attach to both adjectival Stems and Words. Once again this 

option would be similar to having dual class affixes. 

While these options seem to be slightly better than the options 

proposed with respect to level-ordering one must still take into 

account Fabb's (1988:538) criticism of level-ordering, viz. that 

it is not restrictive enough in that it predicts a number of 

non-occurring suffix sequences, which was pointed out in 

Sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.4.3.3. Fabb's criticism of the 

level-ordering approach is also true of the category distinction 

approach. The latter only accounts for the ordering of all Stem 

affixes as a class before all Word affixes, but does not account 

for the ordering of a particular Stem affix with respect to a 

particular Word affix. 

As was pointed out at the end of the previous chapter the 

Afrikaans data reveal that the same sorts of claims which Fabb 

(1988) makes about suffix sequences in English could be made 

about suffix and prefix sequences in Afrikaans. On the basis of 

the data it appeared that affixes, in addition to 

subcategorising for an adjective, noun or verb, as the case may 

be, would also have to be marked as attaching to underived words 

or to derived words which include a particular suffix or prefix 

along the lines suggested by Guerssel (1983) and Fabb (1988). 

The implication of this is that a category-distinction approach 

using the notion of the non-discreteness of categories as 

suggested above, will not be adequate to account for the 

distributional properties which affixes in fact exhibit in 

complex words. 
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5.5 Morphological categories as continua in Afrikaans 

5.5.1 General remarks 

In this section I will present a revised conception of continua 

of morphological categories with specific reference to affix 

categories in Afrikaans. Thereafter I will consider the 

internal structure of the categories of inflection and 

derivation which lie along such a continuum. This section forms 

the background for Chapter 6 in which I will examine how the 

Afrikaans data in the previous chapter can be accounted for 

within an approach which conceives of categories as being 

non-discrete entities. 

5.5.2 The continuum of morphological categories in Afrikaans 

In Section 5.3.2 the following two continua proposed by Bybee 

(1985) were presented, both in slightly adapted form. 

(16) lexical--derivational--inflectional--free ---- syntactic 
grammatical 

<----------------------------------------------------------
greater degree of fusion 

greater degree of relevance 

lesser degree of generality 

(17) compounding---incorporation---derivation---inflection 

<----------------------------------------------------------
greater degree of fusion 

greater degree of relevance 

lesser degree of generality 

It is obvious that these two continua need to be integrated as 

there is a considerable overlap between the two. On a continuum 

of categories for Afrikaans, incorporation can be excluded as I 

am not aware of any examples of incorporation in Afrikaans.9 

Furthermore, while continua like those in (16) and (17) are 

useful in representing the non-discrete nature of morphological 
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categories found in a language like Afrikaans, they are 

oversimplified when one tries to explain the gradient difference 

between categories, the shifts that occur and the direction of 

such shifts. While linear sequencing may therefore be a general 

organising principle of categories along a continuum, it does 

not necessarily allow for the variety of relationships between 

the categories, in particular for the boundaries between the 

various categories. I therefore suggest that there is a 

semi-circular, relationship between the categories as 

represented in the following continuum. For the sake of 

simplicity I have only represented some of the relationships 

which hold between categories along the continuum. The 

abbreviation 

grammatical". 

(18) 

"free gramm." in (18) stands for "free 

com~xical-derivational-inflecti~ee-synt ctic 
gramm. 

In the discussion in Chapter 6 reference will be made in more 

detail to the relationships which have to be postulated between 

categories along this continuum. By representing the 

relationship between categories in this way one can explain, on 

the one hand, how a derivational affix and the word to which it 

attaches may become so fused that the word becomes a lexical 

item. On the other hand, one can also explain how a 

derivational affix may become more word-like to the extent that 

it can be used independently with meaning. One can also explain 

why the complex word in which it occurs has compound-like 

features. The conception of the relationships between 

categories on the continuum shown in (18) would also enable one 

to explain how compounds are related to lexical expression which 
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is adjacent to compounding on the continuum. It also enables 

one to explain how compounds are related to syntactic expression 

which lies at the other end of the continuum. Note that the 

categories along the continuum, like derivation and inflection, 

can be interpreted as either referring to derivational and 

inflectional affixes, on the one hand, or to complex 

derivationally and inflectionally derived words on the other. 

Before proceeding, brief reference needs to be made to 

zero-affixation. I have not postulated zero affixation as 

forming part of the continuum in (18). Rather, I would like to 

suggest that there are other ways in which to treat words formed 

be zero affixation without having to resort to the type of 

zero-affixation adopted by the level-ordering linguists. I will 

discuss this in Section 6.3. 

Considering what has been said about morphological categories 

being non-discrete and lying along a continuum one would expect 

the various morphological categories in Afrikaans, in particular 

the affix categories, to also exhibit such differences both 

inter- as well as intra-categorially. Furthermore, given that 

members of various categories along the continuum undergo 

changes becoming more like members of adjacent categories (cf. 

Section 5.3.3), one would expect to find such changes in 

Afrikaans as well. In the following section I will consider 

members of the category inflection in Afrikaans and in Section 

5.5.4 members of the category of derivational affixes. 

5.5.3 The category inflection 

As was pointed out in Section 5.3.2, Bybee (1985:82, 87) claims 

that the distinction between inflection and derivation is a 

gradual or gradient one, rather than a clear or discrete one. 

In this section I would like to consider the inflectional 

affixes distinguished for Afrikaans in Section 3.3.1 and whose 

patterns of distribution were illustrated in Section 4.3. I 

will try to determine where on the inflectional/derivational 

part of the continuum in (18) they lie. 
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There are three features which are typically associated 

inflectional affixes and which can be used to distinguish 

In the first place there is 

with 

them 

the from derivational affixes. 

feature of obligatoriness 

which was used in Chapter 3 

from derivational affixes. 

in certain syntactic constructions 

to distinguish inflectional affixes 

Bybee (1985:82) claims that "perhaps 
$ 

the obligatoriness criterion, actually provides a discrete 

division between derivational and inflectional processes 11 and 

this, in fact, seems to be the case in Afrikaans. However, with 

respect to the features of generality and relevance a 

distinction can be made between Afrikaans inflectional affixes 

which could be regarded as prototypical inflectional affixes and 

those which seem to be less inflection-like/more 

derivation-like. In addition to the three features already 

mentioned one can also distinguish between various inflectional 

affixes on the basis of their (in-)ability to appear in certain 

sequences of derivational and inflectional affixes. 

Let us first consider the past participle prefix ge- which was 

taken to be inflectional as it is obligatory in the verb phrase 

of the sentence (19) (a). 

(19) (a) Sy het 1 n koek gebak. 

she-has-a-cake-baked 
11 She has baked a cake." 

(b) *Sy het 1 n koek bak. 

she-has - a-cake-bake 

With respect to relevance the past participle prefix ge- in 

Afrikaans seems to differ from affixes indicating tense in other 

languages. Bybee (1985:22} states that a tense distinction does 

not affect the meaning of the verb as the situation which the 

verb refers to stays the same irrespective of whether the 

situation is in the present or the past. 

the prefix ge- merely serves to mark 

However, in 

the verb as 

Afrikaans 

the past 

participle form. It does not seem to add past tense meaning as 

such, since the past tense of the verb in a finite clause in 
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(cf. the examples in (21) 

participle form of the verb. 
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auxiliary het ("has") on its 

below) or together with the 

own 

past 

Let us consider now the generality of the past participle prefix 

ge- in Afrikaans. As was pointed out in Section 4.3.1 both 

Kempen (1969:591) and De Villiers (1976:162) claim that the 

inflectional prefix ge- with verbs beginning with the sound 

sequences be-, er-, ge-, her-, ont- and ver- results in 

unacceptable, substandard sequences (cf. (20)). The prefix ge

is therefore not generally applicable in "Standard" Afrikaans.lo 

(20) (a) *[ge [bepaal]J 

past part.- determine 

(b) *[ge [erken] J 

past part. - admit 

{c) *[ge [genees]J 

past part. - cure 

(d) *[ge [herboor] J 
past part. - redrill 

(e) *[ge [onteer] J 

past part. - dishonour 

(f) *[ge [verleen]] 

past part. - give 

However, as Combrink {1990:219) has claimed, speakers of what he 

calls Substandard Afrikaans overgeneralise the use of ge- and 

use it with virtually any verb. Such speakers would therefore 

probably use the past participle forms in (20). In contrast, 

those who speak so-called Suprastandard Afrikaans often leave 

ge- out where it should be used as shown in the sentences below 

which are taken from Combrink (1990:219). The past tense in 

these sentences is indicated solely by the use of the auxiliary 
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het ("have/has"). The verb which should be inflected is 

underlined in each case. Note that the verb bestel in (21) (b) 

begins with the sound sequence be and therefore does not allow 

ge- to be added even in standard Afrikaans. 

(21) (a) Hy het die boek in swart en wit illustreer. 

he-has-the-book-in-black-and-white-illustrate 

"He has illustrated the book in black and white." 

(b) Sy het op 'n advertensie reageer en 

she-has-on - a-advertisement-react - and 

hoendertjies bestel oor die pos. 

small chickens-ordered-over-the-post 

"She reacted to an advertisement and ordered small 

chickens through the post." 

Given the different uses of ge- there seems to be a "pull" in 

Afrikaans. Some speakers overgeneralise the past participle 

prefix ge- giving it greater generality and making it more 

inflection-like, while others restrict its application, even if 

only to show refinedness, making it less general and therefore 

less inflection-like. 

Thus there is a difference between speakers of Afrikaans with 

respect to obligatoriness as a feature of morphological 

categories. For those who speak Standard Afrikaans ge- is 

obligatory in a finite verb phrase with verbs other than those 

in (20). For speakers of Substandard Afrikaans ge- is 

obligatory in the same syntactic construction, but with all 

verbs. In contrast to the speakers of these two dialects, the 

speakers of Suprastandard Afrikaans do not regard the use of ge

as obligatory. Such differences in obligatoriness between 

various speakers of Afrikaans will be ignored at this stage, but 

will be considered again in Section 6.2.2.1.2. 

Other inflectional affixes which were distinguished in Chapter 3 

are the regular plural suffixes -s and -e. There are 
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indications that these suffixes may be somewhat derivation-like. 

As was pointed out, these suffixes can be classified as 

inflectional because they are obligatory in the syntactic 

construction in (22) (a). 

(22) (a) Daar le drie appels op die tafel. 

there-lie-three-apples-on-the-table 

"There are three apples lying on the table." 

(b) *Daar le drie appel op die tafel. 

there-lie-three-apple-on-the-table 

In Section 5.3.2 I referred to Bybee's (1985:85) discussion of 

inflectional affixes in which she points out that the criterion 

of generality does not absolutely distinguish inflectional from 

derivational morphology. She refers to the work of Beard (1981) 

in which it is claimed that, in English, some inflectional 

processes like plural formation are not entirely general. This 

is the case in Afrikaans as well. Although Afrikaans has the 

regular plural suffixes-sand -e and a number of other suffixes 

to form plurals like -ia, -ens and -ci (cf. Section 3.3.2), a 

number of defective paradigms also exist. For example, there 

are a number of pluralia tantum, that is, nouns with a plural, 

but not a singular form, like masels ("measles"), bu.re 

("neighbours") and hurke ("haunches") as well as singularis 

tantum, that is, singulars with no corresponding plural forms 

such as aansien ("esteem/complexion"), eetlus ("appetite11 ) and 

raad ("advice").11 In the light of the above comments it seems 

as if the plural suffixes -e and -s are more derivation-like 

than inflection-like. 

Furthermore, as regards relevance the change in number caused by 

the plural suffixes produces a change in the entity or entities 

being referred to. For this reason Bybee (1985:85) claims that 

the morphological category of plural is, in terms of her 

continuum of categories, more derivation-like than 

inflection-like. The same would be true of plural suffixes in 

Afrikaans. 
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Let us consider next the suffix -e which attaches to adjectives. 

Recall that this suffix is obligatory in attributive position 

(cf. Section 3.3.1). However, it is only obligatory with 

certain adjectives as shown in (23)-(25) below. 

(23) (a) Die meisie is lelik. 

the-girl - is-ugly 

"The girl is ugly." 

(b) *Die meisie is lelike. 

the-girl - is-ugly 

(24) (a) Die lelike meisie is hier. 

the-ugly - girl - is-here 

"The ugly girl is here. H 

(b) *Die lelik meisie is hier. 

the-ugly - girl - is-here 

(25) (a) Ek geniet die warm weer. 

I - enjoy - the-warm-weather 

"I enjoy the warm weather." 

(b) *Ek geniet die warme weer. 

I - enjoy - the-warm - weather 

Given that this suffix only attaches to certain adjectives like 

lelik, but not to others like warm, it does not have full 

generality. With respect to generality the suffix ~ is 

therefore similar to derivational affixes which usually have a 

restricted application. 

As regards relevance the suffix -e does not cause any meaning 

change to the adjective to which it attaches. It merely marks 

the adjective for attributive use. In this respect then it is 

very much like an inflectional affix and is possibly the residue 

of some agreement feature which is still found in other Germanic 

languages. Consider in this regard the capitalised agreement 
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features in the German phrase deN kleinEN HausERN ("the small 

houses (accusative)"), in particular the suffix -en in the 

attributively used adjective kleinen. 

Finally, there are the comparative and superlative suffixes -er 

and -ste respectively which attach to adjectives and sometimes 

to adverbs. Although not all adjectives/adverbs in Afrikaans 

take -er or -ste to form their comparative and superlative 

forms, there are other ways, viz. the use of the degree words 

meer ("more") and (die) mees ("(the) most") with adjectives and 

adverbs. With respect to generality, the comparative and 

superlative suffixes therefore seem to be more inflection-like 

than some of the other inflectional affixes discussed above in 

that most adjectives and adverbs have a comparative and 

superlative form. The only adjectives in Afrikaans which seem 

not to have a comparative and a superlative form are compound 

adjectives such as those in (26) below. In each case the 

compound contains a nominal or verbal left-hand member which 

intensifies the quality indicated by the right-hand member of 

the compound, the adjective. As each of these words includes a 

superlative aspect it cannot, for semantic reasons, take either 

the comparative suffix -er or the superlative suffix -ste. 

(26) (a) yskoud (*yskouer, *yskoudste) 

[[ys] [koud]] 

ice - cold 

"ice-cold" 

(b) brandmaer (*brandmaerder, *brandmaerste) 

( [brand] [maer] J 
burn - thin 

"very thin" 

(c) st6koud (*stokouer, *stokoudste) 

[ [ st6k] [oud]] 

stick - old 

"very old11 
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Considering what has been said above, several of the 

inflectional affixes distinguished for Afrikaans seem to border 

on derivational affixes, while others seem to be more typically 

inflectional with respect to relevance and generality. However, 

before considering how the affixes would be placed along the 

inflectional area of the continuum I would like to consider 

three other features which could be used to distinguish between 

various inflectional affixes in Afrikaans. 

Firstly, in Section 3.3.2, I mentioned that certain linguists 

base the distinction 

fact that inflectional 

between derivation and inflection on the 

affixes always attach last. That is, 

they attach furthest from the base and therefore prevent further 

affixation, in particular derivational affixation, from taking 

place. If one examines the inflectional affixes which have been 

discussed thus far it is obvious that this is true of most 

inflectional affixes. However, it is false in two respects for 

certain inflectional affixes. As was mentioned in Section 

4.3.1, some inflectional affixes can be followed by another 

inflectional affix. For example, the inflectional suffix -ste 

can, in a small number of words, be followed by the plural 

suffix -s. Also possible is a sequence of a comparative suffix 

-er, a derivational affix and the plural suffix -s. The 

relevant data is repeated here for ease of reference. 

(27) (a) armstes 

[ [ [arm] 

poor - most more than one 

"(the) most poor people/(the) poorest ones" 

(b) gelukkigstes 

[[[gelukkig] steINF] SINFJ 
happy most more than one 

"(the) most happy people/(the) happiest ones" 
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(28) m66ieres 

[[[m66i] erINFJ ew] 
pretty-more - one that is-more than one 

"(the) prettier ones" 

Another inflectional affix which also has the ability to 

inside another inflectional suffix is ge-. 

regard the following words. 

(29) (a) geskeerde 

[ (geINF (skeer]] eINF] 

Consider in 

past part.-shave - attributive marker 

"shaved (attributive)" 

(b) gegroepeerde 

[ [geINF [[groepJ eer8 JJ eINF] 
past part.-group - make - attributive marker 

"grouped (attributive)" 

(c) geamuseerdste 

[[geINF [amuseersJJ sterNF] 
past part.-amuse most 

"(the) most amused person" 

appear 

this 

In both cases the attributive marker -e must attach after the 

inflectional prefix ge-. 

Secondly, I also pointed out in Section 4.3.1 that a few Word 

affixes can attach after the inflectional prefix ge- as can a 

few Stem prefixes. Consider in this regard the data in (30) 

below. 

(30) (a) ongekonsentreerde 

[[onw [geINF [konsentreerJJJ eINF] 

not -past part.- concentrate 

"unconcentrated (attributive) 11 

attributive marker 
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(b) gedissiplineerdheid 

((geINF [[dissipline] eers]J heidw] 

past part.-discipline - make - state of being 

"disciplinedness" 

(c) semi-gelaai 

(semis [geINF [laai]]] 

partially-past part.-load 

"partially loaded" 

(d) ultra-gewaagd 

[ultras [geINF [waag]]] 

excessively-past part.-dare 

"very daring" 

The data in (30) illustrate that the inflectional prefix ge- can 

attach before a Word prefix, a Word suffix or a Stem prefix. No 

other inflectional affixes, except -er in (28), appear to have 

this ability unless one considers the so-called link phonemes 

discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 to be plural suffixes. 

However, inflectional suffixes and prefixes always attach after 

Stem suffixes. 

Finally, inflectional affixes do not all share the same 

distributional properties with respect to compounds. In Section 

4.3.2 I pointed out that all inflectional affixes can attach to 

compounds. This is illustrated in the following representative 

example of data taken from Section 4.3.2. 

(31) (a) dikbekker 

[[[dik] [bek]] erINF] 

thick-mouth-more 

"sulkier" 

(b) d6monnoselste 

[ [ [d6m] [onnosel]] steINF] 

dumb - stupid - most 

"most inane" 
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(c) skreeulelike 

[[[skreeu] [lelikJJ erNFJ 

scream - ugly - attributive marker 

"very ugly (attributive)" 

(d) geslaapwandel 

[geINF [[slaap] [wandel]]J 

past part.-sleep - walk 

"sleep walked" 

However, the ability of inflection affixes to appear inside 

compounds, that is, to attach before compounding, is less easy 

to determine. It would appear that the inflectional suffixes 

-er, -ste and the attributive marker -e all attach after, rather 

than before compounding, if the correct semantic interpretation 

is to be assigned to a word. 

As regards the plural suffixes it was pointed out in Section 

4.3.2 that they could be taken to attach to the right-hand 

member of a compound either before or after compounding in words 

such as the following. 

(32) k66pkondisies 

k66p - kondisie - s 

buy - condition - more than one 

"conditions of buying" 

However, as was pointed out, it is difficult to determine 

whether the g and§ in the words in (18) (a) and (b) are in fact 

plural suffixes or merely so-called link phonemes. 

(33) (a) dieretuin 

[ [diergJ [tuin]] 

animal(s)-garden 

"zoo" 



(b) seunskoor 

[ [ seun.e.J [koor] J 
boys - choir 

"boys' choir11 
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With respect to the inflectional prefix ge- the data in (16) (d) 

shows that this prefix can, in fact must, attach after 

compounding (cf. Section 4.3.2). However, it was also argued in 

Section 4.4.2 that this prefix could be found attached to the 

right-hand member of a compound and, presumably attached before 

compounding (cf. (19) (a)). However, in certain cases this leads 

to problems. In the case of (19) (b) it was argued that the 

correct semantic interpretation can only be assigned to the word 

if one assumes that the prefix attaches to the compound as a 

whole rather than to the right-hand member before compounding. 

(34) (a) ingebring 

in - ge bring 

in - past part.-bring 

"brought in" 

(b) aangerand 

a.an - ge rand 

on - past part.-border 

"assaulted/attacked" 

In the continuum in (35) below I have indicated the various 

features along which inflectional affixes can vary. While the 

first two features present a continuum from least to greatest, 

the last two are not gradable in the same way contrary to 

features usually used to distinguish between category members 

within a prototype model. The final feature, viz. ability to 

appear inside/outside compounds, differs from the others in that 

certain inflectional affixes display both features. 

Obligatoriness has not been given in (35) as it serves to 

distinguish between inflectional and derivational affixes, 

rather than between various inflectional affixes. 



(35} less inflection-like, 

more derivation-like 
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more inflection-like 

least generality------------------most generality 

-e, -s/-e -er/-ste 

greatest relevance----------------least relevance 
_.,,,/-e 
-.E./-1 -

0
.,..

1-ste ge~--' ' 

always last-------second last-----non-appearance in 

in inflectional (or last) inflectional 

sequences 

-s, -e, 

sequences 

-er/-ste, ge- -e (plural) 

appearance inside-----------------appearance only outside 

derivational affixe derivational affixes 

appearance inside-----------------appearance outside 

compounds 

ge-, -s/-e 

5.5.4 The category derivation 

5.5.4.1 General remarks 

compounds 

ru:::.- -er/-ste -e -s/-e .::i..::::::.-1 __ , _, 

In the previous section we examined the inflectional affixes of 

Afrikaans distinguished in Section 3.3.1 with respect to the 

features generality, relevance and their (in-)ability to appear 

inside and/or outside other inflectional and derivational 

affixes. It was shown that inflectional affixes, far from 

having equal status with respect to these features, display 

generality and relevance to a greater or lesser extent and show 

different distributional features. We thus established that the 

category inflection, while superficially seeming to be uniform 

in Afrikaans, has internal structure. 

The same is true of the category derivation. In Section 3.3.2.2 
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it was claimed that prefixes and suffixes in Afrikaans should be 

divided into two classes, non-native and native, as there are 

certain distributional and stress properties typically 

associated with the members of each class. However, in Section 

3.3.3.3.2 it was pointed out that not all members of the 

category of Stem suffixes, for example, cause stress to shift 

onto the suffix. Similarly, within the class of Word prefixes 

not all prefixes are stress neutral. In addition, an 

examination of the distribution of affixes illustrated in 

Chapter 4 reveals that not all the suffixes and prefixes of a 

particular class show exactly the same range of distributional 

possibilities. Some appear only in sequences with particular 

affixes, while others never appear in sequences at all. 

Implicit in Chapters 3 and 4 is therefore the claim that none of 

the four classes of affixes distinguished in Chapter 3 is 

entirely homogeneous with respect to its distributional and/or 

stress properties. In this and the following sections I will 

examine the derivational area of the continuum given in (18) 

with specific reference to 

features of affixes belonging 

the stress and distributional 

to the various classes. I will 

compare firstly Stem and Word suffixes, and then Stem and Word 

prefixes with respect to these features. It must, however, be 

borne in mind that one could take a particular feature, for 

example, stress neutrality/stress shift and compare all prefixes 

and suffixes with respect to it. However, firstly, for the sake 

of simplicity I have chosen to look at suffixes and prefixes 

separately. Secondly, we are interested in the differences and 

similarities between the members of each suffix class and 

between the members of each prefix class. In addition we are 

interested in the differences and similarities between suffixes 

and prefixes which share the same origin. I have chosen to 

consider each class separately as I believe it is easier to show 

the differences and similarities between affixes, both inter

and intra-categorially, in the derivational area of the 

continuum in (18). 
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While the features in terms of which members and non-members of 

classical categories are distinguished from each other are 

binary, those which are used to distinguish prototypical and 

less and the least typical exemplars of a category from one 

another are usually gradable. In the case of affix categories, 

some of the features needed to distinguish between various 

affixes are binary, while others are gradable, but not to the 

same extent as features like relevance and generality. For 

example, if we want to distinguish between various affixes with 

respect to their stress properties we have essentially the 

following four options: 

(i) affixes cause stress to shift onto the suffix 

(ii) affixes cause stress to shift closer to the suffix, 

(iii)they allow stress to remain on the base, or 

(iv) they display both properties. 

It is not entirely accurate to claim that a particular affix has 

a certain stress property to a greater or lesser degree. 

Simlarly, with respect to the distribution of affixes relative 

to compounds, the following options present themselves: 

(i) affixes either attach inside, but not outside compounds, 

{ii) outside, but not inside compounds, or 

(iii)inside and outside compounds. 

Again one cannot really conceive of this property as being 

gradable to the same as extent as generality and relevance. 

The binary features which can be used to distinguish between 

various derivational affixes are based on values such as mono

or bisyllabicity, whether the affix begins with a vowel or 

consonant, and the (in-)ability to syllabify with the word to 
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which the affix attaches. These features are all strictly 

binary in that a particular affix is either mono-or bisyllabic, 

for example. It cannot have either of these features to a 

greater or a lesser degree. As these features are not pertinent 

to the discussion here they will not be considered any further. 

Before examining the differences between various affixes I would 

like to discuss two features, other than stress and 

distribution, which can be used to distinguish various affixes 

from each other. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2 Bybee (1985:83-

84) uses the features generality and relevance to differentiate 

between various derivational affixes. She mentions that the 

gerundival -ing and the adverbial -ly in English border on 

inflection. They only add a slight significance to the words to 

which they attach and attach to almost every verb and adjective 

in English respectively. Therefore, they are low in relevance 

but high on generality. Afrikaans also has a suffix -ing 

similar to that found in English. Examples of derived words 

with this suffix are given in (36) below. 

(36} (a) inkrimping 

[[[in] [krimp]J ingw] 

in - shrink - result of 

"contraction/shrinking" 

(b) opening 

[ [open] ingw] 
open - result of 

"opening" 

As derivatives which include this suffix are numerous in 

Afrikaans according to Kempen (1969:514) the suffix -ing could 

be regarded as being generally applicable in Afrikaans. As 

regards meaning, the suffix -ing does not change the meaning of 

the base word greatly, it merely changes the verb into a noun 

and therefore is low with respect to relevance. However, it 

seems to attach to a lot less verbs than its English 

counterpart, that is, it is less generally applicable and 
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therefore, does not seem to be as close to the inflectional 

border as -ing in English. 

Derivatives with the suffix -er are of the most numerous kind in 

Afrikaans according to Kempen (1969:456). 

(37) (a) werker 

[ [werk] erwJ 

work - person who 
11worker 11 

(b) b6uer 

( [bou] erw] 

build-person who 

"builder" 

However, this suffix, although very general in that it attaches 

to a large number of verbs, causes a greater semantic change in 

the base to which it attaches than does -ing. It specifies that 

the noun is the agent of the activity named by the verb as does 

its English counterpart (Bybee (1985:84)). It would therefore 

be further away from the inflectional end of the continuum than 

-ing, for example, but closer than certain other derivational 

affixes which are less general than it. 

On the basis of what Bybee has said about English derivational 

affixes one can hypothesise that Afrikaans derivational affixes 

that do not change the category of the word to which they attach 

display more relevance than those which do. 

which Bybee does not mention in her short 

However, a 

discussion is 

point 

that 

there are a number of affixes which are verb-forming, for 

example, and which attach to verbs, adjectives and nouns. 

Therefore, certain affixes may change the category of the base 

to which they attach in some cases, but not in others. In 

addition, there are those affixes that always change the 

category of the word to which they attach and those that never 

do. Without an in-depth investigation of the various 

derivational affixes in Afrikaans it is difficult at this point 
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to speculate on a continuum of such affixes from least to most 

relevant. 

Similar problems arise when trying to establish a continuum of 

derivational affixes from greatest to least generality. The 

idea of generality of applicability appears to be the same as 

what is traditionally referred to as productivity, as the more 

generally an affix applies the more new words it can form. As 

Bybee (1985) shows, with reference to a few examples, certain 

affixes are more generally applicable/productive than others. 

Aronoff (1976:35-45, 62) notes that the productivity of an affix 

is difficult to measure in that the productivity of one affix is 

dependent to a large extent on the bases, derived and underived, 

to which it can attach. To determine the productivity of an 

affix one therefore has to consider what simple words it can 

attach to as well as the number of derived words to which it can 

attach. Only an in-depth independent study will reveal the 

generality of applicability of the various derivational affixes 

in Afrikaans. Thereafter we can speculate on the nature of a 

continuum of derivational affixes from least to most generally 

applicable. 

As in the case of the relationship between derivational and 

inflectional affixes on a continuum, the relationship between 

prefixes and suffixes in Afrikaans may also be expressed in the 

form of a continuum as will be shown below. In the discussion 

which follows I will be referring to the non-native and native 

affixes distinguished in Chapter 3 as stem and Word affixes 

rather than as non-native and native affixes to avoid confusion. 

I will therefore continue to label them with a subscripts and W 

respectively. The terms Stem and Word should merely be viewed 

as labels and do not have the theoretical significance they had 

in previous chapters. 

5.5.4.2 Suffixes 

Let us consider suffixes first and assume that the category of 

derivational expression may have some sort of internal 
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structure. It includes two categories of suffixes, those that 

are non-native in origin, the Stem suffixes, and those that are 

native in origin, the Word suffixes. Although it would appear 

that the stem/Word distinction is a binary one, within the class 

of Stem suffixes there are certain suffixes which are less 

Stem-like and more Word-like. Similarly, within the class of 

Word affixes there are are certain suffixes which have the 

typical features of a suffix which is native in origin, while 

others have features which are more typical of a suffix that is 

non-native in origin. Thus, in each category one finds suffixes 

which are prototypical of that category and, at the periphery, 

in the area of overlap in (38), one finds Stem and Word suffixes 

which share certain distributional and/or stress properties. 

(38) Stem suffixes Word suffixes 

Let us assume that the typical features of stem suffixes include 

the following. 12 Stem suffixes typically 

(i) cause stress to shift onto the suffix (onto the first 

syllable if the suffix is bisyllabic), 
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(ii) never occur in sequence with other stem suffixes, but can 

occur in sequence with respect to Stem prefixes, 

(iii)attach only before Word affixes, 

(iv) occur only inside compounds, 

(v) attach only before inflectional affixes, and 

(vi) can never be duplicated in a complex word. 

The following Stem suffixes have all the properties cited above: 

(39) -er __ , -ment 

The suffixes in each of the examples below are non-native in 

origin, cause stress to shift onto the suffix and only occur in 

sequence with Stem prefixes (cf. (40)), not with Stem suffixes 

(cf. (41)). They also attach only before Word affixes (cf. 

(42)) and inflectional suffixes (cf. (43)), and occur only 

inside compounds (cf. (44)). 

be duplicated. 

(40) (a) motoris 

[ [motor] iss] 

None of the suffixes in (39) can 

car person who drives 

"motorist" 

(b) winkelier 

[[winkel] iersJ 

shop - person who works in 

"shopkeeper11 

(41) (a) destabiliseer 

[des [[stabiel] eers]J 

removing effect of-stable - make 

"destabilise" 
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(b) eks-adviseur 

[ekss [[adviesJ eursJJ 

former-advice - person who gives 

"ex-adviser" 

(42) (a) stabiliseerder 

[[[stabiel] eersJ erw] 

stable - make - thing that 

"stabiliser" 

(b) republikeins 

[[[republiek] eins] 

republic - inhabitant of-characteristic of 

"characteristic of a republican" 

(43) (a) geeksperimenteer 

[geINF [(eksperiment] eersJJ 

past part.-experiment - make 

"experimentedn 

(b) adviseurs 

[[[advies] eursJ sINF] 
advice - person who gives-more than one 

"advisers" 

(44) (a) sosialiseringsproses 

([([sosiaal] eersJ ingwJ [proses]] 

social - make - result of-process 

"socialisation process" 

(b) tuiniersalmanak 

[ ( [tuin] iers] (almanak]] 

garden-person who works with-calendar 

"gardener's calendar" 

There are, however, certain Stem suffixes which differ from the 

prototypical suffixes given above with respect to one or more of 

the features listed above. All Stem suffixes, with two 
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exceptions given in (45), cause stress to shift onto the suffix, 

specifically onto the first syllable if the suffix is 

bisyllabic. 

shift onto 

The suffix, viz. -ie, does not cause stress to 

the suffix (cf. (46) (a)). The bisyllabic suffix 

-erie causes stress to shift onto the second, rather than the 

first, syllable of the suffix as is usually the case with 

bisyllabic Stem suffixes. 

' (45) -erie, -ie 

(46) (a) abstraksie 

([abstrakJ iesJ 

abstract-result of making 

"abstraction" 

(b) galanterie 

( [ gal ant] erie J 
gallant-state of being 

"gallantry" 

Secondly, only the following Stem suffixes seem to occur in a 

sequence with another Stem suffix as shown in (47). The 

suffixes -ief and -aal can be followed, but not preceded by 

other Stem prefixes, while -isme and -teit can follow, but not 

precede other Stem prefixes. 

(47) -ief, -isme, -aal, -teit 

(48) (a) sportiwiteit 

[[[sport] iefs] teitsJ 
sport - having a bearing on-condition of being 

"sport-mindedness" 

(b) nasionalisme 

[[nasie] aal]s isme]s 
nation-pertaining to-condition of 

"nationalism" 
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Problematic in this respect is the suffix -eel which also occurs 

in sequence with other Stem suffixes like -isme or -teit, but 

which changes form and becomes -aal when followed by these 

suffixes as shown in the following examples. 

(49) (a) individueel 

[[individu] eels] 

individual-pertaining to 

"individual" 

(b) individualisme 

[([individu] aals] ismes] 

individual-pertaining to-condition of being 

"individualism" 

(c) individualiteit 

[[[individu] aals] teitsJ 

individual-pertaining to-condition of being 

"individuality" 

The reason(s) for this change of form will have to be 

established by independent study. 

Thirdly, there seem to be a number of Stem suffixes which are 

similar to those in (39) in most respects except that they never 

seem to be preceded or followed by other Stem and Word affixes. 

(50) -aat, -aan, -aans, -ana, -aner, -ant, -aries, -aris, 

-arium, -asie, -eel, -ees, 

(51) (a) oseanarium 

[[oseaan] ariumsJ 

ocean - place like 
11 oceanarium 11 

--=e=r=ie=, _-_e_u_s, 
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(b) bibliotekaris 

[[biblioteek] aris8 J 
library person who works in 

"librarian (male)" 

Although many of the noun-forming suffixes could be followed by 

the suffixes -agtig or -erig as in oseanariumagtig ("like an 

oceanarium11
) and Italianerig ("Italianish"), such stacking seems 

to occur very seldom. The near absence of such words can 

probably be attributed to the fact that the tendency in 

Afrikaans is for adjective-forming affixes to attach before 

noun-forming affixes. 

Fourthly, there are a number of Stem suffixes which can attach 

to compounds. The nouns to which they attach refer, primarily 

to names of places, while the suffixes add the meaning 

"pertaining to" or "person from/who lives in11
• A list of these 

suffixes is given in (52) and examples showing their ability to 

attach to compounds are given in (53) below. 

(52) -aan, -aans, -aner, -ant, -aris, -ees __ , 

(53) (a) Roomskatolisisme 

[[[Rooms] [Katoliek] isme8 ] 

Roman - Catholic - doctrine of 

"Roman Catholicism" 

(b) jazz-musikant 

[[[jazz] [musiek]J ants] 

jazz - music - person who makes 

"jazz musician" 

(c) Suid-Italianer 

[[[Suid] [Italie]J aners] 

south - Italy - person from 
11person from southern Italy" 

-iet __ , -isme 
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Finally, there is a Stem suffix which attaches outside a Word 

prefix as shown in (54). 

(54) -teit 

(55) ongrammatikaliteit 

[[onw (grammatikaal]] teit]s 

not - grammatical - condition of being 

"ungrammaticality" 

The Stem suffixes listed or exemplified in (39)-(55) exhibit 

either a distributional or a stress property which is at odds 

with the typical distributional and stress properties of Stem 

suffixes. These suffixes, in fact, exhibit one or more of the 

properties which are more typical of Word suffixes and thus seem 

to lie close to or in the fuzzy area between the Stem and Word 

suffixes on the continuum in (18). The only feature which all 

the Stem suffixes seem to have in common is their origin and the 

fact that they are not able to duplicate in complex words. 

Prototypical Word suffixes, in contrast, have the following 

features with the first four being features which are not shared 

by the prototypical Stem suffixes: 

(i) they are stress neutral in that stress does not shift off 

the base to which they attach, 

(ii) they attach only after Stem prefixes and suffixes, 

(iii)they attach before and after other Word affixes, 

(iv) they occur inside or outside compounds, 

they attach only before inflectional affixes, and 

(vi) they can never be duplicated in complex words. 

There are a number of Word suffixes, viz. those listed in (56), 

which exhibit only the properties listed above, that is, they 
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are stress neutral, (cf.57), appear only outside Stem affixes 

when they do appear in such sequences, appear inside and outside 

other Word affixes (cf. (58)) appear both inside and outside 

compounds (cf. (59)), and inside, but not outside, inflectional 

affixes (cf. (60)). None of the suffixes listed in (56) can be 

duplicated in a complex word. 

(56) -aar, -baar, -end, -er, -ie, -skap, -ing, -ling 

(57) (a) vreemdeling 

[ [ vreemd J 1 ingw J 
strange-person who is 

"stranger" 

(b) [[aanvaar] baarwJ 

accept - able to be 

"acceptable" 

(58) (a) fermenteerbaar 

[[(ferment] eer8 J baarwJ 

ferment - make - able to be 

"fermentable11 

(b) standardiseerder 

[[[standard] eer8 J erwJ 

standard -make - person who/thing which 

"standardiser" 

(59) (a) onvriendelik 

[onw [[vriend] likwJ] 

not - friend - showing the quality of 

"unfriendly" 

(b) vriendskaplik 

[[[vriendJ skapw] likwJ 

friend - relationship as-showing the quality of 

"friendly" 



(60) (a) staatsamptenaar 

[ [staat] [ [amp] 
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aarw] J 
state office-person who holds 

"government official" 

(b) b6ekrakkie 

( [ [b6ek] [rak]] iewJ 

book - shelf - small 

"small bookcase" 

(61) (a) kunstenaars 

[ [ [kuns] aarwJ 

art - person who does-more than one 

"artists" 

(b) bel6wende 

[[[bel66f] endw] 

promise -pres.part.- attributive marker 

"promising (attributive)" 

In addition to the Word prefixes given in (56) above there are a 

number of others which do not exhibit all the features listed 

above. Although most Word suffixes are stress neutral there are 

six Word suffixes which are not. Firstly, the following two 

Word suffixes bear stress in a complex word13 (cf. (63)). These 

suffixes are similar to Stem suffixes with respect to their 

stress properties. 

(62) -es, -in 

(63) (a) dienares 

[[[dien] aarw] eswJ 

serve-person who-female 

"female servant11 



(b) Jodin 

[[Jood] inwJ 

Jew - female 

"Jewess" 
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Secondly, there are those Word suffixes which are not stress 

neutral, like other Word suffixes, but rather cause stress to 

shift off the base word (cf. (64)). The stress shifts closer to 

the suffix, usually to the syllable preceding the suffix as 

shown in (65) and {66) below. 

(64) -ig, -lik, -saam 

(65) (a) vriendskap 

[[vriend] skaPw] 

friend - relationship as 

"friendship" 

(b) vriendskaplik 

[[[vriend] skapw] likwJ 
friend - relationship as-showing the quality of 

"friendly" 

(66) (a) [6pmerk] 

"notice" 

(b) opmerksaam 

(67) (a) 

(b) 

[[opmerk] saamwJ 

notice - inclined to 

"observant11 

[agterdog] 
11 suspicion11 

agterd6gtig 

[[agterd6g] igwJ 
suspicion - full of 

"suspicious" 
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Finally, there are a number of Word suffixes which differ from 

those in (56) in that they appear to never attach after stem or 

Word affixes. 

(68) -aard, -dom, -e, -entheid, -erd, -erik, -haftig, -ies, 

-igheid, -in, -gewys, -kunde, -liks, -lings, -nis, -s, 

-sel, -ster, -te, -vol, -waarts 

-s _, 

However, a few of these such as~' -in, -ster and -sel can 

sometimes be followed by the diminutive suffix -ie and/or by the 

adjective-forming suffixes -agtig or -erig. The latter 

possibility is less likely to be found because of the tendency 

in Afrikaans for adjective-forming affixes to attach before 

noun-forming affixes. 

(69) (a) tikstertjie 

[[[tik] sterwJ tjiewJ 

type - woman who-small 

"small typist (also disdain)" 

(b) kelnerinagtig 

[[(kelner] inwJ agtigwJ 

waiter - female-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

"like a waitress" 

There are also a number of non-prototypical suffixes which stack 

with both Stem and Word affixes. This group includes the 

following suffixes which are illustrated in (70). 

(70) -aar, -agtig, -erig, ~, -halwe, -heid, -lik, -saam 

(71) (a) kollekteerdery 

[[(kollekteJ eersJ erywJ 

collection-make - continual act of 

"taking collection" 



(b) kinderagtigheid 

[[[kind] agtigwJ 
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heidwJ 

child-displaying apparent-state of being 

characteristics of 

"childishness" 

(c) vriendskaplikheidshalwe 

[[[[[vriend] skapwJ likwJ -

friend - relationship as-showing the quality of-

heidwJ halwewJ 

state of being-for the sake of 

"for the sake of friendliness" 

Of the non-prototypical Word suffixes there are a number which 

seem to appear more readily outside, rather than 

compounds (cf. (72)). 

inside 

(72) -agtig, -end, -er, -erig, ~, -halwe, -heid, -ies, -in, 

-lik, -loos, -ster 

(73) (a) huish6udelik 

( [ [huis] [h6uJ J likwJ 

house - keep - showing the quality of 

"household/domestic" 

(b) oorheersend 

[ [ (oor] [heers] J endwJ 

over - govern - pres. part. 

"dominating19 

There also seem to be a few Word suffixes which have the ability 

to attach after an inflectional prefix as shown in the examples 

in (75). 

(74) -e, ~, -heid, -halwe 
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(75) (a) gedissiplineerdheidshalwe 

[([geINF [[dissipline] eersJJ heidwJ halwew] 

past part.-discipline - make - state of-for the sake 

being of 

"for the sake of disciplinedness" 

(b) geeksperimenteerdery 

([geINF [[eksperiment] eers]J erywJ 

past part.-experiment - make - continual act of 

"experimentation" 

(c) gew6nde 

[ [geINF [w6nd]] ewJ 

past part.-wound - one that is 

"the wounded (person) 11 

For the most part, Word suffixes cannot occur twice in a complex 

word. However, there a few exceptions given in (75). 

(76) -ie, -loos 

In Section 4.2.3 I pointed out that the diminutive suffix can 

sometimes be duplicated to show emotion or disdain. 

examples from Jenkinson (1986b:39) are repeated here. 

(77) (a) vissietjie 

[[[vis] iewJ tjiewJ 

fish-small-small 

"small fish" 

(b) huisietjie 

([[huisJ iewJ tjiew) 

house-small-small 

"small house" 

Relevant 

Secondly, the suffix -loos seems to be able to appear twice in 

the same word provided the two instances of the suffix are 

separated by some other suffix. The relevant examples from 
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Section 4.2.3 are repeated here for ease of reference. 

(78) (a) kleurloosheidsloos 

?[[[[kleur] looswJ heidwJ loosw] 

colour - without-state of being-without 

"without colourlessness/drabnessless" 

(b) m6edeloosheidsloos 

? [ [ [ [m6ed] loosw] heidwJ loosw] 

courage-without-state of being-without 

"without despondency" 

There do not appear to be any Word suffixes other than these 

three that are able to duplicate in a complex word. 

A feature which is implicit in the lists of typical features of 

Word and Stem suffixes is the inability of affixes to function 

independently with meaning. In fact, this feature is often used 

to distinguish between bound morphemes like affixes and free 

morphemes, that is, words. However, a cursory look at the data 

reveals that a clear boundary cannot be drawn between so-called 

free and bound morphemes. While most affixes are, in fact, 

usually bound, some display properties more typical of words and 

the structures in which they occur appear to be compound-like 

(cf. (80)). The word-like features of these suffixes were 

identified in Section 3.3.2.4. The relevant data is repeated 

here for ease of reference. 

(79) -agtig, -erig, -loos, -vol 

(80) (a) Is die nuwe blom angelier-{agtig) 

is-the-new - flower-carnation-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

of r66s-agtig? 

or-rose-displaying apparent characteristics of 

"Is the new flower carnation-(like) or rose-like?" 
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(b) Is jou rok bl6u-(erig) 

is-your-dress-blue ascribed presence to a small degree 

of gr6en-erig? 

or-green-ascribed presence to a small degree 

"Is your dress blue-(ish) or greenish?" 

(c) Moet ek s6et-(erige) of sol.it-

must-I - sweet-ascribed presence-or-salt

to a small degree 

erige versnaperings maak? 

ascribed presence to a small degree-snacks make 

"Must I make sweet or salty snacks?" 

(d) Is hy vandag vreugde-(loos) of h6pe-loos? 

is-he-today - joy without-or-hope-without 

"Is he joy-(less) or hopeless?" 

(e) Is die man vreugde-(vol) of h66p-vol? 

is-the-man-joy full-or-hope-full 

"Is the man joy or hopeful?" 

Although the suffixes -erig and -agtig can be factored out from 

the base to which they attach, these suffixes cannot function 

independently as meaningful units, nor can the base to which 

they attach be factored out from the suffix as shown in (81) 

below. 

(81) (a) *Sy is agtig. 

she-is-like 
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(b) *Is die nuwe blom angelier-agtig 

is-the-new - flower-carnation-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

of (angelier) - erig? 

or - carnation - ascribed presence to a small degree 

"Is the new flower carnation-like or (carnation)-y?" 

(82) (a) *Sy is erig. 

she-is-ish 

(b) *Is die meisie babbel- erig of 

is-the-girl - chatter-tendency to-or-

(babbel)-agtig? 

chatter- displaying apparent characteristics of (one 

who) 

"Is the girl chattery or talkative?" 

Similarly, the suffix -loos can be factored out from the base to 

which it attaches, as can -vol. However, the former cannot be 

used independently with meaning, but the latter can, as shown in 

(83) (a) and (84) (a) respectively. Furthermore, the sentences in 

(83) (b) and (84) (b) are regarded as marginal by most speakers of 

Afrikaans. Sentence (84) (b) can be made less unacceptable by 

adding additional stress/emphasis on h6peloos. 

(83) (a) *Sy is loos. 

she-is-without 

(b) ?Voel hy vandag vreugde-vol of (vreugde) - loos? 

feels-he-today - joy - full or joy without 

"Is he feeling joyful or (joy)-less today?" 

(84) (a) Dit is vol. 

it - is - full 

"It is full. 11 
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(b) ?Voel die man h6pe-loos of (h66p)-vol? 

feels-the-man-hope-without or- hope- full 

?"Is the man feeling hopeless or (hope)-ful?" 

It would thus seem as if, within the category of Word suffixes, 

suffixes can be compared with respect to the feature 

"boundedness-freeness". Word suffixes therefore seem.to vary 

from those like -vol which behave like words, indeed, which can 

function independently as words, to Word suffixes such as those 

listed in (56), for example, which exhibit no word-like 

properties. Between these two extremes are suffixes like 

-agtig, -erig and -loos which, on the basis of their behaviour 

in the data above, seem to exhibit both word-like and affix-like 

properties. As regards -vol ("full", its behaviour raises the 

question whether it should be classified as an affix in the 

first place. 

5.5.4.3 Prefixes 

In this section the prefixes which are found in the derivational 

area of the continuum in (18) will be considered. As in the 

case of suffixes I assume that the category of derivational 

expression may have some sort of internal structure. It 

includes two classes of prefixes, a class of those which are 

non-native in origin, the Stem prefixes, and a class of those 

that are native in origin, the Word prefixes. However, within 

the class of Stem prefixes there are certain prefixes which are 

less Stem-like and more Word-like. Similarly, within the class 

of Word affixes there are are certain prefixes which have the 

typical features of a prefix which is native in origin, while 

others have features which are more typical of a prefix that is 

non-native in origin. Thus, in each category or class of 

prefixes one finds prefixes which are prototypical of that 

category and at the periphery, in the area of overlap in (73), 

one finds Stem and Word prefixes which share 

distributional and/or stress properties. 

certain 
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(85) Stem prefixes Word prefixes 

Let us first consider Stem prefixes and assume that their 

typical properties include the following: 

(i) they are stress neutral in that stress does not shift off 

the base word, 

(ii) they stack with Stem suffixes, but only with certain Stem 

prefixes, 

(iii)they attach only before Word affixes, 

(iv) they occur only inside compounds, 

(v) they attach before inflectional affixes, and 

(vi) they cannot duplicate in complex words. 

There are a number of stem prefixes (cf. (86)) which exhibit all 

of the properties given above as shown in (87)-(90): stress does 

not shift off the base· word (cf. (87)), non-native prefixes do 

not stack with respect to other Stem prefixes, but do with 

respect to Stem suffixes (cf. (88)), they occur only within 
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compounds (cf. (89)) and only inside inflectional affixes (cf. 

(90)). Finally, none of the prefixes in (86) can be duplicated 

in a complex word. 

(86) ab- de- dis- and in-__ , __ , -- --

(87) (a) abnormaal 

[abs [normaalJ] 

away from-normal 

"abnormal" 

(b) immoreel 

[ins [moreelJ] 

not - moral 
11 immoral 11 

(88) (a) abnormaliteit 

[ [abs [normaalJJ teits] 

away from-normal - condition of being 
11 abnormality" 

(b) disharmonieer 

[diss [[harmonieJ eer8 JJ 
reversing effect of-harmony - make 

"disharmonise" 

(89) (a) desentralisasiewet 

[ [des [ [ sentraal] asie8 ] ] [wet] ] 

removal of-central - make - law 

"law pertaining to decentralisation" 

(b) disinfeksiemiddel 

[ [dis8 [infeksie]] [middel]] 

removal of-infection - means 

"disinfectant" 
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(90} (a) gedisharmonieer 

[geINF [diss [[harmonieJ eersJJJ 
past part.-reversing effect of-harmony - make 

"disharmonised11 

(b) irrelevante 

[[ins [relevant]] eINFJ 
not - relevant - attributive marker 

11 irrelevant (attributive) 11 

The remainder of the Stem prefixes do not share all the features 

listed above. Firstly, the following Stem prefixes exhibit a 

variable stress pattern in that they bear stress in some complex 

words, but in others, stress remains on the base. 

(91) geo- hidro-, hiper-, homo-, infra-, inter-, ko-, kontra-, 

makro-, mikro-, mono-, multi-, neuro-, non-, proto-, 

pre-, post-, sub-, super-, supra-, tele-, trans-

The majority of these prefixes usually exhibit a tendency to 

display one of the previously mentioned stress properties in 

most of the words in which they occur and display the other 

property in the remainder of the complex words in which they 

occur. In many cases the stress pattern is determined by the 

category of word to which the prefix attaches. With adjectives 

the stress seems to stay on the base word, while with nouns the 

stress seems to fall on the prefix. This results in the latter 

having a stress pattern which resembles that of a nominal 

compound. Although this is generally the case, there are 

exceptions, that is, adjectives in which stress is borne by the 

prefix and nouns where the stress in borne by the base. The 

variable stress patterns of two of these prefixes are 

illustrated in (92) and (93) below. 

(92) (a) superfyn 

[supers [fyn]] 

to a great degree-fine 

"superfine" 



(b) superposisie 

(supers (posisie]] 

above - position 
11 super-position11 

(93) (a) n6n-aktief 

(n6ns [aktiefJJ 14 

not - active 

"non-active" 

(b) non-intervensie 

[nons [interve~sie]] 

not - intervention 

"non-intervention" 
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Finally, there are a number of prefixes which, like the 

prototypical prefixes in (86), seem to never bear stress. That 

is, stress always remains on the base word as shown in (95). 

(94) bio-, cis-, helio-, hemi-, hipo-, intra-, iso-, meta-, 

outo-, pan-, para-, poli-, pseudo-, psigo-, sirkum-

(95) (a) psigoterapie 

[psigos [terapie]] 

relating to the psyche-therapy 

"psychotherapy" 

(b) bio-geneologie 

[bios [genealogie]] 

of living things-geneology 

"bio-geneology" 

Most of the prefixes listed in (91) and (94), while they might 

stack with Stem suffixes (cf. (96)), do not seem to stack with 

other stem prefixes. 
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(96) pan-Afrikanis 

[[[pans [Afrika]J issJ 

all - Africa - person who studies 
11pan-Africanist 11 

Furthermore, there are a number of Stem prefixes which, unlike 

the prefixes given in (86) above, attach both before and after 

Word prefixes and suffixes as illustrated in (98). 

(97) .s.::, anti-, eks-, .rum.=, pro-, semi-, super-, ultra-

(98) (a) semi-onafhanklik 

[semis [onw ([afhangJ likwJJJ 

partially - not - depend - having the quality of 

"semi-independent11 

(b) ultra-onbedagsaam 

(ultras [onw [[bedagJ saamw]J] 

excessively-not - mindful-inclined to be 
99very unthoughtful" 

(c) superbelasting 

(supers [[belasJ ingw]J 

extra - tax - process of 
11 supertax11 

As pointed out above, prototypical Stem prefixes do not 

to compounds. However, there are a number of less 

prefixes listed in (99) which do. 

(99) a-, anti-, ko-, kontra-, non-, pro-

(100) (a) a-staatslotery 

[as [ [staat] [lotery]] J 

indifferent to-state - lottery 

"indifferent to a state lotteryn 

attach 

typical 
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(b) anti-rassediskriminasie 

[antis ((rasse] [diskriminasie]]] 

against - race - discrimination 

"anti-racial discrimination" 

While Stem prefixes usually attach before inflectional affixes 

there are a few Stem prefixes such as those in (101) below which 

seem to have the ability to attach outside the inflectional 

prefix ge-. 

(101) pro-, semi-, ultra-

(102) (a) semi-gelaai 

(semis [geINF [laaiJ]J 

partially - past part.- load 

"partially loaded" 

(b) ultra-gewaagd 

(ultras (geINF (waag]]] 

excessively-past part.-dare 

"very daring" 

(c) pr6-gedissiplineerdheid 

(pr6s [[geINF [[dissipline] eersJJ heidw]J 

for - past part.-discipline - make - state of being 

"disciplinedness" 

There are a number of Stem prefixes which can be duplicated in 

complex words as may be recalled from Section 4.2.2. The 

prefixes which exhibit this feature include those in (103) 

below. Their ability to duplicate is illustrated in (104). 

{103) pre-, super- and ultra-

(104) (a) super-super-intelligent 

[supers [supers [intelligent]]] 

to a great degree-to a great degree-intelligent 

"very, very intelligent" 
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(b) pre-preprimer 

(pres [pres [primer]]] 

before-before-primary 

"school which children attend before the pre-primary" 

(c) ultra-ultra-konserwatief 

(ultras [ultras [konserwatief]]] 

excessively-excessively-conservative 

"very, very conservative 11 

In the discussion of Word suffixes it was pointed out that an 

implicit assumption is that affixes are always bound. However, 

as was shown, there are certain Word suffixes which display 

word-like features usually associated with free morphemes. 

Similarly, as was stated in Section 3.3.2.4, there are some Stem 

prefixes that have one or more of the following word-like 

properties: 

(i) they can be used independently with meaning, 

(ii) they can be factored out from the bases to which they 

attach (cf. (107)), and 

(iii)they permit factoring out of the bases to which they attach 

(cf. (106)). 

As shown previously, while several stem prefixes permit 

factoring out of the bases to which they attach or can 

themselves be factored out from the bases to which they attach, 

very few have the ability to function independently as 

meaningful units. If we consider the prototypical Stem prefixes 

listed in (86), none of them can function independently as 

words, none cause stress to shift off the base, none can be 

factored out from the base, and the base to which they attach 

cannot be factored out. Then there are those Stem prefixes that 

can be factored out from the base to which they attach as shown 

in (106). These data and those in (107) and (109) are repeated 

here from Section 3.3.2.4. 
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(105) anti-, post-, pre-, pro-

(106) (a) Issy pr6- (aborsie) of =a=n=t=i~-~---'a=b=o:.=r=s=i=e? 

is-sy-for - abortion-or-against-abortion 

"Is she pro-(abortion) or anti-abortion? 

(b) Sy stel belang in pre- (Impressionisme) en 

she-shows-interest-in-before-(Impressionism) - and 

post- Impressionisme. 

after-Impressionism 

"She shows interest in pre-(Impressionism) and 

post-Impressionism. 11 

The prefixes anti-, post-, pre-, pro- and others may also be 

factored out from the words to which they attach as shown in 

( 107) . 

(107) (a) Hy is =a=n=t=i~-~----'a=b=o=r==s=i=e en (anti) -kindermolestering. 

he-is-against-abortion-and-against-child molestation 

"He is anti-abortion and (anti)-child molestationo" 

(b) Daardie man is ultra konserwatief en 

that - man-is-excessively-conservative-and 

{ultra) -streng. 

excessively-strict 

"That man is ultra-conservative and (ultra-)strict.n 

However, only some of the prefixes with the properties 

illustrated in (106) and (107) can function independently as 

words. In fact, only the prefixes listed in (108) below can 

function independently as words. This is illustrated in (109). 

(108) anti-, kontra-, pro-
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(109) (a) Hy is sterk anti. 

he-is-strongly-anti 

"He is strongly anti." 

(b) Die saak van A k6ntra X word vandag beslis. 

the-case-of - A-against-X-is being-today - decided 

"The case of A against Xis being decided today." 

Stem prefixes which can be factored out from their bases or 

permit factoring out of bases include all those in (91), 

(96) and (98) above. 

(94) I 

As was pointed out above, some complex words which include a 

Stem prefix exhibit the stress pattern typical of that found in 

a nominal compound. This seems to be the case with many of the 

complex words which contain the prefixes listed in (91), (94), 

(96) and (98). These are exactly the prefixes which allow the 

type of factoring out which is typical of compounds. 

Prototypical Word prefixes, in contrast to the prototypical Stem 

prefixes discussed above, seem to have the following features: 

(i) they are stress neutral in that stress does not shift off 

the word to which the suffix attaches, 

(ii) they are seldom found in sequences with Stem prefixes, but 

occur readily with Stem suffixes, 

(iii)they can attach before or after Word affixes, 

(iv) they can occur inside and outside compounds, 

(v) they attach before inflectional suffixes, but neither 

inside or outside inflectional prefixes, and 

(vi) they cannot be duplicated. 
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The following are the prototypical Word prefixes of Afrikaans. 

(110) be-, ge-, ont-, ver-

Examples illustrating the prototypical prefixes and their 

properties are given below. The words in (111) illustrate the 

stress neutral nature of Word prefixes and their ability to 

attach outside Stem affixes, while those in (112) illustrate 

their ability to attach both inside and outside Word affixes. 

The examples. in (113) show that Word prefixes occur inside and 

outside compounds and those in (114) that Word prefixes attach 

inside inflectional suffixes, but neither inside nor outside 

inflectional prefixes. None of the prefixes listed in (110) can 

be duplicated in a complex word. 

(111) (a) beredeneer 

[bew [ [redeJ eer8 J] 

do intensively-reason-make 

"argue/reason out" 

(b) ontmagnetiseer 

[ontw ([magneet] eer8 J] 

removal of-magnet - make 

"demagnetise" 

(112) (a) vervreemding 

[[verw [vreemd]] ingwJ 

make - strange - result of 

"estrangement" 

(b) herbewapen 

[herw [bew [wapen]]] 

again-provide with-weapon 

"re-arm" 
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(113) (a) begrensingstrategie 

[[[bew [grens]J ingw] [strategieJJ 

form - border - result of-strategy 

"limitation strategy" 

(b) besk66lmeester 

[bew [ [skool] [meester] J J 

add - school - master 

"add a schoolmaster" 

(114) (a) ontbindings 

[[[ontw [bind]] ingwJ 

removal of - bind - result of-more than one 
11 unbindings 11 

(b) *[geINF [verw [lees]]] 

past part.-do something unlike-read 

what was intended 

There are, as was pointed out in Section 3.3.2.3.5, a number of 

Word prefixes which appear to have variable stress patterns in 

that stress sometimes remains on the base word and sometimes 

£alls on the prefix. The stress pattern in such cases is 

usually determined by the category of the word to which the 

affix attaches as shown in (116)-(118). Where the base is an 

adjective, stress stays mostly on the base. Where the base is a 

noun or a verb stress moves onto the prefix. The Word prefixes 

which behave in this way are listed in (115). The category of 

the base and of the complex word in (116) and also in (117), 

(118) and (120) where this is pertinent to the discussion. 

(115) on-, mis- and her-

(116) (a) onaangenaam 

[onw [aangenaam)AJA 

not - pleasant 

"unpleasant" 



(b) 6nguns 

[6nw [gunsJNlN 

not - favour 

"disfavour" 

(117) (a) misplaas 

[misw [plaasJvJv 

badly - place 
11misplace 11 

(b) misoes 

[misw [oes]N]N 

bad - harvest 

"bad harvest 11 
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In the case of the prefix her-, which usually attaches to verbs, 

stress falls either on the prefix or on the base as shown in 

(118) (a) and (b) respectively. When her- attaches to a noun 

stress usually falls on the prefix as shown in (118) (c). 

(118) (a) hernomineer 

[herw [nomineerJvJv 

again-nominate 
11 re-nominate 11 

(b) herb6u 

[herw [b6uJvJv 
again-build 

"re-build" 

(c) hereskamen 

[herw [eksamen]NJN 

again-exam 

"supplementary exam11 

In contrast to the Word prefixes in (115) the prefixes in (119) 

always bear the stress themselves as shown in (120) (a), (b) and 

( c) • 
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(119) =a-a_rt_s_-, _o_e_r_-, _w_a_n_-

(120) (a) aarts-geslepe 

[aartsw [geslepeJAJA 

excessively-cunning 

"very cunning" 

(b) 6eroud 

[6erw [oudJAJA 
very - old 

"very old" 

(c) wanbegrip 

[wanw [begripJNJN 

bad - understanding 

"misconception11 

As regards stacking with Stem and other Word affixes, there are 

differences between the various non-prototypical Word prefixes. 

Firstly, the prefixes aarts-, her-, and on- readily appear in 

Word prefix sequences, the latter usually being the last prefix 

to attach. However, Word prefixes such as those in (121) do not 

seem to appear outside other Word prefixes, although they 

readily appear inside and outside Word suffixes. 

(121) oer-, mis-, wan-

(122) (a) onbeb6ud 

[onw [bew [bou]]] 

not-do intensively-build 

"uncultivated" 

(b) onherleibaar 

[onw [[herw [lei]] baarwJJ 

not - again -lead - able to be 

"irreducible" 
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(c) onverbrandbaar 

(onw ( (verw [brand] J baarwJ J 
not -damage by-burn - able to be 

"incombustible" 

(d) aarts-onverstandig 

[aartsw [onw [[verstand] 

excessively-not - intelligence-full of 

"very unwise" 

(123) (a) wanbetaling 

[wanw [[betaal] ingwJJ 
badly - pay result of 

"non-payment" 

(b) mishandeling 

[[misw [handel]J ingwJ 

badly - handle - result of 

"maltreatment" 

Of the non-prototypical prefixes her- is the only one which 

seems to have the ability to readily attach to compounds, 

although several others may in a small number of cases. Most of 

the other prefixes appear more readily inside, rather than 

outside, compounds. 

(124) her- on-__ , --

(125) (a) herdeurblaai 

[herw [ [deur] [blaai]] J 
again - through-page 

"page through again11 

(b) 6nvuurvas 

[ 6nw [ [vuur) [vas J J J 
not - fire - fast 

"not fireproof" 
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(126) (a) 6ermensuitstalling 

[ [6erw (mens]] [[uitstal] ingwJ] 

primitive-person - exhibit - result of 

"exhibition on primitive man" 

(b) wanhoopsdaad 

[[wanw [hoop]] [daadJJ 

badly-hope - deed 

"act of despair/desperation" 

Word prefixes which can occur outside There are a few 

inflectional affixes. Although the Word prefix/inflectional 

prefix sequence of on-ge is common in Afrikaans (cf. (127) (a)), 

other such prefix combinations like her-ge shown in (127) (b) are 

not. 

(128) (a) ongeskeerde 

[ [ onw [ geINF 
not - past part.-shave - attributive marker 

"unshaved (attributive)" 

(b) hergegroepeerde 

[[herw [geINF [[groep] eers]JJ eINF] 
again-past part.-group - make - attributive marker 

nregrouped (attributive)" 

Finally, there are a very small number of Word prefixes which 

can be duplicated. These prefixes include those in the examples 

in (130). 

(129) aarts-, her-, oer-

(130) (a) aarts-aartslui 

[aartsw [aartsw [luiJ]J 

to the greatest degree-to the greatest degree-lazy 

"very, very lazy" 
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(b) herheradresseer 

(herw [herw [adresseer]]] 

again - again - address 

"readdress again" 

(c) 6er-oeroud 

[6erw (oerw [oudJJ] 

very - very - old 

"very, very old" 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter it was argued that the problematic data which 

face the level-ordering and category distinction approaches in 

English and Afrikaans are a function of the conception of 

categories with which they work. It was further argued that the 

fundamental assumption which underlies their work should be 

replaced by the assumption that categories are non-discrete 

entities. This conception of categories allows us to 

reinterpret affix categories in terms of more and less typical 

properties which more adequately reveals the range of properties 

which members of a particular category have. 

We turn now to the fin?l chapter in which I will show how the 

properties of affixes discussed and illustrated in this chapter 

can be accounted for within a cognitive approach which treats 

categories as non-discrete entities. 
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Notes 

1 Another well-known counterexample is unhappier in which 

both the suffix and the prefix belong to the same 

group/class, viz. Class II/Word affixes. The problem here 

is that the prefix un- must attach before the suffix -er 

for the correct semantic representation, viz. "more 

unhappy", rather than "less happier 11
, to be assigned to the 

word. However, there is a problem in that the comparative 

suffix -er can only attach to bisyllabic adjectives like 

hap$py not to trisyllabic adjectives such as un$hap$py. 

The counterexample unhappier is not of the same type as the 

counterexamples in (1)-(3) and because it has attracted 

very little attention in comparison to the others and seems 

to require a different type of solution, I will exclude it 

from the discussion. Cf. Pesetsky (1985:96-97) for a 

discussion of the counterexample unhappier. 

2 I am ignoring the possibility that grammatical may be 

morphologically complex as this is not pertinent to the 

discussion. 

3 A similar solution is also proposed by Zwanenburg (1988). 

He argues that bracketing paradoxes can be more adequately 

accounted for if we assume that derivation structure 

comprises a 'bare' level independent of individual affixes 

and an 'enriched' level at which affixes are inserted. 

4 This is not entirely true of some of the features which can 

be used to describe various affixes as will be shown in 

Section 5.5.4.1. 

5 Taylor (1989} contends that this is not necessarily so. 

6 Bybee (1985) does not, however, specify this level of 

analysis. 

7 Implicit in the work of many linguists such as proponents 
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of the level-ordering and category distinction approaches 

is the notion that there are two types of compounds, viz. 
endocentric and exocentric compounds. The former are 

compounds like bathroom which are taken to have a 

compositional meaning. The latter are compounds like 

scapegoat which are taken to have idiosyncratic meanings, 

that is, meanings which are not predictable from a 

composition of the meaning of their parts. It is not 

obvious whether linguists who work with this implicit 

assumption would entirely agree with Bybee (1985) that 

compounds gradually become lexicalised and lose their 

semantic and phonological transparency. Cf. the discussion 

in Sections 2.2.1 and 4.2.5 on endocentric and exocentric 

compounds. 

Cf. also the work of Van Lint (1982:135-136) who makes a 

similar distinction between compounds which are stored in 

the lexicon (exocentric compounds) and so-called 

transparent compounds which are viewed as "a product of 

generation". The elements of such compounds yield enough 

information to infer their meaning every time they are 

heard. Such compounds are not taken to have idiosyncratic 

meaning. 

8 Cf. Allen (1978:116-118) where such reduction of the 

right-hand member of a compound to a derivational-like 

element is discussed and also Allen (1978:232-243) where 

she argues for the reanalysis of certain suffixes such as 

worthy in trustworthily as words. 

9 In her discussion of separable compound verbs/ 

verb-particle combinations in Afrikaans, Le Roux (1988:336-

337) lists a number of problems which need to be addressed 

by future research, one of which is the formation of such 

compound verbs. She suggests that an incorporation account 

along the lines which Baker (1985) has proposed for various 

languages could be considered, but does not give any 

examples to illustrate this proposal. such an account 
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were shown to be feasible for separable compound verbs/ 

verb-particle combinations in Afrikaans, then incorporation 

would have to considered a possible means of word formation 

in Afrikaans and would have to be included in the 

continuum. 

10 The internal structure of the verbs to which ge- attaches 

has not been indicated in these examples as it is not 

pertinent to the discussion. 

11 These examples are taken from Combrink (1990:127). 

12 Recall from the previous section that there are number of 

other features which could be used to describe affixes like 

syllabification and mono- vs. bisyllabicity. However, as 

these are not pertinent to the discussion here they have 

been excluded. 

13 I am not making any claims here about whether stress shifts 

onto the suffixes when they attach to the base or whether 

such suffixes are listed with stress in the lexicon. Dutch 

linguists like Schultink (1980:235-237), who refer to these 

suffixes as stress bearing, seem to implicitly assume that 

they carry stress and are listed with this stress feature 

in the lexicon. This contrasts with typical Stem suffixes 

which are not listed in the lexicon with stress, but cause 

stress to shift onto them when they attach to a base. 

14 This word itself has variable stress with the Tweetalige 

Woordeboek placing stress on the base rather than on the 

prefix while the HAT places stress on the prefix. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TOWARDS AN ACCOUNT OF THE PROPERTIES OF AFFIX CATEGORIES WITHIN 

THE COGNITIVE APPROACH 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the cognitive approach to categories and 

categorisation was discussed with specific reference to the work 

of Bybee (1985) on morphological categories. With reference to 

this conception of categories the affix categories of Afrikaans, 

viz. inflection and derivation, were reinterpreted as 

non-discrete entities. It was shown that members of the 

category inflection, for example, differ from each other with 

respect to generality, relevance and their ability to appear in 

sequences with inflectional and derivational affixes. The same 

was shown to be true of members of each of the two classes of 

derivational prefixes and suffixes. For example, the 

derivational affixes in each class do not display exactly the 

same stress and distributional properties. Against the 

background of this reanalysis the aim of this concluding chapter 

is twofold: 

(i) Firstly, to show how a variety of properties of affix 

categories can be accounted for within a cognitive approach 

which assumes a continuum of non-discrete morphological 

categories as proposed in Chapter 5. 

(ii) Secondly, to show that there is independent justification 

for this type of approach to morphological categories if 

one considers certain apparently uncharacteristic 

properties of affixes in related Germanic languages like 

English, German and Dutch. 
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To achieve these two aims the chapter is organised in the 

following way: 

(i) Firstly, the properties of the Afrikaans affixes presented 

in the previous chapter will. be discussed in terms of the 

continuum of morphological categories proposed in Chapter 

5, with specific reference to focal and fuzzy areas. 

(ii) Secondly, data from English, German and Dutch which have 

been labelled as problematic or recalcitrant will be 

presented and discussed. 

It will become evident in the discussion that the approach to 

morphological categories being espoused and illustrated in this 

and the previous chapter is superior, in many ways, to 

approaches which work implicitly or explicitly with the 

assumption that morphological categories are discrete entities. 

6.2 An account of the properties of Afrikaans affix categories 

with reference to the continuum construal of categories 

6.2.1 General remarks 

Before considering the affix categories of Afrikaans I would 

like to briefly consider, again, the level-ordering and category 

distinction approaches which claim that English derivational 

affixes can be divided into two classes on the basis of their 

stress properties and their (in-)ability to attach to Stem and 

Word bases. These approaches assume that this division also 

correlates with the different distributional properties of the 

affixes in each of the two classes, for example, that Class I 

affixes always attach before Class II affixes. The basis of 

these claims is the fact that there are certain clusters of 

properties common to, or characteristic of, each of the two 

classes of derivational affixes. However, it has also been 

recognised that certain affixes exhibit stress and 

distributional properties uncharacteristic of the class to which 
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they belong. Data in which derivational affixes exhibit such 

uncharacteristic, apparently 11 deviant 11 properties are treated as 

problematic as was shown in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.3 and a 

variety of ad hoc mechanisms have been proposed to deal with 

them. More recently, in his study of the distributional 

properties of English suffixes, Fabb (1988) has shown that 

members of Class I suffixes show markedly different patterns of 

distribution. The same is true of suffixes which belong to 

Class II. He considers this sufficient reason for dispensing 

with level-ordering which does not appear to be restrictive 

enough, and proposing instead 

suffixes. 

selection restrictions on 

The significance of the fact that the members of a particular 

morphological category do not share the same distributional 

and/or stress properties cannot be accounted for in the normal 

way, but require ad hoc devices does not lie in the inadequacies 

of the standard formal morphological devices. Rather, it shows 

that morphological categories cannot be conceived as unitary 

discrete categories. Thus, though the deviant members of a 

certain morphological class may show up the inadequacies of the 

descriptive devices, such inadequacies are rooted in a 

fundamentally incorrect conception of the nature of 

morphological categories. Once it is recognised that 

morphological categories are non-discrete and that members of 

such categories need not all share the properties defining the 

various categories to the same degree, one can reinterpret the 

definitional properties and the deviance of some members from 

these properties in a natural way. The definitional properties 

define the prototypical or focal members of a morphological 

class, that is, the non-deviating members. The deviant members 

are then taken as the non-prototypical members. That is, they 

are taken to belong to the fuzzy membership area of the 

category. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter the non-discrete nature of 

categories has, to a large extent, been supported by evidence 

from the field of cognitive psychology. Rosch (1973: 1975a: 
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1978: 1981) and others have provided experimental evidence which 

suggests that people categorise what they experience in terms of 

non-discrete categories. The evidence presented in the previous 

chapter suggests that morphological categories of Afrikaans, in 

particular affix categories, are also non-discrete. That is, 

categories are not defined in terms of a set of necessary and 

sufficient features which all members of a category must share 

in order to be classified as members of the category. Instead, 

members of a category are defined in terms of features which 

various members may exhibit to varying degrees. This is not to 

say that affix categories are merely heterogeneous entities 

containing an arbitrary collection of affixes. Rather, it would 

seem that these categories exhibit an internal structure, that 

is, they consist of prototypical affixes surrounded by a number 

of affixes which deviate to varying degrees from central 

affixes. The latter may, in fact, share properties with members 

of adjacent categories. These gradient differences between 

categories, and between members of a category, can be accounted 

for by assuming that categories lie along a continuum such as 

the one proposed in Chapter 5. The continuum is repeated here 

for ease of reference as (1). Recall that the abbreviation 

"free gramm." stands for "free grammatical (expressions)". The 

lines in (1) indicate some of the relationships which hold 

between categories on the continuum. 

(1) 

1 . fl .. " 1 f~~t t· na -in ec~1ona - ree--syn ac 1c 
gramm. 
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The morphological categories which lie along the continuum in 

(1) do not represent discrete points on the continuum, but 

rather mark off areas, each of which has a focal point with a 

fuzzy area around it. As will be shown in the following 

section, by adopting this conception of morphological categories 

we are able to account for: 

(i) the gradient difference between the prototypical affixes 

and the less and least typical affixes within a particular 

category, 

(ii) the gradient differences between the members of adjacent or 

related categories on the continuum, 

(iii)shifts that occur between categories, and 

(iv) the slight differences in category boundaries between 

affixes in the competence of different Afrikaans speakers. 

Before proceeding with the discussion two points about the 

continuum of categories in (1) should be borne in mind. 

Firstly, as was mentioned in Section 5.5.2, while linear 

ordering may be the general ordering principle in terms of which 

categories are ordered along a continuum, the relationship 

between the categories may not necessarily be a linear one. 

That is, members of a particular category may not only show 

similarities to members of an adjacent category, but also to 

members of other categories on the continuum as indicated by the 

lines in (1). Secondly, although I will be using the notion of 

a continuum to account for the properties which members of affix 

categories exhibit, it should be pointed out that this notion is 

a pre-theoretical one. Further research is needed to explicate 

its nature as a theoretical construct. 
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6.2.2 Focal and fuzzy areas of affix categories on the 

continuum 

6.2.2.1 Inflectional affixes 

6.2.2.1.1 The status of inflectional affixes 

We may think of the focal area of any of the affix categories as 

being defined in terms of certain characteristic features such 

as those represented in the following diagram. 

(2) 

Stress 

Distribution \_acking 
Relevance 

Generality 

For every affix category these features will have different 

"values". Considering first the category inflection let us 

assume that the following "values" hold for prototypical 

inflectional affixes. The first two are identified in the work 

of Bybee (1985), while the latter two correspond closely to 

those traditionally identified as being characteristic of 

inflectional as opposed to derivational affixes. 

(i) a low degree of relevance, 

(ii) a high degree of generality 
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(iii)attachment always outside derivational affixes, and 

(iv) no stacking with other inflectional affixes. 

If these are the necessary and sufficient properties of 

prototypical inflectional affixes, then Afrikaans has no 

prototypical inflectional affixes. That is, there are no 

inflectional affixes in Afrikaans which exhibit a low degree of 

relevance, a high degree of generality, always attach outside 

derivational affixes and never stack with other inflectional 

affixes. In the cognitive approach, however, the features in 

(i)-(iv) above are not necessary and sufficient features for 

membership in the category of inflection. Therefore, there may 

be affixes in Afrikaans which belong to the category of 

inflection because they are obligatory in certain syntactic 

constructions, but which do not share all the features listed in 

(i)-(iv) above. The affixes in (3) are such inflectional 

affixes. 

(3) -
0 1-s -er/-ste ge- -e ~-' __ , f -

These inflectional affixes differ to a greater or lesser extent 

from each other with respect to: 

(i) their relevance and generality, 

(ii) their (non-)ability to stack with other 

affixes, and 

inflectional 

(ii) their (non-)ability to occur inside derivational suffixes. 

Therefore it seems that Afrikaans, 

other Germanic languages like 

prototypical inflectional affixes, 

which is less inflected than 

German and Dutch, has no 

but has several less typical 

inflectional affixes. These inflectional affixes therefore lie 

outside the focal area of the category inflection, that is, in 

the zy area, and may show certain similarities to 

derivational affixes. This is indeed the case for the plural 
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relevance which is 

inflectional affixes 
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They seem to display a high degree of 

more typical of derivational 

(cf. Section 5.5.3). Although 

than 

Bybee 

(1985:83-84) discusses the way in which relevance and generality 

determine the inflectional or derivational status of an affix, 

it is not obvious at this stage how one would weight the 

different values of the features for inflectional affixes to 

determine how (non-)typical a given inflectional affix is. 

Therefore it is not possible at this stage to determine which of 

the inflectional affixes in (3) most closely approximates a 

prototypical inflectional affix and which is least like the 

prototype. 

6.2.2.l.2 Gradient differences in the knowledge of speakers 

As shown in the previous paragraph the continuum of affix 

categories enables one to account for the gradient differences 

between the inflectional affixes given in (3) above. However, 

it also enables one to account for the fact that, although 

individual speakers of a language like Afrikaans will all have 

the same continuum of expression types, the boundaries between 

inflection and derivation may vary slightly between speakers. 

Recall that some mother tongue speakers of Afrikaans use the 

past participle prefix ge- more widely than others. As was 

pointed out in Section 5.5.3 the inflectional prefix ge- is more 

inflection-like for those speakers of, what Combrink (1990:219) 

calls, Substandard Afrikaans in the sense that it has full 

generality. For speakers who leave it out with certain verbs 

ending in eer this prefix is less general in its applicability 

and therefore more derivation-like with respect to this feature. 

Finally, for those who speak Suprastandard Afrikaans and 

sometimes omit the inflectional prefix ge- as a sign of 

refinedness this prefix is least general and therefore least 

inflection-like. Although the boundary between inflection and 

derivation differs for speakers of each of these varieties of 

Afrikaans, the difference is so slight that speakers with 

different boundaries will still be mutually intelligible. The 

cognitive approach with its non-discrete conception of 
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categories allows for these differences in the categorial 

knowledge of individual speakers of a language and enables us to 

give an account of such differences. An approach in which 

categories are regarded as discrete would abstract away from 

such differences accounting only for the use of the prefix ge

in the speech of speakers of Standard Afrikaans. The use of ge

in other dialects or sociolects would be relegated to the realm 

of sociolinguistic study. 

6.2.2.2 Derivational affixes 

6.2.2.2.1 The status of derivational affixes 

Let us now consider the derivational affix categories. I will 

illustrate the discussion with reference mainly to the category 

of Stem prefixes. The general comments made also hold for other 

affix categories. As was the case with inflectional affixes the 

focal area of an affix category is defined in terms of features 

such as those given in (2). The values of these features for 

Stem prefixes are given in (i)-(vi) below. Recall that the 

features of generality and relevance were not considered for 

derivational affixes (cf. Section 5.5.4) and are therefore 

omitted here. 

(i) They are stress neutral in that stress does not shift off 

the base. 

(ii) They stack with Stem suffixes, but only with certain Stem 

prefixes. 

(iii)They attach only before Word affixes. 

(iv) They occur only inside compounds. 

(v) They attach before inflectional affixes. 

(vi) They cannot duplicate in complex words. 
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All prefixes of non-native origin such as those in (4) which 

share the above-mentioned features will fall into the focal area 

of the category of Stem prefixes. 

prototypical Stem prefixes. 

(4) ab- de- dis- in-~-' ~-1 ~~I~-

That is, they are the 

If one encounters a prefix of non-native origin which shares 

with the prefixes in (4) all the features listed in (i)-(vi) 

above then such a prefix will also be a prototypical Stem 

prefix. It will be a member of the focal area of the category 

of Stem prefixes. 

Although the possession of the features in (i)-(vi) indicates 

that a prefix belongs to the category of Stem prefixes, these 

features are not necessary and sufficient in the sense that all 

prefixes which belong to this prefix category must exhibit all 

or even most of them. Thus one would expect there to be some 

Stem prefixes which 

(i) are not stress neutral, 

(ii) show different distributional patterns with respect to Word 

affixes and compounds, 

(iii)are able to stack, and 

(iv) possibly share certain features with members of adjacent or 

nearby categories. 

This is in fact the case with the Stem prefixes listed in (5). 

(5) a-, anti-, , cis-, helio-, hemi-, intra-, iso-, 

ko-, kontra-, meta-, non-, outo-, para-, poli-, pre-, 

post-, pseudo-, psigo-, pro-, semi-, sirkum-, super-, 

ultra-
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The stem prefixes in (5) are all non-prototypical prefixes, but 

differ to a greater or lesser extent from the prototypical 

prefixes and from each other. The extent to which they differ 

from the prototypical prefixes is dependent on the number of 

features which they have in common with the prototypical 

prefixes. There are certain indications in the work of Bybee 

(1985:83-84) as to how we distinguish between more and less 

typical derivational affixes with respect to relevance and 

generality. However, it is not obvious how one would grade the 

distributional and stress features, for example, with respect to 

their importance. It is therefore not evident how the presence 

or absence of these features would be weighted in determining 

how close to or far away from the focal area a given Stem prefix 

lies. 

6.2.2.2.2 Shifts on the continuum 

Given the assumption that derivational categories are 

non-discrete, non-classical properties of the prefixes in (5) 

which are viewed by the level-ordering and category distinction 

linguists as being recalcitrant or unexpected are a function of 

the nature of categories. Within a prototype model these 

apparently "deviant" properties are not regarded as deviant, but 

are rather taken to reflect the range of properties that 

prefixes of the same origin share. One of the apparently 

strange properties which some of the prefixes in (5) exhibit are 

word-like properties. Stem prefixes like anti-, post-, pre-, 

and pro-, for example, have the following properties. 

(i) They can be factored out from the base to which they 

attach. 

(ii) They allow the base to which they are attached to be 

factored out. 

(iii)Derived words containing such prefixes display the stress 

pattern typical of nominal compounds. 
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(iv) Some prefixes like anti- and kontra- can function 

independently with meaning. 

The cognitive approach handles these properties of Stem prefixes 

in the following way. As derivation lies next to compounding 

and close to lexical expression on the continuum one would 

expect that a shift could occur where members of a compound 

become more affix-like (cf. Section 5.3.3 for English examples) 

and/or a shift where derivational affixes become more word-like 

and the words in which they occur become more compound-like. 

The latter shifts seems to occur in Afrikaans with the Stem 

prefixes mentioned 

being espoused here 

above. With the conception of categories 

one can account for these shifts without 

having to resort to the creation of a new class of affixes (cf. 

Selkirk (1982)). One would also not have to resort to rather 

arbitrary reclassification of all prefixes of a particular class 

as compounding elements irrespective of whether they exhibited 

word-like properties like anti-, or not, like un- (cf. Strauss 

( 1982a) ) • 

As compounding and derivation lie next to each other on the 

continuum one would expect a shift over time. Stem prefixes 

which can become word-like are those which are not stress 

neutral, unlike the prototypical Stem prefixes, but which bear 

stress in a complex word. The derived word of which they form 

part thus hqs the stress pattern that is typical of nominal and 

adjectival compounds in Afrikaans. These Stem prefixes behave 

like words which are usually joined to form compounds, in that 

they can be factored out from the base to which they attach or 

they allow factoring out. over time these prefixes may become 

even more like the words (lexical expressions) which make up 

compounds and may be able to be used independently with meaning 

like anti- and kontra-, for example. Thus the shift of prefixes 

from being typically bound elements in derivational structures 

to free elements which can occur independently with meaning can 

be accounted for. 
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The conception of categories of affixes as non-discrete entities 

can also be used to explain another shift which occurs. As 

mentioned in Section 3.2.3, over a period of time certain 

affixes seem to fuse with the base to which they attach. In 

such cases it is no longer possible to break up the word into 

constituent parts each contributing to the meaning of the whole. 

Consider in this regard the following words. The putative affix 

is underlined in each case.l 

(6) (a) predikaat 

[predikaatJ 
11predicate11 

(b) eksponeer 

[eksponeer] 

"expose" 

(c) metatesis 

[metatesis] 
11metathesis 11 

(7) (a) absolveer 

[absolveer] 

"absolve" 

(b) kontemporer 

[kontemporer] 

"contemporary" 

(c) inspekteur 

[inspekteur] 
11 inspector 11 

In each case, although it might be possible to distinguish 

diachronically between the base and the suffix and assign a 

meaning to each, most mother tongue speakers of Afrikaans would 

not be able to do so contemporarily. These forms appear to have 

undergone, what Bybee (1985:88-89) refers to as, lexical split. 
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Lexical split occurs when the derived member of a pair becomes 

increasingly autonomous. There are three factors which 

determine autonomy and therefore also the likelihood of lexical 

split, viz. frequency of the derived form, phonological distance 

from the basic form and the degree of semantic change from the 

basic to the derived form. In metatesis ("metathesis") in 

(6) (c) the prefix meta- has undergone a phonological change in 

that the first vowel is not pronounced in the same way as the 

corresponding vowel in metafisika ("metaphysics"). One finds 

the vowel [ ] in metatesis ("metathesis"), but the vowel [e] in 

metafisika ("metaphysics"}. The vowel in pre- has not undergone 

such a change. Furthermore, the meaning of each of these words, 

for many mother tongue speakers, must be learnt in the same way 

as the meanings of monomorphemic words because for such speakers 

the meaning of these words can no longer be inferred 

cumulatively.2 

In contrast, in words such as those in (8) and (9) the 

of each word is a function of the meaning of its parts. 

forms have not undergone lexical split. 

(8) (a) pre-destinasie 

[pre8 [destinasie]] 

before-destination 

"predestination" 

(b) eks-vrou 

[ eks8 [vrou]] 

former-wife 

"ex-wife" 

(c) metafisika 

(meta8 [ fisika]] 

alongside - physics 

"meta-physics" 

meaning 

These 



(9) (a) sentraliseer 

[[sentraal] eer8 J 
central - make 

"centralise" 

(b) planet~r 
, 

[ (planeet] er8 J 
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planet -pertaining to 

"planetary" 

( c) kredi teur 

[ [ krediet J eur s J 
credit - person who gives 

"creditor" 

The differences and similarities between the words in (6) and 

(7), which have undergone lexical split, and those in (8) and 

(9), which have not undergone lexical split, can be accounted 

for easily within the prototype model. As mentioned before the 

continuum of morphological categories includes both the 

categories of derivational and lexical expression along which 

the words in (8) and (9) would lie. In terms of the continuum 

in (1) derivational and lexical expression lie close to each 

other and may be related to each other. Those words which seem 

to have undergone lexical split lie in the fuzzy area of 

derivational expression, that is, close to lexical expression on 

the continuum. Such words will therefore be regarded as similar 

to monomorphemic words with respect to their properties, meaning 

and stress patterns. However, as they lie on a continuum which 

stretches from derivational expression at the one extreme to 

lexical expression at the other we can also explain the fact 

that such words do exhibit certain properties of derivational 

words. That is, mother tongue speakers recognise the endings of 

the words in (7) as being the same as the endings of the 

transparently derivational forms in (9). They therefore know 

what category the word belongs to and what affixes may attach to 

it. Furthermore, they know the stress patterns which the 

various words exhibit. The words in (8) and (9) which are fully 
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compositional with respect to meaning and which are formed by 

productive WFRs lie in the derivational area of the continuum 

and are therefore treated as derivational forms. 

These similarities and differences between the words in (6) and 

(7) and those in (8) and (9) cannot be accounted for within 

approaches like the level-ordering and category distinction 

approaches which treat all the words as derived, for example, 

Siegel (1974) and Allen (1978). Neither can these similarities 

and differences between the words be accounted for by an 

approach in which the words in (6) and (7) are treated as simple 

and those in (8) and (9) as derived, for example, Guerssel 

(1983). 

6.6.2.2.3 Continua of bases 

This way of accounting for the similarities and differences 

between the two sets of words above raises two other interesting 

questions. Firstly, with reference to the words in (6) and (7) 

it could also be argued that, in addition to affixes and words 

lying along a continuum, there is a continuum of bases to which 

affixes may attach. At the one end there would be bases like 

pon that occur in words which have undergone lexical split or 

which are no longer perceived as consisting of more than one 

meaningful unit. At the other end of the continuum would be 

bases such as vr6u ("woman") and st6el ("chair"), for example, 

which not only occur in complex words, but can also function 

independently with meaning. Between these two types of bases 

are those such as administr, often referred to as dependent 

stems, which are easily recognisable in words and seem to have , 
the same "meaning" in such words as shown in (10) below. 

(10) (a) administreer 

administr - eer 

"administer" 



(b) administrasie 

administr - asie 

"administration" 

(c) administrateur 

administr - ateur 

"administrator" 
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The explication of such a continuum of 

continuum does indeed exist, lies beyond 

thesis. For the purposes of this thesis 

bases, if such a 

the scope of this 

I have assumed that 

only words which can occur independently with meaning can serve 

as bases for affixation. The postulation of forms like pon and 

administr as bases for affixation does not affect the claims 

made in this thesis about the distribution of affixes. That is, 

the affixes which can be attached to the words eksponeer 

( 11 expose") and administreer ("administer"), for example, are the 

same as those that can be attached to the derived word 

sentraliseer ("centralise") as shown in (11) below. 

(11} (a) eksponeerdery 

[[eksponeer] erywJ 

expose -

"exposing11 

continual act of 

(b) administreerdery 

[[administeer] erywJ 

administer - continual act of 
11 administering 11 

(c) sentraliseerdery 

[[[sentraal] eer8 ] erywJ 

central - make - continual act of 

"centralising" 
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6.2.2.2.4 Gradient differences in the knowledge of speakers 

Another fact which can easily be explained with reference to the 

continuum of categories is the differences in the knowledge 

which various speakers of a language have. As was pointed out 

in Section 3.2.3, speakers of a particular language like 

Afrikaans may differ as to the knowledge they have of the 

affixes in their language. A person with specialist knowledge, 

like a scientist, for example, might know the meaning of the 

Stem prefix bio- ("of living beings") in biochemie 

("bio-chemistry"). Such a speaker may be able to use this 

specialist knowledge about the prefix when forming and 

interpreting new words. For him the word biochemie 

("bio-chemistry") is a complex one consisting of a base word 

chemie ("chemistry") and a (Stem) prefix bio- ( 11 of living 
things"). Other speakers, who do not share this specialist 

knowledge, may not be able to assign a meaning to bio- ("of 

living things") or to use it when forming and interpreting new 

words. For them the word biochemie ( 11bio-chemistry11 ) is a 

simple, that is, non-complex, word which they have to learn 

together with its apparently idiosyncratic meaning. 

This assumption would enable one to account for the fact that 

speakers with certain specialist knowledge will recognise a 

particular word as being complex, while other speakers will 

recognise it as being simple. For the former a word like 

biochemie ( 11bio-chemistry11
) will still be part of the 

derivational part of the continuum, and will therefore be an 

instantiation of the prefixation rule bio- + N with 

compositional meaning. For the latter group of speakers the 
affix has become fused with the base and the word is perceived 

as a monomorphemic word, that is, as a lexical expression. As 

such it is learnt together with its meaning as are monomorphemic 

words. 
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6.2.3 summary 

The advantages of the prototype conception of morphological 

categories as we have illustrated with reference to affix 

categories of Afrikaans are numerous. This approach does not 

try to force affixes into discrete categories in terms of 

necessary and sufficient properties thereby avoiding the need 

for ad hoc reclassifications in order to accommodate affixes 

with deviant properties. By forcing affixes into two, discrete 

categories the level-ordering approaches and the category 

distinction approaches grossly over-simplify the range and 

variation in properties which affixes in a particular class 

have. At the same time these formal models overgenerate in the 

sense that many of the affix sequences which they predict to be 

possible, do not in fact exist. Similarly, affixes of a 

particular class do not always exhibit the same stress 

properties. In their defence one could say that they do account 

for the fact that affixes of a certain class generally attach 

prior to affixes in another class. However, as was pointed out 

by Fabb (1988), Class I and II suffixes in English have very 

restricted distributions with respect to the number and type of 

affixes with which they can co-occur. The present study 

corroborates his view for stackings of prefixes and suffixes in 

Afrikaans. Neither the level-ordering approach nor the category 

distinction approach can account for this range of different 

distributional and stress properties which affixes of a 

particular class exhibit. The cognitive approach which has been 

explored in this and the previous chapter can account for this 

range of properties without recourse to ad hoc mechanisms. 

Furthermore, it can account for the shifts which occur between 

categories as well as minor differences in the category 

boundaries of certain affixes of various speakers of Afrikaans. 

Before turning to zero affixation I would like to briefly 

consider a slightly different way of accounting for the 

properties of members of affix classes. This involves 

reinterpreting the necessary and sufficient properties of the 

various affix classes in cognitive terms. Consider in this 
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regard the diagram in (12) below. 

(12) 
Class I Class II 

Necessary and sufficient Necessary and sufficient 

features <--> features 

<-----------------------------------------------------------
Fuzzy area 

Those properties which the level-ordering and category 

distinction linguists took to be the defining properties of 

Class I and Class II affixes could be reinterpreted as the 

properties which define the focal area of the category of Class 

I and II affixes. The prototypical affixes of each class are 

those affixes which exhibit all the necessary and sufficient 

features of the class. In the fuzzy area are those affixes 

which deviate in one or more ways from the prototypical affixes 

by not exhibiting one or more of the necessary and sufficient 

features. The deviance of various affixes from the prototypes 

can therefore be explained in terms of deviance from certain 

parameters or features. 

6.3 Zero affixation 

One of the implicit assumptions of my work is that an affix is a 

sound sequence which adds an element of significance to the base 

to which it attaches. The assumption that an affix must have 

phonological substance effectively excludes zero affixes as 

possible affixes since they have no phonetic form. The question 

which now arises is how one would account for the underlined 

English forms in (13)-(15) and similar Afrikaans forms in (16)

( 18) • 

(13) (a) I have a hammer. 

(b) Hammer the nail into the wall. 
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(14) (a) She has a permit to work here. 

(b) Does he permit his daughter to stay out late? 

(15) {a) She has not yet finished her work. 

(b) He refuses to work today. 

(16) (a) Daar le 'n hamer. 

there-lies-a-hammer 

"There lies a hammer. 11 

(b) Hamer die yster tot dit reguit is. 

hammer-the-iron - until-it - straight-is 

"Hammer the iron until it is straight." 

(17) (a) Hy vat 1 n hap. 

he-takes-a-bite 

"He is taking a bite." 

(b) Hy hap die brood. 

he-bites-the-bread 

"He bites the bread." 

(18) (a) Haar werk is nog nie klaar nie. 

her - work - is-yet-not-finished-not 

"Her work is not yet finished." 

(b) Hy werk hard. 

he-works-hard 

"He works hard." 

In each of the sentence pairs we find a word, with identical 

shape (if stress differences are ignored) used as a noun in the 

(a) sentence, and as a verb in the (b) sentence. Traditionally 

linguists have regarded one of the forms as basic and the other 

as derived from it by a process of zero affixation or 

conversion. As was pointed out in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2. 

linguists like Kiparsky (1982c:5-10) have proposed that for 

certain words like pattern, for example, the noun is basic and 
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that the verb is derived from it by zero affixation. In the 

case of other words like consent the verb is taken to be basic 

and the corresponding noun is derived from it by zero 

affixation.3 However, more recently two alternative approaches 

to accounting for related nouns and verbs have been proposed. 

Firstly, there is the proposal of Hopper and Thompson (1984:747) 

within the framework of the cognitive approach. They discuss 

nouns and related verbs in English such as those in (13)-(15) 

above4 and claim that all linguistic forms are characterisable 

as acategorial. categoriality, that is, the realisation of a 

form as a noun or verb, for example, is imposed on a particular 

form by the context in which it is used. Thus they claim that 

the underlined forms in (13)-(15) would be listed acategorially 

in the lexicon and realised as nouns in the (a) sentences and as 

verbs in the (b) sentences. The question is now: what are the 

implications of acategoriality 

that affixes subcategorise in 

category to which they attach, 

adjectives. In terms of Hopper 

a particular word like werk 

listed acategorially in the 

for affixation. Let us assume 

the lexicon for the type of 

for example, nouns, verbs and 

and Thompson's (1984) proposals 

( 
11 work") , for example, will be 

lexicon. This word will then 

realise as a verb in an affixation context in which the suffix 

~ is being added to it as this suffix subcategorises for 

verbs. Thus, the suffix -er, by virtue of its subcategorisation 

feature, will assign werk ( 11 work 11
) to the category verb. The 

same would be true of other words in the lexicon. If one 

assumes that all words are listed acategorially in the lexicon 

then there is no need for zero affixes in this approach. 

However, given the assumption that morphological categories are 

non-discrete, there are other solutions to the problem of zero 

affixation within the cognitive approach. Firstly, in the same 

way that affix categories show different degrees of class 

membership so, words/lexical items which have traditionally been 

regarded as nouns, verbs etc., may also show different degrees 

of word/lexical class membership. Thus, within such a view of 

categories one would expect to find prototypical nouns, less 

typical and least typical nouns, for example. The same would be 
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true of verbs. Perhaps it is the case that the so-called 

zero-derived nouns and verbs are those nouns and verbs which are 

less typical of their respective categories. These nouns and 

verbs would lie in the fuzzy border area or the area overlapping 

the boundaries of nouns and verbs. 

Secondly, one might consider one 

representing the prototypical member. 

word of each pair 

This could be either 

as 

the 

noun or the verb depending on the criteria used to determine the 

prototypical member of a pair. The non-prototypical member of 

the pair could then be taken to constitute an instance of 

category shift. However, determining the internal structure of 

the categories of noun and verb and/or the properties of 

prototypical properties of such categories lies beyond the scope 

of this thesis. Suffice it to say at this point that there are 

alternative ways of dealing with related nouns and verbs without 

recourse to zero affixation. 

6.4 Further justification for the non-discreteness of 

categories 

6.4.1 General remarks 

The aim of this section is to show that the non-discreteness of 

morphological categories is not merely needed to account for 

distributional and other properties of affixes in Afrikaans, but 

also for similar properties of affixes in related Germanic 

languages like English, Dutch and German. The data to be 

discussed in this section are data which have been identified as 

problematic or recalcitrant by linguists working on the 

distributional and stress properties of affixes. 
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6.4.2 Problematic and recalcitrant data 

6.4.2.1 English data 

Let us examine firstly the problematic data with which both the 

level-ordering and the category distinction linguists are faced. 

(19) (a) ungrammaticality 

[[unw [grammatical]] itys] 

(b) underestimation 

[[underw (estimate]] ions] 

(c) vice-presidential 

[[vicew [president]] als] 

(20) (a) transformational grammarian 

[[[transformational] [grammar)] ian8 J 
(b) atomic scientist 

[[[atomic] [science]] ist8 J 
(c) cross-sectional 

[[[cross] [section]] als] 

(21) (a) nationalistic 

[[[[nation] al8 J istwJ ic8 J 

(b) analyzability 

[[[analyze] ab(i)lew] ity8 ] 

(c) standardization 

[[[standard] izew] ation8 J 
(d) developmental 

[[[develop) mentwJ al8 J 

The data in (19)-(21) can be accounted for if one assumes that 

affix categories in English are non-discrete and that they have 

protoypical and non-prototypical members. The Class I/Stem 

suffixes which attach outside compounds and outside Class II/ 

Word suffixes belong to a restricted group, viz. , -ion, 

-ial, -ic, -al, -ist and -ian. These Class I/Stem suffixes are 

not good exemplars or prototypical members of Class I/Stem 

suffixes because, in addition to their ability to attach after 
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Class I/Stem suffixes, they are also able to attach after 

certain Class II/Word affixes and after compounds. Prototypical 

Class I/Stem suffixes do not exhibit these distributional 

properties. Similarly, as was pointed out in Section 2.3.3 the 

prefixes in (19)-(21) also belong to a fairly restricted group 

which includes prefixes such as un-, arch-, vice- and~-

In Sections 3.3.3.4, 5.5.4.2 and 5.5.4.3 it was noted that 

certain prefixes and suffixes in Afrikaans have word-like 

properties and the structures in which they appear are 

compound-like. Siegel (1974:147), Kiparsky (1982c:20) and 

Strauss (1982a:42-57) have noticed that certain prefixes in 

English have, in addition to their affix-like properties, 

word-like properties, particularly in that they permit factoring 

out from the head of a word. The prefixes which have this 

property are those which level-ordering linguists classify as 

Class II prefixes. Examples from Siegel (1974:147) and Kiparsky 

(1982c:20) are given respectively in (22) and (23) below. 

(22) (a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

(23) (a) 

(b) 

( c) 

m6no-(syllabic) and tri-syllabic 

pr6-(clitics) and enclitics 

hyper-(thyroid) and hypo-thyroid 

s6cio-(economic) and politico-economic 

m6no-(syllabicity) and polysyllabicity 

bi-(laterality) and multilaterality 

6ver-(estimation) and underestimation5 

Kiparsky (1982c) treats the words in (23) as Class II derived 

words as does Siegel (1974:147), although she determines their 

stress properties by the same rules used to determine the stress 

patterns of compounds. Siegel (1974:147) claims that such 

treatment also explains their behaviour in allowing the bases to 

which they attach to be factored out. Strauss (1982a:42, 43, 

45) has noted that, in addition to the property of the prefixes 

shown in (22) and (23), Class II prefixes can also be factored 

out from the base to which they attach and can function 
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independently as words as shown in (24)(a) and (b) respectively 

which are taken from Strauss (1982:43, 45). 

(24) (a) socio-linguistics and (socio)-econ6mics 

(b) Are you pr6 or anti? 

He therefore suggests that all Class II prefixes be reclassified 

as compounding elements, that is, as words (cf. the discussion 

in Section 2.3.2). 

There is, however, another way in which the apparently 

uncharacteristic behaviour of the prefixes in the data given in 

(22) and (23) above can be accounted for. The word-like 

properties of the Class II prefixes in (22) and (23) can be 

explained if one assumes that affix categories are non-discrete 

and lie along a continuum. In terms of the continuum presented 

in (1) the categories of derivation and compounding lie next to 

each other on the continuum of expression types. Shifts between 

these two categories can take place where derivational affixes 

become more word-like and the structures in which thay appear 

more compound-like. Such a shift seems to have taken place in 

English with the prefixes in (22) and (23) becoming more 

word-like, although they still retain some of their affix-like 

properties in that they can only be added at the beginning of a 

word and only a few can be used independently with meaning. The 

apparently strange word-like behaviour of the prefixes in (22) 

and (23) can thus be explained if we accept the notion of the 

non-discreteness of categories. 

6.4.2.2 Dutch data 

6.4.2.2.1 Non-native affixes 

In two recent works similar claims to those made about certain 

prefixes and suffixes with more word-like properties English 

and Afrikaans have been made about a number of non-native 

prefixes in Dutch. There are two sets of data which suggest 

that what is happening in Afrikaans and English also occurs in 
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Dutch. Firstly, consider the following data which is taken from 

Langeweg (1986:154) .6 

(25) (a) co-auteur 

(c68 (auteur]] 
11 co-author11 

(b) pr6-vitamine 

[pr6s [vitamine]J 

"pro-vitamin" 

(26) (a) inter-continentaal 

(inters [continentaal]] 

"intercontinental" 

(b) semi-direct 

[ semis [ direct J J 
11 semi-direct 11 

Langeweg (1986:154-155) notes that the complex words in (25) and 

(26) are formed by the addition of a non-native prefix to a 

base. However, the derived words exhibit the stress properties 

found in nominal and adjectival compounds in Dutch 

respectively. 7 She therefore treats the prefixes in these words 

as phonological words for the purposes of stress assignment, 

that is, she treats the words in (25) and (26) as compounds. 

Let us now consider the comments of Langeweg (1986:156-157) on 

prefixes and so-called quasi-prefixal forms. She claims that 

true prefixes like in-, con- and re- are often grouped together 

with quasi-prefixal forms like neo-, circum- and electro-. 

Forms like -loog, -craat and -fiel are similarly considered to 

be suffixes. Given these assumptions words like aristocraat 

("aristocrat") and fonol66g ( 11 phonologist 11 ) are taken to be 

prefix-suffix combinations. 8 Langeweg (1986:156) points out 

that this is false as some of the 11prefixes" can occur in suffix 

position and vice versa as shown in telef66n ("telephone 11 ) (cf. 

fonol66g) and logopedie ("speech therapyn) (cf. pedagogie 
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("pedagogy19 )). She suggests that a better solution would be to 

treat these quasi-affix forms as bound morphemes some of which 

can also be used independently as words, for example, f6to 

("photo") and homo ("homo(sexual)"). 

Langeweg's (1986:156) proposal is that derived words containing 

quasi-prefixal forms are in fact bound roots which are found in 

non-native compounds of the type Root + Root as proposed by 

Selkirk (1982:98-99). She claims that this analysis explains 

why certain Root + Root compounds allow "co-ordination 

reduction". That is, they allow the head of the word to be 

factored out. This is a property which compounds also have. 

Contrary to similar Root (non-native) compounds in English, Root 

compounds in Dutch exhibit the same stress pattern as that found 

in monomorphemic words. 

(27) (a) biosc66p 

[ [bio] [sc66p] J 
"bioscope" 

(b) isom6rf 

[ [ iso] [m6rf] J 
"isomorph" 

Langeweg (1986:157) does, however, claim that the first part of 

such Root compounds may receive stress if the compound consists, 

not of two roots, but rather of a root and a word as shown in 

(28) below. 

(28) (a) amfi-teater 

[ amfi [teater] J 
"amphitheatre" 

(b) audio-signaal 

[audio (signaal]] 

"audiosignal" 
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In contrast to Langeweg's solution I would like to suggest that 

her data can be accounted for in a more insightful way with 

reference to non-discrete categories. As she notes, there are 

(i) prefixes which can only attach 

like 

at the beginning of a word 

(ii) quasi-prefixal forms like amfi- which also attach at the 

beginning of a words, but which have word-like properties, 

and 

(iii)quasi-affixal forms like foon and loog which can function 

either as 11 suffixes 11 or 11prefixes 11 • 

If one assumes that there is a range of prefixes from most to 

least typical and that some of them function in a similar way to 

words, then the quasi-prefixes (cf. (ii)) and 19 true 11 prefixes 

(cf. (i)) which Langeweg (1986:156-157) refers to can easily be 

accounted for. By classifying these quasi-prefixes and true 

prefixes as prefixes, one can account for the fact that they 

attach at the beginning of a word. The explanation of the 

word-like properties of quasi-prefixes would depend on whether 

they had entered Dutch with these properties or whether they 

developed these properties over time. If the former is the 

case, the word-like properties can be accounted for in the 

following way by the cognitive approach. As prefixes in a 

particular category do not all share the same properties, there 

may be certain prefixes like amfi- which, unlike other category 

members, have word-like properties. If, however, the latter is 

the case the following explanantion could be given. Over a 

period of time a shift may have taken place with some prefixes 

becoming more word-like and the structures in which they appear 

becoming more compound-like. Hence the words in which such 

prefixes occur display compound-like stress patterns. 

Data such as those in (27) in which apparent bound morphemes 

occur, can be accounted for assuming that a shift has 

occurred from the derivational part of the continuum of 
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of lexical expression. With 

each word have become fused. 

this 

The 

words are now examples of lexical, rather than of derivational, 

expression. This would also explain why such words display the 

same stress patterns as monomorphemic words and why, for most 

mother tongue speakers of Dutch the meanings of such words are 

not compositional. Finally, those quasi-affixal forms like loog 

and foon which seem to be able to function as both prefixes and 

suffixes may be Stems. In the lexical expression area of the 

continuum there could be a range of elements from words which 

can occur independently with meaning to bound Stems as suggested 

in Section 6.2.2.2.4. While loog is clearly like a bound or 

dependent Stem as it cannot occur independently with meaning, 

foon is clearly more word-like in that it can occur 

independently with meaning. Assuming such a continuum of 

lexical expression would account for the fact that the so-called 
11 quasi-affixal 11 forms, like words, can occur as either the left

or right-hand member of a complex word, e.g. table cloth/coffee 

table. 

6.4.2.2.2 Native suffixes 

Let us consider now the work of Van Beurden (1987) on native 

suffixes. The main argument of his work is that level-ordering 

effects can be shown for native suffixes in Dutch. He thus 

proposes the following ordering of derivation which accounts for 

the fact that native suffixes which form verbs attach before 

native suffixes which form adjectives. Native suffixes which 

form nouns are added last (Van Beurden (1987:28)) .9 All native 

suffixes are attached after all non-native or Romance suffixes. 

The arrows in the diagram indicate the direction and ordering of 

word formation. 
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underived words ~> 

Romance derivations~ 

V-derivation ~> 

A-derivation 

I 
N-derivation <--> 

main stress rule 

V-level phonology 

main stress at the first 

(full) vowel before the 

suffix 

N-level phonology 

However, Van Beurden (1987:24) is faced with certain 

"recalcitrant data 11 which are given in (30) and (31) below. 

(30) (a) sch66lmeisje 

sch661 - meisje 

"schoolgirl" 

(b) sch66lmeisjesachtig 

sch661 - meisjes - achtig 

"like a schoolgirl" 

(31) (a) vaderland 

vader - land 

"native land" 

(b) vaderlandsloos 

vader - lands - loos 

"without a native land" 

The two native suffixes -achtig and -loos are problematic 

according to Van Beurden (1987:24) because they behave 

unexpectedly with respect to stress. They do not influence the 

stress pattern of the base word as they should (cf. diagram in 

(29)). This apparently strange behaviour can be explained if 

words such as those in (30) (b) and (31) (b) which are derived by 

the addition of -achtig and -loos are treated as compounds. The 

first piece of evidence which is adduced in favour of this 
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proposal can be illustrated with reference to the data in (32) 

below which is taken, together with the glosses, from Van 

Beurden (1987:24). 

(32) (a) r66dachtig 

roo[t] - achtig *roo - [d]achtig "reddish" 

riploos 

ri[p] - loos *ri - [b]loos "without bones" 

(b) g6udader 

gou[t] - ader *gou - [d]ader "vein of gold" 

krapijzer 

kra[p] - ijzer *kra - [b]ijzer "scraper" 

{c) h6uding 

*hou[t] - ing hou - [d]ing 11 attitude11 

waardig 

*waar(t] - ig waar - [d]ig 11 worthy11 

Internal syllabification is blocked by -achtig and -loos and 

therefore syllable final obstruent devoicing in the left-hand 

member of the complex word can occur as shown in the left-hand 

column of (32) (a). Such syllabification and therefore devoicing 

is also found in compounds (cf. the left-hand column in 

(32) (b)), but not in complex words derived by what Van Beurden 

(1987:24) calls, "normal" suffixes (cf. the left-hand column in 

(32) (c)). The latter allow syllabification and therefore 

devoicing is not possible. 

The second piece of evidence in favour of treating the words in 

(30) (b) and (31) (b) as compounds is illustrated with reference 

to the following data in Van Beurden (1987:25). 

(33) (a) v6geltjesachtig 

v6gel - tjes - achtig 

"like little birds" 



(b) vriendjesloos 

vriend - jes - loos 

"without friends" 

(c) damesachtig 

dame - s - achtig 

"ladylike" 

(d) vaderlandsloos 
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vaderland - s - loos 

"without a native country18 

(34) (a) v6geltjesdans 

v6gel - tjes - dans 

"bird-like dance 11 

(b) vriendjespolitiek 

vriend - jes - politiek 

"favouritism" 

{c) damestas 

dame - s - tas 
11 lady 1 s bag" 

(d) vaderlandsliefde 

vaderland - s - liefde 
11patriotism11 

Van Beurden (1987:25) notes that in compounds, and in words 

derived by -achtig and -loos, a preceding diminutive suffix or a 

transitional -s- (link phoneme) is allowed. Neither are 

apparently found in words derived by what he terms "normal" 

suffixes although he does not provide any examples to justify 

this claim. He claims that all the data in (33) and (34) can be 

accounted for if the assumption is made that -achtig and -loos 

are not suffixes, but rather right-hand members of compounds. 
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Another way of explaining the data in (30) (b) and (31) (b) would 

be to assume that the suffixes -achtig and -loos, like their 

German, English and Afrikaans counterparts, have certain 

word-like properties in addition to their affix-like properties. 

This would explain why, like other suffixes, they constitute the 

right-hand rather than the left-hand member of a complex word 

and why, unlike words which usually make up compounds, they 

cannot be inflected. The forms -achtig and -loos are thus 

merely suffixes which have become more word-like and the 

structures in which they occur more compound-like. To merely 

classify the suffixes as compounding elements and the structures 

in which they occur as compounds, is to somewhat blur the facts 

and leave certain, apparently "problematic" properties of 

-achtig and -loos unexplained. 

6.4.2.3 German data 

Consider finally the following German data which is taken from 

Hohle (1985:335-338). The data in (35) and (36) show that, as 

in English, Afrikaans and 

factored out from the base 

Dutch, a non-native prefix can 

to which it attaches and that 

be 

the 

base itself can also be factored out. No examples are given of 

prefixes which can be used as words as is the case in English 

and Afrikaans. 

{35) (a) Pseudoargumente und (pseudo) -losungen 

pseudo-arguments-and - pseudo - solutions 

"pseudoarguments and pseudosolutions 11 

(b) Haupteingange oder (Haupt)-ausgangelO 

head-entrances-or - head - exits 

"main entrances or main exits 11 

(36) (a) Ur- (form) oder Spatform 

proto-form - or - late-type 

"prototype or late type 11 
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(b) Haupt-(eingang) oder Nebeneingang 

head - entrance-or - beside-entrance 

"main entrance or side-entrance" 

Furthermore, Hohle (1985:335-336) notes that certain suffixes in 

German, apparently native suffixes, also exhibit these 

properties as shown in the examples below. The 1.§1.§. and ~ 

which he gives in the gloss of certain examples are link 

phonemes which are found in German. Hohle (1985:334) notes that 

while some suffixes must occur with link phonemes others cannot. 

(37) (a) hilf-(los) und h6ffnungslos 

help-(loose)-and-hoping-§-loose 

"helpless and hopeless" 

(b) erkenn- (bar) und begreifbar 

recognize-(able)-and-comprehend-able 

"recognizable and comprehensible" 

(c) Freund-(schaft) oder Feindschaft 

friend-(ship)- or - enemy-ship 

"friendship or animosity" 

(d) Mannes-(tum) und Heldentum 

man-es-(dom)- and-hero-en-dom 

"manhood and heroism" 

(e) kafer-{haft) oder spinnenhaft 

bug - (like)- or - spider-n-like 

"like a bug or a spider" 

Another interesting point made by Hohle (1985:334-345) is that 

there is no difference between compounding and derivation other 

than for the following fact. Affixes are bound, that is, they 

only have meaning when attached to a word, whereas lexical items 

which are found in compounds are not bound, that is, they can 

occur independently with meaning. Hohle (1985) therefore 

proposes rather questionable structures for derived words in 
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German. They are assigned the same structure as compounds. 

What is of interest here is not so much his theory which is 

criticised in detail by Reis (1985), but rather the claim he 

makes and the data which he presents to substantiate his claims. 

The data he presents, such as those in (35)-(36) above, which 

supposedly show that compounding and affixation are no 

different, can be interpreted in a different way. That is, a 

certain amount of similarity between certain derivations and 

compounds is to be 

compounding lie next 

expected 

to each 

given 

other 

that derivation 

on the continuum 

and 

of 

expression types and that the distinction between the two is a 

gradient one. 

This prototype conception of categories would in fact be further 

supported if one considers the claims made by Hohle (1985:327-

334) about prefixes and suffixes. Of suffixes Hohle (1985:327-

328) says that they have a very general "meaning" while free 

morphemes, that is, words, typically have a more specific 

meaning. In his discussion of the suffix -fahig ("-able") Hohle 

(1985:328) has the following to say: 

"One can see, moreover, that the difference in type 
of meaning often found between free and bound 
morphemes is of a gradual nature just as the 
difference between bound and free homonymous 
morphemes (morpheme complexes) is occasionally 
troublesome, since there can be many different 
degrees of similarity of meaning." 

He goes on to show that certain suffixes like -freundlich 

(waschfreundlich "wash-friendly/easy to wash") are "clearly 

recognizably related to free morphemes", that is, to words, 

while such a relationship is less directly present in the case 

of suffixes like -echt (lichtecht "light-genuine/fast to light") 

and nonexistent in the case of suffixes like 

example, in the words salzig ("salty") 

("comprehendable") respectively. 

and -bar, for 

and begreifbar 
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Consider now the comments of Hohle (1985:333) on the similarity 

of prefixes to words. 

"That this gradual transition from a free to a bound 
morpheme is a completely natural phenomenon can also 
be seen from first constituents, where the same 
observation can be made. Morphemes like un- (ungar 
1un-done'/"raw, not (yet) done"), ... occur only 
bound, therefore clearly as prefixes, whereas blut 
in blutarm 'blood-poor'/ "anemic" (as opposed to 
blutarm 'blood-poor'/ "bloody poor" with blut a 
bound element here) and Blutspoor 'blood-trace'/ 
11 blood spot" clearly corresponds to the freely 
occurring morpheme Blut 'blood'; in addition there 
is, however, a whole series of first constituents 
that in one respect are quite similar to free 
morphemes but in another respect deviate 
semantically and/or distributionally in varying 
degrees from their free counterparts. This is true 
for, e.g., haupt-, neben- and sonder- .... 11 

The properties of suffixes and prefixes which Hohle (1985) 

identifies in the quotes above can be accounted for within the 

cognitive approach. The varying degrees of "wordiness" of 

affixes is to be expected given the assumption that derivational 

expressions and compounding occur next to each other on the 

continuum of expression types, that the difference between the 

two is a graded one and given that language shifts can occur 

from the derivational part of the continuum in the direction of 

compounding and lexical expressions. In an approach which does 

not recognise the non-discreteness of categories the properties 

of affixes which Hohle mentions are difficult to account for 

without recourse to certain ad hoc mechanisms or reanalyses. 

All the data discussed in this section and Sections 6.4.2.1 and 

6.4.2.2, show that what is found in Afrikaans, that is, the 

tendency for certain derivational affixes to become more 

word-like and for the structures in which they occur to become 

more compound-like is also found in other languages. In all 

cases this tendency can be explained if one assumes a continuum 

of expression types and assumes the non-discreteness of 

expression types, but not if one assumes discrete morphological 

categories. Making the assumption that categories are 

non-discrete therefore enables us to explain not only data in 
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Afrikaans, but also to explain similar data in related Germanic 

languages like English, Dutch and German. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter an insightful and novel approach to the analysis 

of morphological categories has been considered. This approach 

enables us to account for the characteristics of the categories 

of inflection and derivation in Afrikaans which other 

approaches, like the level-ordering and category distinction 

approaches, did not come to grips with. That is, the approach 

adopted in this and the previous chapter enables us to account 

for the wide range of properties. By treating categories as 

non-discrete entities we are also able to account for the fact 

that, over time, 

word-like and 

certain derivational affixes 

the structures in which 

may become 

they occur 

more 

more 

compound-like, for example. 

conception of categories was 

to Afrikaans data, but also 

Dutch and German data. 

The advantages of a non-discrete 

illustrated not only with respect 

with respect to related English, 

The approach proposed in this chapter also throws new light on 

old problems like the bracketing paradoxes which faced the 

level-ordering and category distinction approaches. Working 

with the conception of categories as non-discrete entities no ad 

hoc mechanisms, re-analyses and reclassifications which are 

characteristic of the level-ordering and category distinction 

approaches' attempts to deal with problematic data are required. 

In addition, this study introduces a new perspective on the much 

debated distinction between inflectional and derivational 

affixes. Recall from Section 3.3.1 that there are a number of 

views on whether such a distinction exists and, if it does, 

which affixes should be considered inflectional and which 

derivational. This study shows that there are gradient 

differences between the members of affix categories which cannot 

be accounted for by an approach which works with discrete 

categories. 
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A more important and more profound consequence of this study, 

however, is that it reflects negatively on one of the most 

fundamental, unquestionable assumptions which has guided much of 

linguistic research over the past years, viz. the assumption 

that categories are discrete. Lakoff (1987:6) says 

"[this] classical theory [of categories ••. M.S.] was 
not the result of empirical study. It was not even 
the subject of a major debate. It was a 
philosophical position arrived at on the basis of a 
priori speculation. over the centuries it simply 
became a part of the background assumptions taken 
for granted in most scholarly disciplines ... It was 
taught in most disciplines not as an empirical 
hypothesis but as an unquestionable, definitional 
truth." 

As has been shown in the thesis it is precisely this 

"unquestionable, definitional truth" which needs to be 

questioned. It is precisely this assumption which is the cause 

of the problematic data encountered by the level-ordering and 

category distinction approaches in morphology. The Afrikaans 

data investigated in this thesis add, on the one hand, to the 

overwhelming empirical evidence provided by, amongst others, the 

work of Rosch (1973; 1975a; 1978) which has already called into 

question the validity of the classical conception of categories. 

on the other hand, the data provide further empirical support 

for the alternative approach to categories which Lakoff (1987) 

describes in his book, viz. the cognitive approach which views 

categories as non-discrete. In doing this the data also clearly 

indicate the direction which future morphological and linguistic 

research must take. 

The level-ordering and category distinction approaches, where 

categories are taken as discrete entities, base their 

classification of derivational affixes on certain necessary and 

sufficient properties which affixes must display. Thus typical 

Class I affixes. for example, are those which attach to stems, 

not Words, are stress-shifting and, attach inside Class II 

affixes and compounds. However, as has been shown, not all 

affixes which belong to this class share all these properties. 

The same is true of the other three classes of affixes. Such 
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differences are largely ignored and the following four discrete 

affix categories are adopted. Affixes which do not share all 

the properties of the class to which they are assigned are 

viewed as problematic. 

(38) 

Class I 

prefixes 

Class I 

suffixes 

Class II 

prefixes 

Class II 

suffixes 

What the level-level-ordering and category distinction 

approaches in fact identify for each of these four affix 

categories, are not the typical properties of all the affixes in 

each class, but rather the properties of the prototypical 

affixes of each class. Linguists who work with a conception of 

categories as discrete entities do the same for other categories 

found in language. 

The cognitive approach, however, recognises that affixes which 

form part of a particular affix category do not necessarily all 

share the same properties. On the one hand, members of an affix 

category may differ in certain respects from the prototypical 

affixes of the category to which they belong. On the other hand 

they may have certain properties in common with members of 

adjacent or related categories. Thus, the cognitive approach is 

interested in those properties which the prototypical affixes of 

class exhibit. However, they are also interested in the 

properties of affixes found in the fuzzy area surrounding the 

focal area of a category and in the area of convergence between 

related categories as indicated by the dotted lines in the 

diagram below. 
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It is these points of convergence and, in particular, the nature 

of the boundaries at these points of convergence, that need to 

be addressed by future research, not only with respect to affix 

categories, but also with respect to other linguistic 

categories. In addition, linguistic research needs to consider 

the following: 

(i) The notion of the continuum, which at this stage is still 

merely a pre-theoretical notion, needs to be studied. As 

shown in this thesis linear arrangement of categories along 

a continuum is clearly an oversimplification. 

(ii) Focal areas of all the categories on the continuum need to 

be identified and the properties which characterise them 

need to be determined. 

(iii)The changes which the focal area of a category may undergo 

over time with certain prototypical affixes becoming less 

typical or less typical affixes becoming prototypical need 

to be considered. 

(iv) The weighting of the various properties of members of 

morphological categories to determine a range from most to 

least typical. 

(v) The existence of a continuum of various bases for 

affixation such as stems and Words. 
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Notes 

1 There is another possibility, viz. that words such as those 

in (6) and (7) could be derived by truncation from other 

words. For a discussion of truncation theory cf. Aronoff 

(1976) and Combrink (1990) and Combrink and De Stadler 

(1987: Section 2.1) where this theory is applied to 

Afrikaans. 

2 It might be argued that the words under discussion were 

inherited in their present forms from Dutch or English. 

However, the argument being put forward here remains 

essentially the same. That is, certain words in Afrikaans 

can be divided into meaningful constituent parts if one 

takes their Latin or foreign origin into account. Some 

speakers of Afrikaans have knowledge which enables them to 

do this while others do not. 

3 Cf. also Kiparsky (1982a:140-143; 1982b:15-20) and Allen 

(1978:271-285) where zero-derived forms within a 

level-ordering model are discussed. 

4 Cf. also Clark and Clark (1979) who discuss the semantic 

derivation of innovative denominal verbs. The essence of 

their argument is that, although denominal verbs belong to 

a unified morphological family in that they are all derived 

from nouns, they do not allow a unified semantic 

description. Innovative denominal verbs like h6useguest, 

opaque idioms like lynch and badger, and transparent but 

well established verbs like bicycle and smoke must all be 

treated differently. With respect to their formation, 

Clark and Clark (1979) imply that in each case the noun is 

basic and the verb derived but do not give any details on 

how the grammar would handle this. 

5 The stress pattern of underestimation differs from that in 

(19) (b) (cf. underestimation) because two possibilities are 

being compared here. 
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Cf. also Langeweg (1987:237-238) where the stress 

properties of derived words containing such non-native 

prefixes are discussed. 

7 Langeweg (1986:229) claims that the Compound Stress Rule 

assigns stress to the left-hand member of a compound in 

Dutch. However, compound adjectives display a variable 

stress pattern. She therefore assumes that the right-hand 

member of a compound adjective bears stress. Realisation 

of the main stress is however, conditioned by the syntactic 

position of the adjective. When a compound adjective is 

used attributively, there is a clash of two string elements 

and the stress is shifted onto the left-hand member. 

8 This is in fact a point also made by Bauer (1979:508-509) 

in his critique of Aronoff's word based morphology. 

9 Part of the diagram which is not pertinent to 

discussion has been omitted. 

the 

10 Cf. the quote below from Hohle (1985:333) in which he 

claims that haupt and neben in (35) (b) and (36) (b) are 

examples of prefixes which are very similar to free 

morphemes. 



A. NON-NATIVE PREFIXES 

a-polities 

[a [polities]] 

indifferent to-political 
11 apolitical 11 

anti-revolusioner 

[anti (revolusioner] J 
against-revolutionary 

"anti-revolutionary" 

Ciskei 

[cis [keiJ J 
across-Kei (river) 

11 ciskei" 

disorganisasie 

[dis (organisasieJJ 

reversal of-organisation 

"disorganisation" 

geofisikus 

[geo [fisikus]J 

of the earth-physicist 
11 geophysicist 11 

hemisiklus 

[hemi [ siklus J J 
half - cycle 

"half-cycle" 
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ADDENDUM 

abnormaal 

[ab [normaal]] 

away from-normal 

"abnormal" 

biochemie 

[bio [chemie] J 
of living things-chemistry 

11bio-chemistry" 

depolarisasie 

[de [polarisasie]] 

removal of-polarisation 

"depolarisation" 

eks-vrou 

[eks [vrouJ] 

former-wife 

"ex-wife" 

helioterapie 

[helio [terapie]J 

sun - therapy 
11heliotherapy11 

hidrosfeer 

[hidro (sfeerJ J 
relating to water-sphere 

"hydrosphere" 



hipersensitief 

[hiper (sensitiefJ] 

over - sensitive 

"hyper-sensitive" 

homoseksualiteit 

[homo [seksualiteit]J 

same - sexuality 

"homosexuality" 

infrastruktuur 

[infra [struktuur]J 

within-structure 

"infrastructure11 

intra-molekulJr 

[intra [molekul~r]] 

within-molecular 
11 intramolecular11 

ko-edukasie 

[ko [edukasie]] 

with others-education 

"co-education" 

makro-ekonomie 

[makro [ ekonomie J J 
large scale-economy 

"macro-economics 11 

mikrogolf 

[mikro [gol-f]] 

small - wave 

"microwave" 
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hiposentrum 

[hipo (sentrum]J 

under centre 

nunderground centre" 

inkonsekwent 

[in [konsekwent]] 

in - consistent" 

"inconsistent" 

internasionaal 

[inter [nasionaal]J 

between-national 

"international" 

isoklimaties 

[iso [klimaties]J 

equal-climatic 

"isoclimatic11 

kontra-reformasie 

[k6ntra [reformasie]J 

against reformation 
11 counter-reformation11 

metafisika 

[meta [fisika]] 

alongside-physics 

"metaphysics 11 

monosillabe 

[mono [sillabe]J 

one - syllable 
11monosyllab1en 



multi-miljoener 

[multi [miljoener]] 

many - millionaire 

"multimillionaire" 

non-aktief 

[non [aktief]] 

not - active 
11 inactive11 

pan-Islam 

[pan [Islam]] 

all - Islam 

"pan-Islam" 

p6likliniek 

[p6li [kliniek]] 

many - clinic 

"polyclinic" 

post-Impressionisme 

[post (Impressionisme]J 

after-Impressionism 
11post-Impressionism11 

pr6totipe 

[pr6to [tipe]] 

original-type 
11prototype 11 

psigoanalise 

[psigo (analise]] 

to do with - analysis 

the pscyche 

"psychoanalysis" 
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neurochirurg 

[neuro [chirurg]] 

nerve - surgeon 
11 neuro-surgeon 11 

outobiografie 

[outo [biografie]J 

one's own-biography 

"autobiography" 

paramedies 

[para [medies J J 
beside-medical 

"para-medical" 

pre-Columbia.ans 

[pre [Columbia.ans]] 

before-Columbian 

"pre-Columbian" 

pr6-aborsie 

[pr6 [aborsie]] 

for - abortion 

"pro-abortion" 

pseudoprofeet 

[pseudo [profeetJJ 

false - prophet 

"pseudo-prophet11 

re-evaluasie 

[re [evaluasie]] 

again-evaluation 

"re-evaluation" 



semi-afhanklik 

[semi [afhanklik]] 

partially-dependent 

"semi-dependent" 

subparagraaf 

[sub [paragraaf]] 

secondary-paragraph 

"subparagraph11 

suprasegmenteel 

[supra (segmenteel]] 

above - segmental 

"suprasegemental" 

transalpyns 

[trans [Alpyns]] 

over - Alpine 
11 trans-Alpine 11 

B. NATIVE PREFIXES 

aartsvyand 

[a.arts (vyand]] 

to the greatest-enemy 

degree 

"arch-enemy" 

geolie 

[ge [6lieJ] 

treated with-oil 

"oiled/ lubricated" 

mishandel 

[ mis ( handel J J 
badly-treat 

11 ill-treat11 
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sirkumpol~r 

[sirkum [polJrJ] 

circum - polar 

"circumpolar11 

superfyn 

[super [fyn]] 

to a great degree-fine 

"very fine" 

telef66n 

[tele [f66n]] 

far - phone 

"telephone" 

ultra-modern 

[ultra [modern]] 

excessively-modern 

"ultra-modern" 

bedraad 

[be [draad]J 

provide with-wire 

11wire 11 

herproeflees 

[her [proeflees]J 

again - proofread 

"proofread again11 

6eroud 

[6er [oud]] 

very - old 

"very old" 



onaangenaam 

[on [aangenaam]J 

not-pleasant 

"unpleasant" 

vergr66t 

[ver [gr66t] J 
make - large 

"enlarge" 

C. NON-NATIVE SUFFIXES 

instrumentaal 

[[instrument] a.al] 

instrument - pertaining to 
11 instrumental 11 

Amerikaans 

[(Amerika] a.ans] 

America - pertaining to 

"American" 

Africana 

[ [Africa] ana] 

Africa - items concerning 

"Africana" 

musikant 

[ [musiek] ant] 

music - person who makes 

"music-maker" 

argivaris 

[ [ argief] a.ris J 
archive-person who works in 

"archivist" 
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ontgr6ei 

(ont [gr6eiJJ 

away from - grow 

"outgrow" 

wanorde 

[wan [orde]J 

bad - order 

"disorder" 

Kuba.an 

( (Kuba] a.an] 

Cuba - person from 
11 Cuban 11 

sultana.at 

([sultan] a.at] 

sultan - worthiness/area of 

"sultanate" 

Mexikaner 

[[Mexiko] aner] 

Mexico - person from 

"Mexican" 

legendaries 

[[legende] aries] 

legend - connected with 

"legendary" 

oseanarium 

[[oseaan] arium] 

ocean - place like 

"oceanarium" 
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plantasie 

[ [plant] asie] 

plant - collection of 

"plantation" 

departementeel 

[[departementJ eel] 

department - pertaining to 

"departmental" 

Japannees 

( [Japan] ees J 
Japan - person from/ 

pertaining to 

"Japanese" 

dokumentir 
' [ (dokument] er] 

document - pertaining to 
11 documentary" 

adviseur 

[ [advies] eur] 

advise - person who gives 

11 adviser 11 

Israeli 

[[Israel] iJ 

Israel - person from 

"Israeli" 

sportief 

[ [sport] ief] 

sport - that has a bearing on 

"sporting" 

spioenasie 

[ [spioen] asie] 

spy activities of 

"espionage" 

adresseer 

[ [ adres] eer] 

address-make 

"address" 

republikein 

[[republiek] ein] 

republic - inhabitant of 

"Republican" 

galanterie 

[ [galant] erie] 

gallant-act of being 

"gallantary" 

modieus 

[ [mode] eusJ 

fashion-with characte

ristics of 

"fashionable" 

abstraksie 

[ [ abstrak J ie] 

abstract-result of making 
11 abstraction11 

tuinier 

[ [tuin] ier] 

garden-person who works 

with 
11 gardener11 



Dur bani et 

[ (Durban] iet] 

Durban - person from 

"Durbanite" 

alkoholisme 

[[alkohol] isme] 

alcohol - condition caused 

by too much 
11 alcoholism11 

eksklusiwiteit 

[[eksklusief] teit] 
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exclusive - condition of being 

"exclusivity" 

D. NATIVE SUFFIXES 

bew6nderaar 

[[bew6nder] aar] 

admire - person who 

"admirer" 

beesagtig 

[[bees] agtig] 

beast-displaying apparent 

characteristics of 

"beastly" 

mensdom 

[ [mens] dam] 

person-collection of 

"mankind" 

motoris 

[ [motor] is] 

car - person who drives 
11motorist 11 

dreigement 

[[dreig] ment] 

threaten-result of 

"threat" 

luiaard 

[[lui] aard] 

lazy-person who is 

"lazy person" 

aanpasbaar 

[[aanpasJ baar] 

adapt - able to (be) 

"adaptable" 

kr6mme 

[ [kr6m] e] 

skew - thing which is 

"thing which is skew" 



assistente 

( [assistent] e] 

assistant - female 

"female assistent 11 

gev6elentheid 

[[gev6el] entheid] 

feel - action of 

"feeling" 

dikkerd 

( [dik] erd] 

fat - person who is 

"fatty/humpty-dumpty11 

d6mmerik 

( [ d6m] erik] 

stupid-person who is 

"blockhead" 

minares 

( [minnaar] es J 

lover - female 

"female lovern 

heldhaftig 

[ [held] haftig] 

hero - like 

"brave/heroic" 

aakligheid 

[ [ aakligJ heid,J 

awful - state of being 

"awfulness/dismalness" 
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dreigend 

[ [dreig] end] 

threaten-present part. 

"threatening" 

aanhouer 

[[aanhou] er] 

persevere-person who 

"perseverer/stayer11 

asynerig 

( (asyn] erig] 

vinegar-ascribed presence 

to a small degree 

"vinegary" 

afblaardery 

[[afblaar] ery] 

exfoliate-continual act of 

"continual exfoliation" 

deelsgewys 

[ [ deel J gewys J 
part - in one after the 

other 
11bit by bit" 

ampshalwe 

[ [ amp] halwe] 

office-by virtue of 

"officially" 

st6fie 

[[st66f] ie] 

stove - small 

"small stove" 



akrobaties 

[ [ akrobaat] ies] 

acrobat - like 

"acrobatic" 

kleinigheid 

[[klein] igheid] 

small - a lesser extent 

"trifle/small thing" 

ins inking 

[ [ ins ink] ing] 

cave in-result/process of 

"subsidence" 

begeerlik 

[ [begeer] lik] 
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desire - showing the qualities 

of being 

"desirable" 

bekeerling 

[ [bekeer) ling] 

convert-person who 

"convert" 

kinderloos 

[ [kinder] loos] 

child - without 

"childless" 

Amsterdams 

[ [Amsterdam] s] 

Amsterdam - characteristic of 

"characteristic 11 

kragtig 

[ [kragJ igJ 

power-full of/endowed with 

"powerful" 

vriendin 

[ [vriend] in] 

friend - female 

"female friend" 

naamkunde 

[ [ naam] kunde J 
name science of 

"onomastics 11 

weekliks 

[ [week] liks] 

week - recurring 

intervals 

"weeklyn 

blindelings 

[[blind] lings] 

at 

of 

blind - in such a way 

"blindly" 

erfenis 

[ [ er:f J nis] 

inherit-that which is 

"inheritance" 

duursaam 

[ [ duurJ saamJ 

last - inclined to 

"lasting" 



br6eisel 

[ [br6ei] sel] 

hatch - that which has 

"hatch/brood (of chickens) 

tikster 

[ [tik] ster] 

type-lady who 

"typist" 

handvol 

( [hand] vol] 
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hand - as much as it can hold 

"handful" 

direkteurskap 

[[direkteur] skap] 

director - rank of 
11directorship11 

kalmte 

[ [kalm] te] 

calm - state of being 

"calmness/composure" 

huiswaarts 

[ [ huis] waarts J 
home - in the direction of 

"homeward(s)" 
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